
\ 

Digital Autopilot Docked Jet Selection 

DKJSl.ECT 

Set TIME5 to cause program interrupt #2 in 6 centi- seconds 

If DAPZRUPI' ) 0 : 

Proceed to ''BAILOUT" (pattern 320008 ) 

DAPARUPT = ARUPTdp 

DAPRmPT = (ERUPT, QRUPT) 

ERUPT = Instruction stored at location SUPERJOB 

DAPZRUPTdp = ZRUPTdp 

ZRUPT = Address of SUPERJOB + 1 (S register portion) 

Resume (Causes the "SUPERJOB" "j ask" to be entered promptly 
while allowing other interrupts , e .g . telemetry, to occur) 

SUPERJOB 

TS = channel 31 

If bits 14- 13 of C31FLWRD f 002: 

TS = C31FLWRD 

If bit 14(Free Mode complement) of TS = 0 : 

If INHIBIT ) 0: 

Proceed to "BURBLE" 

If INHIBIT = +O: 

TS1 = - (channel 31) 

TS = (bits 10- 9 of TS1), 

TAUY = K200mst6TS- l 

(Tag here "YZFREE" ) 

(gives "true " values of trans 
lation hand controller bits) 

shifted right 8 places (~ Y) 

TS = (bits 12-11 of TS1) , shifted right 10 places (! Z) 

TAUZ = K200mst6TS- l 

Proceed to "NOBYPASS" 

If INHIBIT ) 0: (Tag here "INHIBCHK" ) 

Proceed to "BURBLE" 

Proceed to 11 NOBYPASS 11 
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NOBYPASS 

TRCO:MPAC = 0 

TRCOMPBD = 0 

5PT = 0 

5YWI' = 0 

61PT = 0 

61YWI' = 0 

62PT = 0 

62YWI' = 0 

DELFLG = 0 

Proceed to 11 P /YWCOMP 11 

P/YWCOMP 

i = 1 (in SPNDX cell, means yaw; 0 for pitch) 

If TAUL = 0 : 
l 

(rotation command zero) 

If TAUZ. = 0: 
l 

Proceed to 11 SPNDXCK 11 

Proceed to 11 FORCE 11 

If bit K k of DAPDATR3 = 1: 
pc i 

Proceed to 11 FORCE 11 

Proceed to 11 COUPLE 11 

COUPLE 

TS = 0 

If TAUL ( 0: 
l 

TS = 1 

(Tag here 11YZCHECK 11
) 

(bit 4 for i = O; bit 1 for i = 1) 

TS = TS + 2i (odd for negative command) 

TS = K (jets to implement command) 
1 ppitchtcTS 

5PWi = TS1 (for i = 1, load 5YWW) 
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If TS1 f' CH5FAIL = 0: (i.e. selected jets not failed) 

Proceed to "GOODA" 

If bit K k of DAPDATR3 = 1: 
pc i 

(bit 4 for i = O; bit 1 for i = 1) 

Proceed to "P /YWALRM' 1 

Proceed to 11 FORCE 11 

FORCE 

TS = 0 

If TAUZ. < 0: 
l 

TS = 1 

TS = TS + 2i 

TS = K 
1 pzforceTS 

(jets to implement corrnnand) 

62PWi = TS1 

If TS1 n CH6FAIL = 0: (i.e. selected jets not failed) 

Proceed to 11GOODB 11 

TS2 = TS1 () (- CH6FAIL) 

If TS2 = 0: (i.e. all jets bad) 

62PT. = 0 (for i = 1, loads 62YWT) 
l 

(Tag here 11 BADC") 

If bit K k of DAPDATR3 = 1: 
pc i 

(bit 4 for i = O; bit 1 for i = 1) 

Proceed to 11 COUPLE 11 

Proceed to "P/YWALRM11 

61PWi = TS2 (for i = 1, loads 61YWW) (Tag here 11 GOODC 11
) 

If TS2 fl Kprollbd2i = 0: 

Proceed to "NEGRDIST 11 

If TAUZ. ) 0: 
l 

(for i = 1, checks TAUY) 

DELFLG = DELFLG + bit (g - i) (bit g set 1 for i = O; bit 7 for 
i = 1) 

61PT. = /TAUZ. / 
l l 

(for i = 1, loads 61YWT) 

TS = - I TAUZil 

Proceed to 11 TRCO:MP 11 
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NEG RD I ST 

DELFI.G = DELFI.G + bit (6 - i) 

If TAUZ. < 0: 
l 

DELFI.G = DELFLG + bit (8 - i) 

61Pri = jTAUZ~ 

TS = ITAUZi / 

Proceed to 11 TRCOMP 11 

TR COMP 

TS = C TS 2 alpha pi 

If bit (8 - i) of DELFLG = 0: 

TRCOMPAC. = TRCOMPAC. + TS + TS2 l l 

If bit (8 - i) of DELFI.G = 1: 

TRCOMPAC . = TRCOMPAC . + TS - TS2 l l 

If TAUl. ( 0 : 
l 

DELFI.G = DELFLG + bit (4 - i) 

Proceed to 11 SPNDXCK 11 

GOO DA 

(for i = 1, uses TRCOMPBD) 

TS = ~ TAUl. 
l 

(~ factor because of 2 jets) 

If TS < 0: 

DELFI.G = DELFLG + bit (12 - i) 

5PT . = ITsl 
l 

(for i = 1, loads 5YWI') 

Proceed to 11 SPNDXCK 11 

GOO DB 

62Pr. = I~ TAUZ. I 
l l 

(for i = 1, loads 62YWI' with TAUY information) 

If TAUl. < o: 
l 

DELFLG = DELFLG + bit (12 - i) + bit (4 - i) 

If TAUZ. ) 0: 
l 

(for i = 1, checks TAUY) 

DELFI.G = DELFLG + bit (10 - i) 

TRCOMPBD . = TRCOMPBD . + C TAUZ. (for i = 1, uses TRCOMPAC) 
- 1 - 1 alpha pi i 
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Proceed to "SPNDXCK" ·, 

P/YWAIRM Entered from "COUPLE'' and "FORCE" 

If bit 12(50~H(-FI..G) of FLAGWRD3 = 0: (set 0 e .g . by "DONOUN89") 

Perform "ALARM" (pattern 05008) 

Set bit 12(50~H(-Fl.G) of FLAGWRD3 = 1 

Proceed to "SPNDXCK" 

SPNDXCK 

If i } 0: 

i = i - 1 

Proceed to second line of "P/YWCOMP" 

If TRCOMPAC ~ 0: 

If TRCOMPBD ~ 0 : 

(Tag here "ROLLCOMP") 

(Tag here "TCOMPAC+") 

TS = TRCOMPBD + TRCOJl.1PAC 

If TS ~ 0 : 

TRCOMPBD = TS 

TRCOMPAC = 0 

If TS > 0: 

TRCOMPAC = TS 

TRCCMPBD = 0 

If TRCOMPAC < 0: 

If TRCOMPBD > 0: 

TS = TRCOMPBD + TRCOMPAC 

If TS ~ 0: 

TRCOMPAC = TS 

TRCOMPBD = 0 

If TS ) 0 : 

TRCOMPBD = TS 

TRCOMPAC = 0 
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i = (bit 13 of DAPDATR3) (1 or 0) (Tag here 11RPREFCK 11
) 

If TAU -f- 0: (roll desired) · 

Perform 11ROLLMATH 11 

Perform 11ROLLMATH11 (2nd time) 

Perform 11MERGMATH11 (Tag here 11 COMBINE 11 ) 

Perform 11 MERGMATH11 (2nd time) 

TS = TAU + TRCOMPBD . (for i = 1, gets TRCOMPAC) 
- 1. 

Perform 11 CPLl'lA.TH 11 

T5TEMP2 = TS 

If TS = 0: (i.e. jets good) 

Proceed to 11 PASS2 11 

62PT. = 0 
1. 

(for i = 1, loads 62YWT) 

T5TEMP2 = TAU 

If TRCOMPBD . f 0 : 
- 1. 

(for i = 1, checks TRCOMPAC) 

Perform 11ROLLALRM11 

Proceed to 11 PASS2 11 

PASS2 

i = Ji - ii (if O, set to l; if 1, set to 0) 

T5TEMP2 = T5TEMP2 + TRCOMPBD . 
- 1. 

TS = T5TEMP2 

Perform 11 CPLMATH11 

(for i = 1, gets TRCOMPAC) 

If TS f 0: 

62PT. = 0 
1. 

(for i = 1, loads 62YWI') 

Perform 11ROLLAIBM11 

If any computed times (5PT, 5YWT, 61PT, 61YWT, 62PT, 62YWI') =f O: 

If that time is < K14ms: 

Set that time to K14ms 

Proceed to 11 BURB1E11 
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ROLIMATH 

i = /i - 1/ 
If TRCOMPAC. = 0: 

l 

Return 

If TRCOMPAC. ) 0: 
l 

If TAU ) 0: 

Return 

(for i = 1, check TRCOMPBD) 

(Tag here "PLUSCOMP") 

TRCOMPAC. = TRCOMPAC. + TAU 
l l 

If TRCOMPAC. ) 0: 
l 

TAU = 0 

Return 

TAU = TRCOMPAC. 
l 

TRCOMPAC. = 0 
l 

Return 

If TAU ~ 0 : 

Return 

(TRCOMPAC. <: 0 if here) (Tag here "MNUSCOMP 11 ) 
l 

TRCOMPAC. = TRCOMPAC. + TAU 
l l 

If TRCOMPAC. ~ 0: 
l 

TAU = 0 

Return 

TAU = TRCOMPAC. 
l 

TRCOMPAC. = 0 
l 

Return 

MERGMATH 

If 62PT. = 0: 
l 

i = f i - 1/ 
Return 

(checks 62YWT for i = 1) 
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j - i (in T5TEMP cell) 

TS = TRCOMPBD . 
- l 

If TS = 0: 

(TRCOMPAC for i = 1) 

Proceed to 11TESTTAU 11 

If TS ) 0: 

Proceed to 11SIDE+11 

Proceed to 11 SIDE- 11 

TESTTAU 

SIDE+ 

TS = j 

j = - 4 (TRCO:MPBD_4 is TAU) 

If TS= j: (means have already been through once) 

i = (i - l] 

Return 

TS = TAU 

If TS ) 0: 

Proceed to 

If TS ~ 0: 

Proceed to 

i = /i - 1/ 
Return 

T5TEMP2 = /Tsl 
If TAUZ. ) 0: 

l 

11SIDE+ 11 

11 SIDE- 11 

(TS = TRCOMPBD . or TAU, for j = 0/-1 or -4) 
-l 

(for i = 1, TAUY) 

Set bit (g - i) of DELFLG = 1 

61PW. = K llbd n 62PW. 
i pro 2i i 

(combine roll with Y/Z translation) 
(for i = 1, 61YWW loaded using 62YWW) 

TS= 2 (62PT.) - T5TEMP2 
l 

(for i = 1, 62YWI'; factor of 2 for 2 jets) 



SIDE-

If TS~ 0: 

TRCOMPBD. = - TS (tag "TAGD 11 
- 1) (for j = -4, TAU; for 

J j = - 1, TRCOMPAC) 

61PT. = 2 (62PT.) + 61PT. 
l l l 

(for i = 1, 61YWI' and 62YWT) 

62PT. = 0 
l 

i = f i - ll 
Return 

62PT. = ~ TS 
l 

TRCOMPBD. = 0 
J 

(Tag here "TAGC 11
) 

61PT. = 61PT. + T5TEMP2 
l l 

Proceed to 11 TESTTAU11 

T5TEMP2 = /Tsj 

Set bit (6 - i) of DELFLG = 1 

If TAUZ . < 0: 
l 

(for i = 1, TAUY) 

Set bit (8 - i) of DELFLG = l 

61PW. = K llbd /l 62PW. 
1 mro 2i i 

(i = 1, 61YlrJW loaded, using 62YWW data) 

TS = 2 (62PT. ) - T5TEMP2 
l 

(for i = 1, 62YWT) 

If TS -' 0 : 

TRCOMPBD. = TS (T ag here 11 TAGD 11
) 

J 
(for j = -4, TAU; for 
j = -1, TRCOMPAC) 

61PT. = 2 (62PT.) + 61PT . (for i = 1, 61YWT and 62YWT) 
l . l l 

62PT. = 0 
l 

i = Ii - iJ 
Return 

62PT. = ~ TS 
l 

(Tag here llTAGC 11 ) 

TRCOMPBD. = 0 
J 
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61PI'. = 61PI'. + T5TEMP2 
l l 

Proceed to "TESTTAU " 

CPLMATH 

TS = ~ TS 

If TS = 0: 

Return 

If TS ) 0: 

62Pr. = hsl 
l 

(i = 1, load 62YWI' ) (Tag here "CPL+'' ) 

Set bit (10 - i ) of DELFLG = 0 

j = 2 i 

If TS < 0: 

62PI'. = fTS/ 
l 

(Tag here "CPL- ") 

Set bit (10 - i ) of DELFLG = 1 

j = 2 i + 1 

DELFLG = DELFLG + bit (14 - i ) (Tag here "TAGE") 

62PW. = K llbd (i = 1, load 62YWW) 
i pro j 

TS = 62PW. n CH6FAIL (non-zero for jet failures ) 
l 

Return 

BURBLE 

DFI = 0 (DFT 

TS = (bits g_7 of 

If TS = 0 : 

5AXW = 0 

5BXW = 0 

i = 1 

same as DFT0 ; DFT10 same as DFT1; DFT1i same as DFT2) 

- channel 31) , shifted right 6 places (~ X trans. 
"true " values ) 

Proceed to "GOCYCLE" 

ATTKALMN = - 5 
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If bit 10 of DAPDATRJ = 0: 

5AXW = 0 

If bit 10 of DAPDATRJ = 1: 

5PT = 0 

5AXW = K () ( - CH5FAIL) 
p.xacTS- 1 

If bit 7 of DAPDATRJ = 0: (Note that if bits 10 and 7 both 
0, get no translation) 

5BXW = 0 

If bit 7 of DAPDATRJ = 1: 

5YWT = 0 

5BXW = K {) (- CH5FAIL) 
pxacTs+l 

i = 1 

Proceed to 11 GOCYCLE 11 

GOCYCLE 

Tl.EFT = 0 

TT = Kl00mst6 

TS = TT - 61PT. 
]_ 

(for i = 1, uses 61YWT) 

If TS > 0 : 

Tl.EFT = TS 

TT = KlOOmstb - Tl.EFT 

If TT = 0: 

(i .e. 61PT.) 
]_ 

Proceed to 11N061PT 11 

T5TEMP = TT 

TS = T5TEMP 

(Tag here 11 LONG61PT 11
) 

If bit (g - i) of DELFIG = 1: 

TS = - TS 

T5TEMP = T5TEMP + Calphapi TS 

TS = T5TEMP 
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If bit (6 - i) of DELFLG = 1: 

TS = - TS 

DFT = DFT + TS 

TS = TT 

If bit (4 - i) of DELFLG = 1: 

TS = - TS 

DFTl . = DFTl. + TS 
J.. J.. 

Proceed to 11N06lPT 11 

N061PT 

TT = TLEFT 

TS = TT - 62PT . 
J.. 

(for i = 1, 62YWT) 

If TS ) 0 : 

TT = TLEFT - TS (i .e. 62PT.) 
J.. 

If TT = 0: 

Proceed to "N062PT" 

T5TEMP = 2 TT (Tag here "LONG62PT") 

If bit (14 - i) of DELFLG = 0: 

T5TEMP = C l h T5TEMP a p api 

TS = 2 TT 

If bit (12 - i) of DELFLG = 1: 

TS = - TS 

DFTl. = DFTl. + TS 
J.. J.. 

TS = T5TEMP (Tag here "ROLLCPL") 

If bi t (10 - i) of DELFLG = 1: 

TS = - TS 

DFT = DFT + TS 

Proceed to "N062PT" 
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N062PT 

N05PT 

TT = Kl00mst6 

TS = TT - 5PT. 
l 

If TS > 0: 

(i = 1, 5YWI') 

TT = KlOOmst6 - TS 

If TT = 0: 

(i.e. 5PT.) 
l 

Proceed to 11 N05PT 11 

TS= f c TTI ecp. (Tag here 11 LONG5PT 11
) 

l 

If bit (2 - i) of DELFI.G = 0: 

TS = 2 TS 

If bit (12 - i) of DELFI.G = 1: 

TS = - TS 

DFTl. = DFTl. + TS 
l l 

Proceed to 11N05PT 11 

If i ) 0: 

i = i - 1 

Proceed to 11GOCYCLE 11 

If INHIBIT ) 0: 

INHIBIT = INHIBIT - 1, limited ~ +O (Tag here 11 JETSON1 1 ) 

If bit 14 of 5WORD = 1: (set in 11 DKT6 11
) 

Set bit 14 of 5WORD = 0 

Perform 11 SETUPT6 11 

Proceed to 11NOTIMING 11 

TS1 = 61PT .+ 62PT 

TS2 = 61YWI' + 62YWI' 

(in L register; Tag here 11 INHIBCMP 11
) 
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TSJ = TS2 - TS1 

If TS
3 
~ 0: 

TS = TS1 

If TS
3 

) 0: 

TS = TS
3 

+ TS1 (i .e. TS2) 

If TS f 0: (Tag here 11ZONK'') 

TS = (Kldl60 TS)integral 
part 

+ 1 (units of 0 .1 second 
passes now) 

INHIBIT = TS (zero value likely to be -0) 

Perform "SETUPT6" 

Perform "TIMJNG11 

Proceed to "NOTIMING" 

NOTIMJNG 

T5PHASE = -0 

T5LOC = "RCSATT" 

Return to task status (via EDRUPT instruction at "MAKERUPT") 

ARUPTdp = DAPARUPT 

(BRUPT, QRUPT) = DAPEQRPT 

ZRUPTdp = DAPZRUPTdp 

DAPZRUPT = -16383 

Resume 

TIMJNG 

Inhibit interrupts 

5WORD = 0 

6WORD = 0 

NEXT6INT = TIMEHOLD 

i = 1 

Proceed to "T6LOOP11 

(Tag here "ENDJASK") 

(QRUPT not actually loaded, although 
effect equivalent) 
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T6LOOP 

If 5PT . = 0 : 
l 

(for i = 1, checks 5YWI') 

5WORD = 5WORD + 5AXW. 
l 

(i = 1, 5BXW) (Tag here 11N05TIME 11
) 

If5PT . f0 : 
l 

If (NEXT6INT - 5PT. ) ) 0 : 
l 

NEXT6INT = 5PT . 
l 

5WORD = 5WORD + 5PW. 
l 

(for i = 1, 5YWW) 

If 61PT. = 0: (for i = 1, checks 61YWT) 
l 

If 62PT. f 0: 
l 

(Tag here 11N061TIME 11
) 

I 

(Tag here 11TEST61PT 11 ) 

If (NEXT6INT - 62PT.) ) 0: 
l 

(i = 1, 62YWT) 

NEXT6INT = 62PT. 
l 

6WORD = 6WORD + 62PW. 
l 

If 61PT. f 0: 
l 

If (NEXT6INT - 61PT.) ) 0: 
l 

NEXT6INT = 61PT. 
l 

6WORD = 6WORD + 61PW. 
l 

(i = 1, 62YWW) 

(i = 1 , 61YWW) 

If i) 0: (Tag here 11 COUNTDWN 11 ) 

i = i - 1 

Proceed to 11 T6LOOP 11 

Release interrupts 

Return 

SETUPT6 

Inhibit interrupts 

TIME6 = K14ms 

Perform 11 ClJSTALL1 1 

Set bit 15(TIME6 Count Enable) of channel 13 = 1 

TIMEHOLD = KlOOmstb 

Release interrupts 

Return 
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DKT6 (Entered from 11 T6START 11 if WHICHDAP = 1) 

If DAPZRUPT ) 0: 

Set bit 14 of 5WORD == 1 

Resume 

Channel 5 == 5WORD 

Channel 6 = 6WORD 

TIME6 == NEXT6INT 

Perform 11 Cl3STALL11 

Set bit 15(TIME6 Count Enable) of channel 13 == 1 

Perform 11 TIMEUPDT 11 

Resume 

TIMEUPDT 

i == 1 

TS == NEXT6INT - 5PT. 
J_ 

If TS ~ 0: 

5PT . == - TS 
J_ 

TS = NEXT6INT - 61PT. 

If TS ~ 0: 

61PT . == - TS 
J_ 

J_ 

(for i == 1, 5YWT) 

(i == 1, 61YWT) 

Proceed to 11GOROUND 11 

TS == NEXT6INT - 62PT. 

If TS ~ 0 : 

62PT . == - TS 
J_ 

Proceed to 11 GOROUND 11 

GOROUND 

If i > 0: 

i == i - 1 

J_ 
(i == 1, 62YWT) 

Proceed to second line of 11 TIMEUPDT 11 
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TIMEHOLD = TIMEHOLD - NEXT6INT 

If TIMEHOLD ~ 0: 

TIMEHOLD = KlOOmstb 

Proceed to "TIMING'' 

ROLLALRM Entered from "SPNDXCK" and "PASS2" 

If bit 11(50l'H*-Fl.G) of FLAGWRD3 = 0: (set 0 e.g. by "OONOUN89") 

Perform "ALARM" (pattern 05018) 

Set bit 11(50l'H*-Fl.G) of FLAGWRD3 = 1 

Return 
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Quantities in Computations 

See also list of major variables and list of routines 

5.AXW: Single precision X translation jet bits for channel 5 using the A/ C 
system, loaded in 11BURBLE 11 based on X-translation channel bits and 
assembled into 5WORD in 11 T6LOOP 11

• 5AXW1 is 5BXW, and information 
is in octal. 

5BXW: Single precision X translation jet bits for channel 5 using the B/D 
system (see 5AXW ) . 

5PT: Single precision time (remaining ) for transmission of jet information 
in 5PW, scale factor BlO, units centi-seconds. It is decremented in 
11 TIMEUPDT 11

• 5PT1 is 5YWT. 

5PW: Single precision octal pitch-corrnnand jets for channel 5, transmitted 
under control of the time information in 5PT. 5PW1 is 5YWW. 

5WORD: Single precision cell assembled in 11T6LOOP 11 giving the jet pattern 
to be loaded into channel 5 when 11 DKT6 11 is entered. Bit 14 of the 
word is set 1 in 11DKT6 11 if the interrupt generated while the jet
selection jask is going on, and is checked in 11N05PT 11

• 

5YWI': Single precision time (remaining) for transmission of jet information 
in 5YWW, scale factor BlO, units centi-seconds (see 5PT). 

5YWW: Single precision octal yaw-corrnnand jets for channel 5, transmitted 
under control of the time information in 5YWI'. 

61PT: Single precision time (remaining) for transmission of one - jet "pitch"/ 
roll control information in 61FW, scale factor BlO, units centi-seconds. 
It may reflect a combined rotation and translation, and hence if it 
is non-zero it takes priority over time (and jet selection ) information 
controlled by 62PT (see 11 T6LOOP 11 logic). 61PT1 is 61YWI'. 

61PW: Single precision octal one-jet 11pitch 11 command for channel 6, trans
mitted under control of the time information in 61PT. 61PW1 is 61YWW. 

61YWI': Single precision time (remaining) for transmission of jet information 
in 61YWW, scale factor BlO, units centi-seconds, used for 11yaw11/roll 
control (see 61Pl'). 

61YWW: Single precision octal one-jet 11 yaw11 command for channel 6, trans
mitted under control of the time information in 61YWT. 

62PT: Single precision time ( remaining ) for transmission of two-jet 11 pitch11
/ 

roll control information in 62PW, scale factor BlO, units centi-seconds. 
62Pl' l is 62YWT • 

62PW: Single precision octal two-jet 11pitch 11 command for channel 6, trans
mitted under control of the time information in 62PT. 62PW1 is 62YWW. 
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62YWI': Single precision time (remaining) for transmission of two-jet "yaw"/ 
roll control information in 62YWW, scale factor BlO, units centi-seconds. 

62YWW: Single precision octal two-jet "yaw" command for channel 6, transmitted 
under control of the tirre information in 62YWI'. 

6WORD: Single precision cell assembled in 11 T6LOOP 11 giving the jet pattern 
to be loaded into channel 6 when "DKT6 11 is entered. 

ARUPTd : Cells used to save accumulator and L register when interrupt 
preceived. It is necessary to make special provisions to retain these 

cells elsewhere because of the "jask 11 implementation in the coding (allowing 
the computations to be interrupted by other tasks, but taking immediate 
priority over the job that may have previously been running). 

ATTKALMN: See Digital Autopilot RCS Routines. 

ERUPT: Cell used to save hardware B register when interrupt received (see ARUPT). 

C 
1 

h : Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation 
a P apO "ALPHAP 11 , scale factor BO, used to determine effect on TRCOMPBD 

due to channel 6 use for pitch control (see e.g . "GOODE"). 

C 1 h : Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation 
a P apl "ALPHAYW", scale factor BO, used to determine effect on TRCOMPAC 

due to channel 6 use for yaw control (see e.g. 11 GOODB 11
). 

C : Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation "ECP 11
, 

ecpO scale factor BO, used to convert the jet on-time computed by 
the DAP phase plane logic for pitch rotation into the equivalent 
amount of time required using channel 6 "translation 11 jet. 

C : Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation "ECYW", 
ecpl scale factor BO. See C (except used for yaw, of course). ecp0 

CJlFLWRD: See Digital Autopilot RCS Routines. 

CH5FAIL: Single precision octal cell, loaded by R2 of N87, whose individual 
bits are set to 1 to indicate that the corresponding RCS jet driven by 
that bit of channel 5 is disabled. A V59E sets the cell to zero. 

CH6FAIL: Single precision octal cell, loading by RJ of N87, serving for 
channel 6 an analogous function to CH5FAIL (V59E also sets zero). 

DAPARUPT: Cells used to retain ARUPTdp during the DAP jask (see ARUPT). 

DAPBQRPT: Cells used to retain ERUPT and QRUPT during the DAP jask. 

DAPDATRJ: Single precision quantity whose individual octal digits are 
assigned control significance for the jet selection logic of the 
docked DAP. The cell may be loaded by Rl of N87. The individual 
bits of DAPDATRJ have the following meanings (digit #1 is also 
referred to as "Air; #2 as "B 11

, etc.). 
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Octal 
Digit 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Word 
Bit 

15- 14 
13 

12- 11 
10 

9-g 
7 

6- 5 
4 

3- 2 
1 

Significance 

Not used (no effect). 
If 1, A/ C quad jets preferred for roll; if O, B/D. 

Not used (no effect). 
Allow use of quad A/C for X translation, if 1. 

Not used (no effect). 
Allow use of quad B/D for X translation (if bits 

10 and 7 both 0, no X translation takes place), if 1 . 

Not used (no effect). 
Pitch control by channel 6 translation jets (Z) 
is preferred if 1 (if 0, couple control preferred). 

Not used (no effect). 
Yaw control by channel 6 translation jets (Y) 
is preferred if 1 (if 0, couple control preferred). 

DAPZRUPT: Cells used to retain ZRUPTd during the DAP jask (see ARUPT). 
Since ZRUPT is positive (bits P15- 13 = 0), DAPZRUPT is set negative 
to indicates~hat the DAP jask is not in progress (if rgund positive 
in "DKJSLECT", a software restart is caused) . 

DELFI..G- : Single precision octal flagword used to retain information on nature 
of the decisions made concerning jet selection (such as signs) in order 
to determine the proper "feedback" DFI material. The even-numbered 
bits are used for the "pitch" channel (B/D quad), and the next- lower 
odd- numbered bit for the "yaw11 channel (A/C quad) . 

Bit Use 

15 Not assigned. 

14/13 Set 1 to indicate that 62PT. controlling roll (couple, hence 
no cross - coupling to pitch/~aw channel needed). 

12/11 Set 1 to indicate negative 5PT./62PT. effect on DFTl . . 
l l i 

10/9 Set 1 to indicate negative 62PT . effect on DFT (roll) . 
l 

g/7 Set 1 to indicate negative 61PT. cross - coupling (via C 1 h ) 
to roll . i a p ap. 

l 

6/5 Set 1 to indicate negative 61PT . complete effect on roll. 
l 

4/3 Set 1 to indicate negative 61PT . effect on DFTl. . 
i l 

2/1 Set 1 to indicate 5PT . time is for 1 jet . 
l 
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DF!: See Digital Autopilot RCS Routines. 

DFTl: Same as DFT1 (and DFT11 is same as DFT2 ). 

INHIBIT: Single precision counter, scale factor Bl4, of the number of 
passes that sho1J.ld be bypassed in 11 N05PT 11 (also initialized there): 
a pass occurs each 0.1 second. Also used for control in 11 SUPER.JOB 11

• 

K
14

ms: See Digital Autopilot RCS Routines . 

KlOOm t 6: Single precision constant, program notation 11 100MST6 11
, scale factor 

s Bl2 units centi- seconds . Value is 160 x 2-14, corresponding to 
10 x 2- ~, where first term is value in centi- seconds and second is 
scale factor. 

K200mst6 . (i =-~to~): Set of single precision constants, program 
i notation (i = 0) 11 200MST6 11

, scale factor BlO, units centi
seconds. Value for i = - 1 and i = 2 is O; for i = O value is 
320 x 2- 14 (i.e . 20 x 2- lO, or 20 cs); for i = 1, value is -320 x 2- 14 

K1d160 : Single precision constant, program notation 11 1/160 11
, scale factor 

B4, units of DAP passes/centi- second . Value is 0 .00625, corresponding 
to 0 .1 x 2-4, where first term is number of passes (i .e . one pass every 
0.1 second or 0 .1 pass/centi- second) and second is scale factor . 

Kmrollbd0 : Single precis i on constant, octal value 000128, program notation 
11 - ROLLBD 11

, corresponding to channel 6 jets 10 and 12 (negative 
roll torque from B/D quad). 

Kmrollbd : Singl~ precision constant, octal value 002408, program notation 
2 11 -ROLLAC 11

, corresponding to channel 6 jets 14 and 16 (negative 
roll torque from A/C quad) . 

Single precision constant, program notation 11 PCK 11
, octal value 000108 , 

corresponding to bit 4 (used to select bit of DAPDATR3) . 

Single precision constant, program notation 1 'PCK + l'1, octal value 
000018, corresponding to bit 1. 

Kppitchtc. 
i 

(1,3) 

i 

0 

1 

2 

3 

Jets 

(i = 0 - 3): Set of single precision constants giving pitch and 
yaw jet patterns (0,1 and 2,3) for positive (0,2) and negative 

polarities respectively. Values are: 

Octal Jets Result 

000053 3,1 + Pitch 

000128 2,4 - Pitch 

001208 7,5 + Yaw 

002408 6,8 - Yaw 

are in channel 5, for i = 0 program notation 11+PITCHTC 11 
• 
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K llbd (i = 0 - 3) : Set of single precision constants gi ving roll jet 
pro i patterns for quads B/ D (0,1) and A/C (2,3) for negative (1,3) 

and positive (0,2) polarities. Values are: 

i Octal Jets Result 

0 000058 11,9 + Roll (B/D) 

1 000128 10,12 - Roll (B/D) 

2 001208 15,13 + Roll (A/C) 

3 002408 14,16 - Roll (A/C) 

Jets are in channel 6, for i = 0 program notation '4-ROLLBD" (by 
assembler techniques, equated to same cells as K 't ht ). ppi c c. i 

K (i = 0 - 3): Set of single precision constants giving X-translation 
pxaci jet patterns for quads A/C (0,1) and B/D (2,3) for negative (1,3) 

and positive (0,2) polarities . Values are: 

i Octal Jets Result 

0 000118 2,1 +X (A/C) 

1 000068 3,4 -X (A/C) 

2 002208 6,5 +X (B/D) 

3 001408 7,8 -X (B/D) 

Jets are in channel 5, for i = 0 program notation "+XAC". 

K f (i = 0 - 3) : Set of single precision constants gi ving Y/Z trans -
pz orcei lation jet p. atterns (Y for 2,3; Z for 0,1) for negative (1,3) 

and positive (0,2) polarities . Values are : 

i Octal Jets Result 

0 000118 10,9 + z 
1 000068 11,12 - z 
2 002208 14,13 + y 

3 001408 15,16 - y 

Jets are in channel 6, for i = 0 program notation "+ZFORCE'' (by 
assembler techniques, equated to same cells as K ) . 

pxaci 

NEXT6JNT : Single precision cell, scale factor BlO, units centi~seconds, 
giving the value to be loaded into TIME6 when 11 DKT6 11 is entered . Its 
setting is determined in 11 T6LOOP 11 (set to mini mwn amount of time left 
among the various jet timing words). 

QRUPT: Cell used to save hardware Q register when interrupt received (see ARUPT) . 
Rather than restoring it, coding restores Q register and branches to a 
point in the 11Reswne" coding after QRUPT otherwise would have been loaded 
into Q, but for convenience this detail not shown. 
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T5LOC: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

T5PHASE: See Digital Autopilot RCS Routines. 

T5TEMP: Temporary storage cell, when used for time information has units 
of centi-seconds, scale factor BlO. 

T5TEMP2 : Temporary storage cell, when used for time information has units 
01' centi-seconds, scale factor BlU. 

TA~: See Digital Autopilot RCS Routines. TAU same as TAU0 • 

TAUl: Same as TAU1 (and TAU11 same as TAU2), see TA~. 

TAUY: Single precision cell, scale factor BlO, units centi-seconds, used for 
Y translation/yaw time information. Loaded in 11 SUPERJOB11 if in Free 
mode with Y translation; loaded in 11 JTD1E" with yaw timing information. 
TAUY is TAUZ1 . 

TAUZ: Single precision cell, similar function to TAUY but for Z translation 
or pitch control. TAUZ1 is TAUY. 

TIME5, TIME6: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

TIMEHOLD : Single precision cell, scale factor BlO, units centi-seconds, 
used to initialize NEXT6INT in "TIMING"and decremented (with a zero/ 
negative value causing setting to 100 ms) in "GOROUND 11 

0 

TLEFI': Single precision cell, scale factor BlO, units centi-seconds, used 
to maintain a record of how much time is left (in 0.1 second interval) 
for doing corrnnands specified by 62PI'i (after 61PTi time employed ) . 

TRCOMPAC: Single precision cell, scale factor BlO, units centi-seconds, 
used to contain equivalent single-jet roll 11disturbance' 1 time for 
the A/C quad area. TRCOMPAC1 is TRCOMPBD. 

TRCOMPBD: Single precision cell, scale factor BlO, units centi-seconds, 
used to contain equivalent single-jet roll 11 disturbance 11 time for 
the B/D quad area. TRCOMPBD_1 is TRCO.MPAC ; TRCOMPBD_4 is TAU. 

TT: Single precision cell, scale factor BlO, units centi-seconds, used for 
temporary time storage purposes (hence the notation) in computations 
starting at 11GOCYCLE 11

• 

ZRUPT: Cells used to contain program counter (Z register) and BBANK when 
program interrupt received. See ARUPT. 
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Digital Autopilot Entry Routines 

CM/ DA PON Entered from 11 P62 11 

Set bits 15- 14 (DAPBITl, DAPBIT2 ) of FLAGWRD6 = 002 

T5LOC = 11 T5IDLOC II 

T6LOC = 11 T5IDLOC 11 

Channel 6 = 0 

Channel 5 = 0 

Set bits 15- 13 of DAPDATRl = 0 

If bit ll(GAMDIFSW ) of FLAGWRD6 = 0: 

Delay O. 5 se cond (by putting job to sleep via 11DELAYJOB 11
) 

and repeat check of bit 11 

RCSFLA.GS = 77776g (sets bit 3 to 1 ) 

P6JFLAG = -1 

JETAG = 0 

PAXERRl = 0 

Inhibit interrupts 

ALFACOM = ALFAdlgO 

BETACOM = BETAdlgO (" least significant half" of ALFAi ) 

ROLLHOLD = ROLLdlgO 

ROLLC = ROLLdlgO sp (rescaled to BO revolutions ) 

Set bit 12(CMDAPARM) of FLAGWRD6 = 1 

Set bit l (NODOV37 ) of FLA.GWRD2 = 1 

Release interrupts 

Proceed to 11 P62.111 

READGYMB Called initially by 11P62 11 

CMd.GYMDT = CMdGYMDT + 10 

If bit 6(NOIMUDAP ) of IMODES33 = 1 : (IMU data not usable ) 

Set bit l (GYMDIF ) of FLA.GWRD6 = O 
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(If bit 6 of IMODES33 = 1): 

Channel 6 = 0 

Channel 5 = 0 

JETAG = 0 

OLDELi = 0 (i = P,Q,R) 

GAMDOT = 0 

Call 11READGYMB'' in 0.1 second 

End of task 

Set AOG = CDUx and TS = AOG 

mDELAOG = TS - AOG (ones complement difference formed) 

Set AIG = CDUY and TS = AIG 

mDELAIG = TS - AIG (ones complement difference formed) 

Set AMG = CDUz and TS = AMG 

mDELAMG = TS - AMG (ones complement difference formed) 
If bit 2(CMDSTBY) of FLAGWRD6 = 0: 

Channel 6 = 0 

Channel 5 = 0 

End of task 

If bit l(GYMDIF) of FLAGWRD6 = 0: 

Set bit l(GYMDIF) of FLAGWRD6 = 1 

JETAG = 0 

OLDELi = 0 (i = P,Q,R) 

GAMDOT = 0 

Call 11 READGYMB 11 in 0.1 second 

End of task 

Call 11 READGYMB 11 in 0.1 second 

Proceed to 11 BODYRATE 11 



( 

BODYRATE 

TS = - mDELAMG sinsp AOG - mDELAIG cossp AOG cossp AMG 

TS l = TS - OLDELQ 

OLDELQ = TS 

QREL = TS + ! TS 1 

TS = mDELAIG sinsp AOG cossp AMG - mDELAMG cossp AOG 

TS 1 = TS - OLDELR 

OLDELR = TS 

RREL = TS + ! TS1 

TS = - mDELAOG - mDELAIG sinsp AMG 

TS1 = TS - OLDELP 

OLDELP = TS 

PREL = TS + ~ TS1 

If GAMDOT f 0: 

PREL = PREL + K . t GAMDOT sin ( - ROL1dl80) sin r sp 

QREL = QREL - GAMDOT cos ROL1dl80 sp 

RREL = RREL - K t GAMDOT sin ( - ROL1dl80) cos r sp 

If bit 12(CMDAPARM) of FLAGWRD6 = 0, End of task 

Set TIME5 to cause program interrupt #2 in 10 milliseconds 

T5LOC = "ATTRATES" 

End of task 
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ATTRATES 

ALFAdl80 = ALFAdl80 + QREL, in range ~ 180° 

CALFA = cossp ALFAdl80 

SALFA = sinsp A1Ji'Adl80 

PHIDOT = PREL CALFA + RREL SALFA 

BETADOT = RREL CALFA - PREL SALFA 

BETAdl80 = BETAdl80 + BETADOT 

ALFAdl80 = ALFAdl80 + PHIDOT sinsp BETAdl80, in range ~ 180° 

AK1 = ALFACOM - ALFAdl80, in range ± 180° 

QAXERR = AK1 
ROLLTM = R01Ldl80 + PHIDOT, in range ± 180° 

ROLLdl80 = ROLLTM 
RAXERR = BETACOM - BETAdl80 

If bit 3(05GSW) of FLAGWRD6 = O, proceed to 11EXDAP11 

CMDAPMOD = -1 

AK1 = 777763 ( one bit negative) 

AK2 = 777768 (one bit negative) 

TS1 = RREL - K . t PREL sin r 

TS = 1 sgn TS1 

If f TS1I - 1)-dtim < O: 

TS = 0 (inside deadband) 

TS3 = JSrjetcdTs 

TS = 1 sgn QREL 

If f QRELf - JSrdtim < 0: 

TS = 0 ( inside deadband for pitch rate damping) 

Proceed to 11EXDAPIN 11 
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EXDAPIN 

Channel 5 = TS3 + K . d 
prJc TS 

If JETAG ,<. 0: 

If JETAG = 0 : 

PAXERRl = PAXERRl - CALFA PHIDOT 

Proceed to "CM/ FDAIR 11 

JNDX= - 1 

mVTdl80 = - K2tdtcd PREL (scaled B-2 revolutions/ DAP cycle) 

TS = - ROLLdl80, rescaled to scale factor BO revolutions 

If bit 4(LATSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 1: 

TS
1 

= ! + ! + ROLLC modulo 1 (the 1 is 360°) 
sp 

TS2 = TS - ~ - ~ 

LCXd360 = TS
1 

+ TS2 modulo 1 

TS = KlSOdBatt mVTdl80 I mVTdl80j / CALFA + LCXd360 + ~ sgn LCXd360 
(sgn sets term 0 if 

If {TSf ~ 1 : (the 1 is 360°) 

LCXd360 = LCXd360 - 1 sgn TS 

If bit 4(LATSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 0: 

Set bit 4(LATSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 1 

LCXd360 = ROLLC + TS 
sp 

LCXdJ60 = LCXd360 CALFA 

If CMDAPMOD = 1: 

JETAG = 0 

Proceed to 11 CM/ FDAIR 11 

If CMDAPMOD = -0: 

modulo 1 

LCXd360 = 0 

ERROR2 = LCXd360 

PAXERRl = LCXd360 

(for telemetry) 
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DZl 

Rescale mVTdl80 to scale factor B-1 revolutions/DAP cycle. 

mVTdl80E = mVTdl80 

VSQd4API = KlSOdSatt mVTdl802 

TS = LCXd360 + KxsdJbO - (KxsdJbO - VSQd4API) 

If TS~ 0: (point in left half plane) 

mVTdl80 = - mVTdl80 

LCXd360 = - LCXd360 

JNDX = - JNDX 

Proceed to 11 DZl 11 

sgn mVTdl80 
(if mVTdl80 = O, 
sgn term set 0) 

If 2 1ScsdJ60 - TS ~ 0, proceed to 11 DZl 11 (point in right half 
plane) 

If VSQd4API - K ~ 0: vsqmn 

If bit 1 of CMDAPMOD = 1: 

ROLLHOLD = ROLLTM 

If bit 1 of CMDAPMOD = 0: 

(i .e. -0, since +l already exit) 

(i.e. +O or -1) 

ROLLHOLD = ROLLC , rescaled to B-1 revolutions in 
sp range ± 180° 

Charmel 6 := 0 

VDTdl80 = 0 (point in velocity deadzone) 

JETAG = 0 

Proceed to "CM/FDAIR11 

JNDXl = - JNDX 

VDTdl80 = - mVTdl80 

(point in buffer zone) 

T = 0 onl 

Proceed to "GETON2" 

If VSQd4API - K ~ 0: vsqmn 

If LCXd360 + mVTdl80 - KJOI!ind.J60 ~ 0: 

If bit 1 of CMDAPMOD = 1: 

ROLLHOLD = ROLLTM 

If bit 1 of CMDAPMOD = 0: 

ROLLHOLD = ROLLC , rescaled to B-1 revolutions 
sp in range ± 180° 
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(If LCXdJ60 + mVTdl80 - KxmindJ60 ~O) : 

Channel 6 = 0 

VDTdl80 = 0 

JETAG = 0 

Proceed to "CM/FDAIR" 

JNDXl = - JNDX 

XDdJ60 = ~ VSQd4API + LCXdJ60 - KxsdJ60 

TS2 = XDdJ60 + KmvmdJ60k 

If TS2 < 0: 

VDTdl80 = Kkt XDdJ60 res 

QREG = ZR:ffi 

If TS2 ~ 0 : 

(positive non-zero) 

QREG = +O 

VDTdl80 = - Kmvmd.J60k (notation also "- VMI'/180 11 ) 

Tonl = KlBOd.Batt (VDTdl80 + mVTdl80) 

If T l ~ 0 : on 

If QREG ) 0 : 

VDTdl80 = - mVTdl80 

T = 0 onl 

If QREG = 0 : 

JNDX = JNDXl 

Tonl = - Tonl 

Proceed to "GETON2" 

GETON2 

T0 n2 = 2 KlBOd.Batt VDTdl80 

If T 2 ( 0 : on 

Ton2 = - Ton2 

JNDXl = JNDX 

If VDTdl80 = 0: 

Toff = 2 K2jett 
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If VDTdl80 f 0 : 

TS = LCXd360 + ! T l (mVTdl80 - VDTdl80) - ! T n2 VDTdl80 on o 

If lTSI - 2 IVDTdl80I ~ 0: (implemented by di vision of 

Taff = 2 K2jett 

If I TS I - 2 I VDTdl80I <. 0 : 

Taff = K2jett TS / VDTdl80 

T = K T onl 4jett onl 

T = K T on2 4jett on2 

JETAG = 0 

SWdNDX = 1 

TS shifted right 14 places by 
VDTdl80 and check of A: the 
111'1 comes about from TS scaling 
of BO and VDTdl80 of B-1) 

TUSED = TUSED + TD1El + 8192 + 8192, modul o 214 

TUSED = TUSED + ~tmJ 

I f Tonl - 2 ~ 0: 

Tonl = - l 

I f T - 2 > 0: onl 

Tl BI TS = K . d 
prJc JNDX 

(The 112 11 in t his and subsequent equations i s 
in unit s of cent i - seconds, as are t he time s ) . 

TUSED = TUSED + Tonl 

I f TUSED > 0: 

T onl = 0 

Toff = - l 

T on2 = - 1 

Pr oceed t o 11 JETCALL1 11 

I f Toff - 2 ~O: 

Taf f = - l 
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If Toff - 2.) 0: 

TUSED = TUSED + T off 

If TUSED > 0: 

T = 0 off 

Ton2 = -l 

Proceed to 11 JETCALLl 11 

If T 2 - 2 ~ 0: on 

Ton2 = -l 

Proceed to 11 JETCALLl" 

T2BITS = KprjcdJNDXl 

TUSED = TUSED + T 2 on 

If TUSED > 0: 

Proceed to 11 JETCALLl 11 

OUTTAG = 0 

NUJET = 0 

TBITS = 0 

Set TS1 = Tonl and Tonl = 0 

TS2 = TlBITS (TlBITS written over with meaningless data) 

If TS1 ) O, proceed to 11 JETCALL2 11 

If TS1 = 0, proceed to 11 JETCALL3 11 

If TS1 <O, proceed to second line of 11 JETCALL3 11 

JETCALL3 

NUJET = TS2 

Set TS1 = Toff and Toff = -1 

TS2 = TBITS (TBITS written over with meaningless data) 

If TS1 > O, proceed to 11 JETCALL2' 1 
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If TS1 = 0: 

NUJET = TS
2 

Set TS 1 = T 2 and T 2 = -1 on on 

TS2 = T2BITS (T2BITS written over with meaningless data) 

If TS1 ) O, proceed to 11 JETCALL2 11 

If TS 1 = 0: 

NUJET = TS2 

Proceed to third line of 11 JETCALL2" 

JETCALL2 

NUJET = NUJET + TS2 

Call 11 JETCALL 11 in TS 1 centi-seconds 

Channel 6 = NUJET 

If OUTTAG ..) 0, End of task 

Proceed t o 11 CM/FDAIR 11 

JETCALL 

OUTTAG = 2 

If bit 2( CMDSTBY ) of FLAGWRD6 = 1: 

Proceed to 11 JETCALL3 11 

Channel 6 = 0 

End of task 

CM/FDAIR 

AK0 = ~ PAXERRl 

If SWdNDX < 0: 

SWdNDX = - SWdNDX 

Perform 11 NEEDLER 11 

T5LOC = 11 T5IDL0C" 

Re sume 

SWdNDX = 3 - SWdNDX 

(give s full scale of 67!0
) 
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If SWdNDX ) 0: 

CMTMTIME = TIMEl 

SWdNDX = - 13 

TS = SWdNDX - 1 

ENDBUfirs = ( PREL, W,H.EL, RREL) 

T5LOC = 11 T5IDLOC 11 

Resume 

EXDAP 

CMDAPMOD = +o 

If lCALFAI - Kc45im ( 0: (i.e. in range 45 to 135 degrees) 

If 

CMDAPMOD = + 1 

JETAG = -1 

If P63FLAG = 1, set P6JFLAG = 0 

TS1 = - RAXERR sgn SALFA (0 for SALFA = 0) 

PAXERRl = TS1 , rescaled to scale factor BO, units revolutions 

TS2 = - BETADOT sgn SALFA 

Perform 11 BIASEDZ11 

Channel 6 = K . d 
prJc TS 

(0 for SALFA = 0) 

RAXERR = (ROLLHOW - ROLld.180) sgn SALFA ( 0 for SALFA = 0) 

{CALFA\ - K 45 . ~ 0: . c lffi 

If CALFA ) 0: 

If P6JFLAG = 0: 

P6JFLAG = -1 

Call "WAKEP62" in K centi-seconds 

If JETAG ~ 0: 

JETAG = 0 

Channel 6 = 0 

If CALFA < 0: 

CMDAPMOD = -0 

RAXERR = RAXERR sgn CALFA 
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AK2 = RAXERR 

TS1 = RAXERR 

TS2 = RREL 

If CMDAPMOD = +o: 

TS2 = BETADOT 

Perform 11 BIASEDZ 11 

TS = K 
3 yjetcdTS 

TS1 = QAXERR 

TS
2 

= QREL 

Perform 11 BIASEDZ 11 

Proceed to 11 EXDAPIN 11 

BIASEDZ Entered with attitude . inform~tion in TS1 (1-register ) and 
rate information in TS2 (A-register ). 

TS1 = TS1 - Kcmdbs sgn TS2 

TS = -1 sgn TS1 

If f Ts1f - ~awim ( 0: 

TS = 0 

If \TS2 I - K4dsim ~ 0: 

TS = 0 

TS4 = 1 sgn TS2 

If f TS2f - Kydtim < 0: 

TS = 0 
4 

(gives biased error; sgn sets term 
zero if TS2 = 0) 

TS = TS + Ts4, with magnitude limited ~ 1 (done in calling routine 
by an "or" function) 

Return 
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Quantities in Computations 

See also list of major variables and list of routines 

AIG: Value of CDU sampled by "READGYMB", single precision twos comple
ment, scale ~actor B-1, units revolutions ("inner gimbal angle"). 

AK . (i = 0-2): See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 
1. 

ALFACOM: Single precision value of conmianded "pitch' 1 angle, scale factor 
B-1, units revolutions. Set to ALFAdl80 in "CM/DAPON", and to 
C lf d in "P62.l" (see Entry Preparation). a apa 

ALFAdl80: See Entry Computations. 

AMG: Value of CDUz sampled by 11 READGYMB 11 , single precision twos comple
ment, scale factor B-1, uni ts revolutions ("middle gimbal angle"). 

AOG: Value of CDUx sampled by 11 READGYMB 11 , single precision twos comple
ment, scale factor B-1, units revolutions ("outer gimbal angle"). 

BETACOM: Single precision value of commanded "yaw" angle, scale factor 
B-1, units revolutions. Set to BETAdl80 in 11 CM/DAPON 11 , and to 
zero in 11 P62.1 11 • 

BETAdl80: See Entry Computations. 

BETADOT: Single precision value of rate of change of "yaw" angle, 
scale factor B-1, units revolutions/deci-second. 

CALFA: Single precision value of cos ALFAdl80, scale factor BO, after 
ALFAdl80 updated only by QREL (see "ATTRATES") . 

CMDAPMOD: Single precision quantity used to control the performance of 
the entry DAP. Individual values have the following meanings: 

Value ---
-1 
-0 

+l 

+o 

Significance 

Bit J(05GSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 1 (value set in "ATTRATES")· 
Bit J(05GSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 0 and CALFA is at least 

K 
45

. in magnitude with negative sign (causes damping 
c im 

only, with LCXdJ60 set to 0). Value set in 11EXDAP 11 • 

Bit J(05GSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 0 and CALFA magnitude less 
than Kc45im. Value set in 11EXDAP 11

• 

Bit J(05GSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 0 and CALFA at least Kc45im 
in magnitude with positive sign. Value set in 
11EXDAP 11 • 

Scale factor is Bl4. 
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CMdGYMDT: Single precision call time, scale factor BJJ+, units centi
seconds, used to permit proper restart time to be set for performance 
of "READGYMB". Initialized to 5 in 11 READACCS 11 (when the base 
time used for the restart is also set ), giving 11 READGYMB 11 

performance 5 cs out of phase with 11 READACCS 11 . 

CMTMTIME: Value of TIMEl loaded for telemetry purposes in 11 CM/FDAIR 11 , 
scale factor BJJ+, units centi-seconds. Cell is the same as UPBUFF,0 
(see Uplink Processing). 

DAPDATRl: See Digital Autopilot Interface . Routines. 

ENDBUF: Set of cells used for telemetry of ( PREL, QREL, RREL), loaded 
in 11cM/FDAIR11 on alternate entries to entry DAP (every 0.2 seconds 
the cell set is loaded). Cell set loaded is indexed by a negative 
quantity with ENDBUF-JJ+ ENDBUF-11, etc. used for successive PREL 

' ' ( . k values. ENDBUF-JJ+ is the same cell as UPBUFF+2 see Uplin 
Processing ) . 

ERROR.2 : See Digital Autopilot RCS Routines (loaded in "EXDAPIN" with the 
. original value of LCXdJ60 (before sign reversal, if any), for telemetry). 

GAMDOT: See Entry Computations. 

IMODESJJ: See IMU Computations. 

JETAG: Single precision quantity, scale factor BJJ+, used to control the 
performance of the entry DAP. The 11 normal 11 value is zero; a 
setting to + 1 is made by 11SETJTAG 11 (call ed every two seconds by 
11 READACCS 11 ) to cause an update of roll output to be made; a 
setting to -1 is made in 11EXDAP 11 if the magnitude of CALFA is 
less than Kc45im· 

JNDX: Value of jet table index for time interval specified by T 1, 
scale factor BJJ+. Initialized to -1 near start of 11EXDAPirqn, 
and complemented subsequently if necessary. A negative value 
causes positive jets to be selected by indexing K . d" The 

t . t . . 1 . . pr JC quan i y is sing e prec ision. 

JNDXl: Single precision quantity, scale factor BJJ+, serving a similar 
function to JNDX, but for the jets controlled by the time interval 
specified by T

0
n2 . 

K2 . tt: Single precision constant, program notation 11 2JETT 11 , scale 
Je factor BlJ, units centi-seconds/entry DAP cycle. Value is 

400 x 2-14, corresponding to 200 x 2-lJ, i.e. a two-second 
entry DAP cycle ( for performance of roll command updates) . 

K2tdt d: Single precision constant, program notation 11 2T/TCDU", scale 
c factor BlJ, uni!s (entry DAP period)/(CDU sample period). 
Value is 40 x 2- , corresponding to 20 x 2-13, i.e. a two
second entry DAP cycle (to perform roll command updates) and 
a 0.1 second CDU sampling period (period of performance of 
11 READGYMB 11 ). Converts angular rates from unit s of revolutions/ 
dec i-second to revolutions/DAP cycle. 
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K4dsim: Single preci~ion constant, program notation 114D/SLIM", scale 
factor B-1, units revolutions/deci-second. Value is 16348 x 

2-14, but used in the program in such a way (a check for overflow 
i.e. magnitude of 16384 or more, on an argument decremented by l)' 
that the effective value is ( 16384 - 16348 + 1) or 37 least 
increments, c?rresponding to 37 x 180° x 2-14 ~ 10 ~ 4 .065°/sec. 
The argument is decremented by 1 for convenience in forming the 
abtiolute value. 

K
4
jett: Single precision constant, program notation "4JETT 11 , scale 

factor_Bl2, units cen~i-seconds/entrl DAP cycle. Value is 
800 x 2 14, corresponding to 200 x 2- 2 (cf. K2jett). 

K180d8att: Single precision constant, program notation 11 180/ 8ATT 11 , scale 
factor B4, units of (revolutions/ DAP cycle2)-l. Nominal value 

is 0.61813187, corresponding to the reciprocal of:(9.l x (1/360) x 
22 x 241 where first term is acceleration (degrees/second2), second 
converts to units of revolutions, third converts to units of 
DAP cycle2 (2 seconds each), and fourth is scale factor. Actual 
stored value is about 0.61810. Alternatively, 9.1 = 2 x 4.55, 

Kc45im: Single precision_ constant, program notation "C45LIM", scale 
factor BO. Value is 112773 = 4799, but used in program in 

such a way (a check for overflow, i.e. a magnitude of 16384 or 
more, on an argument decremented by 1 for convenience in forming 
the absolute value) that effective value is ( 16384 - 4799 + 1) = 
11586 x 2-14 = 0.707153, or about cos 45° . 

Kcmdbs: Single precision constant, program notation 11 CM/BIAS 11 , scale 
factor B-1, units revolutions. Value is 55 x 2-14, corresponding 
to about 0.604°. 

K : Single precision constant, program notation 11 COSTRIM11
, scale factor 

costr BO, value 0.93969, corresponding to cos (-20°). 

Kkt : Single precision constant, program notation 11 KTRCS 11
, scale 

res factor BO, value 0.5. Value corresponds to 0.25 x 2, where 
first term is 11 K11 ( "slope of line determining rate at which 
error reduced 11 ) and second is DAP roll cycle rate of 2 seconds. 

~tm3 : Single precision constant, program notation "-T-3 ", scale factor 
Bl4, units centi-seconds. Value is -203 x 2-14, corresponding to 
-2. 03 seconds. See TUSED. 

~ d
3

60k: Single precision constant, program notation 11 -VM/ 360K 11
, 

vm scale factor BO. Nominal value is -0.22222222, corresponding 
to (-1) x 20 x (l/ 360) x (l/ 0.25), where first term is an equation 
factor, second is "maximum roll rate limit" (degrees/second), third 
converts to revolutions, and fourth is reciprocal of 11 K11 

(cf. K ). Program notation also "- VMI' / 180", for which would have 
scale f~~t~r B- 1, units revolutions/DAP cycle, where the " (1/0.25)" 
factor is 2 x 21 (the first factor is two-second cycle, the 2nd is scale). 

K : Single precision constant, program notation 11 NSEC 11
, scale factor 

nsecB14, units centi-seconds. Value is 2100 x 2-14, corresponding to 
21 seconds. Program comments indicate it is an approximation to 
the time required to travel 65° at a rate of 3°/second. 
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K . d: Set of three singl e pre ci sion cells , progr am not ation 
prJ c / . . 1 "P RJ CODE ", se l ect ed by me ans of an index having va ues 

-1, O, +l. Value s ar e : 

- 1 
0 

+l 

000058 
000008 
000128 

Channe l 6 Jet s 

#11, # 9 (+ R) 
none 

# 10, # 12 ( - R) 

Channe l 5 Je t s 

#3 , # 1 (+ P) 
none 

#2, #4 ( - P) 

K . t : Single precision constant, program notation 11 SIN'l'RIM11
, scale factor 

sin r BO, value -0.34202, corresponding to sin (- 20°). Program connnents 
indicate that this is trim angle for L/D = 0.3. 

K : Single precision constant, program notation "VSQMIN", scale 
vsqmn factor Bl, units revolutions . Nominil value is 0.61050061E-3, 

corresponding to (2/360) 2 x (9 .1/360)- x 2-~ x 22 x 2-l, where 
fi r st te rm is value of the square of 11 VMI N' 1 (expressed in 
units ?f r evolutions ), second i s acce l eration ( in r evo l ut i ons/ 
second2 ), t hird convert s acce l eration t o DAP cycl es ( cf . K180d8 tt), 
four t h conve rt s VMIN t o uni t s of DAP cycl e s ( fror:t rev/se c), anda 
f i fth i s sca l e f c1.c t or. Actual value is about 0 .610J 5E-3 , i.e. 000128 • 

K , d'J1 0 : Si11gle precision const ant, pr ogram notation 11XMI N/ 360 11
, s ca l e 

XJllLn )ll . • v 1 • 1C}2 2 11 - f actor BO, unit s revolutions. a ue i s o x --'-"+, corres-
ponding approximat e l y t o 4 x (l/360 ), wher e fi r st t erm i s va l ue 
of 11XMIN' 1 (degr ees ), and second convert s t o revolutions . 

1Scsd360: Si ng l e prec~sion const~nt, progr am i:otation ~XS/360 11 ; scal e . 
f actor BO, unit s r evolutions . Value is 91 x 2 11+, corresponding 

approximat e l y t o 2 x (l/360), wher e f irst term is value of 11XS11 

(degr ee s), and second convert s t o revo lutions . Tag also 11 BUFLIM11
• 

K . : Single precision constant, program notation "YAWLIM11 , scale factor 
yaw~-1, units revolutions. Value is 16055 x 2- 14, but used in the 

program in such a way (a check for overflow, i.e. a magnitude of 
16384 or more, on an argument decremented by 1 for convenience 
in forming the absolute value) that effective value is (16384 -
16055 + 1) = 330 least increments, corresponding to 330 x (360) 
x 2-15 = 3 . 625° . 

Kydtim: Singl e precision const ant , progr am notat ion "YDOTLIM" sca l e 
f act or B-1, units r evolutions/deci-second. Value is 16J66 x 

2-11+ , but used in progr am in such a way ( cf . K . ) that effective 
va lue is 19 least increment s , corresponding t o4~t~~t 2 .087°/se cond. 

Ky j etcd : Set of t hree singl e preci si on ce ll~, progra~ notation 
11 YJETCODE11 , se lected by means of an index having values 

- 1, O, +l. Va lues are : 

Index Ce ll Channe l 2 J ets 

- 1 001208 #7 , #5 ( + Y) 
0 000008 none 

+l 002408 #6, #8 ( - Y) 
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LCXd360: Single precision value of roll attitude error ( shortest path 
if LATSW = 1 when enter computations, otherwise an enforced roll 
over the top) to be corrected, scale factor BO, units revolutions. 

mDELAIG: Complement of change in AIG during previous 0.1 second, scale 
factor B-1, units revolutions/deci-second: is AIG 1 - AIG . n- n 

mDELAMG: Complement of change in A.MG during previous 0.1 second, scale 
factor B-1, units revolutions/deci-second. Notation 11 -DELAMG " . 

mDELAOG: Complement of change in AOG during previous 0.1 second, scale 
factor B-1, units revolutions/deci-second. 

mVTdl80: Complement of value of PREL, converted to units of revolutions/ 
DAP entry cycle ( of 2 seconds ) . Initially computed with scale 
factor B-2, and subsequently rescaled to scale factor B-1. Program 
notation is "-VT/180". Complemented if point in left half plane. 

mVTdl80E: Value of mVTdl80 for telemetry, scal e factor B-1, original sign. 

NUJET: Single precision cell used to contain the jet pattern to be 
loaded into channel 6 in 11 JETCALL2 11 • 

OLDELi (i = P,Q,R ) : Previous values of 11 raw 11 PREL, QREL, and RREL, 
scale factor B-1, units revolut ions/de ci-second, used in 11 BODYRATE11 

to compensate for angular accelerations. The values used are 
the uncompensated PREL, QREL, and RREL ( i.e. those derived based 
solely on CDU measurement data this cycle and the previous cycle). 

OUTTAG: Single precision quantity, scale factor Bl4, set to 2 if 
11 JETCALL 11 performed and to 0 if 11 JETCALLl 11 performed, indicating 
respectively that the exit from 11 JETCALL2 11 should be to End of 
task and to 11 CM/FDAIR 11

• 

P63FLAG: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, used for control of 
entry DAP sequencing. It is set to -1 in 11 CM/DAPON 11 and in 
"EXDAP" after 11WAKEP62 11 calling computations initiated. It is 
set to 1 in "P62. l" after a response to the V06N61 display, and 
if 1 is set 0 in 11EXDAP 11 if jCALFAI is less than K 4 Sim ( a 0 
value permits 11 WAKE P62 11 calling computations ). 1:ntended to 
prevent P63 from starting until response to V06N61 display, 
and to avoid more than one 11WAKEP62 11 call. It is set to -1 
in "P63" . 

PAXERRl: Single precision quantity, scale factor BO, units revolutions, 
containing the information to be loaded into AK0 : during atmos
pheric entry, it i s set to LCXd360 each two seconds, and updated 
by (CALFA) x ( - PHIDOT) each 0.1 second between two-second roll 
updates. 

PHIDOT: Single precision value of rate of change of "roll" angle, 
scale factor B-1, units revolutions/deci-second. Cos Beta~ 1. 

PREL: Single precision value of "roll" body angular velocity, scale 
factor B-1, units revolutions/deci-second. It includes corrections 
for acceleration and GAMDOT, and is along the "Kt body axis". 
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QAXERR: Single precision value of pitch attitude error (saved for 
telemetry purposes), scale factor B-1, units revolutions. It is 
also used in "EXDAP", and is computed in "ATTRATES". 

QR.ED: Computer single precision Q register (address 00028), used to 
retain program control information in "DZl" (zero or non-zero 
value). After a TC (transfer control) order, Q is loaded with 
the S-register contents corresponding to the address of the 
following step (see 3420.5-27). 

QREL: Single precision value of "pitch" body angular velocity, scale 
factor B-1, units revolutions/deci-second (including corrections 
for acceleration and GAMDOT), measured along the "It body axis ". 

RAXERR: Single precision value of yaw attitude error ( saved for 
telemetry purposes), scale factor B-1, units revolutions. It is 
loaded in 11EXDAP 11 and "ATTRATES11 • 

RCSFLAGS: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

ROLLC: See Entry Computations. 

ROLld.180: See Entry Computations. 

ROLLHOLD: Single precision value of ROLldl80 sampled when the entry DAP 
is started ( in 11 CM/DAPON 11 ), scale factor B-1, units revolutions, 
and used to provide error signal information for RAXERR in 11EXDAP 11

• 

It is set to 0 in 11KEP2", and to ROLLC or ROLLTM in "EXDAPIN"/' 1DZ1". 

ROLLTM: Value of ROLldl80 placed in a special cell for telemetry purposes, 
scale factor B-1, units revolutions, single precision. 

RREL: Single precision value of 11yaw 11 body angular velocity, scale 
factor B-1, unit s revolutions/deci-second (including correctiom; 
for acceleration and GAMDOT), measured along the 11 ,f;_b body axis " . 

SALFA: Single precision value of sin ALFAdl80, scale factor BO, after 
ALFAdl80 updated only by QREL ( see 11 ATTRATES 11 ). 

SWdNDX: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, used for indexing the 
proper ENDBUF cells to be loaded and to cause alternation in 
11 CM/FDAIR 11 b;tween update of attitude error needles and loading of 
ENDBUf. It is set to 1 in 11 P62 11 and also in 11 GETON2 11 , causing 
ENDBUf to be loaded (after initialization to -13 ) . Negative 
values cause 11 NEEDLER 11 to be performed (by 11 CM/FDAIR") and the 
cell is complemented each entrance to 11 CM/FDAIR 1'. Th~ cell is 
the same as UPBUFF+l (see Uplink Processing). 

T ff: Single precision value of time, scale factor Bl4, units centi-
o d . ( secon s, required for "drifting" between firing times of jets 

specified by Tonl and T0 n2). Corresponding 11 jet pattern" (zero) 
is in TBITS. Cell set 0 if no waitlist call is to be made ( i.e. 
if Tonl i~ small but the T ff value is such that the time delay 
would expire after the nex~ two-second computing interval); cell 
set -1 if the time interval specified should be ignored (i. e. 
is too small or has already been used in 11 JETCALL3 11 or Tonl large). 
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T 1: Single precision value of time, computed initially with scale 
on factor B2, units DAP roll cyc l es, and subsequently rescaled to 

scale factor BJJ+, unit s centi-seconds (by using K4jett ) , giving 
the required "on time" for the jets in TlBITS. Cel.l set 0 if 
no waitlist call to be made ( Tonl of such a size that jets should 
be left on for the full two-second DAP roll computing interval ) ; 
cell set to -1 if the time .interval involved should be ignored 
(i. e. is too small). 

T 
2

: Single precision value of time, same scaling as Toul' giving 
on the required "on time'' for the jets in T2BITS. Ce.LL set 0 if 

no waitlist call is to be made(because delay would expire after 
the next two-second computing interval); set to - 1 if the time 
involved should be ignored ( i.e. is too small, if Tonl + Toff 
is too big, or after being used in 11 JETCALL3 11

) . 

TlBITS: Value of j et pattern to be sent for the time duration specified 
by T l ( contents loaded into NUJET for transmission via channel 6 ) . 
Thes~nJets are required to go from present phase-plane point to 
the desired (or maximum) rate, where a coast interval ( Toff ) takes 
place and then the T2BITS jets are fired for Ton2 to drive to the 
origin. 

T2BITS: Single precision cell used to contain the value of the jet 
pattern to be sent for the time duration spe cified by T0 n2= 
see discussion of TlBITS. 

T5LOC, T6LOC: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

TBITS: Value of the jet "pattern" to be sent for the time interval 
specified by T

0
rr= it is set zero in 11 JETCALLl 11 ( and used for 

symmetry in the program logic). 

TIME5: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

TUSED: Single precision ce ll, scale factor BJJ+, units centi-seconds, 
used to keep track of the time elapsed by T 1, T ff' and T 2, 
in order to ensure that waitlist calls wi11°Rot b~ set to e~~pse 
after the start of the next computing cycle ( 2 seconds ) of the 
roll entry DAP, and also to make sure that minimum-firing time 
constraints on the jets are not violated. Cell is set to 
- TIMEl in 11 SETJTAG 11 ( about 5 cs, plus computing delays , before 
the two-second entry roll DAP cyc le is performed), and then 
is set to TIMEl + TUSED (a nominal 5 cs ) before the start of 
processing, with an additional 2(8192 ) added to compensate, if 
necessary, for TIMEl overfl ow. This 5 centi-seconds, plus the 
two-second cycle, i s then subtracted ( giving nomina l ly - 200 
cs ) , to which 2 cs is added to avoid problems with the quantization 
of one cs for the waitlist and the fact that TUSED must exceed 0 
for branches i n equation logic to be taken: the 5, 200 , and 2 are 
combined into the one constant ~tml· Additions of T 1, T ff' and 
T

0
n2 to TUSED (which starts at a nominal - 198 cs ) are0~esteg or 

a positive non-zero result indicating expiration of the two-second 
computing interval. 
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VDTdl80: Single precision cell, scale factor B- 1, units revolutions/DAP 
cycle, giving the velocity argument for use in computing jet on 
and off times . Can be loaded with either drift velocity, maximum 
allowable velocity, or present velocity. If in deadzone, is 
loaded with 0 (for telemetry purposes). 

VSQd4/l.PI: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl, units revolutions, 
proportional to square of present "roll11 body angular velocity 
divided by nominal acceleration (KlSO:iSatt mVTdl802) . 

XDdJ60 : Single precision value of predicted intercept of attitude 
error axis (rate = 0) by vehicle 11 trajectory", decremented by 
KxsdJ60' scale factor BO, units revolutions. 

ZR:ED-: Hardware Z register (program counter), which can be used as a 
convenient source of a positive non- zero number (magnitude not 
significant). See QREG. 
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( 
Digital Autopilot Interface Routine~~ 

T6RUPT Entered based on program interrupt #1, controlled by TIME6 

Proceed to address specified by T6LOC 

T5RUPT Entered based on program interrupt #2, control led by TIME5 

If TIME5 ~ 50 cs, Resllllle (means TIME5 reset after interrupt 
was generated) 

Proceed to address specified by T5LOC 

HANDRUPT Entered based on program interrupt #10, controlled by 
manual controller inputs 

Resllllle 

T5IDLOC 

Resllllle 

SETJTAG 

TUSED 

JETAG = 1 

(if entered from TIME5.interrupt, TIME5 will cause an 
interrupt again in 214 centi- seconds ) 

Called by "READACCS" for entry DAP 

TIMEl 

End of task 

STABLISH Entered for a V46E 

If bits 15-14 (DAPBITl, DAPBIT2) of FLAGWRD6 = 102 : (TVC DAP) 

If bit 14 of DAPDATRl = 1: (IM-on) 

Perform "SWICHOVR" 

Proceed to "PINBRNCH" 

Proceed to "AIM/ END" 

Set bit 9(S4B Takeover Enable) of channel 12 = 0 

TS = (bits 14-13 of DAPDATRl, shifted right 12 places) (to bits 2-1 ) 

Inhibit interrupts 

(no DAP) 

Perform "ZEROJET" 

HOLDFLAG = 1 

~~NOTE: "LM" references are from Apollo 15 program, and have been 
retained for mnemonic usefulness. 
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(If TS = 002 ) : 

T5LOC = 11 T5IDLOC" 

Set bits 15-14(DAPBIT1, DAPBIT2) of FLAGWRD6 = 0 

Proceed to "PINBRNCH" 

(Saturn DAP ) 

Proceed to 11 SATSTKON 11 

Set bit 6(45/46FLG) of FLAGWRDJ = 0 

Perform 11RCSDAPON 11 (TS = 012 or 102, for RCS DAP) 

Proceed to 11 PINBRNCH11 

DAPDISP Entered for a V48E (thi s is Routine OJ) . 

If bits 15-14(DAPBIT1, DAPBIT2) of FLAGWRD6 = 102: (TVC DAP) 

Proceed to "ALM/END 11 

Perform "TESTXACT11 

Establish 11 DONOUN46 11 

End of job 

DONOUN46 

TS = 0446 
vn 

(priority 108) 

Proceed to "GOXDSPF 11
: if terminate, proceed to "ENDEXT" 

if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to previous line 

If bit 4 of DAPDATRl = 1 : (maximum deadband specified) 

Set bit 12(MAXDBFLG) of FLAGWRD9 = 1 

If bit 4 of DAPDATRl = 0: 

Set bit 12 (MAXDBFLG) of FLAGWRD9 = 0 

If WHICHX2 = 0: 

Perform 11 S41.2 11 

TS = 0647 vn 

(bit used e.g. 
in 11 INITSUBA") 

Proceed to 11 GOXDSPF 11
: if terminate, proceed to 11 ENDEXT '1 

if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to previous line 
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If bits 14- 13 of DAPDATRl f 002 : 

If bits 14- 13 of DAPDATRl f 112: 

Inhibit interrupts (DAPDATRl first digit 

Perform "MASSPROP" 

R.A l AAAA i nterrupts 

If WHICHX2 = 0: 

TS = 0648 vn 

Perform "S40.14" 

Proceed to "GOXDSPF " : if terminate, proceed to 1i:EI:..JDEXT 11 

if proceed, proceed 

1,2,5,6 ) 

otherwise, proceed to previous line 

Proceed to "Ef'WEXT 11 

DKDAPON Entered fo r a V45E 

If MODREG = 40: 

Proceed to 11 Al.M/END 11 

Set bit 9(S4B Takeover Enable) of channel 12 = 0 

Inhibit interrupts 

Set bit 6(45/ 46FLG ) of FLAGWRD3 = 1 

Perform 11RCSDAPON1 1 

Proceed to "PINBRNCH 11 

DKDISP Entered for a V44E (this is Routine 04) . 

Perform 11 TESTXACT 11 

Change priority of present job to 108 

TS = 0587 vn 

Proceed to 11 GOXDSPF 11
: if terminate, proceed to 11 ENDEXT 11 

if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to previous line 

Proceed to 11 DONOUN89 11 
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DONOUN89 

Set bits 12(50CJlH~FLG) and 11(50l~H~FLG) of FLAGWRD3 = 0 

TS = 0689 vn 

Perform 11 GOMARKFR": if terminate, proceed 
if proceed, skip next 
otherwise, proceed to 

TS = 1002 and perform "BLANKET" (R3BLNK) 

End of job 

Proceed to "ENDEXT" 

SETMAXDB 

If WHICHDAP = 1: 

ADB = DKDB 

Return 

ADB = Kmaxdb 

Set bit 4 of DAPDATRl = 1 

Return 

SETMINDB 

If WHICHDAP = 1: 

ADB = DKDB 

Return 

THEI'AD!_ = CDQ 

ADB = Kmindb 

Set bit 4 of DAPDATRl = 0 

Return 

to "ENDEXT" 
2 lines 
"DONOUN89" (NOTE that 

bits reset again) 

STICKCHK Entered with TS set to control pattern 

PMANNDX = bits 2-1 of TS 

YMANNDX = (bits 4-3 of TS), shifted right 2 places (to bits 2-1) 

R.MANNDX = (bits 6-5 of TS), shifted right 4 places (to bits 2-1) 

Return (Error if bits 15- 7 of TS non- zero) 
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SPSOFF Entered from 11 AUT037 11
, 

11ENGINOFF 11
, 

11 V97E 11
, and 11V97T 11 

Inhibit interrupts 

T = T evt now 

Set bit 7(ENGONFLG) of FLAGWRD5 = 0 

Set bit lJ(SPS Engine On) of channel 11 = 0 

Set bit 14(S4B Cutoff) of channel 12 = 1 

If TVCPHASE f -1: 

If bits 15-14 (DAPBITl , DAPBIT2) of FLAGWRD6 = 102: (TVC DAP) 

If IREPFRAcl r o: 

Return 

TVCZAP 

PACTOFF = DELPBAR sp 

YACTOFF = DELYBAR sp 

Set bits ll(Disengage Optics DAG), 8 (TVC Enable), and 2(Enable 
Optics CDU Error Counters) of channel 12 = 0 

OPTIND = -1 (
11 DAC 11 is digital-to-analog converter) 

NVWORDl = +O 

Set bit ll(TIMRFLAG) of FLAGWRD7 = 0 

Return 

PRE40.6 Called by "V97E" or restart group 6.2 

If bits 15-14(DAPBIT1, DAPBIT2) of FLAGWRD6 = 102 : (TVC DAP) 

End of task 

MRKRTMP = -1 

CNTR = +l (sel"'Ves as flag that entered 11 S40 .6 11 from here) 

Proceed to 11 s40.6 11 

S40.6 Called by "P40SXTY11 

OPTIND = -0 

Set bit 2(Enable Optics CDU Error Counters) of channel 12 = 0 

Set bits 11 (Disengage Optics DAG) and 8(TVC Enable) of channel 12 = 1 
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Delay 0.06 seconds 

Set bit 2(Enable Optics CDU Error Counters) of channel 12 = 1 

Delay 0.02 seconds 

If CNTR .). 0: (i.e. from 11PRE40 .611
) 

TVCPITCH = PACTOFF - 0 

TVCYAW = YACTOFF - 0 

(avoid loading with +o) 

(avoid loading with +o) 

Set bits 12-11 (Gate output from TVCPITCH & TVCYAW) of 
channel 14 = 1 

End of task 

If MRKRTMP.) 0: 

Perform the following for i = PITCH and then i = YAW, with 
j = 11, 12 respectively: 

TVCi = K 2 td p ac g 

Set bit j (Gate output from TVCi) of channel 14 = 1 

Delay 2 seconds 

TVCi = Km4actdg 

Set bit j (Gate output from TVCi) of channel 14 = 1 

Delay 2 seconds 

TVCi = K 2 td p ac g 

Set bit j (Gate output from TVCi) of channel 14 = 1 

Delay 2 seconds 

Delay 4 seconds 

TVCPITCH = PACTOFF - 0 

TVCYAW = YACTOFF - 0 

Set bits 12-11 (Gate outputs from TVCPITCH & TVCYAW) of 
channel 14 = 1 

End of task 
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( S40.14 Entered from "DONOUN46" and "REDAP" 

JdMo = Kcntone IXX 

JdM1 = Kcntone IAVG 

JdM2 = JdM1 

KMJO = (Kcnttwo ) / IXX 

KMJl = (Kcnttwo ) / IAVG 

KMJ2 = KMJl 

Return 

S40.15 Entered from "SWICHOVR", 11TVCEXEC 11
, and 11TVCINIT1 11 

ldCONACC = K2pidm IXX 

VARK = KTLXdI IAVGdTLX 

Return 

S41.2 Entered from 11DONOUN46 11 and "REDAP11 

RATEINDX = 2 (bits 2-1 of DAPDATRl) 

Inhibit interrupts 

If bits 14-13 of DAPDATRl f 102 : 

Set bit 2(LMATTCH ) of FLAGWRD7 = 0 

If bits 14-13 of DAPDATRl = 102 : 

Set bit 2(LMATTCH ) of FLAGWRD7 = 1 

Release interrupts 

TS = Kdc46 

If bit 4 of DAPDATRl = 1: 

TS = TS + Kdc409 

ADB = TS 
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If bit 7 of DAPDATRl = 1: 

XTRANS = 1 

If bit 7 of DAPDATRl = 0: 

XTRANS = 0 

If bit 10 of DAPDATRl = 1: 

XTRANS = XTRANS - 1 

If XTRANS = 0: 

(use B/D for X-translation) 

(use A/C for X-translation) 

Set bit 15(2JETSFLG) of FLAGWRDl = 0 

If XTRANS f. 0: 

Set bit 15(2JETSFI.G) of FLA.GWRDl = 1 

If bit 13 of DAPDATR2 = 0: (use B/D for roll) 

ACORBD = 1 

If bit 13 of DAPDATR2 = 1: (use A/C for roll) 

ACORBD = - 4096 (i.e. negative non-zero) 

If bit 10 of DAPDATR2 = 1: (Quad A OK) 

RACFAIL = 0 

If bit 4 of DAPDATR2 = 0: (Quad C not OK) 

RACFAIL = -1 

If bit 10 of DAPDATR2 = 0: (Quad A not OK) 

RACFAIL = 1 

If bit 7 of DAPDATR2 = 1: (Quad B OK) 

RBDFAIL = 0 

If bit 1 of DAPDATR2 = 0: (Quad D not OK) 

RBDFAIL = -1 

If bit 7 of DAPDATR2 = 0: (Quad B not OK) 

RBDFAIL = 1 

Return 
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NEEDLER 

If bit 4 (Coarse Align) of channel 12 = 1: 

Set bit 3 of RCSFLAGS = 1 

Return 

If bit 3 of RCSFLAGS = 1: 

Set bit 6 (Enable CDU IMU Error Counters ) of channel 12 = O 

Proceed to 11 NEEDLEll" 

If bit 2 of RCSFLAGS = 1, proceed to 11 NEEDLER211 

If bit 6 (Enable CDU Dru Error Counters ) of channel 12 = 0: 

Set bit 3 of RCSFLAGS = 1 

Return 

Proceed to 11 NEEDLES 11 

NEEDIBll 

AK= -0 

EDRI~ = -0 

CDUXCM;Q = -0 

Set bits 3-2 of RCSFLAGS = 012 

Return 

NEEDLER2 

Set bit 6 (Enable CDU IMU Error Counters) of channel 12 = 1 

Set bits 3-2 of RCSFLAGS = 002 

Return 

NEEDLES 

TS = - K AK., with magnitude of each component limited ~Kd . t - dacsc acrm. 

CDUXCMJ2. = CDUXCMQ + 

EDRIV~ = T~ 

(TS - EDRIVE) - -

Set bits 15-13 (Gate outputs from CDUXCMJ2.) of channel 14 = 1 

Return 
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MASSPROP Entered from "AUT037", "00NOUN46", 11 ENGINOFF 11
, and "TVCINITl" 

If bit 13 of DAPDATRl = 1: (means LM-off) 

VARSTi =K l l (i = 0 - 9) no emva i 

If bit 13 of DAPDATRl = 0: 

VARSTi = Kint value + Kslopeval. LEMMA.SS ( i = 0 - 9) 
i l. 

If bit 15 of DAPDATRl = 1: (descent stage off) 

VARSTl = VARSTl + VARST8 (VARSTl and VARST2 not 
incremented if DAPDATRl 

VARST2 = VARST2 + VARST9 is 777778 , which it should not) 

VARST7 = VARST7 + Kd.x.itfi..x. (VARST8 and VARST9 destroyed if used) 

Proceed to "FIXCW" 

Entered from "TVCEXEC" and at end of "MASSPROP" 

DELCMWT = CSMMASS + K b neg pw 

If DELCMWT ~ 0: 

IAVGd.TLX = VARST7 DELCMWT + VARST2 

IAVG = VARST6 DELCMWT + VARSTl 

IXX = VARST5 DELCMWT + VARSTO 

If DELCMWT > 0 : 

IAVGdTLX = VARSTJ DELCMWT + VARST2 

IAVG = VARST4 DELCMWT + VARSTl 

IXX = VARST5 DELCMWT + VARSTO 

TS = CSMMASS 

If bit 14 of DAPDATRl = 1: (means LM- on) 

TS = TS + LEMMA.SS 

MASS = TS 

Return (to routine calling "MASSPROP" or "FIXCW") 
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NOTE: 11RcS DAP11 refers to undocked DAP only in this segment. 

Quantities in Computations 

See also list of major variables and list of routines 

ldCONACC: Single precision value of reciprocal of roll-axis acceleration 
used f~r IVC roll DAP, scale factor B9, units of (revolutions/ 
second ) - . Computed in 11 S40.15'', and is based on two- jet torque 
(see K2 .dm.). Upjated every 10 seconds during burn (by entrance 
to 11 s401?b"). 

ACORBD: Single precision quantity, scale factor Bl4, specifying the 
quad pair to be used for roll attitude control in the RCS DAP. 
If positive (+l), quad B/D is to be used; if negative (-4096, 
for programming convenience), quad A/C is used. The TVC DAP 
alternates roll commands between quads. Cell is set in 11 s41.211 
based upon bit 13 of DAPDATR2 (0 for positive, 1 for negative). 

ADB: Single precision value of the attitude error deadband. used in RCS/ 
docked DAP, scale factor B- 1, units revolutions (one least increment 
is about 0.011°). For RCS DAP, set based on bit 4 of DAPDATRl, but 
can subsequently be changed by the program (with changes reflected 
in DAPDATRl for transfers between 11wide 11 and "narrow' 1 deadbands) . 
For docked DAP, set to DKDB. In P20, set based on R2 of N79 (with 
zero being 0.5°), each pass through 11 R6lCSM11 (R61CNTR = O) or in 
"R67START". Deadband restored to R03 or DKDB value in "FIXDB" 
and 11 INITSUBA 11 • When "DONOUN46 11 is performed, the R03 value is 
retained; a noun 01 procedure could also be used to load the 
cell, if desired. For RCS DAP "wide 11 is 5° and "narrow" is 

0 ' 0.5 . 

AK (AK0 , AK1, AK2): Single precision values of attitude errors used as 
communication cells with "NEEDLER", scale factor B-1, units 
revolutions. Nominal scaling of display (see Kd ) is such that acsc 
"full scale deflection' 1 is 16.875° of attitude error, with a 
positive AK input to "NEEDLER" giving a negative loading of CDUXCMQ. 

During Pll, entered from "NOPOLYM" with AK0 loaded so as to give 
full scale of 67,5° (other axes normal scaling), every half second 
(approximately). Can be used to steer Saturn if control of Saturn 
switch set. If Saturn DAP activated, entered from "SATSTICK" instead. 

During RCS/docked DAP operation, "NEEDLER" is entered every 0.2 
seconds from "KMATRIX" (on alternate 0.2 seconds, AK is loaded in that 
routine with appropriate error information). 

During TVC DAP operation, 11NEEDLER 11 is entered every 0.5 second 
from "TVCEXEC 11

, with AK loaded by "TVCEXEC", "PCOPY", and "YCOPY" 
respectively. 

During entry DAP operation, "NEEDLER" is entered from 
"CM/FDAIR" every 0 . 2 second, with AK0 loaded so as to give full 
scale of 67.5° and others having normal scaling. AK0 is set 0 
every 2 seconds if CMDAPMOD = -0 (see Digital Autopilot 
Entry Routines), and AK1 and AK2 effectively set 0 if bit 3 
(05GSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 1: they are otherwise computed in "ATTRATES" 
and "EXDAP" respectively. 

The general polarity of loading AK is "commanded angle minus 
present angle". A DSKY one-shot drive of error needles can be done 
by V43E means . N04 can be used to display - AK· 
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CDUXCMJ2: See IMU Computations. If coarse align bit is not set, the 
data goes to FDAI attitude error display (x, y, z associated with 
roll, pitch, an:i yaw respectively, with 384 pulses giving full 
scale deflection). If bit 9 of channel 12 = 1, the information 
in the cells is used for Saturn control. 

CNTR: Single precision cell used for switch-over control purposes in 
TVC DAP. Prior to entering TVC DAP, is used in 11 S40.6 11 as a flag 
to indicate whether that routine entered from "PRE40.6" (value 
1, scale factor Bl4) or from "P40SXTY" (value +O). If it was 
entered from "PRE40.6", then the four-second delay before driving 
the SPS gimbals to their trim position is bypassed. 

CSMMASS: Value of CSM mass, scale factor Bl6, units kilograms, computed 
double precision in "S40.8" but used single precision elsewhere 
(including DSKY loading). Since the least significant half is not 
otherwise em~loyed, the displayed value can differ from the onboard 
estimate by _,..4 kg (about 8.8 pounds). It can be loaded manually 
in Rl of N47, and is updated in "S40.8" . The updating consists of 
subtracting two seconds worth of mass flow rate (determined by a 
pad-load constant in units of kilograms/centi-second) if the sensed 
accelerometer output in the previous two-second interval exceeded 
the thrust-fail criterion (another pad-load constant). The updating 
occurs whenever "S40 .8" is entered (and the accelerometer output is 
sufficient), and uses MASSTMP (see "S40.8") for restart protection 
purposes. "S40.8" is entered only for P40, starting when Average-G 
is turned on (due to AVfilElCIT setting in "P40SXTY"), and ending when 
AVED-ElCIT is loaded with some other quantity (e.g . "CALCN85" in 
"P40RCS" for an ENTR to F V99 or PRO to F Vl6 N40 after the burn). 
Because of this logic, no other special provisions need be made to 
compensate for thrust fail conditions: it should be noted, however, 
that the gain updates in "TVCEXEC" are based on the current value of 
CSMMASS. Although the mass updating is done as part of the Average-G 
computation loop, the computations are entered only in P40. As a 
result, if an SPS burn were to be done using the SGS and P47, for 
example, CSMMASS would have to be updated manually. 
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DAPDATRl: Single precision quantity whose individual octal digits are 
assigned control significance for the RCS and TVC DAPs, and which 
is displayed in Rl of N46. Digit #1 is used for the TVC DAP to 
determine vehicle configuration (LM-off, LM-on descent & ascent, 
or LM-on ascent only), while the remaining digits are used only 
by the RCS DAP (together with digit #1 ) . Digits #2 - #5 are 
processed in 11 s4i.2 11

, which is entered when R03 is performed (undocked) 
as well as when the RCS DAP is initialized (e.g . after a restart 
or when IMU data becomes usable after a period of not being 
usable). The individual bits of DAPDATRl have the following 
meanings(digit #1 is also referred to as 11 A11

, #2 as 11B11
, etc.); 

Octal 
Digit 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Word 
Bit 

15-13 

12-11 
10 

9-8 
7 

6-5 
4 

Significance 

Specify vehicle configuration/desired DAP. 
Because of the use of various bits (e.g . 14 and 
13) at different parts of the program to 
obtain vehicle information, caution should be 
used that the digits specified be those below, 
and other patterns should be avoided. 

0 is set by 11 CM/DAPON 11 for entry DAP, and 
terminates other DAP activity if 
11 STABLISH11 is entered 

1 indicates LM-off (causes RCS DAP to be 
started if 11 STABLISH11 is entered ) 

2 indicates LM-on ascent and descent, 
and causes RCS DAP to be started if 
11 STABLISH11 is entered 

3 indicates Saturn DAP, and causes 
Saturn DAP to be started if 
11 STABLISH11 is entered 

6 indicates LM-on ascent only, and 
causes RCS DAP to be started if 
11 STABLISH11 is entered (bit 15 is 
used in 11MASSPROP11 to select proper 
coefficient values) 

Not used (no effect) 
Allow use of quad A/C for X-translation if 1 

Not used (no effect) 
Allow use of quad B/D for X-translation if 1 
(if bits 10 and 7 both O, program acts as 
if both bits were 1) 

Not used (no effect) 
Select narrow deadband (0.5°) if 0 and wide 
deadband (5.0°) if 1: loading of ADB is done 
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Octal 
Digit 

5 

Word 
Bit 

3 
2- 1 

Significance 

Not used (no effect) 
Specify maneuver rate for RHC or automatic 
maneuvers: 

002 for 0.05°/sec 
012 for 0.20°/sec 
102 for 0.50°/sec 
112 for 2 .00°/sec 

DAPDATR2: Single precision quantity whose individual octal digits are 
assigned control significance for the RCS DAP only, and which 
is displayed in R2 of N46. It is processed in 11 s4i.211 , with the 
individual bits having the meanings given below: 

Octal 
Digit 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Word 
Bit 

15-14 
13 

12- 11 
10 

9-8 
7 

6- 5 
4 

3-2 
1 

Significance 

Not used (no effect) 
Use quad A/C for roll if 1 (i f O, use B/D) 

Not used (no effect) 
Quad A may be used i f 1 (not to be used if 0) 

Not used (no effect) 
Quad B may be used if 1 (not to be used if 0) 

Not used (no effect) 
Quad C may be used if 1 (if bit 10 is 1, quad 

C not to be used if bit 4 is 0) 

Not used (no effect) 
Quad D may be used if 1 (if bit 7 is 1, quad 

D not to be used if bit 1 is 0) 

DELCMWT: Value of (CSMMASS + K b ) computed in 11 FIXCW11 , scale factor 
Bl5, units kilograms, sin~lg B~ecision (the difference between 
present CSM mass and the 11breakpoint 11 value for use in computing 
mass- property information). Program notation is 11 TEMP333 11 • 

DELPBAR, DELYBAR : See Digital Autopilot TVC Routines. 

DKDB: See Digital Autopilot RCS Routines. 

EDRIV~ : Single precision values of previous scaled AK output information 
in 11NEED1ES 11 , scale factor Bl4, units output drive pulses (there 
are 213 pulses per revolution for standard scaling) . EDRIV]! is 
the internal computer image of the number contained in the 
appropriate error counter driven from CDUXCMQ, and is required 
since interface is incremental pulses from a previous setting. 
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HOLDFLAG: Sin~le precision quantity, scale factor Bl4, used to control 

the nature of the attitude hold performed by the RCS/docked DAP . A 
positive non-zero value means that at the next opportunity 
("AHFNOROT" entered not in Free Mode and with rate filter initial
ized ) , the present CDU angles should be loaded into THETADK for 
use as the new attitude reference. A +O value means that the DAP 
is in attitude hold about the angles in THEI'ADK . A negative non-zero 
value means that automatic maneuvers are being performed ( and 
that WBODI, CDUX.Q, BIA,;2., e:ull.i D.l!.l,CD1!_ eill hC:J.ve e:rn effect, see Digltal 
Autopilot RCS Routines) . 
A positive non-zero value is loaded if the DAP's control of the 
vehicle is removed (e.g. bit 15 of channel 31 = l ) ; when the DAP 
is initialized; if the IMU data is not usable ( i.e. not fine 
align); if the Free Mode is entered; if RHC commands are provided; 
or if no DAP is desired (by "STABLISH'') . If HOLDFLAG is negative non
zero and a switch to Hold Mode is made, attitude hold is also 
performed (same effect as having HOLDFLAG positive non- zero, although 
the setting is not made). 
A positive zero setting is made in 11 AHFNOROT 11 after loading THETADK 
provided that bits 13-11 of RCSFLAGS = 0 ( i.e. damping done ) ; in 
11 STOPRATE 11 (if previous value, negative, was -1, is set +O); and in 
"T5PHASE2 11 if presently negative and the magnitude of the middle 
gimbal angle exceeds 75° . 
A negative non-zero value is set in R61 and also when attitude maneuver 
computations (e .g. R60 or R67) have loaded the DAP interface cells. 
Programs checking HOLDFLAG can conclude , if i t is not negative 
non-zero, that an interruption of the automatic maneuver has occurred. 

IAVG: Single precision value of the "average " of moments of inertia 
about the y and z axes, scale factor B20, units kilogram-meters2. 
It is computed as a function of CSMMASS (and LEMMASS if DAPDATRl 
so indicates ) in "FIXCW" and is used in 11s40.1411 to compute 
quantities for the RCS DAP (the separate quantity IAVGdTLX is 
used for the TVC DAP). Storage address corresponds to "IXX" +l. 

IAVGdTLX: Single precision value of the "average " of moments of 
inertia about the y and z axes divided by the "thrust moment" 
(product of engine thrust and the "moment

2
arm from hinge-point 

to c.g. 11
), scale factor B2, units seconds , used in 11 s40.15 11 to 

multiply KTLXdI to obtain VARK. Program notation is 11 IAVG/TLX 11 , 

and storage address corresponds to 11 IXX 11 +2. Computed in 11 FIXCW11 • 

IXX: Single precision value of moment of inertia abo~t the x axis 
( r oll) , scale factor B20, units kilogram-meters , computed in 
11 FIXCW11 • It is used in 11 s40.1411 and 11 s40.15 11 to compute quantities 
for the RCS and TVC DAPs respectively. 

(JdM
0

, JdM, JdM2): Single precision value of 80% (RCS DAP) of the 
reciprocal of one - jet acceleration about roll, pitch, and yaw axes 
respectively, scale factor B23 (RCS DAP) or B27 (docked DAP), units 
of (revolutions/(deci-second centi-second )) - 1 , so that multiplication 
of a rate in revolutions/deci-second by JdN yields a time in 
centi- seconds. The 80% RCS DAP factor is in K , to account 
for "tolerances in the torque produced by the 3~tgn~nd uncertainties 
in the vehicle moment of inertia" . RCS DAP quantities computed 
in 11 s 40 .1411 ; docked DAP ones are erasable memory constants loaded 
into JdN in 11REDAP11

• 
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JETAG: See Digital Autopilot Entry Routines. 

K2 .dm: Single precision constant, program notation
8

11 2PI/M11
, scale 

pi factor B-8. Nominal value is 0.00331017 x 2 , correspondin~ 
to the reciprocal of: ( 700 x 2 x 1.355817948 x (l/2lT) x 2- 8) , 
where first term is nominal torque due to a single jet (in foot 
pounds), second accounts for two jets, third converts to units of 
newton-meters, fourth converts to units of revolutions, and fifth 
is scale factor. 

K t : Single precision constant, program notation "CONTONE", scale 
en onefactor BJ, value 0.662034, Value corresponds to the reciprocal 

of: (700 x 1.355817948 x (l/21r) x (1/0 .8) x 10- 2 x 10- 1 x 23) , 
where first term is nominal torque due to single jet (in foot
pounds), second converts to units of newton-meters , third converts 
to units of revolutions, fourth is the 80% factor discussed for 
JctM, fifth converts to units of centi- seconds for result, sixth 
converts rotation rate to units of deci-seconds (see Jd.M for the 
time units), and seventh is the scale factor . -

K tt : Constant, program notation ''CONTTWO", scale factor B7, value 
en wo0.00118 (double precisionf . Value corresponds to 700 x 

1 .355817948 x (l/ZTT) x 10- x 10-~ x 2- 7, where first term is 
nominal torque due to single jet (in foot - pounds), second converts 
to units of newton-meters, third converts to units of revolutions, 
fourth converts to deci- seconds (for rotation rate), fifth converts 
to centi- seconds (see KM~ for time units), and sixth is scale 
factor. 

Kd . t: Single precision constant, program notation "DACLIMIT +Ii', scale 
acnu factor Bl4, units of output drive pulses. Value is 384 x 2-14, 

corresponding to 384 pulses (the saturated error counter). Actual 
program implementation involves 3 constants: -384, 16000, and 
+384, with the 16000 used as a magnitude check. If, when 16000 is 
added to magnitude of argument, the answer overflows (exceeds 
16383), then limiting is required. The 384 corresponds to 6008• 

Kd : Single precision constant, program notation "QUARTER"i scale acsc 1 • 3 factor Bl5, value ~' corresponding to a true value of 2 • It 
converts AK fr£~ units of revolutions to units of output drive 
pulses, with 2 pulses corresponding to the nominal scaling for 
a revolution. Hence 384 pulses, the error counter saturation 
level, correspond to 16 7/8 degrees, as discussed for AK· 
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Kd 46 : Single precision constant, program notation 11 DEC46 11
, scale 

c factor B-1, units revolutions. Value is 46 x 2- 14, the same as 
Kmindb 0 

Kd 409 : Single precision constant, program notation 11 DEC409 11 , scale 
c factor B-1, units revolutions. Value is 409 x 2- 14, which when 

added to Kdc46 gives 455 x 2-14, the same as Kma.xdb. 

Kdx'tf' : Single precision constant,.,, ,Program notation 11 DXITFIX11 , scale 
i ix factor B-12, units secondsG/kilogram, used to increment 

VARST7 if IM-on APS-only~onfiguration is specified. Nominal 
value is - l.88275E- 5 x 2 , corresponding to - 0 . 854E-5 x 
(1/0.45359237) x 212, where first term is value in sec2/pound, 
second converts to kilograms, and third is scale factor. Octal 
value is 754208, corresponding to about -0.85367E-5 sec2/pound. 

K. : Single precision constant, program not~tion 11 INTVALUE 11
, 

intvalueo scale factor B20, units kilogram-meters , used as the 
constant valu~ to initialize VARSTO for IM-on. Nominal value 
is 26850 x 2- o, corresponding to about 1980~.5 x 1.355817948 
x 2-20, where firs~ term is value in slug- ft , second convert~ 
to kilogram-meters , and third is scale factor . Octal value is 
00644

8
, corresponding to 26880 kilogram-meters2 or about 

19826 slug- ft2 . 

K. : Single precision constant, program notation 11 INTVALUE +111
, 

intvaluel scale factor B20, units kilogram-meters2, used as the const
ant value to initialize VARSTl for IM- on (if descent stage 
off, subse~8ntly incremented by VARST8). Nominal value is 
127518 x 2- , corresponding to about 94052.5 x 1 .355817948 x 
2-20, where first term is value in slug- ft2 . Octal value is 
3710g, corres~onding to 127488 kilogram-meters2 or about 
94030 slug-ft . 

K. t 1 : Single precision constant, program notation 11 INTVALUE +211 , 

in va ue2 scale factor B2, used to initialize VARST2 for LM- on (if 
descent stage off, subsequently incremented by VARST8) by providing 
the constant value

2 
Nominal value is 0 .54059 x 2- 2, cor~sponding 

to 0.54059 seconds (since units of constant are second~ ). Octal 
value is 42468 , corresponding to about 0.540527 seconds • 

K. t 1 : Single precision constant, program notation 11 INTVALUE +3 11 , 

in va ue3 scale factor B-12, used to initialize VARST3 for IM- on, by 
providing the constant value. Nominal value is 0.153964E- 4 x 212, 
with units seconds2/kilogram. Nominali2alue corresponds to 
about 0.698369E-~ x (1/0.45359237) x 2 , where first term is 
value in seconds / pound, second converts to kilograms, and third 
is scale factor. O~tal value is 20118, corresponding to about 
0.698210E-5 seconds /pound . 
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K. t 1 : Single precision constant, program notation 11 INTV ALUE +4" , 
in va ue4 scale factor B6, used to initialize VARST4 for IM- on, by 

providing the constant value, ~its (kilogram-meters2)/kilogram. 
Nominal value is -0.742923 x 2- , cgrresponding to about -0.2485468 
x 1.355817948 x (1/ 0.45359237) x 2- , where first term is value in 
slug- ft2/pound, second converts to kilogram-meters2, third converts 
to kilograms, and fourth is scale facto~. Octal value is 775018, 
corresponding to about -0.24830 slug- ft / pound. 

K. t 1 : Single precision constant, program notation 11 INTVALUE +5", 
in va ue5 scale factor B6, used to initialize VARST5 for IM- on, by 

providing the constant value
6 

units (kilogram-meters2)/kilogram. 
Nominal value is 1.5398 x 2- , cobresponding to about 0 . 51514 x 
1 .355813948 x (1/ 0.45359237) x 2- , where first term is value in 
slug-ft / pound2 Octal value is 6128, corresponding to about 
0,5149 slug- ft / pound. Octal value same as K 

1 1 
. no emva 

5 
K . t 1 : Single precision constant, program notation "INTVALUE +611

, 

in va ue6 scale factor B6, used to initialize VARST6 for IM- on, by 
providing the constant valge, units (kilogram-meters2) / kilogram. 
Nominal value is 9.68 x 2- , corrgsponding to about 3,2385 x 
1 .35581~948 x (1/0 .45359237) x 2- , where first term i s value in 
slug- ft /pound

2 
Octal value is 46568, corresponding to about 

3 .2384 slug- ft /pound. 

K. t 1 : Single precision constant , pr ogram notation 11 INTVALUE +7" , 
in va ue7 scale factor B-12, used to initialize VARST7 for IM-on, 

by providing the constant value, units seconds2/kilogram. Nominal 
value is 0.647625E-4 x 212, corresponding to about 0.293758E-4 
x (1/ 0.45359237) x 212, where first term is value in sec2/pound, 
second converts to kilograms, and third is scale factor. Octal 
value is 103728, corresponding to about 0.293748E- 4 sec2/ pound. 

K. t 1 : Single precision constant, program notation "INTVALUE +811 , 

in va ue8 scale factor B20, used to initialize VARST8 for IM-on, by 
providing the consta~B value, \lilits kilogram-meters2. Nominal 
value is -27228 x 2- , corresponding to about - 20082 
x 1.355817948 x 2-20, where fir~~ term is value in slug- ft2, 
second converts to kilogram-meters , and third is scale factor 
Octal value is 771268, ~orresponding to -27200 kilogram-meters2 
or about -20062 slug- ft • 

K. t 1 : Single precision constant, program notation 11 INTVALUE +911 , 

in va ue9 scale factor B2, used to initialize VARST9 for IM-on, by 
providing the ~onstant value, units seconds2. Nominal value is 
-0.206476 x 2- , corresponding to - 0.206476 seconds2• Octal va~ue 
of constant is 762618, corresponding to about -0.206543 seconds . 
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( Km4 td : Single precision constant, program notation 11 - 4ACTDEl'.}11
, scale 

ac g factor Bl4, units CDU actuator output pulses (one pulse is 
85.41 seconds; there are about 42 .14963 pulses/degree). Value is 
- 168 x 2- 14, or twice the value of K 2 td (with opposite sign), 
corresponding to about - 4 degrees . P ac g 

Kmaxdb: Single precision constant, program notation 11MAXDB 11 , scale 
factor B-1, units revolutions . Value is 455 x 2-14, corresponding 

to about 4,9988 degrees . 

K . db: Single precision constant, program notation 11MINDB 11
, scale 

min factor B- 1, units revolutions . Value is 46 x 2- 14, corresponding 
to about 0.5054 degrees . 

K b : Single precision constant, program notation 11NEGBPW11
, scale 

neg pwfactor Bl6, units kilograms, giving the complement of the 
CSM 11 breakpoint 11 weight for com£gtation of mass properties . 
Nominal value is - 15402.17 x 2- , corresponding to - 15402.17 
kilograms or about 33955.97 pounds (program connnents indicate 
that 11dry weight 11 is 23956 pounds, giving effect for constant 
of 10,000 pounds of propellant) . Octal value is 703648, corres
ponding to - 15404 kilograms ( -33960.0 pounds). 

K 1 1 : Single precision constant, program notation 11 NOLEMVAL 11 , 

no emva O scale factor B20, units kilogram-meters2, giving setting 
for VARSTO for LM-off. Nominal value is 25445 x 2- 20, corresponding 
to abou~ 18767 x 1.355817948 x 2- 20 , where f~rst term is value in 
slug-ft , second converts to kilogram-meters , and third is scale 
factor. Octal value is 6168 , corresponding to about 18787 slug- ft2. 

K 1 1 : Single precision constant, program notation 11 NOI.EMVAL +1", 
no emva 1 scale factor B20, units kilogram-meters2, used to give 

setting for VARSTl for LM- off. Nominal value i~ 87450 x 2- 20, 
corresponding to about 6~500 x 1 .355817948 x 2- 0 , where first 
term is value in slug-ft . Octal value is 25268 , corresponding 
to about 64481 slug-ft2. 

K 
1 1 : Single precision constant, program notation 11 NOLEMVAL +211

, 

no emva 2 scale factor B2, used to give setting for VARST2 for LM
off, units seconds2 . Nominal value is 0 .30715 x 2- 2, corres 
ponding to 0.30715 seconds2. Octal value is 23528 , corresponding 
to about 0.30713 seconds2. 
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K 1 1 : Single precision constant, program notation 11 NOLEMVAL +3 11
, 

no emva 3 scale factor B-12, units seconds2/ kilogram, used to 
initialize VARST3 for LM-off. Nominal value is l.22877E-5 x 212, 
corresponding to 0 ,55736E-5 x (l / 0.45359237 ) x 212, where first 
term is value in seconds2/ pound, second converts to kilograms, and 
third is scale factor. Octal value is 14718, corresponding to 
about 0.55762E-5 seconds2/ pound. 

K 1 1 : Single precision constant, program notation 11 NOLEMVAL +411
, 

no emva 4 scale factor B6, used to initialize VARST4 for LM-off, 
un~ts kilogram-meters2 per kilogram. Nominal value is 1.6096 x 
2- ,

6
corresponding to about 0.5385 x 1.355817948 x (1/ 0.45359237) 

x 2- , where first term is value in slug-ft2/ pound, second converts 
to kilogram-meters2,third converts to kilograms, and fourth is 
scale factor. Octal value is 6348, corresponding to about 
0.53842 slug-ft2/ pound. 

K 1 1 : Single precision constant, program notation 11NOLEMVAL +5 11
, 

no emva 5 scale factor B~, used to initialize VARST5 for LM-off, 
un~ts kilogram-meters per kilogram. Nominal value is 1.54 x 
2- , corresponding to about 0.5152 x 1.355817948 x (1/0.45359237) 
x 2-6, where first term is value in slug- ft2/pound, second 
converts to kilogram-meters2, third converts to kilograms, and 
fourth is scale factor. Octal value is 6128, corresponding to 
about 0.5149 slug-ft2/ pound. Octal value same as K. t 1 . 

in va ue 5 
K 1 1 : Single precision constant, program notation 11NOLEMVAL +6 11

, 

no emva 6 scale factor B6
2 

used to initialize VARST6 for LM-off, 
units kilogrgm-meters per kilogram. Nominal value is 
7,77177 x 2- { corrgsponding to about 2.600 x 1.355817948 x 
(1/ 0.45359237 ; x 2- , where first term is value in slug-ft2/ 
pound, second converts to kilogram-meters2, third converts to 
kilograms, and fourth is scale factor. Octal value is 37068, 
corresponding to about 2.6006 slug-ft2/ pound. 

K 1 1 : Single precision constant, program notation 11NOLEMVAL +7 11
, 

no emva 7 scale factor B-12, used to initialize VARST7 for LM-~ff, 
units seconds2/ kilogram. Nominal value is 3,46458E-5 x 21 , 
corresponding to about l.5315E-5 x (1/ 0.45359237 ) x 212, where 
first term is value in sec / pound, second converts to kilograms, 
and third is scale fact~r. Octal value is 44258 , corresponding 
to about l.57148E-5 sec / pound. 

K 1 1 : Single precision constant loaded into VARST8 for LM-off, 
no emva 8 but should not be used. Cell corresponds to K. t 

1 
, 

Wl.• th l' in va ueo same sea ing. 

K 1 1 : Single precision constant loaded into VARST9 for LM-off, 
no emva 9 but should not be used. Cell corresponds to K. 

1 
· , 

but with octal number considered scaled B2 instead1Brva uel 
B20. Value would be about 0.48633 seconds2. 
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K 2 td : Single precision constant, program notation 11+2ACTDEn'' , scale 
Pac g factor Bl4, units CDU actuator pulses (see Km4 td ). Value 

is 84 x 2-14, corresponding to about +2 degrees. ac g 

K 1 1 Single precision constant, program no~ation 11 SLOPEVAL11 , 

s opeva 0 scale factor B6, units kilogram-meters per kilogram, used 
as the slope va~ue to initialize VARSTO for IM-on. Nominal value 
is 1.96307 x 2- , corbesponding to about 0.65675 x 1.3558179~8 
x (1/0 .45359237) x 2- , where first term is value in slug-ft /pound, 
second converts to kilogram-meters2, third converts to kilograms, 
and fourth is scale fact~r. Octal value is 7678, corresponding 
to about 0 .65734 slug-ft /pound . 

K 1 1 : Single precision constant, program notation "SLOPEVAL +111 , 

s opeva 1 scale factor B6, units kilogram-meters2/kilogram, used as 
the slope va~ue to initialize VARSTl for IM-on. Nominal value is 
27.5774 x 2- , corrgsponding to about 9.2261x1.355817948 x 
(1/0 .45359237) x 2- , where first term is value in slug-ft2/~ound. 
Octal value is 156248, corresponding to about 9.2263 slug- ft /pound . 

K 1 1 : Single precision constant, program notation "SLOPEVAL +211 , 

s opeva 2 scale factor B- 12, units seconds2/kilogram, used as the 
slope value ti2initialize VARST2 for IM- on. Nominal value is 
2.31~8E-5 x 2 , corresponding to about l.06812E-5 x (1/0.45359237) 
x 2 , where first term is value in seconds2/pound, second 
converts to kilograms, and third is scale factor . Octal value 
is 30548, corresponding to about l.06793E-5 seconds2/pound. 

K 1 1 : Single precision constant, program notation "SLOPEVAL +3 11 , 

s opeva 3 scale factor B-26, units seconds2/kilogram per kilogram, 
used as the slope valu~6to initialize VARST3 for LM-on. Nominal 
value is 2.1777E-9 x

6
2 , corresponding to about 0.44805E- 9 x 

(1/0.45359237)2 x 22 , where first term is value in seconds2/pound 
per pound. Octal value is 45328, corresponding to about o.44798E- 9 
seconds2/pound per pound. 

K 1 1 : Single precision constant, program not~tion "SLOPEVAL +4", 
s opeva 4 scale factor B-8, units kilogram-meters per kilogram per 

kilogram, used as the slope v~lue to initialize VARST4 for LM-on. 
Nominal value is l.044E-3 x 2 cor~esponding to about 0.1584E-3 
x 1.355817~48 x (1/0.45359237)~ x 2 , where first term is value 
in slug-ft /pound per pound, second converts to kilogram-meters2, 
third converts to kilograms, and fourth is scale factor. Octal 
value is 104338, corresponding to about 0 .158433E-3 slug-ft2/pound 
per pound. 

K 1 1 : Single precision constant, program notation "SLOPEVAL +5", 
s opeva 5 scale factor B-8, units kilogram-meters2 per kilogram per 

kilogram, used as the slope value to initialize VARST5 for 
LM- on. Value is zero, meaning that VARST5 is not affected by 
LEMMASS. 
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K 
1 1 : Single precision constant, program notation "SLOPEVAL +611

, 

s opeva 6 scale factor B-8, units kilogram-meters2 per kilogram per 
kilogram, used as the slope value to initialize VARST6 for LM-on. 
Nominal value is 2.21068E-3 x 28, corresponding to about 
0 .335472E-3 x l.355~17948 x (1/0 .45359237 )2 x 28, where first term 
is value in slug-ft /pound per pound. Oc~al value is 220708, 
corresponding to about 0.33546E-3 slug-ft /pound per pound. 

K 1 1 : Single precision constant, program notation "SLOPEVAL +7'', 
s opeva 7 scale factor B-26, units seconds2/kilogram per kilogram, 

used as the slope valu~6to initialize VARST7 for LM-on. Nominal 
value is l.516~E-9 x 2 , corresponding to about 0.31203E-9 x 
(1/0.45359237) x 226, where first term is value in seconds2/pound 
per pound, second converts to kilograms, and third is scale factor. 
Octal value is 32048, corresponding to about 0.31212E-9 seconds2/ 
pound per pound. 

K 1 1 : Single precision constant, program no~ation "SLOPEVAL +811
, 

s opeva 8 scale factor B6, units kilogram-meters per kilogram, used 
as the slope vglue to initialize VARST8 for LM-on. Nominal value 
is -1.284 x 2- , cobresponding to about-0.4296 x 1.3558179~8 x 
(1/0.45359237) x 2- , where first term is value in slug-ft /pound, 
second converts to kilograrn-meters2, third converts to kilograms, 
and fourth is scale factor. Octal value is 772668, corresponding 
to about -0.4300 slug-ft2/pound. 

K 1 1 : Single precision constant, program notation "SLOPEVAL +9", 
s opeva 9 scale factor B-12, units seconds2/kilogram, used as the 

slope value to initialize VARST9 for LM-on. Nominal value is 
2.00E-5 x 212, corresponding to about 0.9072E-5 x (1/0 .45359237 ) 
x 212, where first term is value in seconds2/pound, second 
converts to kilograms, and third is scale factor. Octal value 
is 24768, corresponding to about 0 .90706E-5 seconds2/pound . 

KMJ (KMJ0 , KMJ1, KMJ2): Single precision value of the one-jet accel-

eration about roll, pitch, and yaw axes respectively, scale factor 
B-13, units of revolutions/(deci-second centi-second), so that 
multiplication of a time in centi-seconds by KM~ yields a rotation 
rate in revolutions/deci-second. RCS DAP quantities computed in 
"S40 .14"; docked DAP ones are erasable memory constants loaded 
into KM~ in "REDAP". 

KTLXdI: See Digital Autopilot Tl.TC Routines. 

LEMMASS: Single precision value of LM mass loaded by R2 of N47, and 
used in "MASSPROP" if bit 13 of DAPDATRl = 0 to compute LM
attached mass properties constants. If bit 14 of DAPDATRl = 1, 
is used in "FIXCW" to compute MASS (if DAPDATRl set to indicate 
that LM not attached, cell contents ignored). Scale factor Bl6, 
units kilograms, but value should not exceed 215 (or be equal to 
it) kilograms because of left shift in "MASSPROP" : this is about 
72000 pounds. For valid MAS~ computation, sum of CSMMASS and 
LEMMASS must be less than 21 kilograms. 
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MASS: Single precision value of vehicle mass, program notation 
11 WEIGHT/G 11

, scale factor Bl6, units kilograms, loaded in 11 FIXCW11 

as the sum of CSMMASS and (if specified by DAPDATRl) LEMMASS. Note 
that the value in this cell is not up:iated by R03 ( 11 DONOUN46 11

) 

unless digit #l of DAPDATRl is 1, 2, 5, or 6. The cell is used as 
if it were double precision in 11s40.in, 11 s40.IB 11

, and 11s40 .13 11
: in 

these cases, the least significant half is AK0 . 

MRKRTMP: See Burn Control. 

NVWORDl: See Burn Control . 

OPTIND: See Optics Computations. 

PACTOFF: See Digital Autopilot TVC Routines. 

PMANNDX: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, loaded in 11 STICKCHK 11 

with bits 2-1 of TS (set before entering routine ) . These bits 
correspond to the 11 pitch 11 input, with 002 meaning no maneuver, 
012 meaning a positive maneuver, 102 meaning a negative maneuver, 
and 112 treated the same as 002 except for rate-command use of 
the RHC ( see 11 T5PHASE2 11 ) . TS is set to the 11 true 11 values of 
the input information (which for the controllers have an 
inversion from the binary values, so that a binary 0 channel 
input represents a logical 1). 

RACFAIL: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, set in 11 S41.2 11 based 
on Quad failure information in DAPDATR2. It is set to 0 if Quads 
A and C are both indicated as functioning; it is set to +l if 
Quad A is indicated as having failed; and it is set to -1 if 
Quad A is indicated as functioning and Quad C as not functioning. 
See information below. 

RATEINDX: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, set in 11 S41.2 11 
to bits 2-1 of DAPDATRl ( shifted left one place for convenience 
in indexing double precision constants ). Value is 0 for a 
specified maneuver rate of 0.05° / second; value is 2 for a 
specified maneuver rate of 0.2°/second; value is 4 for a 
specified maneuver rate of 0.5°/second; and value is 6 for a 
specified maneuver rate of 2.0°/second. 

RBDFAIL: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, set in 11s4i.211 
based on Quad failure information in DAPDATR2. It is set to O 
if Quads B and D are both indicated as functioning; it is set 
to +l if Quad B is indicated as having failed; and it is set to 
-1 if Quad B is indicated as functioning and Quad D as not 
functioning. See information below. 
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RCSFLAGS: Single precision flag word used for control of RCS/docked 
DAP functions. The individual bits have the following meanings: 

15 

13 

12 

11 

10- 9 

8-7 

6- 5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

Meaning 

Set in "NEWANGL" on initial pass (also in R67) if RATEINDX 
6 (meaning large-rate R60 maneuver), and used in 
"T5PHASE2 11 to control setting of ATTKALMN (to -1 if bit 
is 1, and otherwise to 0) correspondingly. It avoids 
having attitude maneuver routine change ATTKALMN if 
the DAP filter is being started up . Reset e.g. in 11 STOPRATE 11

• 

Bit set in the DAP if rate filter must be initialized 
before computations are performed. It is set if e.g. 
bit 15 of channel 31 is l(no G&N control), or if 
bit 6 of lMODES33 = 1, indicating IMU data not usable; 
it is reset e.g. in 11REDAP 11

• 

Bit set 1 in 11 T5PHASE2 11 fo r a change in RHC inputs, to 
signify that roll damping must be completed before 
attitude 11 hold 11 resumed, and reset zero in 11 J2J1 1 if no 
roll firing required by phase -plane. 

Bit set 1 in 11 T5PHASE211 for a change in RHC inputs, to 
signify that pitch damping must be completed ·before 
attitude 11 hold 11 resumed, and reset zero in 11 J2J1 1 if no 
pitch firing required by phase - plane . 

Bit set 1 in 11 T5PHASE2 11 for a change in RHC inputs, to 
signify that yaw damping must be completed before 
attitude 11 hold 11 r esumed, and r eset zero in 11 J2J1 1 if no 
yaw firing required by phase - plane. 

Bits set 0 in 11 T5PHASE2 11 and then set, for a11 change11 in 
RHC inputs, to the changed bits for roll(if any), to 
force a firing in 11 J23 11 (if not otherwise required by 
phase- plane) for that cycle, provided EDOT for that 
axis not too close to O. Bit 1 if input 1-Y 0 or 0~1. 

Bits set 0 in 11 T5PHASE211 and then set, for a11 change 11 

in RHC inputs, to the changed bits for yaw (if any): 
see bits 10- 9 . "Change 11 for 10- 5 could be docked DAP. 

Bits set 0 in 11 T5PHASE2 11 and then set, for a 11 change 11 

in RHC inputs, to the changed bits for pitch (if 
any): see bits 10- 9. 11 Change 11 also forced firings (see 8- 7) . 

Bit used in · 11KMATRIX 11 to cause 11 NEEDLER 11 to be performed 
on one pass (if presently 0) and a new AK. value to be 
loaded on the next pass (a pass takes place once every 
0.1 second). 

Bit set to 1 to cause 11 NEEDLER 11 routine to perform the 
initialization functions for the FDAI display (reset 
error counter to 0 etc . ) . Reset by 11 NEEDLEll11

• 

Bit set to 1 in 11NEEDLEll11 to signify that first pass 
of initialization function has been completed (causes, 
with bit 3 = 0, 11NEEDLER2 11 to be entered at the next 
transfer to "NEEDLER11

). Reset by 11 NEEDLER2 11
• 

Bit set 0 at end of 11 T6SETUP 11 and in "ZEROJET11 to indicate 
to 11 T6START 11 that the next TIME6 interrupt that is valid 
should cause RWORDl, PWORDl, and YWORDl to be loaded. The 
11 T6START 11 routine then resets the bit to 1. 
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REPFRAC: See Digital Autopilot TVC Routines. 

RMANNDX: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, loaded in 11 STICKCHK 11 

with bits 6-5 of TS (set before entering routine ), shifted right 
4 places. These bits correspond to the "roll" input (see PMANNDX). 

T5LOC: Address controlling where computations begin when program interrupt 
#2 (controlled by TIME5) is received. It is set to "T5IDLOC 11 to 
cause these program interrupts to be ignored: this setting is done 
as part of a 11 fresh start" and also in "S'l;'ABLISH" if bits 14-13 
of DAPDATRl are 002 . If a restart is encountered, the loading 
of T5LOC is controlled by bits 15-14 of FLAGWRD6, ano T5LOC is 
set to "T5IDLOC", "REDORCS", "REDOTVC 11 , and "REDOSAT" for bits 
15-14 = 00

2 , 012, 102, and 112 respectively. 
For the Saturn DAP, T5LOC = "SATSTICK" as set by "REDOSAT" 

and "SATSTICK" . "REDOSAT11 is entered due to T5LOC setting to that 
address for a restart or by "SATSTKON" (entered from "STABLISH"). 
TIME5 setting is such as to cause 11 SATSTICK 11 to be entered every 
0.1 second. 

For the RCS DAP, startup is accomplished (from "STABLISH" or 
from 11 ENGINOFF 11

, "V97E", or "V97T") by entering "RCSDAPON 11 , which 
sets TIME5 to cause transfer to "RCSATT" (T5LOC setting) in 0.6 
seconds. The delay if from 11AUT037" is 3.1 seconds. Two 
interrupts 20 ms apart cause entrance to 11RCSATT", with subsequent 
branching controlled by T5PHASE (see Digital Autopilot RCS Routines). 
After the second 11 RCSATT" entrance, if filter not being initialized 
T5LOC is set to 11 JETSLECT" with another 20 ms delay; that routine 
in turn resets T5LOC to "RCSATT11 with a 60 ms delay (for the 100 
ms RCS DAP cycle rate). 

For the TVC DAP, T5LOC is set to "T5IDLOC" in "IGNITION" 
shortly after engine-on, to disable RCS DAP entrances. About 
0.4 seconds later, T5LOC is set to "TVCDAPON" (with delay of 
about 10 ms). 11 TVCDAPON 11 sets T5LOC to "TVCINITl" (delay about 
10 ms) which in turn, after entering "TVCINIT411 , sets T5LOC to 
11 DAPINIT 11 with delay from T5TVCDT (20 ms for IM-off). "DAPINIT" 
in turn sets T5LOC to "PITCHDAP" with delay of one complete TVC 
DAP cycle (40 ms for IM-off), causing entrance to "PITCHDAP" for 
IM-off about 0.48 seconds after engine- on. "PITCHDAP11 sets 
T5LOC to 11YAWDAP 11 , which resets it to 11 PITCHDAP", each with delay 
from T5TVCDT, i.e. loop cycle rate of 40 ms for IM-off. 
The TVC DAP also uses waitlist task means to perform 11 TVCEXEC" 
every 0. 5 second (starting . 50 seconds after 11 TVCINIT4" )·, which 
in turn calls the roll DAP task, "ROLLDAP", 0.03 seconds after 
being entered. If a restart, "REDOTVC" sets T5LOC to "ENABL2", 
which in turn sets to "CMDSOUT", which in turn sets to either 
11 TVCINIT1" or "DAPINIT" depending on timing of restart. 

For the entry DAP, 11 CM/DAPON 11 sets T5LOC to 11 T5IDLOC", and 
the waitlist task 11 READGYMB 11 , after entering "BODYRATE 11 , sets it 
to 11ATTRATES 11 (with 0.01 second delay). After executing the 
computations, T5LOC again set to "T5IDLOC11 (at end of 11 CM/FDAIR11 ). 

The entry DAP cycle rate is defined by the 0.1-second waitlist 
calls of 11REAffiYMB11 • 

For the docked DAP, startup accomplished by entering 11RCSDAPON 11 , 

and is similar to RCS DAP. Instead of 11 JETSLECT 11 , however, T5LOC 
is set to 11 DKJSLECT 11 • 
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T6LOC: Address controlling where computations begin when program 
interrupt #1 (controlled by TIME6) is received. The interrupt 
is not generated unless TIME6 is counting down; contrary to TIME5, 
the countdown of TIME6 must be enabled by a channel bit (bit 15 
of channel 13). It is set to "T5IDLOC" in 11 CM/DAPON 11 (since the 
Entry DAP does not make use of program interrupt #1). 

In the RCS DAP, T6LOC is set to 11 T6START 11 in "ZEROJEI'" 
(which is also entered if no DAP or if Saturn DAP specified, to 
zero output channels). During normal RCS DAP operation, TIME6 
is set to 14 ms in "JETSLECT", so that jets scheduled to be 
fired from about 86 ms to 100 ms will all be fired for the full 
100 ms. Otherwise, TIME6 is set in 11 T6START 11 to the appropriate 
delay. Docked DAP similar (in 11 SETUPT6 11 and 11DKT6 11

). 

In the TVC DAP, T6LOC is used for timing of the roll RCS 
jets, and is set to 11NOROLLl" in "JETROLL" . 

THETADK: See Digital Autopilot RCS Routines. 

TIME5: Computer hardware clock register (cell 00308), incremented by 1 
each 10 ms under hardware control. It s overflow (reaching a value 
of 214 = 16384) causes program interrupt #2 ( "T5RUPT 11 ), which i s 
coded to start performing the computations whose starting addre ss 
is in T5LOC. Setting TIME5 11 to cause program interrupt #2 in 
20 ms ", for example, i s accomplished by sett i ng TIME5 = 37776

8
. 

TIME6: Computer hard~are clock regist er ( ce ll 00318) , de cr emented by 1 
each 0.625 ms (i .e. at a 1600 pps rate ) under hardware control if 
bit 15 of channel 13 = 1. Because of decrement rate can be . ' considered to contain time - interval informati on with scale factor 
BlO in units of centi- seconds. Its reduction to zero causes 
program interrupt #1, which is coded to start performing the 
computations whose starting address is in T6LOC (via "T6RUPT"). 

TUSED: See Digital Autopilot Entry Routines . 

TVCPHASE: See Digital Autopilot TVC Routines . 

TVCPITCH: Single precision value of computer special erasable memory 
counter cell 00548 when used to provide pitch steering commands 
for the SPS engine gimbal (if bit 8 of channel 12 is 1). Pulses 
are provided from the cell to change the value of the associated 
error counter at a 3200 pps rate, until the cell contents reduced 
to zero, provided bit 11 of channel 14 is set . The computer's 
image of what is in the error counter is in PCMD (see Digital 
Autopilot TVC Routines), i.e. the "integral" of TVCPITCH output 
since error counter reset, by zeroing of bit 2 of channel 12, 
e.g. in 11 s40.6 11

• One pulse gives 85,41 arc seconds of output, 
thus leading to the expression of scaling information as 
"Bl4 in units of CDU actuator output pulses" or BO in units 
of ASCREV (actuator revolutions, namely 214 pulses or about 
1.07975111 revolution). There are about 42 ,14963 pulses per 
degree. The same cell is used for CDUSCMD (see Optics 
Computations), and hence optics use must be disabled when the 
cell is used for TVC purposes. 
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TVCYAW: Single precision value of computer special erasable memory 
counter cell 00538 when used to provide yaw steering commands 
for the SPS engine gimbal (if bit 8 of channel 12 is I). Pulses 
are provided from the cell to change tpe value of the associated 
error counter at a 3200 pps rate, until the cell contents 
reduced to zero, provided bit 12 of channel 11+ is set. The 
computer's image of what is in the error counter is in YCMD 
(see Digital Autopilot TVC Routines). Scaling same as TVCPITCH, 
and the same cell is also used for CDUTCMD (see Optics Computations) . 

VARK: See Digital Autopilot TVC Routines. 

VARSTO: Single precision quantity computed in 11 MASSPROP 11 for use in 
11 FIXCW11 (cell not time-shared in TVC DAP), scale factor B20, 
units kilogram-meters2, giving the value of IX.X at "breakpoint" 
(when DELCMWT = 0). . 

VARSTl: Single precision quantity computed in 11 MASSPROP 11
, scale factor 

B20, u~ed as the value of IAVG at "breakpoint", units kilogram
meters . 

VARST2: Single precision quantity computed in 11MASSPROP 11 , scale factor 
B2, units seconds2, used as the "breakpoint" value of IAVGdTLX. 

VARSTJ : Single precision quantity computed in 11MASSPROP 11 , scale factor 
B-12, units seconds2/kilogram, giving the slope of IAVGdTLX with 
CSMMASS for values above "breakpoint" (DELCMWT greater than 0). 

VARST4: Single precision quantity computed in 11MASSPROP 11 , scale factor 
B6, units kilogram-meters2 per kilogram, giving the slope of IAVG 
with CSMMASS for values above "breakpoint" (DELCMWT greater than 0). 

VARST5: Single precision quantity computed in 11MASSPROP", scale factor 
B6, units kilogram-meters2 per kilogram, giving the slope of IX.X 
with CSMMASS (both above and below "breakpoint") . Octal value is 
same for LM-off and LM-on (regardless of LEMMASS), including APS 
only. 

VARST6: Single precision quantity computed in 11MASSPROP 11
, scale factor 

B6, units kilogram-meters2 per kilogram, giving the slope of IAVG 
with CSMMASS for values not above "breakpoint" (DELCMWT not greater 
than 0). 

VARST7: Single precision quantity computed in 11MASSPROP 11
, scale factor 

B-12, units seconds2/kilogram, giving the slope of IAVGdTLX with 
CSMMASS for values not above "breakpoint" (DELCMWT not greater 
than 0). 

VARST8: Single precision quantity computed in 11MASSPROP 11
, scale factor 

B20, units kilogram-meters2, meaningful only for LM-on, and used 
to increment VARSTl if descent stage off: it is added to VARSTl, 
but is computed for LM-on from two constants both of which are 
negative, hence a reduction in VARSTl results from the addition. 
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VARST9: Single precisi~n quantity computed in "MASSPROP", scale factor 
B2, units seconds , meaningful only for LM-on, and used to increment 
VARST2 if descent stage off. 

WHICHDAP, WHICHX2: See Digital Autopilot RCS Routines. 

XTRANS: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl.4, set 0 if bits 10 and 
7 of DAPDATRl are the same value (allows four- jet X-translation); 
set to +l if bit 7 is 1 (allows use only of quad B/D for 
X-translation); and set to -1 if bit 10 is 1 (allows use only of 
quad A/C for X-translation). Setting performed in "S41.2" . See 
information below. 

YACTOFF: See Digital Autopilot TVC Routines. 

YMANNDX: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl.4, loaded in "STICKCHK" 
with bits 4-3 of TS (set before entering routine), shifted right 
2 places. These bits correspond to the "yaw" input (see PMANNDX). 
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Summary of RCS DAP Performance for Jet Failures 

The only knowledge that the computer program has of RCS failure s 
i s by means of the information in DAPDATR2: there is no attempt made 
to deduce failures from observed spacecraft responses. The Entry DAP 
has no input provided to specify failed CM RCS jets, and the TVC roll 
DAP alternately uses ( for rolls in a given direction ) the A/ C and 
B/ D Quads, without regard to the RCS jet status information provided 
in DAPDATR2. Consequently, it is only the RCS DAP which makes use of 
jet status information furnished in DAPDATR2. 

Routine 11 S41.2 11 serves as the interface between the information 
in DAPDATR2 and the RCS DAP jet selection logic (which is normally 
entered every 0.1 seconds while the RCS DAP is capable of providing 
output commands, and which start s at 11JETSLECT 11 ) . Certain features 
of 11 S41.2 11 simplify the subsequent coding, but also have. an influence 
upon the performance of the program that is not nece ssarily evidenced 
in the displays provided to the crew. These features include: 

a ) If Quad A is reported failed, the program assumes (without 
checking and with no special indication to the crew) that Quad 
C is functional. 
b ) If Quad B is reported failed, the program assumes (without 
checking and with no special indication to the crew) that Quad 
D is functional. 
c ) If neither Quad A/C or Quad B/D is specified for X-translation, 
the program assumes that both are to be used. 
d) If only Quad A/ C is specified for X-translation, no attempt 
is made to use Quad B/ D for this purpose (even if Quad A or Quad C 
has a reported failure). Similarly for roll Quad selection. 
e ) If only Quad B/ D is specified for X-translation, no attempt 
is made to use Quad A/ C for this purpose ( even ~f Quad B or Quad D 
has a reported failure ) . Similarly for roll Quad selection. 

In addition to the features of 11 S41.2 11 that affect program perform
ance, the jet selection logic itself has certain characteristics which 
strongly influence program performance in the presence of reported RCS 
failures. These include the following: 

1 ) If only Quad A/ C is specified for X-translation, and Quad A 
or Quad C has a reported failure, no X-translation is performed 
except that which may incidentally arise from the single-jet 
firings to perform pitch control (or yaw control in the event 
that Quad B or Quad D also has a reported failure ) . 
2 ) Similar to #1, except with Quad B/ D inst ead of Quad A/ C. 
3) If both Quad A/ C and Quad B/ D are specified for X-translation, 
proper translation from the unfailed Quad (plus that which may 
incidentally arise from single-jet firings) will be performed. 
The routine used to estimate burn time ( 11S40 .13 11 ), however, will 
perform its computations based on four- jet ullage. If Quads 
A/ C and B/ D both have reported failures, the situation of #1 
applie s. 
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4) If Quad A/C is specified for roll, and Quad A or Quad C has 
a reported failure, then no Y-translation is performed except 
that which may incidentally arise from the single-jet firings 
to perform roll control, 11 in which case the astronaut should 
switch to B/D roll. 11 

5) If Quad B/D is specified for roll, and Quad B or Quad D has 
a reported failure, then no Z-translation is performed except 
that which may incidentally arise from the single - jet firings 
to perform roll control, 11 in which case the astronaut should 
switch to A/C roll. 11 

6) If Quad A/C is specified for roll, and Quad B or Quad D has 
a reported failure, then single-jet Z- translation will be 
performed for that portion of the 0.1- second DAP cycle not 
required for roll attitude control (even though a roll torque 
is produced) . 
7) If Quad B/D is specified for roll, and Quad A or Quad C has 
a reported failure, then single-jet Y- translation will be 
performed for that portion of the 0.1- second DAP cycle not 
required for roll attitude control (even though a roll torque 
is produced). 
8) If Quad A/C is specified for roll, and Quad B or Quad D has 
a reported failure, then the jet used in #6 will also be fired 
during the portion of the 0.1- second DAP cycle that is used for 
roll attitude control if and only if the roll torque on the 
vehicle is not reduced to 0 during this interval. It would 
be fired if no Quad A/C failures were reported (since two-jet 
torque is used) and no Y- translation i s simultaneously specified; 
other cases can best be analyzed by review of the jet table 
information itself (see Digital Autopilot RCS Routines). 
9) If Quad B/D is specified for roll, and Quad A or Quad C has 
a reported failure, then the jet used in #7 will also be fired 
during the portion of the 0.1-second DAP cycle that is used for 
roll attitude control if and only if the roll torque on the 
vehicle is not reduced to 0 during this interval. It would be 
fired if no Quad B/D failures were reported and no Z- translation 
is simultaneously specified; see jet table information for other 
conditions. 
10) As suggested by #1 - #3 above, the philosophy of #6 - #9 
above for Y-translation and Z-translation is not employed for 
X-translation . 
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Digital Autopilot RCS Routines ~~ 

RCSDAPON 

Set TIME5 to cause program interrupt #2 in 0.6 seconds 

T5PHASE = 16324 (i .e. positive non-zero) 

Set bit 3 of RCSFLAGS = 1 (cause FDAI error display initial
ization) 

T51.0C = 11 RCSATT 11 

Set bits 15-14 (DAPBITl, DAPBIT2) of FLAGWRD6 = 012 

Return 

REDORCS 

If T 5PHASE "'- 0: 

T5PHASE = -1 

T51.0C = 11RCSATT 11 

Proceed to 11 RCSATT 11 

RCSATT 

TS = channel 31 

If bits 14-13 of C31FLWRD f 002: 

TS = C31FLWRD 

If bit 15 (G&N Autopilot Control complement) of TS = 1: 

Set bit 14 of RCSFLAGS = 1 

HOLDFLAG = +MAX 

ERROR= +O 

If bit 14(Free Mode complement) of TS = 1: (TS re - computed) 

T5PHASE = 8192 (i.e. positive non- zero) 

Set TIME5 to cause program interrupt #2 in 0.1 second 

Perform 11 ZEROJET 11 

Proceed to 11KMATRIX 11 

If T5PHASE > 0: (Tag here 11 SETT5 11
) 

HOLDFLAG = 1 

Proceed to 11 REDAP 11 

~~NOTE: 11 LM11 references are from Apollo 15 program, retained for mnemonic 
usefulness. 
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If T5PHASE = +O, proceed to "T5PHASE2" 

If T5PHASE < O, proceed to "REDAP" 

T5PHASE = +O 

T5TIME = TIME5 

(was -0, indicating phase 1) 

Set TIME5 to cause program interrupt #2 in 0.02 seconds 

If bit 6(NOIMUDAP) of IMODES33 = 1: (IMU data not usable) 

Set bit 14 of RCSFLAGS = 1 

HOLDFLAG = 8192 

TS = channel 31 

If bits 14-13 of C31FLWRD f 002 : 

TS = C31FLWRD 

If bit 14(Free Mode complement) of TS = O, Resume 

Set TIME5 to cause program interrupt #2 in 0.2 seconds 

T5PHASE = 16364 (i.e. positive non- zero) 

Resume 

If bit 14 of RCSFLAGS = 1, proceed to "KMATRIX" (Tag here "RATEFILT") 

DRHO = DRHO - K l DRHO - ADOT 
- - gn ATTKALMN -sp 

Set RH00 = CDUx and TS = RH00 

TS1 = - (TS - RH00) (ones complement difference formed) 

Set RH01 = CDUY and TS = RH01 

TS2 = - (TS - RH01) (ones complement difference formed) 

DELTEMPx = TS1 + AMGBl TS2 

Set RH02 = CDUz and TS = RH02 

TS
3 

= - (TS - RH02) (ones complement difference forrred) 

DELTEMPY = AMGB4 TS2 + AMGB5 TS
3 

DELTEMPz = AMGB7 TS2 + AMGB8 TS
3 

DRHQ = DRHQ + DELTEME 

MERROR = MERROR + DELT~ 
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ADOT = ADOT + Kgn2 DRHO + KM~ DF! 
- - ATTKALMN -sp 

(last term involves e.g. KMJ1 DFT1 . for ADOT
1

) 

Proceed to "KMATRIX" 

KMATRIX 

TS = bits 4-1 of ATTSEC 

If TS = 0: 

Establish "AMBGUPDT 11 (priority 348) 

ATTSEC = 9 

If TS f 0: 

ATTSEC = TS - 1 

If HOLDFLAG < 0: 

CDUXQ = CDUXQ + DELCDQ, in range + 180° 

THETADK = CDUXQ8 p 

If bit 4 of RCSFLAGS = 0: 

Set bit 4 of RCSFLAGS = 1 

Perform 11 NEEDLER 11 

Resume 

Set bit 4 of RCSFLAGS = 0 

If bit 9(NEEDLF1G) of FLAGWRDO = 0: 

A[ = - ERROR 

Resume 

If bit 6(N22ERNDS) of FLAGWRD9 = 1: 

(means do not display total 
attitude error; V62 and V63 
set l; V61 sets 0) 

(set 1 by V62, 0 by V63) 

ANGREF = THETAD - - (THETAQ is N22) 

If bit 6(N22ERNDS) of FLAGWRD9 = 0: 

ANGREf = CPHJX (CPHJX is Nl7) 
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T§ = CD!! 

AK0 = (ANGREF - TS ) + AMGBl (ANGREF - TS ) x x y y 

AK1 = AMGB4 (ANGREF - TS ) + AMGB5 (ANGREF - TS ) y y z z 

AK2 = AMGB7 (ANGREFY - TSY) + AMGB8 (ANGREFz - TSz) 

Resume 

AMBGUPDT (Established once a second by 11 KMATRIX 11
, and al so by 11 REDAP 11

) • 

If bits 15-14 (DAPBITl, DAPBIT2) of FLAGWRD6 f 012, End of job 

AMGBl = sinsp CDUz 

AMGB8 = cos (CDU - K d ) (ones complement difference sp x qua an ) 
formed when Kquadan used 

AMGB4 = cossp(CDUx - Kquadan) cossp CDUz 

AMGB5 = sin ( CDU - K ) sp x quad an 

AMGB7 = - sinsp( CDUx - Kquadan) cossp CDUz 

End of job 

RED AP 

If bit 6(45/46FLG) of FLAGWRD3 = 0: (Set 0 e.g. in 11STABLISH11 ) 

WHICHDAP = 0 

WHICHX2 = 0 

Perform 11s4i.211 

Perform 11 s40 .1411 

If bit 6(45/46FLG) of FLAGWRD3 = 1: (Set 1 e.g. in 11DKDAPON 11 ) 

WHICHDAP = 1 (Tag here 11 DKDLOAD 11 ) 

WHICHX2 = 2 

KMJ = (Ckrnjdc~ ' Ckrnjldckd' Ckrnj2dc~) 

Jd_M = (CJ'dmi' C,'d' c c ) ~ · jdmldckd' jdm2dckd 

ADB = DKDB 

DAPZRUPT = -16383 

TIMEHOLD = Koct240 
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ERROR = O 

BIA§. = 0 

TRCOMPBD = 0 

TRCOMPAC = 0 

TA!J. = 0 

ATTSEC = 0 

DRHQ = 0 

DFT = 0 

MER.ROE_ = 0 

ADO'.!'._ = 0 

WBODX. = 0 

Perform "ZEROJET" 

CHANTEMP = 777778 
CH31TEMP = 777778 

SLOPE = Kp24wHICHDAP 

T5TI ME = 4 

ATTKALMN = 11 

RHQ = CD!J. 

T5PHASE = +O 

(Tag here 11 ZEROT5") 

If bit 6(NOIMUDAP) of IMODES33 = 1: 

ATTKALMN = 0 

(IMU data not usable) 

RCSFLAGS = 200048 (bits 14 and 3 = 1) 

If bit 6(NOIMUDAP) of IMODES33 = 0: 

Establish 11AMBGUPDT 11 (prior ity 348) 

RCSFIAGS = 000048 (bit 3 = 1) 

Set TIME5 to cause program interrupt #2 in 0.06 secor:rls 

Resume 
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ZERO JET 

If WHICHDAP = 0: 

BLASTi+l = 0 

BLASTi+O = 0 

iWORD2 = 0 

iWORDl = 0 

If WHICHDAP = 1: 

62YWW = 0 

62PW = 0 

61YWW = 0 

61PW = 0 

5YWW = 0 

5PW = 0 

62YWT = O 

62PT = 0 

61YWT = 0 

61PT = 0 

5YWT = O 

5PT = 0 

If WHICHDAP = 0: 

BLASTl+l = 4 

BLAST2+1 = 11 

If WHICHDAP = 1: 

5WORD = 0 

6WORD = 0 

5AXW = 0 

5BXW = 0 

INHIBIT = 0 

NEXT6INT = Kbt9 

(dummy check for documentation convenience ) 

(i = o, 1, 2) 

(i = o, 1, 2) 

(i = R, P, Y) 

(i = R, P, Y) 

(dwmny check for docwnentation convenience : 
cells are same addresses as for undocked 
DAP indicated above (BLASTi+l thru iWORDl)) 

(Tag here "DKDZERO" ) 
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Set bit 1 of RCSFLAGS = 0 (Tag here 11 ZOT 11
) 

T6LOC = 11 T6START 11 

Set TIME6 to 23 (cause program interrupt #1 in about 14 ms) 

Perform 11 c13STAU 11 

Set bit 15(TIME6 Count Enable) of channel 13 = .l 

Return 

T5PHASE2 

If ATTKALMN ) 0: 

ATTKALMN = ATTKALMN - 1 (Tag here 11KALUPDT 11 ) 

TS = 8 - T5TIME 

If TS ~ 0: 

TS = 2 

Set TIME5 to cause program interrupt #2 in TS centi-seconds 

T5PHASE = - 0 
( 

Resume 

Set TS = TIME5 and TIME5 to cause program interrupt #2 in 0.02 seconds 

T5TIME = T5TIME + TS 

If (\CDUz) + Km75degs) > 0: 

Set bit 14(STIKFLAG) of FLAGWRDl = 1 

If HOLDFLAG < 0: 

HOLDFLAG = +O 

If WHICHDAP = 0: (Tag here 11 0KGIMB 11
) 

If bit 15 of RCSFLAGS = 1: 

ATTKALMN = - 1 

If bit 15 of RCSFLAGS = 0: 

ATTKALMN = 0 

If WHICHDAP = 1: 

ATTKALMN = -4 
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Set bits 10- 5 of RCSFLAGS = 0 (initialize forced firing bits) 

TS = channel 31 (bits 6-1 are RHC corrnnand complements) 

TS1 = bits 6-1 of( CH31TEMP/) (-TS) + (- CH31TEMP)nTs) 

(gives ones in bits whose TS values f CH31TEMP) 

If TS1 =f 0: 

CH31TEMP = TS 

RCSFLAGS = RCSFLAGS + 24 TS1 (puts TS1 into bits 10- 5) 

Set bits 13-11 of RCSFLAGS = 1 (rate damping) 

If WHICHDAP = 1: 

INHIBIT = - 0 

TS = bits 6- 1 of (- CH31TEMP) (Tag here 11NOCHANGE 11
; get binary 1 for 

logic 1, i .e . binary O, in input) 

If TS = 0: 

Proceed to 11AHFNOROT 11 (no RHC inputs) 

HOLDFLAG = TS 

Perform 11 STICKCHK 11 

Set bit 14(STIKFLAG) of FLAGWRDl = 1 

TS = channel 31 

If bits 14-13 of C31FLWRD =f 002 : 

TS = C31FLWRD 

If bit 14(Free Mode complement) of TS = 0: 

Proceed to 11 FREEFUNC 11 

If bit 14 of RCSFLAGS = 1: 

Set TIME5 to cause program interrupt #2 in 0.2 second 

T5PHASE = 16364 (i .e. positive non- zero) 

Resume 

If RATEINDX - 5 ) 0: 

ATTKALMN = -1 

(note that RATEINDX not meaningful 
for docked DAP) 
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Perform the following for i = 2,1,0 (j = Y, P, R respectively): 

If jMANNDX = 0 : 

WBODY . = 0 
l 

If jMANNDX =f 0: 

If WHICHDAP = 0: 

TS = jMANNDX + RATEINDX - 1 

WBODY. = K 
i mantabTS 

If WHICHDAP = 1: 

If jMANNDX = 012: (plus command) (Tag here "GETDKRAT") 

WBODY. = DKRATE 
l 

If jMANNDX = 102 : (minus command) 

WBODY. = - DKRATE 
l 

If bits lJ -11 of RCSFLAGS = 0: (damping done) 

If WHICHDAP = 0 : 

MERROR. = MERROR. - K t b 
i i man a TS 

If WHICHDAP = 1 : 

If jMANNDX = 012 : 

MERROR. = MERROR . - DKRATE 
l l 

If jMANNDX = 102 : 

MERROR . = MERROR . + DKRATE 
l l 

If bits 13-11 of RCSFLAGS t 0: 

MERROR. = 0 
l 

ERROR. = MERROR. 
l l sp 

Proceed to 11 JETS" 

FREEFUNC 

TS = (RCSFLAGS shifted right 4 places) 
2 
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TS = TS2 . {\ (- CH31TEMP) 

If WHICHDAP = 0: 

Proceed to 11RHCMINP 11 

TS = (bits 6-1 of TS) 

Perform 11 STICKCHK'' 

TAU = K 
0 200mst6RMANNDX- l 

TAU = K 
1 200mst°rMANNDX- l 

TAUZ = TAU1 

TAU = K 
2 200mst6YMANNDX- l 

TAUY = - TAU 
2 

ERROR = 0 

(bits are 1 for 1 -+ 0 transition) 

(Tag here 11 LKRHCIMP 11
) 

If WHICHX2 = 0: (should not be) 

T5LOC = "JETSLECT 11 

If WHICHX2 = 2 : 

T5LOC = 11 DKJSLECT 11 

Resume 

AHFNOROT 

TS = channel 31 

If bits 14-13 of C31FLWRD f 002 : 

TS = C31FUffiD 

If bit 14(Free Mode complement) of TS = 0: 

HOLDFLAG = 1 (Tag here "FREECONT 11 ) 

TS1 = channel 32 (bits 6-1 are minimum impulse command complements) 

TS = CHANTEMP (} ( - TS1) 

CHANTEMP = TS1 

Proceed to "RHCMINP11 
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If bit 14 of RCSFLAGS = 1: 

Set TIME5 to cause program interrupt #2 in 0 .2 secon:is 

T5PHASE = 16364 (i. e. positive non- zero) 

Resume 

TS = channel 31 

If bits 14-13 of C31FLWRD f 002 : 

TS = C31FLWRD 

If bit 13(Hold Mode complement) of TS = 0: 

If HOLDFLAG f +O: (Tag here "HOLDFUNC") 

WBODX. = 0 

BIA§. = 0 

If bits 13-11 of RCSFLAGS f 0: 

ERROR = 0 

Proceed to "JETS" 

HOLDFLAG = +O 

THETADK = CD!J. 

If bit 13(Hold Mode complement) of TS = 1: 

If HOLD FLAG ) 0: 

WBODX. = 0 

BIA§. = 0 

If bits 13-11 of RCSFLAGS f 0: 

ERROR = O 

Proceed to "JETS" 

HOLDFLAG = +O 

THETADX = CDU - -

(since bit 14 = 1, 
this means Auto) 

TS1 = CDUY - THETADY (ones comp . difference formed) (Tag here "ATTHOLD") 

TS2 = CDUz - THETADZ (ones comp . difference formed) 

ERROR0 = (CDUx - THETADX) + AMGBl TS1 (ones comp . difference) 
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ERROR
1 

= AMGB4 TS
1 

+ AMGB5 TS2 

ERROR
2 

= AMGB7 TS
1 

+ AMGBg TS
2 

If HOLDFLAG < 0: 

ERROR = ERROR + BIA§. 

Proceed to 11 JETS 11 

RHCMINP 

TS = (bits 6-1 of TS) 

If WHICHDAP = 0: 

Perform 11STICKC.HK 11 

TAU = K . 
0 minta~DX 

TAU = K . 
1 mintalipMANNDX 

TAU = K . 
2 rrunta~NNDX 

If WHICHDAP = 1 : 

If TS f 0: 

INHIBIT = -0 

Perform 11 STICKCHK 11 

TAU = K 
O 50mstbRMANNDX-l 

TAU = K 
l 50mstbPMANNDX- l 

TAUZ = TAU
1 

TAU = K 
2 50rnst6YMANNDX-l 

TAUY = - TAU
2 

ERROR = O 

If WHICHX2 = 0: 

T5LOC = 11 JETSLECT 11 

If WHICHX2 = 2: 

T5LOC = 11 DKJSLECT 11 

Resume 

(Tag here 11 DKMICIMP 11
) 
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JLOOP 

TS1 = ADB + Kfl +~
a_WHICHDAP 

i = 2 

Proceed to "JLOOP" 

EDOT = ADOT. 
l 

If HOLDFLAG -f- 0: 

EDOT = EDOT - WBODY. 
l 

AERR = ERROR. 
l 

ADBVEL = TS1 sgn EDOT (-0 is negative) 

AERRVEL = AERR sgn EDOT (-0 is negative) 

If (AERRVEL - ADB + C lhd l ) 
w s 0 PwHICHDAP 

~ 0: (Tag here 11 J6 . 11 ) 

If ( IEDOTI - K lh___ ) > 0: 
w_-WHICHX2 

(Tag here "J8") 

TS = K 1_ __ sgn EDOT - EDOT (Tag here "J22'') 
w_WHICHX2 

Proceed to "JTIME" 

If ( I EDOT I I SLOPE + TS1 + AERRVEL) ~ 0: (Tag here "NJ22") 

Proceed to "J23 " 

If ( \EOOTf - K 
wl~CHX2 

) > 0: 

Proceed to "J23" 

If (AERRVEL + TS1 + C lmhd l ) ~ 0: 
w s JlwHICHDAP 

(Tag here "NJ23") 

TS = K 
1
_ __ sgn EDOT - EDOT (Tag here 11 J22") 

w-WHICHX2 

Proceed to "JTIME" 

TS = - EDOT - C (AERR + ADBVEL) 
slope2wHrcHDAP 

(Tag here "J24") 

Proceed to "JTIME" 
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If (AERRVEL - TS1) ~ 0: 

If (ADB - AERRVEL - t EDOTI I SLOPE ) ~ 0: 

TS = - EDOT (Tag here 11 Jl8 11
) 

Proceed to 11 JTIME 11 

If WHICHDAP = 0: 

Proceed to 11 J23 11 

If (I EDOTI / SLOPE + AERRVEL + TS1) ( 0: (Tag here 11NEWCHECK 11
) 

TS = - EDOT - C (AERR + ADBVEL) (Tag here 11 J24 11
) 

slope2wHICHDAP 

Proceed to 11 JTIME 11 

Proceed to 11 J23 11 

If (AERRVEL - TS1 - C lmhd l ) ~ 0: 
w s PwHrcHDAP 

(Tag here 11 J7 11
) 

TS = C (ADBVEL - AERR) -
slope2vJHICHDAP 

EDOT (Tag here 11 J20 11
) 

Proceed to 11 JTIME 11 

TS = - K sgn EDOT - EDOT 
w1wHICHX2 

(Tag here 11 J21") 

Proceed to 11 JTIME 11 

J23 (Entered if conclude in deadzone) 

j = 13 - i 

Set bit j of RCSFLAGS = 0 (reset rate damping bit) 

If i = 2: 

TS = 003008 

If i = 1: 

TS = 000608 

If i = 0: 

TS = 014008 

(bits 8-7, yaw cormnand) 

(bits 6- 5, pitch command) 

(bits 10- 9, roll command) 

If RCSFLAGS I\ TS f 0: (i.e . forced firing from RHC) 

TS = - EDOT 

Pr oceed to 11 JTIME 11 
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If WHICHDAP = 1: 

TS = 0 
2 

TAU. = 0 
]. 

(Tag here 11 CHECKDAP 11 ) 

Proceed to 5th line of 11 JTIME 11 

JTIME --
TS2 = JdMi TS 

If WHICHDAP = 0 : 

(B24 docked, B20 docked) 

Shift TS2 right 4 places (gives scaling of B24 cs) 

TAUi = TS2, with magnitude limited < 210 centi-seconds 

If i) 0: 

If WHICHDAP = l: 

TS = i - 1 

TAUZTS = C TS2, with magnitude limited < 210 cs 
ec:Rrs (for TS = 1, load TAUY) 

i = i - 1 

Proceed to 11 JLOOP 11 

If WHICHX2 = 0: 

T5LOC = 11 JETSLECT 11 

If WHICHX2 = 2: 

T5LOC = 11 DKJSLECT 11 

Resume 

Entered for undocked (to OWS) DAP 

TS = 6 - T5TIME 

If TS ~ 0: 

TS = 2 

Set TIME5 to cause program interrupt #2 in TS centi-secon:is 

TIME6 = Kl4ms (hence jets desired for N86-100 ms on for 100 ms) 

Perform "ClJSTALL11 

Set bit 15(TIME6 Count Enable) of channel 13 = 1 
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TS = bits 12-7 of - (channel 31) 

If TS = 0: 

(gives "true" translation bits) 

XNDXl = 0 

XNDX2 = 0 

YNDX = 0 

ZNDX = 0 

If TS -f 0: 

If 

If 

If 

If 

If 

XNDXl = bits 8-7 of TS, shifted right 6 places (to bits 2-1) 

XNDX2 = XNDXl 

YNDX = bits 10-9 of TS, shifted right 8 places (to bits 2-1) 

ZNDX = bits 12- 11 of TS, shifted right 10 places (to bits 2-1 ) 

If bit 14 of DAPDATRl = 0 : 

ATTKALMN = -2 

If bit 14 of DAPDATRl = 1: 

ATTKALMN = - 3 

If XTRANS = 1: 

XNDXl = 0 

If XTRANS = -1: 

XNDX2 = 0 

TAU1 =~ 0: 

PINDEX = 0 

TAU1 > 0: 

PINDEX = 1 

TAU1 < 0: 

PINDEX = 2 

RACFAIL = 0: 

TS = K 
xtndxxNDXl 

RACFAIL.} 0: 

TS = 9 
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If RACFAIL <. 0: 

TS= 12 

TS = TS + PINDEX 

FWORDl = bits 10, 9, and 4-1 of K t b 
PY a TS 

NPJETS =bits 10-9 of FWORDl, shifted right 8 places (to bits 2-1) 

If 

If 

If 

If 

TAU2 = 0: 

YINDEX = 0 

TAU2 ) 0: 

YINDEX = 1 

TAU2 ( 0: 

YINDEX = 2 

RBDFAIL = 0: 

TS = K 
--:xtndXJcNDX2 

If RBDFAIL .). 0: 

TS = 9 

If RBDFAIL < 0: 

TS = 12 

TS = TS + YINDEX 

YWORDl = bit s 12, 11, and 8-5 of KpytabTS 

NYJETS =bits 12-11 of YWORDl, shifted right 10 places (to bits 2-1) 

If TAU0 = 0: 

RINDEX = 0 

If TAU
0

.) 0: 

RINDEX = 1 

If TAU0 ( 0: 

RINDEX = 2 

If ACORBD ~ +O, proceed to 11 BDROLL 11 
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If RACFAIL = 0: 

TS = K 
·-x.tndxYNDX 

If RACF AIL .) 0: 

TS = 9 

If RACFAIL < 0: 

TS= 12 

TS = TS + RINDEX 

RWORDl = bits 11-5 of KrtabTS 

If ZNDX ~ 0: 

NRJETS = (bits 11-9 of RWORDl, shifted right 8 places ) - 2 

Proceed to 11 ROLLTIME 11 

If RBDFAIL = 0: 

TS= 0 

If RBDFAIL .) 0: 

TS = 3 

If RBDFAIL < 0: 

TS = 6 

TS = TS + ~nlndxzNDX 

TS 1 = RWORDl + (bits 11-9, 4-1 of K_ ztab ) 
y TS 

NRJETS = (bits 11-9 of TS1, shifted right 8 places ) - 4 

If NRJETS =f 0: (have a net roll torque) 

RWORDl = TS 1 
Proceed to 11 ROLLTIME 11 
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If TAU0 = 0: ( i.e. no roll requested ) 

RWORDl = TS1 

Proceed to "ROLLTIME " 

NRJETS = (bits 11-9 of RWORDl, shifted right 8 places) - 2 

Proceed to 11 ROLLTIME 11 

BDROLL 

If RBDFAIL = 0: 

TS = K 
xtndxzNDX 

If RBDFAIL .l. 0: 

TS = 9 

If RBDFAIL < 0: 

TS = 12 

TS = TS + RINDEX 

( Z-translation ignored in favor of roll ) 

RWORDl = bits 14-12 and 4-1 of Krtab 
TS 

If YNDX = 0: 

NRJETS = (bits 14-12 of RWORDl, shifted right 11 places) - 2 

Proceed to 11 ROLLTIME 11 

If RACFAIL = 0: 

TS= 0 

If RACFAIL > 0: 

TS = 3 

If RACFAIL ( 0: 

TS= 6 

TS = TS + K 
xnlndxYNDX 

TS 1 = RWORDl + (bits 14-12, 8-5 of K ) 
yztabTS 
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NRJETS = (bits 14-12 of TS 1, shifted right 11 places) - 4 

If NRJETS =f 0: (have a net roll torque) 

RWORDl = TS1 

Proceed to 11 ROLLTIME 11 

If TAU0 = 0: (no roll requested) 

RWORDl = TS 1 

Proceed to 11 ROLLTIME 11 

NRJETS = (bit s 14-12 of RWORDl, shifted right 11 places) - 2 

Proceed to 11 ROLLTIME" (Y-translation ignored in favor of roll) 

ROLLTIME 

If TAU
0 

= 0: 

DFT = K 
0 d ftmNRJETS 

RWORD2 = RWORDl 

BLASTo+O = 0 

Proceed to 11 PITCHTIM 11 

BLASTo+O = Knjt TAU0 NRJETS 
TS = BLASTo+O + K mptlsc 

If TS> 0: 

DFT = K 
O d ftmNRJETS 

TAU0 = TAU0 - DFT0 

BLASTo+O = Kptlsc 

If TS~ 0: 

Limit BLAS To+O ~ KJ..4ms 

DFT0 = NRJETS BLASTo+O 

TAU
0 

= 0 
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If YNDX = 0: 

RWORD2 = 0 

If ZNDX = O, proceed to 11 PITCHTIM 11 

Proceed to 11ACBD2Z 11 

If ACORBD .(. -0: 

If f RACFAILf > 0: 

RWORD2 = 0 

If ZNDX = O, proceed to 11 PITCHTIM 11 

Proceed to 11ACBD2Z 11 

TS = K 
xtndx.YNDX 

RWORD2 = bits 11-5 of KrtabTS 

If ZNDX = O, proceed to 11 PITCHTIM 11 

Proceed to 11ACBD2Z 11 

If RACFAIL = 0: 

TS = 0 

If RACFAIL > 0: 

TS = 3 

If RACFAIL < 0: 

TS = 6 

TS = TS + !Scnlndx 
YNDX 

RWORD2 = bits 11+-12, 8-5 of K ztab 
y TS 

NRJETS = (bits 11+-12 of RWORD2~ shifted right 11 places) - 2 

DFT0 = DFT0 + NRJETS (Kptlsc - BLASTo+o) 

If ZNDX = O, proceed to 11 PITCHTIM 11 

Proceed to 11 ACBD2Z 11 
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ACBD2Z 

If ACORBD ~ +o: 

If IRBDFAIU.). 0, proceed to 11 PITCHTIM 11 

TS - K 
- ·xtndxZNDX 

RWORD2 = RWORD2 + (bits ll+-12, 4- 1 of K t b ) 
r a TS 

Proceed to 11 PITCHTIM 11 

If RBDFAIL = 0: 

TS = 0 

If RBDFAIL ) 0: 

TS= 3 

If RBDFAIL < 0 : 

TS= 6 

TS = TS + ~nlndx 
ZNDX 

RWORD2 = RWORD2 + (bits 11-9, 4-1 of K t b ) 
yz a TS 

NRJETS = (bits 11+-9 of RWORD2, shifted right S places) - 2 

DFT0 = DFT0 + NRJETS (Kptlsc - BLASTo+-0) 

Proceed to 11 PITCHTIM 11 

PITCHTIM 

If TAU
1 

= 0: 

DFT
1 

= 0 

PWORD2 = PWORD 1 

BLASTl+o = 0 

Proceed to 11 YAWTIMEll 

If TAU
1 
< 0: 

NPJETS = - NPJETS 
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BLASTl+o = KnjtNPJETS TAUl 

TS = BLASTl+O + ISnptlsc 

If TS> 0: 

DFT = K 
1 dft~PJETS 

TAU1 = TAU1 - DFT1 

BLASTl+O = K tl p SC 

If TS ~ 0: 

Limit BLASTl+o ~ Kll+ ms 

DFT1 = NPJETS BLASTl+o 

TAU1 = 0 

TS = 0 

If RACFAIL = 0: 

TS= K 
xtn~DXl 

FWORD2 = bits 10, 9, and 4-1 of K yt b 
P a TS 

Proceed to 11 YAWTIME 11 

YAWTIME 

If TAU2 = 0: 

DFT2 = 0 

YWORD2 = YWORDl 

BLAST2+o = 0 

Proceed to 11 T6SETUP 11 

If TAU2 ( 0: 

NYJETS = - NYJETS 

BLAST2+o .= ~jt TAU2 NY JETS 
TS = BLAST2+0 + ~ptlsc 
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If TS) 0: 

DFT = K 
2 d ftmNYJETS 

TAU2 = TAU2 - DFT2 

BLAST2+0 = K tl p SC 

If TS~ 0: 

Limit BLAST2+0 ~ Kl.L+ms 

DFT2 = NYJETS BLAST2+0 

TAU2 = 0 

TS = 0 

If RBDFAIL = 0: 

TS = K 
-x:tndxXNDX2 

YWORD2 = bits 12, 11, and 8-5 of K (is 0 for TS = 0 ) 
pytabTS 

Proceed to 11 T6SETUP 11 

T6SETUP 

BLASTo+l = 0 

BLASTl+l = 4 

BLAST2+ 1 = 11 

If BLASTl+O - BLASTo+O ~ 0: 

Set BLASTO = BLASTl and BLASTl = BLASTO 

If BLAST2+o - BLASTl+O ,< 0: 

Set BLASTl = BLAST2 and BLAST2 = BLASTl 

If BLASTl+O - BLASTo+o ~ 0: 

Set BLASTO = BLASTl and BLASTl = BLASTO 

(now ordered BLASTo+O ~ BLASTl+o ' 
BLAST2+0 = BLAST2+0 - BLASTl+o BLAST2+o) 

BLASTl+o = BLASTl+O - BLASTo+o 
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T51DC = 11RCSATT 11 

Set bit 1 of RCSFLAGS = 0 

T5PHASE = -0 

Resume 

T6START 

If ITIME61> 0, Resume 

If WHICHDAP = 1: 

Proceed to 11 DKT6 11 

If bit 1 of RCSFLAGS = 0: 

Set bit 1 of RCSFLAGS = 1 

Channel 6 = bits 8-1 of RWORDl 

Channel 5 = bits 8-1 of (PWORDl + YWORDl) 

If BLASTo+O ) 0: 

TIME6 = BLASTo+O 

BLASTo+O = 0 

Perform 11 Cl3STALL11 

Set bit 15(TIME6 count enable) of channel 13 = 1 

Resume 

If BLASTo+O = 0 : 

TS = BLASTo+l 

Perform 11REPLACE 11 

BLASTo+O = - 1/16 

If BIASTl+O) 0: 

TIME6 = BLASTl +0 

BLASTl+O = 0 

Perform 11 Cl3STALL11 

Set bit 15(TIME6 count enable) of channel 13 = 1 

Resume 
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If BLASTl+o = 0: 

TS = BLAS Tl+ 1 

Perform "REPLACE 11 

BLASTl+O = -1/16 

If BLAST2+o > 0: 

TIME6 = BLAST2+0 

BLAST2+0 = 0 

Perform 11 ClJSTALL1 1 

Set bit 15 ( TIME6 count enable ) of channel 13 1 

Resume 

If BLAST2+0 = 0: 

TS = BLAST2+1 

Perform "REPLACE 11 

BLAST2+0 = -1/ 16 

Resume 

REPLACE 

If TS = 0: ( roll information ) · 

Channel 6 = bits 8-1 of RWORD2 

Return 

If TS = 4: ( pitch information ) 

TS
1 

= bits 8-5 of channel 5 

Channel 5 = bits 8-1 of (TS 1 + PWORD2 ) 

Return 

If TS = 11: (yaw information) 

TS1 = bits 4-1 of channel 5 

Channel 5 = bits 8-1 of (TS 1 + YWORD2 ) 

Return 
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Quantities in Computations 

See also list of major variables and list of routines 

5AXW, 5BXW, 5PT, 5PW, 5WORD, 5YWI', 5YWW: See Digital Autopilot Docked 
Jet Selection. 

61PT, 61PW, 61YWI', 61YWW, 62PT, 62PW, 62YW'r, 62YWW, 6WORD: See Digital 
Autopilot Docked Jet Selection. 

ACORBD : See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

ADB: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

ADBVEL: Single precision value of (ADB + Kfl t ) sgn EDOT used in 
. 11 JLOOP 11 , B-1 revolutions. a WHICHDAP 

ADOT (ADOT0 , ADOT , ADOT ): Filtered value of roll, pitch, and yaw body
angle rates tabout ~control axes''), scale factor B-3, units 
revolutions/deci-second (one deci-second is 0.1 seconds, the iteration 
rate of the DAP). The cells are OMED-A!2_ in TVC DAP. Could also be 
considered scaled BO in nunits" of 450°/second. Displayed by N56. 

AERR: Single precision value of ERROR. about appropriate axis used in 
11 JLOOP 11 , scale factor B-1, unitslrevolutions. 

AERRVEL: Single precision value of AERR sgn EDOT used in 11 JLOOP 11 , scale 
factor B-1, units revolutions. 

AK (AKo , AK1, AK2) : See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

AMGBl, AMGB4, AMGB5, AMGB?, AMGB8: Single precision matrix elements 
which are used by the DAP to transform infor~ation from gimbal 
to control ·ax.es, scale factor BO, computed once per second 

· by 11 AMBGUPDT 11 • The matrix from gimbal to control ax.es may 
be written as: 

1 

0 

o. 

AMGBl 

AMGB4 

AMGB7 

0 

AMGB5 

AMGB8 

In order to 11 a ccount :for the roll displacements of the reaction 
jets with respect to navigation base coordinates", the outer 
gimbal angle (CDUx ) used to compute the matrix elements is 
decremented by Kquadan' thus giving the "control ax.es" result. 

ANGRE.E: Value of reference angle (THETAQ or CPH:LK) used in 11KMATRIX 11 

to compute display information of total attitude error (if 
required), scale factor B-1, units revolutions. 
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ATTKALMN: Single precision quantity, scale factor Bl4, used to select 
appropriate gains in "RCSATT". To initialize the filter, the cell is 
set to 11 (decremented to 10 before. used) in "REDAP", and decremented 
in "T5PHASE2" (with subsequent performance of further computations, 
including jet firings, bypassed until ATTKALMN = 0). A value of 0 
is the normal undocked steady-state filter gain value; a setting of -1 
is used for high-rate (RATEINDX = 6) automatic maneuvers (set in 
"T5PHASE2 11 if bit 15 of RCSFLAGS = 1 and undocked or if RHC with 
RATEINDX = 6); a setting of -2 is used (set in "JETSLECT") if IM-off 
translation hand controller inputs are provided; a setting of -3 is 
used if lM-on translation inputs are provided; a setting of -4 is 
used for normal docked (to OWS) steady-state filter gains; and a 
setting of -5 is set in "BURBLE" for X translation inputs in docked 
DAP. 

ATTSEC: Single precision quantity, scale factor Bl4, initialized to 0 in 
"REDAP 11 and used in 11KMATRIX 11 to cause 11 AMEDUPDT 11 to be established 
once a second (every tenth entrance to "KMATRIX") . 

BIA~ (BIAS0 , BIAS1 , BIAS2): Set of single precision angles, scale factor 
B- 1, units revolutions, added to attitude errors to provide additional 
lead and prevent overshoot when starting/stopping automatic maneuvers. 
They a:r'e added to ERROR. (used as the attitude error in "JLOOP11

) if 
HOLDFLAG is negative, and the values are computed in "LOCSKIRT 11 and 
11MANUSTOP 11 (where set 0). Except for R60 maneuvers, value normally O. 

BLASTO, BLASTl, BLAST2: Set of 3 quantities handled double precision, used 
for RCS jet burn time control. Before "T6SETUP" is entered, BLASTO 
is associated with roll, BLASTl with pitch, and BLAST2 with yaw. The 
most significant halves of each word have required firing time for 
RWORDl, PWORDl, and YWORDl respectively, scale factor BlO, units 
centi- seconds. The least significant halves contain an index which 
identifies the axis in the most significant half (set at start 6f 
"T6SETUP" to O, 4, and 11 respectively for convenience in the coding). 
Cells subsequently arranged in order of increasing time durations, 
then replaced with time intervals. In 11T6START 11 , most significant 
half set +O if associated time in TIME6, and - 1 (Bl4, i.e. - 1/16 BlO) 
after the expiration of that interval. 

Cecpo' Cecpl See Digital Autopilot Docked Jet Selection. 

Cjdmdckd' Cjdmldckd' Cjdm2dckd: Single precision erasable memory constants, 
program notations "J/MDCKD", "J/MlDCKD", and 11 J/M2DCKD 11 respectively, 
used in "REDAP" to initialize JdM;. Scale factor is B27, units 
of (revolutions/(deci-second centi-second))-1 (see JdM;). They are 
the reciprocal of average roll, pitch, and yaw acceleration of a 
jet couple respectively, and are employed only in docked (to OWS) DAP. 
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Ckrnjdckd' Ckrnjldckd' Ckrnj2dckd: Single precision erasable memory constants, 
program notations 11KMJDCK.D 11

, 11KMJlDCK.D 11
, and 11KMJ2DCKD 11 respectively, 

used in 11REDAP11 to initialize KM~. Scale factor is B-13, units of 
(revolutions/(deci-second centi-second)) (see KM~). They correspond 
to the one-jet average roll, pitch, and yaw acceleration respectively, 
and are employed only in docked (to OWS) DAP. 

C 1 2 : Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation 
s ope O 11 SLOPE2 11 , scale factor B-2, units (revolutions/deci-secon:i)/ 

revolution, used for undocked DAP phase plane computations. 

C 1 2 : Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation 
s ope 1 11 SLOPE2 +111

, scale factor B-2, units (revolutions/deci-second )/ 
revolution, used for docked DAP phase plane computations. 

C lhd 1 : Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation 
w s 0 Po ''WLH/SLOP 11 , scale factor B-1, units revolutions, used in 

undocked DAP phase plane computations (nominally is sum of rate limit 
and half-width, divided by SLOPE, hence the notation). 

C · Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation 
wlhdslopl. "WLH/SLOP + 1 11 , scale factor B-1, units revolutions, used in 

docked DAP phase plane computations. 

C lmhd 1 : Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation 
w s Po "WL-H/SLP11 , scale factor B-1, units revolutions, used in 

undocked DAP phase plane computations (nominally is rate limit minus 
half-width, divided by SLOPE, hence the notation). 

C lmhd 1 : Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation 
w s P1 "WL-H/SLP +111

, scale factor B-1, units revolutions, used in 
docked DAP phase plane computations. 

C31FLWRD: Single precision flagword used for backup of bits 15-13 of channel 
31 (by bits 15-13 1 i.e. digit "A") and bits 5-4 of channel 33 (by bits 
5-4, i.e. digit "D"). It can be loaded by NOl means (address 0373 8). 
For digit A, a value of 0 (or 4) means should use bits 15-13 of channel 
31; values of 1-3 mean G&N Control (Free, Attitude Hold, and Auto 
respectively); values of 5-7 mean SGS Control. For digit D, a value 
of 0 means use bits 5-4 of channel 33; of 1-3 mean optics CMG, Zero, 
and Manual respectively (values of 4-7 mean the same as 0-3 respectively). 
Should be pad-loaded to zero; digits B, C, and E ("ABCDE") are ignored. 

CDUXD: See Attitude Maneuvers (used in 11KMATRIX 11 to update THETADK if 
- HOLDFLAG is negative). 

CH31TEMP: Single precision cell used in "T5PHASE2 11 to contain the previous 
value of channel 31 inputs (bits 6-1 are rotational hand controller 
inputs) if bits 6-1 change, in order to detect binary l~ 0 transitions 
(logic 0 to 1) for RHC control purposes: binary 0 ~ 1 are also 
detected, of course. It is initialized to 777778 by "REDAP". 
Can be set to cause 11 forced firings" for docked DAP (e.g. in 
11 NE\\lANGL 11

' 
11 STOPRATE 11

' and" CRS61.2A11
). 
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CHANTEMP: Single precision octal cell used in Free Mode (at the start of 
"AHFNOROT") to retain previous value of channel 32 input (cf. CH31TEMP), 
for use in providing minimum impulse control . It is initialized to 
77777 8 in ''REDAP". 

CPHIX: Set of reference angles for attitude error (AK) display, scale 
factor B-1, units revolutions. They can be loaded by Nl7, or set to 
present CDQ values by verb 60. Input of a verb 63 causes them to 
be used to compute AK· They are single precision. 

DAPZRUPT: See Digital Autopilot Docked Jet Selection. 

DELCD!J.: See Attitude Maneuvers (used in "KMATRIX" to increment CDU:X:12_ 
values if HOLDFLAG negative). 

DELTEME: Value (computed double precision) of CDU angle change, converted 
to body rates, computed in "RCSATT". Scale factor is B-1, units 
revolutions/deci- second . 

DFT (DFT0 , DFT1 , DFT2) : Single precision equivalent times, scale factor 

BlO, units centi- seconds, giving the equivalent single- jet burning 
time computed for roll, pitch, and yaw axes respectively, used in 
the "RCSATT" r ate filte r to update body- angle rates . 

DKDB : Single preci s ion value of deadband to be used for docked DAP, scale 
factor B-1, units revolutions. It can be loaded via R2 of N89, and 
is also expected to form part of the prelaunch load . 

DKRATE: Single precision value of maneuver rate (for R60 and RHC purposes) 
for docked DAP, scale factor B-9, units revolutions/deci- second. It 
can be loaded via Rl of N89, and is also expected to form part of 
the prelaunch load . 

DRHQ (DRH00, DRH01 , DRH02 ): Value of body rate used as input to AD01'_ 

filter, scale factor B-1, units revolutions/deci- second, computed 
in "RCSATT" as the difference between measured (from CDU data) and 
ADO! body rates, plus a weighted estimate of previous DRHQ . 

EDOT: Value of attitude rate error used in "JLOOP", scale factor B-3, 
units revolutions/deci- second (set to ADOT. , decremented by WBODY. 
if HOLDFLAG f 0) . Its absolute value is stored in EDOTVEL cell. i 

ERROR (ERROR0 , ERROR1 , ERROR2): Single precision value of attitude error 

for automatic maneuvers or attitude hold (computed in "AHFNOROT"), 
or RHC maneuvers (loaded with MERROR in "T5PHASE2"), used to load 
AERR at the start of "JLOOP" . Scale factor is B-1, units are 
revolutions. Set 0 if free mode inputs are made, and can be 
loaded into AK (- ERROR) if bit 9(NEEDLFLG) of FLAGWRDO = 0 (e .g . V61) . 

HOLDFLAG: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 
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IMODES33: See IMU Computations. 

INHIBIT: See Di~ital Autopilot Docked Jet Selection. 

JdM (JdM0 , Jd~, JdM2): See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

K
14 

: Single precision constant, program notation "=14MS", scale factor 
ms BlO, units centi-seconds. Value is 23 x 2-14, corresponding to 

about 14.4 milliseconds. 

K200mst6 .: See Digital Autopilot Docked Jet Selection. 
i 

K Omst6 (i = -1 to 2): Set of single precision constants, program 
5 i notation (i = 0) '' 50MST6", scale factor BlO, units centi-seconds. 

Values for i = -1 and i = 2 are zero. ~£6 i = O, value is 80 x 2-14 
(corresponding to 5 x 24 x 2- 14 = 5 x 2 , where first term is value 
in centi-seconds and second is scale factor). For i = 1, value is 
-80 x 2-14 (corresponding to - 5 centi-seconds). 

~t9 : Single precision constant, program notation "BIT9", scale factor BlO, 
units centi-seconds. Value is 004008, corresponding to 16 centi
seconds. 

Kdftm.: Set of single precision constants, program notation "DFTMAX", 
i scale factor BlO, units centi-seconds. Values are: 

i Value True Value 

-3 -480 x 2-14 - 0 .3 seconds 
-2 -14 - 0 .2 seconds -320 x 2-14 
-1 -160 x 2 - 0 .1 seconds 
0 0 o.o seconds 
1 160 x 2=tt 0.1 seconds 
2 320 x 2-14 0.2 seconds 
3 480 x 2 0.3 seconds 

Kfl t : Single precision constant, program notation "FLAT", scale factor 
a 0 B-1, units revolutions, used to specify "flat region" in "JLOOP" 

(the offset of rhe dead-zone line when the rate error changes polarity). 
Value is 4 x 2- 4, corresponding to about 0.044°. 

Kfl t : Single precision constant, program notation "FLAT +111

4 scale factor 
a 1 B-10 units revolutions (see Kflat

0
). Value is 4 x 2-l , or about 

0.044 . 

K 1 : Set of single precision constants, program notation (i = 0) "GAINl", 
gn i scale factor BO, used in "RCSATT" to obtain a new value of DRHQ 

(from samples taken 10 times/second). The value of the index is 
given by the contents of ATTKALMN. In the table below, the "True 
Value" obtained by converting the octal memory information to decimal. 
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i Value True Value 

10 0.9342 0.93420 
9 o,g151 o.g1512 
g 0.6933 0.69330 
7 0.5970 o.5969g 
6 0.5223 o.5222g 
5 0.4634 o.4633g 
4 0.4161 o.416og 
3 0.3774 o.3773g 
2 0.3452 0.34521 
1 o.31go 0.31799 
0 0.0640 0.06403 

-1 0.2112 o.2111g 
-2 o,g400 o.g4003 
-3 0.2112 o.2111g 
-4 0.0640 0.06403 
-5 0.0640 0.06403 

K n2 : Set of s:ingle precision constants, program notation (i = 0) "GAIN2", 
g i scale factor BO, used in "RCSATT" to obtain a new value of ADO'.!'.. 

(from DRHQ information acquired 10 times/second). The value of the 
index is given by the contents of ATTKALMN. In the table below, the 
"True Value' 1 obtained by converting the octal memory information to 
decimal. 

i Value True Value 

10 o,g6g3 o.g6g29 
9 o,4g17 o,4g169 
g 0.2955 0.29547 
7 o.19g5 o.19g49 
6 0.1422 0.14221 
5 0.1069 o.106g7 
4 o.og32 o.og319 
3 0.0666 0.06659 
2 0.0545 0.05450 
1 0.0454 0.04541 
0 0.0016 0.00159 

-1 0.0174 0.01740 
-2 0.3600 0.35999 
-3 0.0174 0.01740 
-4 0.0016 0.00159 
-5 0.0016 0.00159 

K 
75

d : S:ingle precision constant, program notation "-75DEGS", scale 
m egs factor B-1, units revolutions. Nominal value is -0,41666, 

correspond:ing to approximately -75°. Octal value is 62524g, which 
corresponds (after a one-bit correction reflecting formation of the 
absolut~ value, but ignor:ing twos complement) to - 15254g, or about 
-75.015 • 
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K t b (i = 0-7): Set of single precision constants, program notation 
man a i (i = 0) "MANTABLE", scale factor B- 9, units revolutions/deci

second. The single precision constants are shifted right (double 
precision) by 6 places for loading into WBODI and by 8 places for 
decrementing MER.ROE. in "T5PHASE2" . The nominal value times 3600/512 
gives the value in degrees/second in the table below. 

i Value Corres12onds to 

0 0.0071111 0.05°/sec 
1 -0.0071111 -0.05°/sec 
2 0 .028444 0.20°/sec 
3 -0. 028444 -0.20°/sec 
4 0.071111 0.50°/sec 
5 - 0.071111 -0.50°/sec 
6 0 .284444 2 .00°/sec 
7 -0.284444 -2. 00°/sec 

K . t : Set of single precision constants, program notation (i = 0) 
min aui "MINTAU" , scale factor BlO, units centi- seconds. Values for 

i = 0 and i = 3 are zero; for i = 1, value is 21
4
x 2-14 (about 14.4 

milliseconds), and for i = 2, value is -23 x 2- (about -14.4 ms) . 

K tl : Single precision constant, program notation "=-. lSEC", scale 
mp sc factor BlO, units centi-secon::l.s. Value i s - 160 x 2-14, 

corresponding to - 0.1 second. 

K •t : Set of single precision constants, program notation (i = O) 11NJET", 
nJ i scale factor BO, used to correct jet burn times (which are derived 

based on one - jet operation) for the number of jets actually to be 
used, and also to compensate for polarity of TAli (negative for 
negative jets). Values are: 

i Value 

- 3 -0.333333 
-2 - 0 .5 
-1 - 0 .999999 
0 0.0 
1 0 . 999999 
2 0.5 
3 0 .333333 

K t 240 : Single precision constant, program notation "OCT240", scale factor 
oc BlO, units centi- seconds. Value is 002408, corresponding to ten 

centi- seconds. 

K 
24 

: Single precision constant, program notation "=.24" , scale factor B-2, 
P 0 value 0.24 . Used in "REDAP 11 as initial condition for S~OPE for 

undocked DAP. Value corresponds to (- 1) x - 0.6 x 0.1 x 2 , where 
first term is an equation factor, secon::l. is slope of attitude rate error 
limit line vs. attitude error (in units of rev/sec per rev), third 
converts to deci-seconds, and fourth is scale factor. 
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K 
24 

: Single precision constant, program notation 11=.24 +in, scale factor 
P 1 B-2, value 0 .12. Used in 11REDAP11 as initial condition fo2 SLOPE 

for docked DAP. Value corresponds to (-1 ) x - 0.3 x 0.1 x 2 , where 
terms have same significance as for K 24 • 

p 0 

K tl : Single precision constant, program notation 11=+ .1~~£ 11 , scale 
P sc factor BlO, units centi-seconds. Value is 160 x 2 , corres

ponding to 0 .1 second. 

K · Single precision set of octal constants, program notation 11 PYTABLE 11
, 

pytabi. giving information on pitch and yaw jets selected, together with 
the number of jets used for the function. See information below. 

K d : Single precision constant, program notation 11QUADANGV 1
, scale 

qua an factor B-1, units revolutions, used to account for the roll 
displacements of the reaction jets with respect to navigation base 
coordinates. Value is 660 x 2-14, corresponding to about 7,251°. 

K t b : Single precision set of octal constants, program notation (i = 0) 
r a i 11RTABLE 11 , giving information on roll jets selected (for AC or BD 

quads), together with number of roll jets (with polarity). See 
information below. 

K 1 : Constant, program notation 11 WL 11
, scale factor B-3, units revolutions/ 

w 0 deci-second, used for undocked DAP . Value is 0.0008888888, corresponding 
to about 0.4°/second (nominal rate limit). 

K 1 : Constant, program notation 11WL +2 11
, scale factor B-3, uni ts revolutions/ 

w 2 deci-second, used for docked DAP . Value is 0.0002222222, corresponding 
to about 0.1°/second (nominal rate limit). 

K lh : Constant, program notation 11 WLlI 11
, scale factor B-3, units revolutions/ 

w 0 deci-second, used for undocked DAP. Value is 0 .0011111111, 
corresgonding to about 0.5°/second (nominal rate limit plus half-width 
of 0 .1 /second) . 

K lh : Constant, program notation 11WI.Jt +2 11
, scale factor B-3, units 

w 2 revolutions/deci-second, used for docked DAP. Value is 0.0003333333, 
corresponding to about 0 .15°/second (nominal rate limit plus half-width 
of 0 .05°/second) . 

K lmh : Constant , program notation 11 WLMH 11
, scale factor B-3, units 

w 0 revolutions/deci-second, used for undocked DAP. Value is 0.0006666666, 
corresgonding ~o about 0 .3°/second (nominal rate limit minus half-width 
of 0.1 /second). 

K lmh : Constant, program notation 11 WLMH +2 11
, scale factor B-3, units 

w 2 revolutions/deci-second, used for docked DAP. Value is 0 .0001111111, 
· corresponding to about 0.05°/second (nominal rate limit minus half-width 

of 0.05°/second). 
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K Jndx. : Set of single precision constants, program notation 11XLN1NDX11
, 

xn iscale factor Bl.4, used to provide index information from 
input data on control configuration. Value is equal to i for 
i = O, 1, and 2, and is equal to zero for i = 3. 

K t dx. : Set of single precision constants, program notation 11XLNNDX 11
, 

x n i scale factor Bl.4, used to provide index information for 
combining translation and rotation commands. Value is equal to 
(3 i) for i = o, 1, and 2, and is equal to zero for i = 3. 

K t b : Set of single precision constants, program notation 11 YZTABIE 11 , 

yz a i giving information permitting the combination of Y or Z 
translations with roll, as well as number of jets giving a 
11 net roll torque 11 • See information below. 

KMJ (KMJ0, KMJ1, KMJ2 ): See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

MERROR: Value of integrated rate error used with RHC ("manual") control, 
scale factor B-1, units revolutions, computed in double precision 
(a single precision version is loaded into ERROR in "T5PHASE2" if 
manual RHC inputs are provided). The cells are initialized to 0 
in "REDAP" and are also set 0 in "T5PHASE2" if bits 13-11 of 
RCSFLAGS are not all 0 (i .e. damping not done); they are updated 
in "RCSATT" by the measured ( from CDU first differences) attitude 
rate, from which is subtracted desired rate (if damping done) 
in "T5PHASE2". 

NEXT6INT: See Digital Autopilot Docked Jet Selection. 

NPJETS: Single precision value of number of pitch jets to be fired, 
scale factor Bl4. Sign of TAU1 added in "PITCHTIM". 

NRJETS: Single precision value of number of roll jets to be fired 
(with sign indicating polarity), scale factor BJ..4. 

NYJETS: Single precision value of number of yaw jets to be fired, 
scale factor Bl.4. Sign of TAU2 added in 11 YAWTIME 11 • 

PINDEX: Single precision index parameter, scale factor Bl.4, indicating 
the polarity of the pitch command desired: 0 if none, 1 if plus 
pitch, and 2 if minus pitch. 

PMANNDX: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

PWORDl, FWORD2: Single precision cells containing in bits 8-1 the 
pitch-command bits to be loaded in channel 5 when 11 T6START 1! is 
entered and after the pitch time duration has expired, respectively. 
The pitch time duration originally is in BLASTl+o. 

RACFAIL: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

RATEINDX: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

RBDFAIL: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

RCSFLAGS: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 
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RHQ (RH0
0

, RH0
1

, RH0
2

) : Value of previous CDg information (initialized 
in "REDAP 11 ) used to compute input to attitude rate filter in 
"RCSAT1' 11 , scale factor B-1, units revolutions in twos complement . 

RINDEX: Single precision index parameter, scale factor BlJ+, indicating 
the polarity of the roll corrrrnand desired: 0 if none, 1 if plus 
roll, and 2 if minus roll. 

RMANNDX: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

RWORDl, RWORD2: Single precision cells containing in bits 8-1 the 
roll-command bits (perhaps combined with Y and/ or Z axis 
translation) to be loaded into channel 6 when 11 T6START 11 is 
entered and after the roll time duration has expired, respectively. 
The roll time duration originally is in BLASTOtO. 

SLOPE: Single precision cell, scale factor B-2, unit s (revolutions/ 
deci-second)/revolution, set to KP24i in 11 REDAP 11 and not subsequently 
changed. It is a 11variable 11 (i .e. in erasable memory) because the 
computer hardware divide order is designed to accept operands only 
from erasable memory. 

T5LOC: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

T5PHASE: Single precision cell, scale factor BlJ+, used to control the 
program branching that takes place when program interrupt #2 
transfers to 11 RCSATT 11 • A positive non-zero value ( of any magnitude) 
causes the DAP to be initialized; a +O value causes 11 T5PHASE2 11 

to be entered; a negative non-zero value ( of any magnitude) 
causes a DAP 11 restart 11 (some of the initialization, i.e. HOLDFLA.G, is 
bypassed), as set in 11 REDORCS 11 ; and a - 0 value causes the 
computations in 11 RCSATT 11 to be continued (to perform the rate 
filtering functions if appropriate ) . The continuation of 
11 RCSATT 11 is also known as 11 phase in of the DAP, since the 
normal sequencing of the RCS (1.ll1docked) DAP is: 

__ .,. 11 REDAP 11 - ( 60 ms 11RCSATT 11 / 

11 T5PHASE2 11 
~ 0 - ( 20 ms )---..----- ( 11~ ma) 

( 20 ms) 
ATTKALMN = 

)0 

A TTKA'brn = ] 
TTKALMN - 1 
=10 10 

11 RCSATT 11 
... "_-( 4o ms) _j l 

( phas~-=-2·-----( 80 ms )·-___J 

For docked DAP, "DKJSLECT" replaces 11 JETSLECT 11
• 
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T5TIME: Single precision time, scale factor Bl4, units centi- seconds, 
used to compensate for delays in action on program interrupt #2, 
so as to increase the likelihood that the CDU angles for determining 
attitude rates will be sampled at uniform 0 ,1- second intervals. It 
is initialized in "REDAP" to 4, thus causing "RCSATT" (phase 1) to be 
entered (g - 4 = 4 cs) after "T5PHASE2" is entered the first time, i.e. 
10 cs after RHO initialized . The nominal contents at other times 
should be zero- (it is reset to 'i'IME5 after "RCSATT" phase 1 is entered). 

T6LOC: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

TA~ (TAU0 , TAU1 , TAU2): Single precision values of desi r ed one- jet burn 

times to accomplish required rotations in roll, pitch, and yaw 
respectively, scale factor BlO, units centi- seconds . 

TAUY, TAUZ: See Digital Autopilot Docked Jet Selection. 

THETAD! (THETADX ,. THETADY, . THETADZ): Single precision values, scale factor 
B- 1, twos complement, units revolutions, of desired CDU angles in DAP, 
used to form attitude errors for "JLOOP" . These cells should not be 
confused with THETAQ (components THETADx etc.) of e.g. N22. 

TIME5, TIME6: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines . 

TIMEHOLD : See Digital Autopilot Docked Jet Selection . 

TRCOMPAC, TRCOMPBD : See Digital Autopi lot Docked Jet Selection. 

WBODX. (WBODY0 , WBODY1 , WBODY2) : Values of desired angular rates, scale 

factor B-3, units revolutions/deci- second, used to modify the rate 
error information in "JLOOP" if HOLDFLAG f 0. Cells are set in 
"NEWANGL" and "MANUSTOP 1

' (to 0) to desired rates, and in "T5PHASE2" 
for RHC inputs. Also set in R61 . Same cells used for OMl!D-AQ in 
TVC DAP. 

WHICHDAP: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, set in 11REDAP" to 0 
for undocked DAP and to 1 for docked DAP . 

WHICHX2: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, set in "REDAP" to 0 
for undocked DAP and to 2 for docked DAP. It is the least significant 
half of WHICHDAP. 

XNDXl, XNDX2 : Single precision index cells, scale factor Bl4, set at the 
start of "JETSLECT" to the complement of bits g_7 (shifted right 6 
places) of channel 31, i .e . the X-axis translation hand controller 
input. XNDXl is the "AC Quad" translation index (reset 0 if XTRANS = 1, 
and used in conjunction with 11 pitch" information), and XNDX2 is the 
"BD Quad" translation index (reset 0 if XTRANS = -1, and used in 
conjunction with "yaw11 information) . 
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XTRANS: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

YINDEx:: Single precision index parameter, scale factor Bl4, indicating 
the polarity of the yaw cormnand desired: 0 if none, 1 if plus yaw, 
and 2 if minus yaw. 

YMANNDX: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

YNDX: Single precision index cell, scale factor Bl4, set at the start of 
11 JETSLECT 11 to the complement of bits 10-9 (shifted right 8 places) 
of channel 31, the Y-axis translation hand controller input. 

YWORDl, YWORD2: Single precision cells containing in bits 8-1 the yaw
cormnand bits to be loaded in channel 5 when 11T6START 11 is entered 
and after the yaw time duration has expired, respectively. The 
yaw time duration originally is in BLAST2+0. 

ZNDX: Single precision index cell, scale factor Bl4, set at the start of 
''JETSLECT" to the complement of bits 12- 11 (shifted right 10 places) 
of channel 31, the Z-axis translation hand controller input. 
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Value of Jet Table Data for Undocked DAP 

Information on pitch and yaw jets is stored in Kgytab· , where i 
is in the range O - 14. Bits 12-11 give the number T yaw jets used 
to perform the rotation, and bits 10-9 give the number of pitch jets 
used. Bits 8-5 give the yaw output bits (to be loaded in the corres
ponding bit positions of channel 5), while bits 4-1 give the pitch 
output bits (to be loaded into the corresponding bits of channel 5). 
The value of i depends on the failure information (or, if no 
failures, the X-translation requested) as well as the rotation 
desired. 

i Kpytab 

0 00008 
1 51258 
2 52528 
3 02318 
4 24218 
5 26108 
6 01468 
7 2504.8 
8 24428 
9 00008 

10 24218 
11 24428 
12 00008 
13 25048 
14 26108 

i =3 a +b 

a = 0 for no X-translation 
1 for no failures, +X translation 
2 for no failures, -X translation 
3 for A (pitch ) or B (yaw) failures 

= 4 for C (pitch ) or D (yaw ) failures 

b = 0 for no desired rotation 
1 for + desired rotation 
2 for - desired rotation 

( for PWORD2 and YWORD2, 
b = O; a = 0 if any 
failures ) 

# of 

0 
2 
2 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
l 
0 
1 
1 

Yaw Yaw Jet ti. 

7,5 
6,8 
6,5 
5 
6 
7,8 
7 
8 

5 
8 

7 
6 

# of Pitch Pitch Jet ti. 

0 
2 3,1 
2 2, 4 
0 2,1 
1 1 
1 2 
0 3,4 
1 3 
1 4 
0 
1 1 
1 4 
0 
1 3 
1 2 

Jet ti. Bit Quad 

c 
A 
A 
c 
D 
B 
B 
D 

Rotation Translation 

1 1 + Pitch +X 
2 4 - Pitch +X 
3 3 + Pitch -X 
4 2 - Pitch . -X 
5 5 + Yaw +X 
6 8 - Yaw +x 
7 7 + Yaw -X 
8 6 - Yaw -x 
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Information on roll jets (for rotation combined with translation) 
is stored in Krtab., where i is in the range 0 - 14. Bits 14-12 
give the number oflroll jets for using Quads B/D, while bits 11- 9 give 
the number for using Quads A/C (the number in both cases is given by 
the value of the bits - 2; thus providing sign information) . Bits 
8- 5 give the Quad A/C output (to be loaded into the corresponding 
bit positions of channel 6), while bits 4-1 give the Quad B/D output 
(likewise to be loaded into the corresponding bit positions of channel 
6) . The value of i is defined as for K tab·' except that Y 
translation is associated with Quad A/C ~hd the Z translation with 
Quad B/D. 

i Krtab # of A/C 

0 110008 0 
1 221258 2 
2 002528 -2 
3 112318 0 
4 154218 1 
5 046108 - 1 
6 111468 0 
7 155048 1 
8 044428 - 1 
9 110008 0 

10 155048 1 
11 046108 - 1 
12 110008 0 
13 154218 1 
14 044428 -1 

A/C Jet # 

15, 13 
14, 16 
14, 13 
13 
14 
15, 16 
15 
16 

15 
14 

13 
16 

# of B/D 

0 
2 

-2 
0 
1 

-1 
0 
1 

-1 
0 
1 

-1 
0 
1 

-1 

B/D Jet # 

11,9 
10, 12 
10,9 
9 
10 
11,12 
11 
12 

11 
10 

9 
12 

The information in Kyztab. is in the same format as Krtab' except 
that i = 3 c + d, where c = Olfor no failures; c = 1 for A or B 
failures; and c = 2 for C or D failures. The quantity d = 0 for no 
translation; d = 1 for + translation; and d = 2 for - translation. 

i Kyztab # of A/C A/C Jet # # of B/D B/D Jet # 

0 110008 0 
1 112318 0 
2 111468 0 
3 110008 0 
4 046108 - 1 
5 155048 1 
6 110008 0 
7 154218 1 
8 044428 - 1 

14, 13 
15, 16 

14 
15 

13 
16 

0 
0 
0 
0 

- 1 
1 
0 
1 

- 1 

10,9 
11,12 

10 
11 

9 
12 

The "# of A/C" and "# of B/D" information is used to check that the 
resulting roll torque on the vehicle is not forced to be zero when the 
desired roll rotation is non-zero. The ~rztab information permits the 
Quad not used for roll rotation to be usea to satisfy translation 
commands. 
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The following roll-jet assignments are made ( channel 6 ) : 

~ Bit ~ 'Rotation Translation 

9 1 B + Roll +Z 
10 4 D - Roll +Z 
11 3 D + Roll -Z 
12 2 B - Roll -Z 
13 5 A + Roll +Y 
14 8 c - Roll +Y 
15 7 c + Roll -Y 
16 6 A - Roll -Y 

( 
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Digital Autopilot TVC Routines* 

TVCDAPON Entered about 0 .41 seconds after "IGNITION'' or if 
restart (from "CMDSOUT" for TVCPHASE = - 1) 

TTMPl = 0 

YDELOFF = 0 

PDELOFF = 0 

DELYBAR = 0 

DELPBAR = 0 

YERRB = 0 

PERRB = 0 

TVCDUMMY = 0 (not used) 

TEMREG = 0 

ROLLWORD = 0 

ROLLFIRE = 0 

YTMPi = 0 

Pl'MPi = 0 

OMIDA:!?_ = 0 

OMIDAC = 0 z 

OMEDAC = 0 
y 

(i = 6 - 1) 

(i = 6 - 1) 

T5LOC = 11TVCINIT1 11 

Set TIME5 to cause program i nterrupt #2 i n 0.01 second 

Resume 

TVCINITl Entered about 0 .42 seconds from start of ."IGNITION" 

Perform "MASSPROP" 

j = (bit 14 of DAPDATRl) (1 for LM on, 0 for LM off) 

*NOTE: "LM" references are from Apollo 15 program, and have been 
retained for mnemonic usefulness . 
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If j = 1: (LM on) 

NlO i = ChbnlO. 
J. 

If j = 0: 

NlO. = K lO 
J. csmn . 

KTLXd.I = Cektlxdi. 

Perform "S40 .15" 

If j = 1: 

TSl = K£ksd2 

If j = 0: 

J 

J. 

TSl = K4csd2 

T5TVCDT = 163g4 - TS1 

(i = 0 - 14) 

(i = 0 - 14) 

Set bit 15(SWTOVER) of FLAGWRD9 = 0 

KPRIMEDT = 2 C kp . TS1 e r1rne . (the 2 is due to scaling) 

REPFRAC = C erepfrac. 
J 

CNTR = Kt corr . 
J 

VCNTR = 19 

PDELOFF = PACTOFF sp 
PCMD = PACTOFF 

DELPBAR = PACTOFF sp 

YDELOFF = YACTOFF sp 

YCMD = YACTOFF 

DELYBAR = YACTOFF sp 

J 

If bit 13 of DAPDATRl = 1: (LM off) 

If I Kldattlim ERRBTMP·tij ~ 2-14: 

ERRBTMP+i = K~ttlim sgn ERRBTMP+i 
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(If bit 13 of DAPDATRl = 1 ) : 

PERRE = ERRBTMP+O sp 

YERRB = ERRBTMP+l sp 

Set bit 3 of RCSFLAGS = 1 

Perform "NEEDLER" 

Proceed to "TVCINIT4" 

TVCINIT4 Can be entered from "CMDSOUT" if restart 

TVCPHASE = +O 

OGANOW = CDU x 

Call "TVCEXEC" in 0. 50 seconds 

T5LOC = "DAPINIT " 

TIME5 = T5TVCDT 

Resume 

DAPINIT Entered about (0 .42 + ~ DAP cycle) sec after start of "IGNITION'' 

TIME5 = T5TVCDT + (T5TVCDT - 16384) (gives interrupt in one DAP cycle) 

T5LOC = "PITCHDAP" 

PCDUYPST = CDU 
y 

YCDUYPST = PCDUYPST 

PCDUZPST = CDU 
z 

YCDUZPST = PCDUZPST 

Resume 

(entered about ( 0 . 42 + 1. 5 DAP cycle) sec after 
start of "IGNITION" : for I.M....;off, 0 .48 second ) 

(Note that on first pass yaw rates 50% too big ) 

SWICHOVR Entered from "STABLISH" or "CMDSOUT'' 

Inhibit interrupts (released when return to caller ) 

PHASETMP = TVCPHASE 

TVCPHASE = - 2 
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YTMPi = 0 

Pl'MPi = 0 

(i = 6 - 1) 

(i = 6 - 1) 

Set bit 15(SWTOVER) of FLAGWRD9 = 1 

KTLXdI = cektlxdi2 

Perform "S40.15" (starting at second line) 

KPRIMEDT = Kfkprimdt 

REPFRAC = Kf f rep rac 

PDELOFF = DELPBAR 

YDELOFF = DELYBAR 

TVCPHASE = PHASETMP 

Return 

(i = 0 - 14) 

TVCEXEC Entered first about 0.92 second after 1'IGNITION" (see 11TVCINIT4") 

If bits 15-14 (DAPBITl, DAPBIT2) of FLAGWRD6 f l02 : 

TVCEXPHS = 0 

End of task 

Call "TVCEXEC" in 0 .5 seconds 

00-APAST = OGANOW 

OGANOW = CDU x 

AK0 = OGAD - OGANOW (ones complement difference formed) 

OGA = - AK0, rescaled to scale factor BO revolutions 

Call 11ROLLDAP1
' in 0 .03 seconds 

Perform "NEEDLER11 
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If VCNTR) 0: 

VCNTR = VCNTR - 1, limited~ +o 

Proceed to "lSHOTCHK" 

Perform "FIXCW" (VCNTR was +O) 

Perform "S40.15'' 

VCNTR = 19 

Proceed to "lSHOTCHK" 

lSHOTCHK 

If CNTR > 0: 

TS = CNTR - 1 
1 

TVCEXPHS = 4 

Proceed to "CNTRCOPY" 

(Note lack of restart 
protection) 

I f CNTR < 0: (Tag here "REPCHEK") 

If REPFRA.C ~ 0: (Set -0 i n "S40 .8" if low thrust) 

TVCEXPHS = 0 

End of task 

TS2 = REPFRAC 

TVCEXPHS = 2 

Proceed to third line of "TEMPSET" 

If bit 7(ENGONF1.G) of FLAGWRD5 = 0: 

TVCEXPHS = 0 

End of task 
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TVCEXPHS = TVCEXPHS + 1 (sets to 1) 

Proceed to "TEMPSET'' 

TEMPSET 

TS = K 
2 fcorfrac 

TVCEXPHS = TVCEXPHS + 1 

If bit 13 of DAPDATRl = 1: 

(sets to 2) 

(means LM-off) 

TS2 = 2 TS2 

TS
1 

= - 1 

TS
3 

= PDELOFF + TS2 (DELPBAR - PDELOFF)sp 

TS
4 

= YDELOFF + TS2 (DELYBAR - YDELOFF)sp 

TVCEXPHS = TVCEXPHS + 1 

PDELOFF = TS
3 

PACTOFF = TS
3 sp 

YDELOFF = TS4 
YACTOFF = TS

4 sp 

TVCEXPHS = TVCEXPHS + 1 

Proceed to "CNTRCOPY" 

CNTRCOPY 

CNTR = TS
1 

TVCEXPHS = 0 

End of task 

(sets to 3) 

(sets to 4) 

PITCHDAP Entered initially due to logic in "DAPINIT"; then 
from "YAWDAP" logic . 

T5LOC = "YAWDAP" 

TIME5 = T5TVCDT 

Set PCDUYPST = CDU and TS = PCDUYPST 
y 

MCDUYDOT = TS - PCDUYPST (ones complement difference formed) 
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If )Kldrtim MCDUYDOTf ~ 2-l4: 

MCDUYDOT = 0 

Set PCDUZPST = CDU and TS = PCDUZPST 
z 

MCDUZDOT = TS - PCDUZPST (ones complement difference formed) 

If I Kldrtim MCDUZDOTf ~ 2-14: 

MCDUZDOT = 0 

ERRBTMP = PER.RB + OMEGAC 
y 

OMEDAB = - MCDUYDOT COSCDUZ COSCDUX - MCDUZDOT SINCDUX 
y 

ERRBTMP = ERRBTMP - OMEGAB 
y 

If \ Kld . ERRBTMP\ ),, 2- 14: errim 
ERRBTMP = K . sgn ERRBTMP sp errim 

TMPl = PTMPl 

TMPJ = PTMPJ 

TMP5 = PTMP5 

Perform "FWDFLTR" 

CMDTMP = PDELOFF + CMDTMP 

Round CMDTMP to single precision 

If \ Kldactsat CMDTMP\ ~ 2- 14: 

CMDTMP = K t t sgn CMDTMP ac sa 

TVCPITCH = TVCPITCH + CMDTMP - PCMD 

Set bit 11 (Gate output from TVCPITCH) of channel 14 = 1 

TMP2 = PTMP2 

TMP4 = PTMP4 

TMP6 = PTMP6 

Perform "PRECOMP" 
DELBRTMP = K t DELPBAR + K t CMDTMP ema onemea 

Perform "PCOPY" 

Resume 
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PCOPY 

TVCPHASE = TVCPHASE + 1 (sets to 1) 

PTMPi = TMPi (i = 1 - 6) 

PERRB = ERRBTMP 

AK1 = ERRBTMP sp 

PCMD = CMDTMP 

DELPBAR = DELBRTMP 

TVCPHASE = TVCPHASE + 1 

Return 

(sets to 2) 

YAWDAP Entered due to "PITCHDAP11 logic. 

T5LOC = "PITCHDAP" 

TIME5 = T5TVCDT 

Perform the following for i = Y(or y) and then i = Z (or z) : 

Set YCDUi PST = CDU . and TS= YCDUiPST 
l 

MCDUiDOT = TS - YCDUiPST (ones complement difference formed) 

If IKldrtim MCDUiDOTj ~ 2- 14: 

MCDUiDOT = 0 

ERRBTMP = YERRB + OMEGAC z 

OMEGAB = MCDUYDOT COSCDUZ SINCDUX . . - MCDUZDOT COSCDUX 
z 

ERRBTMP = ERRBTMP - OMEGAB z 

If (Kld . ERRBTMP\ ~ 2-14: errJJil 

ERRBTMP = K . sgn ERRBTMP sp errlill 
TMPl = YTMPl 

TMP3 = YTMP3 

TMP5 = YTMP5 

Perform "FWDFLTR" 

CMDTMP = YDELOFF + CMDTMP 
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Round CMDTMP to single precision 

If \Kldactsat C:MDTMPI ~ 2-14.: 

CMDTMP = K t t sgn CMDTMP ac sa 

TVCYAW = TVCYAW + CMDTMP - YCMD 

Set bit 12(Gate output from TVCYAW) of channel 14 = 1 

TMP2 = YTMP2 

TMP4 = YTMP4 

TMP6 = YTMP6 

Perform "PRECOMP" 

DELBRTMP = K t DELYBAR + K CMDTMP ema onemeat 

Perform "YCOPY" 

Resume 

YCOPY 

TVCPHASE = TVCPHASE + 1 

YTMPi = TMPi 

YERRB = ERRBTMP 

AK2 = ERRBTMP sp 

YCMD = CMDTMP 

DELYBAR = DELBRTMP 

TVCPHASE = 0 

Return 

FWDFLTR 

(i = 1 - 6) 

(sets to 3) 

DAPl = NlOO ERRBTMP + TMPl (NlOO is "Nl011
) 

DAP2 = N10
5 

DAPl + TMP3 (N10
5 

is 11N20 11
) 

If bit 14 of DAPDATRl = 1: (LM attached) 

DAP3 = Nl010 DAP2 + TMP5 

If bit 14 of DAPDATRl = 0: (LM off) 

(NlO is 11N3011
) 10 

DAP3 = DAP2 (rescaled to scale factor B-3 revolutions) 

CMDTMP = - VARK DAP3 

Return 
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PRECOMP 

TMPl = Nl01 ERRBTMP - NlOJ DAPl + TMP2 

TMP2 = Nl02 ERRBTMP - Nl0
4 

DAPl 

TMP3 = Nl06 DAPl - Nl08 DAP2 + TMP4 

TMP4 = NlO? DAPl - N10
9 

DAP2 

If bit 13 of DAPDATRl = 0: (IM on) 

TMP5 = Nl011 DAP2 - Nl013 DAP3 + TMP6 

TMP6 = Nl012 DAP2 - Nl0l4 DAP3 

Return 

REDOTVC 

If TVCEXPHS ) 0: 

Call "EXRSTRT'' in 0.09 seconds 

If TVCPHASE < 0 : 

(Nl01 is "Nll'1 and 
Nl0

3 
is "Dll") 

(Nl02 is "Nl2" and 
Nl0

4 
is "Dl2") 

If bit 2 of TVCPHASE = 1 : (i. e . -1 , not -2 ) 

PCMD = PACTOFF 

YCMD = YACTOFF 

If TVCPHASE = 1: 

Perform "PCOPY" (starting at second line) 

If TVCPHASE = 3 : 

Perform "YCOPY" (starting at second line) 

Set bits ll(Disengage Optics DAC) and 8(TVC Enable) of channel 12 = 1 

T5LOC = "ENABL2" 

Set TIME5 to cause program interrupt #2 in 0 .06 seconds 

Resume 
ENABL2 

Set bit 2(Enable Optics CDU Error Counters) of channel 12 = 1 

T5LOC = "CMDSOUT" 

Set TIME5 to cause program interrupt #2 in 0.02 seconds 

Resume 
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CMDSOUT 

TVCPITCH = PCMD - 0 

TVCYAW = YCMD - 0 

(avoids loading with +O) 

(avoids loading with +O) 

Set bits 12- 11 (Gate outputs from TVCPITCH & TVCYAW) of channel 
14 = 1 

If TVCPHASE < 0: 

If ITVCPHASEt - 1 = 0: 

Proceed to 11 TVCDAPON 11 

Perform 11 SWICHOVR 11 (starting at 4th line) 

Proceed to 11 TVCINIT411 

EXRSTRT 

Proceed to appropriate point in 11 TVCEXEC 11 routine (just after 
the point where TVCEXPHS was incremented to its present value) 

ROLWAP Called by 11 TVCEXEC 11 every 0.5 second (0 .03 second after start 
of 11 TVCEXEC 11 ) 

OGARATE = K t (OGANOW - OGAPAST) rr 

If IROLLFIREI = 0: 

If I TEMREDl -f 0 : 

TEMRED = 0 

End of task 

TS = Kdb - i ldCONACC OGARATE
2 

(ones complement difference) 

SGNRT = 1 sgn OGARATE (0 considered negative) 
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DELOGA = OGA - TS SGNRT 

SGNDOG = 1 sgn DELOGA (0 considered negative ) 

If SGNRT sgn SGNDOG ~ 0: 

DELOGA = DELOGA + Kdb sgn SGNDOG 

DELOGART = - K t sgn SGNDOG mcra 

Proceed to 11 0NROLL' 1 

If OGARA TE sgn SGNDOG + K . ~ 0: maxim 

RATDES = - ~a.xim sgn SGNDOG 

Proceed to 11 ROLLSET 11 

TS = (K OGA + OGARATE) sgn SGNDOG - K ms ope intercp 

If TS ~ 0, proceed to 11 NOROLL 11 

If OGARATE sgn SGNDOG + K . . ~ O, proceed to 11 NOROLL 11 

minim 

If OGA sgn SGNDOG 

DELOGA = OGA 

DELOGART = OGARATE 

Proceed to 11 0NROLL" 

ONROLL 

- K < 0 proceed to 11 NOROLL'1 

db ' ' 

TS = K ldCONACC DELOGART - 1 sgn SGNDOG ( scaled B4) 1 ms ope 

TS2 = K ldCONACC DELOGART2 + K . (DELOGA sgn SGNDOG - Kdb) ms ope ms ope 

+ lSncrat 

If \Ts21 - 2-41Ts11 < O: 

RATDES = TS2 I TSl 

If 1Ts2 j - 2-41Ts1\ ~ o: 

( scaled BO ) 

(implemented by division of TS2 shifted right 14 places by TS
1 and check of A: the 2-4 comes 

about from scale factors) 

RATDES = +MAX sgn (TS2 / TS1) (magnitude ~ 22~0 / sec ) 

Proceed to 11 ROLLSET 11 
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TEMRID = RATDES (same cell) 

TS = RATDES - CGARATE 

If !TSI ~ 2-4 rev/sec: 

TS = (2-4 - 2-18) sgn TS rev/sec 

TS = ~ Ktbsc ldCONACC TS, modulo 211 centi-seconds 

TEMRID = 2 TS 

If ITEMREG I~ 210 centi-s~conds: 

TEMRID = (210 - 2-4) sgn TEMRID centi-seconds 

If TEMREJJ. = 0: 

Proceed to · 11NOROLL" 

TS1 = TEMREJJ. ROLLFIRE 

If TS1 ~ 0, proceed to "NOROLL" 

If fTS1I = 0: 

If f TEMRE.G I - K trninfr ~ 0: 

Proceed to "NOROLL" 

If TS1 > 0: 

SGNDOG = 0 (used as flag in 11 JETROLL11
) 

If t Kldtrnxfir . TEMRID' ~ 2-14: 

TEMRID = Ktmxfir sgn TEMRID 

ROLLFIRE = +MAX sgn TEMRID 

TEMREG = ITEMRIDf 

If SGNDOG f O, proceed to 11 JETROLL" 

If (TIME6 - TEMREG)~ O, End of task 

Proceed to 11 JETROLV 1 
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NOROLL 

ROLLFIRE = -0 

TEMREX} = - 0 

Proceed to 11 JETROLL11 

JETROLL 

T6LOC = 11 NOROLL1 11 

TIME6 = TEMREX} 

If SGNDO'.l = 0: (set in 11 ROLLSET 11 to continue present jets) 

End of task 

If ROLLFIRE = 0 : 

Set bit 15(TIME6 Count Enable) of channel 13 = 1 

End of task 

If ROLLFIRE > 0 : 

If bit 1 of ROLLWORD = 1: 

Set bit 1 of ROLLWORD = 0 

Channel 6 = K 2 pro 

Set bit 15(TIME6 Count Enable) of channel 13 = 1 

End of task 

Set bit 1 of ROLLWORD = 1 

Channel 6 = K 1 pro 

Set bit 15(TIME6 Count Enable) of channel 13 = 1 

End of task 

If bit 2 of ROLLWORD = 1: 

Set bit 2 of ROLLWORD = 0 

Channel 6 = K 2 mro 

(ROLLFIRE < 0) 

Set bit 15(TIME6 Count Enable) of channel 13 = 1 

End of task 
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Set bit 2 of ROLLWORD = 1 

Channel 6 = K 1 mro 

Set bit 15(TIME6 Count Enable) of channel 13 = 1 

End of task 

NOROLLl 

ROLLFIRE = +O 

Channel 6 = 0 

Resume 
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Quantities in Computations 

See also list of major variables and list of routines 

ldCONACC: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

AK
0

, AK
1

, AK
2

: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

C . : Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation 
ekprllileO 11 EKPRIME11 , scale factor B-5, units (revolutions/ centi-second )/ 

radian, giving the "steer law gain'' for LM-off (used in 11 TVCINITl11 

to initialize KPRIMEDT for 11 S40.811
) . The maximum value that can be 

stored in the cell is (100 x 21T x 2-5 ) = (100 Tr / 16 ) radians/ sec per 
radian, where "maximum value" actually is one least increment more 
than 377778 . 

C k . : Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation 
e primel 11 EXPRIME +111 , scale factor B-5, units (revolutions/ centi-second) / 

radian, giving the "steer law gain" set in 11 TVCINITl11 for LM-on (see 
C k . and Kfkp inrlt ) . e prime0 r 

C ktlxd· : Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation 
e iO ''EXTLX/111 , used in 11 TVCINITl11 to initialize KTLXdI for 11 s40.15 11 , 

for the LM-off configuration. Scale factor is B4, units ASCREV/ sec2 , 
where one ASCREV = 1.07975111 revolutions (see K t t ) . To convert 
to memory info~tion, value in units of (l / sec2,cs5SUld be divided by 
(1.07975111 x 2 ) , giving a fraction which in turn is placed in the 
cell. Alternatively, cell could be considered scaled Bl8 in units of 
CDU actuator pulses per revolution times (newton-meters/ kg-meters2 ) , 
where second term compensates for the multiplication by IAVG/ TLX (and 
reduces to l / sec2, of course ) . There are 214 actuator pulses in 
1.07975111 revolutions. 

C ktlxd· : Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation 
e il 11 EKTLX/ I +111 , used in "TVCINITl 11 to initialize KTLXdI for 

11 s40.15 11 f~r LM on (see also C ktlxd' ) . Scale factor is B2, units 
ASCREV/ sec (see Cektlxdi

0
) . e i2 

C ktlxd• : Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation 
e i2 "EKTLX/ I +2" , used in 11 SWICHOVR 11 to initialize KTLXdI for 

11 s40.15 11 f~r "low bandwidth" LM on. Scale factor is B2, units 
ASCREV/ sec (see Cekt1xdi

0
). 
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Cerepfrac : Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation 
0 11 EREPFRAC 11 , scale factor B2, used as LM-off initialization 

for REPFRAC in 11 TVCINITl11 and 11 S40 .811 (note that TS , i.e. 
REPFRAC, is doubled in 11 TEMPSET 11 if LM-off, hence ef fe cti ve 11 system11 
scale factor is B3). 

Cerepfrac : Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation 
. 1 11 EREPFRAC +l", scale factor B2, used as LM-on initialization 

. for REPFRAC ii1. 11 TVCINITl11 and 11 S40 .811 • See also K 
frepfrac· 

ChbnlO (i = 0 - 14): Set of single precision erasable memory constants 
i used in 11TVCINITl11 to initialize NlO. for LM-on (if 11 SWICHOVR 11 

entered, NlOi loaded with KlbnlO. inste~d). 
i 

i Notation Scale Factor 

0 11 HBNl011 BO 
1 11 HBN11/2 11 Bl 
2 11 HBNl2 11 BO 
3 11 HBD11/2 11 Bl 
4 11 HBD12 11 BO 

5 11 HBN20 11 BO 
6 11 HBN21/2 11 Bl 
7 11 HBN22' 1 BO 
8 11 HBD21/2 11 Bl 

. 9 11 HBD22 11 BO 

10 11 HBNJ0 11 BO 
11 11 HBN31/2 11 Bl 
12 11 HBN32 11 BO 
13 11 HBD31/2 11 Bl 
14 llHBD3211 BO 

CMDTMP: Value of required output information computed initially in 11 FWDFLTR 11 

double precision, and subsequently rounded to single precision in 
11p1TCHDAP 11 or 11 YAWDAP 11 , scale factor BO, units ASCREV (or Bl4 in units 
of actuator pulses): VARK converts from units of revolutions in 11 FWDFLTR 11 . 

CNTR: Single precision counter, scale factor Bl4, units counts (of ~ 
second each), preset in 11 TVCINIT1'1 and decremented in 11 1SHOTCHK 11 . 
When reduced to O, the next entrance to 11 TVCElCEC 11 causes a 11 one-shot 11 
correction to PACTOFF and YACTOFF (as well as PDELOFF and YDELOFF), 
using Kf f . CNTR is set to +MAX in 11 s40.8l 11 when the cutoff 
decisionc~§ ~Be, to inhibit further trim updates after that time 
(a value of -1 is set in 11 TEMPSET 11 / 11 CNTRCOPY11 to signify that the 
one-shot correction has been made). Since Kt (initial condition 
for LM-on of CNTR) is zero, no decrementing ofcorrl CNTR is required 
for that configuration. 

COSCDUX, COSCDUZ: See Coordinate Transformations. Updated once a second 
while 11 CLOCKJOB 11 is entered, which includes period of time when 
TVC DAP is on. 
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DAPl, DAP2, DAP3: Filter quantities computed in 11 FWDFLTR 11
, scale factor 

B-1, units revolutions. If IM off, then DAP3 is set equal to DAP2 
(otherwise, it is derived), scaled B-3. 

DAPDATRl: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

DELBRTMP: Double precision erasable memory cell used to contained the 
updated value for DELPBAR or DELYBAR (for restart protection 
purposes), scale factor BJ.4, units CDU actuator output pulses 
(or scale factor BO in ASCREV units). 

DELOGA: Single precision value of roll attitude error used in 11 0NROLL 11
, 

scale factor BO, units revolutions (computed initially in 11ROLLDAP 11 

as "distance from switch parabola"). 

DELOGART: Single precision value of roll attitude rate error used in 
11 0NROLL' 1

, scale factor B-4, units revolutions/second. 

DELPBAR: Double precision value of estimated "e.g. offset relative to 
electrical null" in pitch, scale factor Bl4 in units of CDU actuator 
pulses (or scale factor BO in ASCREV units). Initialized to PACTOFF 
in "TVCINITl" and updated in 11 PCOPY11 with DELBRTMP (for restart 
protection purposes). After CNTR reduced to zero, used in "TEMPSET" 
to updated PDELOFF and PACTOFF (using Kf f and then REPFRAC for 
weighting). Used in 11 SPSOFF 11 to load cor rac PACTOFF if suitable 
initialization completed (i.e . ''TVCINITl" completed, initializing 
DELPBAR), and no thrust failure. 

DELYBAR: Double precision value of estimated "e .g. offset relative to 
electrical null" in yaw, scale factor BJ.4, units CDU actuator 
output pulses (or scale factor BO in ASCREV units). See DELPBAR 
(substitute yaw ax.is for pitch ax.is). 

ERRBTMP: Value of pitch or yaw error in body coordinates, scale factor 
B-1 units revolutions, limited to K . . Could also be considered 
to be the "integral of body-ax.is rat~r~f~or". Value is displayed on 
FDAI error needles (due to loading of AK or AK by appropriate 
copy routine). Loaded in "IGNITION" witfi RCS D~P pitch and yaw negative 
(single precision) error information for use in "TVCINITl", after 
limiting, to initialize PERRB and YERRB for LM-off. 

Kldactsat= Single precision constant, program notation 11 l(ACTSAT 11
, 

scale factor BO, octal value 001013, corresponding to 
0.003967285. Effect in equations such as to cause an answer of 
one least increment (2-14 in programmed equations ) for an argument 
of 253 least increments or more ( see Kactsat). 

Kldattlim: Single precision constant, program notation "l/ATTLIM", scale 
factor BO, octal value 0?1708 • Effect in equations such as to 

cause an answer of one least increment (2-14 in programmed equations) 
for an argument of 137 least increments (at B-1 rev., about 1.5050): 
see Kattlim" 

Klderrim: Single precision constant, program notation 11 1/ERRLIMtt, 
scale factor BO, octal value 000048 . Effect in egµations 

such as to cause an answer of one least increment (2-1.4 in 
programmed equationsd for an argument of 2-2 or more 
( see Kerrim): the 2- would correspond to 2-3 revolutions . 
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Kldrtim: Single precision constant, program notation 11 l/RTLIM11
, scale 

factor BO, octal value 001158 . Effect in equations such as to 
cause an answer of one least increment (2-1.4 in progranrrned equations) 
for an argument of 213 least increments (at B- 1 rev., about 2.34° ) . 

Kldtmx:fir: Single precision constant, program notation 11 l/TMXFIR11, 
scale factor BO, octal value 000048 . Effect in eguations 

such as to cause an answer of one least increment ( 2-.l.L+ in 
programmed equations ) for an argument of 2-2 or more ( see 
Ktmxfir): the 2-2 would correspond to 2.56 seconds. 

K4csd2 : Single.precisi~n constant,,p:ogram notation 11 BIT211 , scale factor 
BJ...4, units centi-seconds, giving the required time interval 

betwe~~DAP computat~ons for different axes for IM- off. Value is 
2 x 2 , corresponding to 2 centi- seconds: this gives a time 
interval of 4 centi-seconds from one pitch axis solution to the 
next. 

K8csd2~ Singl~ precis~on constant~ ~rogram notation 11 BIT3 11 , scale factor 
-Bl.4, units centi-seconds, giving the required time interval between 
DAP computations for different axes for IM- on. Value is 4 x 2-14 
corresponding to 4 centi- seconds: this gives a time inter val of 8' 
centi- seconds from one pitch axis solution to the next . 

Kactsat: Single precision constant, program notation 11 ACTSAT11, scale 
factor Bl4, units CDU actuator output pulses (one pulse is 85.41 

second s ). Ytlue is 253 x 2-14, corresponding to about 6.0024°, 
Note that 2 CDU actuator output pulses correspond to about 
1.07975111 revolutions; there are about 42.14963 pulses/degree. 

Kattlim: Single precision constant, program notation 11ATTLIM" , scale factor 
B-1, units revolutions. Value is 136 least increments (see 

Kldattlim)' or octal 002108, corresponding to about 1.4940. 

K (i = O - J...4): Set of single precision constants used in 11 TVCINITP 
csmnlOi to initialize NlO. for IM-off, program notation (i = 0) 11 CSMNl011 • 

Only values for i = Oi- 9 are significant (since Nl01 to NlO are 
employed only for IM- on); values for i = 10 - 14 are ~he same~ells 
as Klbn10

0 
to Klbn10

4
· 

i Nominal Value Scale Factor Nominal True Value Stored 

0 0.99999 BO 0.99999 (NlO) 0.99994 
1 -0.2549 Bl - 0.5098 (Nll) -0.50977 
2 0.0588 BO 0.0588 (Nl2) 0.05878 
3 - 0.7620 Bl -1.524 (Dll) -1.52405 
4 0.7450 BO 0.7450 (Dl2) 0.74500 

5 0.99999 BO 0.99999 (N20) 0.99994 
6 -0.4852 Bl - 0.9704 (N21) - 0.97046 
7 0.0 BO o.o (N22 ) 0.0 
8 - 0.2692 Bl -0.5384 (D21) - 0.53845 
9 0.0 BO 0.0 (D22) o.o 

The "nominal value" is the scaled decimal input to the assembly 
program; the 11 stored 11 value was obtained by converting the octal 
memory information to decimal and applying the proper scale factor . 
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Single precision constant, program notation "DB", scale factor 
BO, units revolutions, giving roll deadband for TVC DAP. Octal 
value is 003448, corresponding to about 5.0098°. 

K t: Single precision constant, program notation "E( - AT)", scale 
ema factor BO, value 375358, corresponding to (1 - K t). onemea 

K . : Single precision constant, program notation "ERRLIM", scale 
errim fac~or B-1, units revolutions. Value is 100008, corresponding 

to 2- revolutions or 45°. 

Kf f : Single precision constant, program notation "FCORFRAC", scale cor rac . factor B2. Used m "TEMPSET'' as the IM-on c .g. one -shot 
correction gain (see CNTR above). A value of 2 Kf f is used for 
IM-off (hence scale factor could be considered BJ f8f tflg IM-off 
application). Value is octal 100008 , corresponding to 1.0 x 2-2, 
where first term is equation value and second is scale factor. 

Kfkprimdt: Single precision constant, program notation "FKPRIMDT" , scale 
factor B-4, units (revolutions/DAP cycle) per radian. Used in 

"SWICHOVR" to load KPRIMEDT. Value is 0 .0102, corresponding approx
imately to 0.05 x 0.08 x (l/ZJT) x 24, where first term is value of 
gain in (radians/sec )/radian, second is DAP cycle rate in seconds, third 
is conversion to revolutions, and 4th is scale factor: see KPRIMEDT. 

Kf f : Single precision constant, program notation "FREPFRAC" , scale 
rep rac factor B2, used in "SWICHOVR" and "S40 .8" to load REPFRAC 

for "low-bandwidth" mode of TVC DAP. Nominal value is 0.0375 x 2-2, 
where first term is equation value and second is scale factor. The 
actual stored value corresponds to about 0.0376. 

K. t : Single precision constant, program notation "INTERCEP", scale 
in ercp factor B-3, units revolutions. Octal value is 00510

8
, corres

ponding to about 0 .2002 x 45 = 0.9009°. 

KlbnlO. (i ~ ? -:- l~): Set of si~gle precision constants used in "SWICHOVR'' 

(i to fnitialize NlO. for low bandwidth" LM-on program notati' on 
i = OJ "LBNlO". i ' 

i Nominal Value Scale Factor Nominal True Value Stored 
0 0 .99999 BO 0.99999 (NlO) 0.99994 1 - 0.3285 Bl - 0 .6570 (Nll) - 0 .65698 2 - 0.3301 BO - 0.3301 (Nl2) - 0.33008 
3 - 0.9101 Bl -1.8202 (Dll) -1.82019 
4 0 .8460 BO 0.8460 (Dl2) 0.84601 
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i. Nominal Value Scale Factor Nominal True Value Stored 

5 0.03125 BO 0.03125 (N20) 0 .03125 
6 0 .0 Bl 0.0 (N21) 0.0 
7 0 .0 BO 0.0 (N22) 0 .0 
g - 0.9101 Bl -l.S202 (D21) -l.S2019 
9 O.S460 BO O.S460 (D22) O.S4601 

10 0.5000 BO 0.5000 (N30) 0.50000 
11 - 0.47115 Bl - 0.9423 (N31) - 0 .94226 
12 0.4749 BO 0.4749 (N32) 0.47491 
13 - o.955s Bl -1. 9116 (D31) -1.91162 
14 0.9372 BO 0 .9372 (D32) 0 .93719 

See note with K csmnlO. · 
l 

K . : Single precision constant, program notation "MAXLIM11
, scale 

IIl8.Xl.IIlfactor B-4, units revolutions/second. Value is o .013gggg9 x 24, 
corresponding to about 5 degrees/second . 

K t: Single precision constant, program notation "LMCRATE", scale 
mcra factor B-4, units revolutions/second (gives limit cycle roll 

rate for TVC roll DAP). Value is OOlllg , corresponding to about 
0.10025 degree/second. 

K . im: Single precision constant, program notation "MINLIM11 , scale 
min factor B-4, units revolutions/second. Value is 0 .0027777S x 24 

corresponding to about 1 degree/second. 

K 1 : Single precision constant, program notation "-ROLLl", octal 
mro value 00012g, corresponding to channel 6 roll jets #10 and #12, 

giving a SM negative roll using quad B/D. 

Kmr02 : Single precision constant, program notation "-ROLL2", octal 
value 0024?_,q' corresponding to channel 6 roll jets #14 and #16, 
giving a SM"negative roll using quad A/C . 

K · Single precision constant, program notation 11 -SLOPE 11
, scale msope· . . . 

factor BO, units (revolutions/ second )/revolution. Value i s 0.2. 
Notation arises from fact that 11 t rue 11 slope is negative (an 
increasing attitude error results in a decreasing attitude rate). 

Konemeat: Single precision constant, program notation 11 1-E( -AT )" , 
scale factor BO, octal value 002438 . Value corresponds 

to 163/16384, or approximately 0.01, equival ent to the 
first term in the series expansion of (1 - e-at ) for at = 0.01. 
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Kprol: Single precision constant, program notation 11+ROLLl 11
, octal 

value 000053, corresponding to channel 6 roll jets #11 and #9, 
giving a+ Roll ( for SM ) . Uses Quad B/ D. 

K 2: Single precision constant, program notation 11-t-ROLL2 11 , octal 
pro value 001208 , corresponding to channel 6 roll jets #15 and #13, 

giving a+ Roll (for SM ). Uses Quad A/ C. 

Krrt: Single precision constant, program notation 11 BIT5", scale factor 
Bll, value 2-10, corresponding to 2 x 2-ll, where first term is 
conversion of rate to units of revolutions/second, and second 
is scale factor. 

Kt6sc: Single precision constant, program notation 11 T6SCALE11 scale 
f~ctor B7, value 310008 • Value corresponds to 100 x 2-7, where 
first term converts from seconds to centi-seconds and second 
is scale factor. 

K : Single precision constant, program notation 11 TCORR", scale factor 
tcorro Bl.4, units counts (used as a preset for CNTR in 11 TVCINITi 11

· for LM-off). 
Value is 5 x 2-14, meaning that the 11 single- shot1 1 correction will take 
place the 6th time that 11 TVCEJCEC 11 is entered, or about 3. 42 seconds 
after 11 IGNITION1 1 is done. 

K : Single precision constant, program notation 11 TCORR +it', scale 
tcorrlfactor Bl.4, units counts (used as a preset for CNTR in 11 TVCINITP 

for LM-on). Value is 0, meaning that the 11 single -shot 11 correction 
will take place the first time that 11 TVCEJCEC 11 is entered, or about 
0 .92 seconds after 11 IGNITION1 1 is done. 

Kt . f : Single precision constant, program notation 11 TMINFIRE 11
, 

min rscale factor BlO, units centi-seconds. Value is 00030 , 
corresponding to 1.5 centi-seconds (i.e. 15 milliseconds,. 

Ktmxf. : Single precision constant, program notation 11 TMAXFIRE 11
, 

irscale factor BlO, units centi-seconds. Value is 250 x 2-10, 
corresponding to 250 centi-seconds (i.e. 2.5 seconds). See 

Kldtmxfir' 

KPRIMEDT: Quantity used in 11 S40 .811 to convert guidance attitude error 
information into OMEGAQ. Scale factor is B-4, units (revolutions/ 
DAP cycle) per radian. Loaded in 11 TVCINITP and 11 SWICHOVR 11

• Least 
significant half expected to be 0 (from 11TVCINITP loading method). 

KTLXdI: Single precision value of appropriate C k+l.xd· cell, loaded in 
11TVCINITP or 11 SWICHOVR 11 and used in 11 S40 .I5H. Scale factor is 
B4 (LM off) or B2 (LM on), program notation 11KTLX/P . 
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MCDUYDOT, MCDUZDOT: Complement of change in CDU and CDU respectively 
since previous sample, scale factor B-1, ufiits revoiutions/DAP 
cycle (in general). Computed in "PITCHDAP" and "YAWDAP'' based 
on separate CDU angle samples, and used to compute appropriate 
component of OMEGA~. If the magnitude exceeds about 2.33°, it 

NlO. 
1 

is set O (see K . ). The DAP cycle is 40 ms for LM-off arrl. 
80 ms for LM-on~dr!Jn~ to initialization in 11 DAPINIT 11

, the rate 
derived the first pass through 11YAWDAP11 will be 50% too big. 

(i = 0 - 14): Set of filter constants loaded in "TVCINITl" with 
KcsmlO. (IM- off) or ChbnlO. (IM- on), or in "SWICHOVR" with KlbnlO .. 

1 1 ' 1 For IM-off, parameters for i = 10 - 14 are not used. Scale factors 
for i = 1, 3; 6, 8; and 11, 13 are Bl, with remainder of constants 
(all single precision) having scale factor BO. 

OGA: Single precision value of roll error (OGANOW - OGAD), scale factor 
BO, units revolutions, computed in "TVCEXEC". Program notation 
.where computed is "OGAERR". 

OGAD: Single precision value of desired outer gimbal angle (i .e. CDU ), 
scale factor B-1, units revolutions, set to CDU in "IGNITION" x 
(when SPS engine is turned on). Used to cause the roll TVC DAP 
to maintain "roll attitude hold". 

OGANOW: Single precision value of CDU , scale factor B-1, units 
revolutions, sampled in 11 TVCINI1*11 and "TVCEXEC" . 

OGAPAST : Previous value of OGANOW, scale factor B-1, units revolutions, 
loaded with previous value of OGANOW in "TVCEXEC" . 

OGARATE : Single precision value of rate of change of OGANOW computed at 
the start of "ROILDAP", scale factor B-4, units revolutions/second. 

OMEGAB: Value of body rate determined from first difference of CDU and CDU 
information, scale factor B- 1, units revolutions/DAP cycle (co~puted z 
double precision). The y component is loaded in "PITCHDAP' 1 and 
the z component in "YAWDAP", program notations "OMEGAYB11 and 
"OMEGAZB" respectively. The "x' 1 component is used for the storage 
of OGARATE (single precision), and is assigned that tag. The cells 
used for OMEGA~ are used in the RCS DAP for ADO! (a common cell 
assigrunent is made for telemetry considerations) • Note that "x" 
component is B~4 rev/second, not B- 1 rev/DAP cycle, and single precision. 

OMEGA.Q: Value of guidance steering output computed in "S40.8", scale 
· factor B-1, units revolutions/DAP cycle (see KPRIMEDT). The 

x component is not used; the y component is used in "PITCHDAP"; 
and the z component is used in 11 YAWDAP11

• 
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PACTOFF: Single precision value of pitch e.g. offset, scale factor 
Bl.4, units CDU actuator pulses (one pulse is 85.41 seconds). Could 
also be considered scaled BO in units of ASCREV (see C ktlxd' ). 
Can be loaded by Rl of N48 (e .g. in ROJ). It is measu~ed 1 0 
"relative to electrical null" specified by K . (see Steering 
Computations). Quantity also called "total ~~t~~ trim angle . 11 

It is used in 11 TVCINITl11 to initialize filter quantities in 
TVC DAP, and is updated in "TEMPSET 11 after the one-shot has taken 
place (CNTR reduced to 0), Can also be updated in "SPSOFF11 (see 
DELPBAR). 

PCDUYPST, PCDUZPST: Previous values of CDU and CDU for use in deriving 
MCDUYDOT and MCDUZDOT for pitch DAP, ¥ingle pr~cision with scale 
factor B-1, units revolutions, in twos complement. Separate cells 
are used for yaw DAP (see YCDUYPST). PCDUiPST cells are initialized 
in 11 DAPINIT 11 , with 11 PITCHDAP 11 entered at a time corresponding to 
one complete DAP cycle (pitch and yaw) later, giving proper first
difference computation. 

PCMD: Single precision value of previous pitch output command information, 
scale factor Bl.4, units CDU actuator pulses (or BO in units of 
ASCREV). It is intended to maintain an image of the information 
in the optics error counter driven from TVCPITCH output. It i~ 
set to PACTOFF in 11 TVCINIT1" ("S40.6P left engine bell at that 
position), and updated in 11 PCOPY11 with CMDTMP. 

PDELOFF: Value of pitch e.g. offset, scale factor Bl.4, units CDU 
actuator pulses (or BO in units of ASCREV). The quantity is a 
double precision version of PACTOFF (updated in 11 TEMPSET 11 and 
initialized to PACTOFF in 11 TVCINIT1") used to minimize the effect 
of computer word length. 

PERRB: Value of pitch error in body coordinates, loaded in 11PCOPY 11 with 
ERRBTMP (which in turn is sum of previous PERRB and (OMEGAC -
OMEDAB )), scale factor B-1, units revolutions. Could alsoybe 
consid~red to be the 11 integral of body-axis pitch-rate error 11

, 

since the OMED-Ai terms are in units of revolutions/DAP cycle. 
y 

PHASETMP: Single precision cell used in 11 SWICHOVR 11 to retain the value 
of TVCPHASE until the computation is complete, to permit setting of 
TVCPHASE = - 2 as an indication to restart logic ( 11 REDOTVC 11 and 
11 CMDSOUT 11 ) that 11 SWICHOVR 11 was being performed. 

PTMPi (i = 1 - 6): Values of pitch filtered information, initialized to 
0 in 11 TVCDAPON1 1 and 11 SWICHOVR 11

, and loaded with TMPi in 11 PCOPY11
• 

Scale factors are all B-1, units revolutions. 

RATDES: Single precision value of desired roll rate used in 11 ROLLSET 11 , 

scale factor B-4, units revolutions/second. Program uses TEMR.EX} 
cell. 

RCSFLAGS: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 
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( REPFRAC: Single precision value of "repetitive e.g. correction fraction", 
scale factor B2, used in "lSHOTCHK" to control upj.ate of the e.g. 
tracker (if REPFRAC 0 or negative, no upj.ate is done) after CNTR 
becomes 0 . It is initialized in "TVCINITl'' to appropriate C f 
and (for "long" burns) is loaded in "S40.8" with the same erep rac 
information. If 11 SWICHOVR 11 entered, loaded with Kf f . In 11 S40.8 11

, 

is set to -0 if thrust below minimum value, to inh1bI€ Ki58ates. 

ROLLFIRE: Single precision cell, scale factor BO, set to +MAX for 
positive roll torque and -MAX for negative roll torque in roll 
TVC DAP. It is initialized to 0 in "TVCDAPON" and when roll jets 
are turned off in "NOROLL" or "NOROLLl", and used as a control 
cell to indicate that roll jet firings have been specified (used 
at start of "ROLLDAP", with TEMREG, to force at least~ second of 
no firing between successive firings). 

ROLLWORD: Single precision cell initialized to 0 in 11 TVCDAPON 11 and 
used to permit alternationofthe pairs of jets (i.e. quads) used 
for torque in the TVC roll DAP. Bit 1 is used for positive roll 
commands and bit 2 for negative roll commands: quad B/D is used 
if the bit is now 0 and quad A/C if bit is now 1. The bit used 
for selection is complemented after being used. 

SGNDOG: Cell giving sign information for DELOGA (implemented in program 
by loading a "clear add" order for positive and a "clear subtract" 
order for negative), program notation "I" . It is set 0 in 
"ROLLSET" if the polarity of the present jet firing is the same 
as that of desired firing during this evaluation, in order to 
flag the fact that present jets should be continued (subsequent 
evaluations can reduce the required roll firing time, but not 
increase it, due to logic at end of "ROLLSET"). 

SGNRT: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, giving information on 
the polarity of OGARATE. 

SINCDUX: See Coordinate Transformations (and COSCDUX). 

T5LOC: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

T5TVCDT : Single precision value of required setting for TIME5, scale 
factor Bl4, units centi-seconds. TIME5 is incremented by (l~rdware 
means once each centi-second, and when it reaches 16384 (2.l.4) 
program interrupt #2 is generated. Consequently, to cause pr~gram 
interrupt #2 in 2 centi-seconds from "now", TIME5 is set to 16384 -
2 = 16382; in 4 centi-seconds requires 16380; etc. 

T6LOC : See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

TEMREG: Single precision cell used for several functions within TVC roll 
DAP, but left at end with value of time loaded into TIME6, scale 
factor BlO, units centi-seconds. It is preset to 0 in "TVCDAPON", 
and used with ROLLFIRE at the start of "ROLLDAP" to force at least 
~ second of no firing between successive firings. 
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TIME5: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

TIME6 : See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

TMPi (i = 1 - 6): Set of cells used to retain PTMPi or YTMPi information, 
scale factor B-1, units revolutions, in order to achieve restart 
protection ar:rl allow use of the common subroutines "FWDFLTR" and 
"PRECOMP". All cells double precision. 

TTMPl: Double precision cell used for intermediate storage of quantities 
in TVC DAP (not shown in programmed equations), set 0 in "TVCDAPON" 
(no functional purpose served by the zeroing). 

TVCDUMMY: Single precision cell set 0 in "TVCDAPON'', but not otherwise 
referenced by TVC DAP (cell formerly assigned to a stroking-test 
variable, and employed for erasable memory layout considerations). 

TVCEXPHS: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, used to control the 
restart logic associated with the TVC DAP for the waitlist task 
started every half second at "TVCEXEC". It is initialized to O 
in "IGNITION" and at the end of each performance of the "TVCEXEC" 
task. If it is non-zero when "REDOTVC" is entered, it is used as 
an indexing parameter to select the appropriate address within the 
"TVCEXEC" package in "EXRSTRT". For clarity, these addresses are 
not shown in the progrannned equations, but correspond to the line 
following the one which incremented TVCEXPHS to its present value. 

TVCPHASE: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, used to control the 
restart logic associated with the TVC DAP for the initialization, 
switchover to low bandwidth (LM-on), pitch copy cycle, and yaw 
copy cycle (values -1, - 2, +l, and +J respectively). Set to -1 in 
"IGNITION'' and to 0 at the start of "TVCINIT4", to control branching 
in "REDOTVC". If "SWICHOVR" entered, set to -2, after the present 
value saved in PHASETMP. The .appropriate "PCOPY"/"YCOPY" routine 
sets to control the pitch/yaw copy cycle restart logic. 

TVCPITCH, TVCYAW: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

VARK: Single precision variable gain for TVC pitch and yaw channels, scale 
factor B4 (LM off) or B2 (LM on), units ASCREV/revolution (or 
Bl8/Bl6 in units of CDU actuator pulses/revolution). It is computed 
in 11 s40.15 11 and used in "FWDFLTR". 

VCNTR: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, used for control of the 
"TVCEXEC" computations. It is normally employed to cause an update of 
DAP parameters (due to mass change computed every 2 seconis in "S40.8") 
every 20 entrances to "TVCEXEC" ( i. e . every 10 seconds) • Since the 
modifications to the counter are not restart protected, however, a 
restart in a small interval could cause another modification to the 
counter (modifying the period, although this should not be a problem). 
The cell is preset to 19 in "TVCINITl" and in "TVCElCEC" after updating 
parameters (when cell reaches +O). 
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YACTOFF: Single precision value of yaw e.g. offset, scale factor Bl.4, 
units CDU actuator pulses (or scale BO in ASCREV). It is measured 
"relative to electrical null" specified by K b' (see Steering 
Computations). See PACTOFF above (up:iated a¥ ias analogous times 
to those for PACTOFF, but of course with yaw parameters). 

YCDUYPST, YCDUZPST: Previous values of CDU and CDU for use in deriving 
MCDUYDOT and MCDUZDOT for yaw DAP, s~gle precfsion with scale 
factor B-1, units revolutions, in twos complement. Separate cells 
are used for pitch DAP (see PCDUYPST). YCDUiPST cells are initialized 
in 11 DAPINIT11

, but 11 YAWDAP 11 is entered for the first time at a time 
corresponding to 1.5 complete DAP cycles (i.e. pitch and yaw, plus 
pitch), giving a derived rate for this first pass (at DAP turn-on 
or after a restart) that is 50% too big. 

YCMD: Single precision value of previous yaw output command information, 
scale factor Bl.4, units CDU actuator pulses (or BO in units of 
ASCREV). See PCMD. 

YDELOFF: Value of yaw e.g. offset, scale factor Bl.4, units CDU 
actuator pulses (or BO in units of ASCREV) . Quantity is a double 
precision version of YACTOFF (cf . PDELOFF). 

YERRB: Value of yaw error in body coordinates, loaded in 1'YCOPY 11 with 
ERRBTMP (which in turn is sum of previous YERRB and (O:MEGAC -
OMEJJAB )) , scale factor B-1, units revolutions (cf . PERRB).z 

z 

YTMPi (i = 1 - 6): Values of yaw filtered information, initialized to 
0 in 11 TVCDAPON11 and 11 SWICHOVR11

' and loaded with TMPi in 11YCOPY 11
• 

Scale factors are all B-1, units revolutions. 
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Entry Computations 

CM/POSE (Entered by setting AVEGEXIT = 11 CM/POSE 11 in 11 P62 11 ) 

mVREL = K • V + Kkw (C 't ~*" UNITR) - ·JrlKVsc - e ---uni w -

UXA = unit( mVRE,1) 

T§. = - unit ( UXA ~*" UNITE) 

If lmVRE1f sp - Kspvq (. 0: 

TS = OLDUYA - -
UYA = TS - -

OLDUYA = UY! 

UZA = - UYA ~*" UXA 

TS = (AOGdPIP, AIGdPIP, AMGdPIP), converted to ones complement 
double precision 

UBY = (- cos TSx cos TSY sin TSz + sin TSx sin TSY' 

cos TSX cos TSZ, 

+ (REFSMMAT] 

UBX = ( cos TSY cos TSz, sin TSz, - sin TSY cos TSz) [REFSMMAU 

UBZ = UBX ~*" UBY - - -

TQ.1 = unit( UXA ~*" UBI) 

COSTH = TQ.1 UZA 

SINTH = T§.1 UYA 

Perform 11ARCTRIG 11 

( - roll angle) 

TSY = (sin-1 (UBI · UXA)lp 

SINTH = UBX T§.1 

( - beta angle) 

COSTH = TQ.1 UB~ 

Perform 11 ARCTRIG 11 

TS = THETA 
z sp ( - alfa angle ) 
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TS 2 = GAMA 

GAMA= -( cos- 1 (UNITE_ · UZAJ) sp 

Inhibit interrupts 

If bit ll(GAMDIFSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 1: 

GAMDOT = Ktcdu (GAMA - TS2 ) 

If 'GAMDOTI - Kgmrnn ( 0: 

GAMDOT = 0 

If bit ll(GAMDIFSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 0: 

Set bit ll(GAMDIFSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 1 

GAMDOT = 0 

TS3 = - TSx, in ,range ± 180° 

ROLLdl80 = TSJ - ROLLdPIP + ROLLdl80, in range ± 180° 

Ts4 = - TSz, in range ~ 180° 

ALFAdl80 = TS
4 

- ALFAdPIP + ALFAdl80, in range ± 180° 

BETAdl80 = - TSY - BETAdPIP + BETAdl80 (no overflow checks) 

Release interrupts 

VMAGI = IYI 
Proceed to address specified by POSEXIT 

STARTENT (Entered by setting POSEXIT = 11 STARTENT" in "P6311) 

Set bits 9(RELVELSW), 8(EGSW), 7(NOSWITCH), 6(HIND), 5(INRLSW), 
and 3(05GSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 0 

Set bits 13(ENTRYDSP), lO(GONEPAST), and 4(1ATSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 1 

LOD = C d d o pa 

LAD = C d d a pa 

LdDCMINR = Kcsl5p2 LAD 

KLAT = K t LAD a spe 

Q7 = Kq7f 

FACTOR = (1 - 2-28) 

ld.D = - LAD sgn HEADSUP 
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Perform "STARTENl" 

LA.TANG = (unit(Y. -l~ UNITE))· !it, 

K2ROLL = - 1 sgn LA.TANG sp 

Q2 = Kq2l LAD + Kq22 

GOTOADDR = "INITROLL" 

POSEXIT = 11 SCALEPOP 11 

Proceed to 11 SERVEXIT" 

(+o is +, - 0 is - ) 

STARTENl Entered from "STARTENT" and 11NEWRNVN 11 

GOTOADDR = Return address 

Set bit 13(ERADCOMP) of FLAGWR.Dl = 0 

LAT = LATSPL 

LONG = LNGSPL 

ALT = DELVLVC x 

ALT = 0 

TIMEdRTO = Tpptm 

TS = TIMEdRTO 

Perform 11 LALOTORV11 

.Eti = unitALPHAj[ 

DTEAROT = K5oOsec 

Perform 11EARROT111 

THETAH = cos-1 (Rt · UNITE) 

Proceed to address specified by GOTOADDR 

SCALEPOP Entered due to setting of POSEXIT in "STARTENT" 

Perform "TARGETNG" 

proceed to address specified by GOTOADDR 

TARGETNG 

If bit 9(RELVELSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 0: 

VEL = Kk V - vsc -
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If bit 9(RELVELSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 1: 

VE.1 = - mVRE.1 

UNITY = unitVE.1 

vs QUA.RE = I VE-1\ 2 

LEQ = VSQUARE - 1 

NV = fVE.11 
RDOT = VEL · UNITR - -
D = Kkasc lDELY' , limited ~ ~d 

UNl = unit( VE.1 ~c UNITE) 

If bit 9(RELVELSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 1: 

TS = 0 

If bit 9(RELVELSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 0: 

(limit effective only if 
Dtp = O). 

D = D + D( RDOT / ~hsca + Kmksc D / NV ) 

If bit 8 ( EGSW ) of FLAGWRD6 = 0: 

TS = ~teta THETAH 

If bit 8(EGSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 1: 

If NV - K . < 0: vrrun 

Set bit 9(RELVELSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 1 

TS = Kktl THETAH I NV 

DTEAROT = TS + Tpptm - TIMEdRTO 

Perform 11 EARROT2 11 

LATANG = .& · UN1 

Set bit 8(GONEBYTG) of FLAGWRD7 = b 

If (lit ~c UNITE:) UNJ. < 0, set bit 8( GONEBYTG) of FLAGWRD7 = 1 

TS = lit · UNITE 

If TS - Knq ( 0: 

THETAH = cos-1 TS 
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( If TS - Knq ~ 0 : 

THETAH = Kk • I I 2 (TS - l)f acs V 

TS = THETAH 

If bit 8 (GONEBYTG) of FLAGWRD7 = 0: 

TS = - TS 

RTGON67 =TS 

If D - Kpt05g < 0: 

Set bit 3(05GSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 0 

Return 

Set bit 3(05GSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 1 

IDELVREFl 2 - (DELVREf. . UXA) 2 

TS = 2 (DELVREE • UXA) 

If no overflow has taken place (e .g. \TSI ~ 1): 

LdDCALC = {Ts'" 

Return 

INITROLL 

If bit 5(INRLSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 1: 

If RDOT + K t ~ 0: vrcon , 

DIFFOLD = 0 

DLEWD = KdlewdO 

LEWD = Kewdl 

GOTOADDR = "HUNTEST" 

Proceed to "HUNTEST" 

If (KAT - D) < 0, proceed to 11 CONSTD" 

Proceed to "LIMITL/D" 

If bit 3(05GSW) of FLAGWRD6 = O, proceed to "LIMITL/D" 

TS = 64 and perform "NEWMODEX:11 

ENTRYVN = 067 4 vn 

KAT = Kka2 + ~3 / Kldkal , limited ~ Kkalim 
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Set bit lO(GONEPAST) of FLAGWRD6 = 0 ( 
11 STARTENT 11 initialized 
this bit tol) 

If NV - Kvfnl < 0: 

GOTOADDR = "KEP2" 
' 

Set bit 5(INRLSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 1 (must be 0 to get here) 

Proceed to "LIMITL/D" 

DO = Kka3 1F,Q + Kka4 

CdDO = K I DO cone 
Reset overflow indicator 

LdD = LAD 

TS = (RDOT I NV)3 I Kldk44 

(NV at least 27,000 fps to get here) 

- K f. + NV v in 

If no overflow has taken place since indicator reset: 

If TS~ 0: 

LdD = - LAD 

Set bit 5(INRLSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 1 (must be 0 to get here) 

Proceed to "LIMITL/D" 

HUN TEST 

Al= D 

TS = LAD 

If RDOT ~ 0: 

TS = IEWD 

Vl = NV + RDOT I TS 

AO= (v12 / VSQUARE) (D + RDOT2 / (K2chs Ts)) 

If RDOT < 0 : 

Al= AO 

If LdD < 0 : 

Vl = Vl - K . · vquit 

Proceed to 11 HUNTEST1" 
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HUNTESTl 

ALP = K2chs AO I (IEWD v12 ) 

FACTl = Vl I (1 - ALP ) 

FACT2 = ALP (ALP - 1) I AO 

VL = FACTl ( 1 - J FACT2 Q7 + ALP' ) 

GAMMA.Ll = IEWD ( Vl - VL ) I VL 

If VL - K < 0: vmn 

Proceed to 11PREFINAL' 1 

VBARS = VL2 

TS = Khav - VL 

If TS < 0: 

GOTOADDR = 11HUNTEST 11 

Proceed to 11CONSTD 11 

DVL = TS 

VSl = Kh av 

TS = VSl - Vl 

If TS ~ 0: 

DVL = DVL - TS 

VSl = Vl 

( i.e. Vl-VL ) 

(1 - VSl / FACTl )2 - ALP 
DHOOK = FACT2 

AHOOKDV = ~ (DHOOK / Q7) - Kchk 

TS = GAMMA.Ll - (AHOOKDV + 1). K h DVL2 I (DHOOK VBARS ) c one 

If TS ~ 0: 

GAMMAL = TS 
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If TS < 0: 

( 1/3 ) VL TS 
VL = VL + 

(1/3 ) LEWD - (AHOOKDV + 2/3 )(Kchone DVL)/(DHOOK VL) 

Q? = (1 - VL I FACTl )2 - ALP 

VBARS = VL2 
GAMMAL = 0 

FAC T2 

GAMMALl = GAMMALl + Kq19 (GAMMAL - GAMMALl) 

Proceed to "RANGER" 

RANGER 

COSG = 1 - ~ GAMMAL2 

CPE =-~ J1 + (VBARS - 2) COSG2 VBARS 

ASKE P = 2 sin- 1 (VBARS COSG GAMMAL / CPE ) 

AS Pl = Q2 + KqJ VL . . 

ASPUP = (Kcl 2 I GAMMALl) ( - l oge (c v12 Q7)/( AO VBARS ))) 

AS PDWN = Kkc
3 

RDOT NV /( AO LAD ) 

ASP3 = Kq5 ( Kqb - GAMMAL) 

ASPSpTMp = ( (ASKEP , ASPl ) (ASPUP , ASPDWN ) , ASPJ) sp sp sp sp 

DIFF = ASPJ + ASPDWN + ASPUP + ASPl + ASKEP - THETAH 

If IDIFFI - K25nm < 0: 

TS = 65 and perform 11 NEWMODEX" 

Establish "P65.l" (priority 138) 

GOTOADDR = 11 UPCONTRL" 

Proceed to address specified by GOTOADDR 

If bit 6(HIND) of FLAGWRD6 = 0: 

If DIFF ~ 0: (note that polarity of DIFF the opposite 
of that in official equation documentation) 

DIFFOLD = DIFF 

Q? = Kq7f 

GOTOADDR = 11 HUNTEST 11 

Proceed to 11 CONSTD 11 
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( DLEWD = (DLEWD DIFF) I (DIFFOLD - DIFF) 

If DLEWD + LEWD< 0: 

DLEWD = - ! LEWD 

Proceed to second previous line (recheck of sum with LEWD) 

If overflow has taken place since calculation of DIFF: 

DIFFOLD = DIFF 

Q7 = Kq7f 

GOTOADDR = 11 HUNTEST 11 

Proceed to 11 CONSTD 11 

LEWD = DLEWD + LEWD 

Change priority of present job to 16g (lower than 11 SERVICER11 ) 

GOTOADDR = 11 ENDEXIT 11 

DIFFOLD = DIFF 

Set bit 6(HIND) of FLAGWRD6 = 1 

Q7 = Kq7f 

Proceed to 11 HUNTEST 11 

Established when P65 entered from 11 RANGER 11 

Set ~it 13(ENTRYDSP) of FLAGWRD6 = 0 

TS = 1669 vn 

Perform 11 GOFLASHR 11
: if terminate, proceed to previous line 

if proceed, skip next line 
otherwise, proceed to previous line 

End of job 

Set bit 13(ENTRYDSP) of FLA.GWRD6 = 1 

End of job 
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UPCONTRL 

If D - K c2l ~ 0: 

Set bit ?(NOSWITCH) of FLAGWRD6 = 1 

If NV - Vl.),, 0: 

Reset overflow indicator 

(reset in "1355") 

TS = LAD + Kk2d ( RDOT + LAD (NV - Vl)) (scaled B8) 

TS1 = AO VSQUARE / Vl.2 - (Vl - NV)
2 

LAD / K2chs (scale BO) 

(scaled B8) 

Rescale TS2 to scale factor BO 

If overflow has taken place since indicator reset: 

LdD = LAD sgn TS2 

Proceed to 11GLIMITER 11
. 

Proceed to "NEGTESTS" 

If D - Q? < 0: 

TS = 66 and perform "NEWMODEX" 

ENTRYVN = 0622 
vn 

Set bit 13(ENTRYD$P) of FLAGWRD6 = 1 

GOTOADDR = "KEP2" 

Proceed to "KEP2" 

If RDOT < 0: 

If NV - VL - K clS < 0 : 

Proceed to "PREFINAL" 

If D - AO~ 0 : 

LdD = LAD 

Proceed to "LIMITL/D" 
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( 
VREF = FACTl (1 - VD FACT2 + ALP I ) 

RDOTREF = 1EWD (Vl - VREF) 

TS = VSl - VREF 

If TS~ 0: 

K TS2 (1 + TS AHOOKDV / DVL) ch one 
RDOTREF = RDOTREF -

DHOOK VREF 

TS = D - K . q7nun 
(Tag here "CONTINU2") 

Reset overflow indicator 

If TS~ 0: (should not be, since K 7 . =+MAX ) q mJ..n 

FACTOR = (D - Q7) I (Al - Q7) 

TS = FACTOR\ NV - VREF + FACTOR (RDOT - RDOTREF)/Kldkb) /Kmldkb2 
(scale B4) 

If overflow has taken place since indicator reset: 

ld.D = LAD sgn TS 

Proceed to "GLIMITER. 11 

If \Ts\ - Kptb4 ~ 0: 

TS = (Kptb4 + Kptone ({Ts\ - Kptb4) ) sgn TS 

Rescale TS to scale factor BO 

TS =TS+ 1EWD 

If overflow has taken place since indicator reset: 

ld.D = LAD sgn TS 

Proceed to "GLIMITER" 

ld.D = TS 

Proceed to "NEGTESTS" 

NEG TESTS 

If D - K c20 < 0: 

Proceed to "LIMITL/D" 
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Set bit 4(LATSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 0 

If ldD < 0: 

ldD = 0 

Proceed to "LIMITL/D" 

CON STD 

Reset overflow indicator 

TS = CdDO ~ + Kk2d (RDOT + K2hs DO / NV ) 

TS2 = Kkld (D - DO) + TS 

Rescale TS2 to scale factor BO 

(scaled B8) 

If overflow has taken place since indicator reset: 

ldD = LAD sgn TS2 

Proceed to "GLIMITER" 

Ld.D = TS2 

Proceed to "NED-TESTS" 

If Kq?fkdm - D ( 0: 

Proceed to "PREFINAL" 

TStp = (ROLLCdp' ROLLHOLD) 

If bit 3(05GSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 0 : 

TS = 0 tp 

(ROLLCdp' ROLLHOLD) = TStp 

(scale B8) 

Proceed to "P62 .3" (ENTRYVN set to 0622 by "UPCONTRL" before 
"KEP2" entered, if vnin P66) · 

PREFINAL 

GOTOADDR = ''PREFINAL" (for restart considerations) 

TS = 67 and perform "NEWMODEX" 
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( ENTRYVN = 0666 
vn 

Set bit 13(ENTRYDSP) of FLAGWRD6 = 1 

Set bit 8(EGSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 1 

GOTOADDR = ''PREDICT3" 

Proceed to "PREDICT3" 

PREDICT3 

If NV - K . t < 0: vqui 

Establish "P67.l" (priority 168) 

GOTOADDR = "P67 .2" 

Proceed to "P67.2" 

JJ = 12 

If K - NV ~ 0: 
vrfrJJ sp 

JJ = JJ - 1 and repeat check 

\~rfrJJ - NVspJ 
GRAD = 

K - K 
vrfrJJ+l vrfrJJ 

i = JJ 

JJ = JJ + 13 

FlV - K + GRAD (K - K ) - drdai drdai+l drdai 

JJ = JJ + 13 

F2V = Kdrddi + GRAD (Kdrddi+l - Kdrddi) 

JJ = JJ + D 

RDRFV - K + GRAD (K - K ) 
- rdtri rdtri+l rdtri 

JJ = JJ + 13 

RTOGOV - K + GRAD (K - K ) - rtgoi rtgoi+l rtgoi 

JJ = JJ + 13 

DREFRV = K f + GRAD (K - K ) are . aref. 
1 

aref. 
J. 1+ l 

JJ = JJ + 13 
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Set TS = DREFRV and DREFRV = 0 

PREDANG = RTOGOV + F2V (RDRFV - RDOT) + FlV (D + TS) sp 

TS = PREDAN(tip - THETAH 

If bit lO(GONEPAST) of FLAGWRD6 = 1: 

Ld.D = - LAD 

Proceed to 11GLIMITER" 

If bit 8(GONEBYTG) of FLAGWRD7 = 1: 

Set bit lO(GONEPAST) of FLAGWRD6 = 1 

DNRNGERR = K maxrng 

Ld.D = - LAD 

Proceed to "GLIMITER" 

DNRNGERR = TS 

Reset overflow indicator 

TS = - 4 DNRNGERR I FJV 

If overflow has taken place since indicator reset (ITS! ~ 1): 

Ld.D = LAD sgn TS 

Proceed to "GLIMITER" 

TS =TS+ LOD 

Ld.D = LAD sgn TS 

Proceed to "GLIMITER" 

LdD = TS 

Proceed to "GLIMITER" 
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( GLIMITER 

TS = Kgmxd2 - D 

If TS~ 0: 

Proceed to "LIMITL/D" 

TS = TS + Kgmxd
2 

If TS < 0: 

LdD = LAD 

Proceed to "LIMITL/D 11 

CPX = VK2hs TS (Kldgrnx LEQ + LAD) + K2hsgrnxq / VSQUARE 

If CPX + RDOT ~ 0: 

Proceed to "LIMITL/D" 

LdD = LAD 

Proceed to "LIMITL/D" 

LIMITL/D 

LdDl = LdD 

If bit lO(GONEPAST) of FLAGWRD6 = 1: 

Proceed to "1355" 

CPY = KLA.T VSQUARE + K tb' a ias 
If \LdD ( - LdDCMThTR ~ 0: 

If LA.TANG sgn K2ROLL < 0: 

LdDl = LdDCMThTR sgn LdD 

Proceed to 11 1355" 

CPY = ~ CPY 

If LA.TANG sgn K2R011 - CPY < 0: 

Proceed to "1355" 
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If bit 7(NOSWITCH) of FLAGWRD6 = 1: (set by 11 UPCONTR111 ) 

Set bit 7(NOSWITCH) of FLAGWRD6 = 0 

Proceed to 11 1355 11 

K2ROLL = - K2R011 

Proceed to 11 135511 

TS = LdDl / LAD, with magnitude limited < 1 (due to interpreter 
divide · order) 

Set bit 7(NOSWITCH) of FLAGWRD6 = 0 

ROLLC = (cos- l TS) sgn K2R011 

Proceed to 11 ENDEXIT 11 

END EXIT 

If bit 13(ENTRYDSP) of FLAGWRD6 = 1: 

TS = ENTRYVN 

Perform 11REDODSPR 11 

Proceed to 11 SERVEXIT 11 (after special check for new job) 

Established by 11 PREDICT3 11 

TS = 1667 
vn 

Proceed to 11 GOFLASH11 : if terminate, proceed 
if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to previous line 

Set bits 2(CMDSTBY) and l(GYMDIF) of FLAGWRD6 = 0 

AVIDEXIT = 11 SERVEXIT 11 

Proceed to 11 GOTOPOOH11 

P67.2 

Set bit 13(ERADCOMP) of FLAGWRDl = 0 

A1PHAV = R - -
TS = T pptm 

Perform 11 LAT-LONG11 

Proceed to 11 SERVEXIT 11 
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( Quantities in Computations 

See also list of major variables and list of routines 

Al: Value of drag (set to D or AO in 11 HUNTEST 11
) used to compute FACTOR, 

scale factor BO, G-units (25 g's). 

AHOOKDV: Term in GAMMAL calculation (equal to AHOOK DVL), scale factor 
B4. 

AIGdPIP: See General Program Control. 

ALFAdl80: Single precision angle, program notation 11 ALFA/l80 11
, giving 

· the third Euler angle of the CM attitude (about UBI in "pitch"), 
scale factor B-1, units revolutions. 

ALFAdPIP: See General Program Control. 

ALP: Quantity used to compute VREF in 11 UPCONTRL11 (and computed itself 
in 11 HUNTESTl 11 , where it is also used), scale factor BO. 

ALPHAY: See Coordinate Transformations. 

ALT: See Display Computations: discussion concerning loading with 
DELVLVC also applicable to 11 STARTEN111 • x 

AMGdPIP: See General Program Control. 

AO: Initial drag for 11 UPCONTRL11 , scale factor BO, G-units (25 g's). 

AOGdPIP: See General Program Control. 

ASKEP : Value of "Kepler range", scale factor BO, units revolutions, 
stored in push-down list location OD . A single precision value is 
available in the ASKEP cell itself for generating telemetry data. 

ASPl: Value of "final phase" range, scale factor BO, units revolutions, 
stored in push-down list location 2D. A single precision value is 
available in the ASPl cell itself for generating telemetry data. 

ASPJ: Value of "gamma correction", scale factor BO, units revolutions. 

ASPDWN: Value of "range down to pull-up", scale factor BO, units 
revolutions, stored in push-down list location 6D. A single 
precision value is available in the ASPDWN cell itself for 
generating telemetry data. 

ASPSpTMp: "Vector" information loaded for telemetry purposes (see 
"RANGER" for format). Cells loaded are the same as those used for 
WBODX (RCS DAP) and OMEGAQ (TVC DAP); program notation 11ASPS(TM) 11 • 
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ASPUP: Value of 11 up-range 11
, scale factor BO, units revolutions, stored 

in push-down list location 4D . A single precision value is 
available in the ASPUP cell itself for generating telemetry data. 

AVEGEXIT: See General Program Control. 

BETAdl80: Single precision angle, program notation "BETA/180 11 , 

giving the second Euler angle of the CM attitude (about 
UX! "*" UBI in "yaw"), scale factor B-1, units r evolutions. 

BETAdPIP: See General Program Control. 

Cad pad: Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation 
"LADPAD ", scale factor BO, used to initialize LAD in 11 STARTENT 11 • 

Codpad: Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation 
11 LODPAD 11 , scale factor BO, used to initialize LOD in 11 STARTENT 11

• 

~unitw= See General Program Control. 

CdDO: Value of Kcow/ DO, computed in 11 INITROLL 11 and used in 11 CONSTD 11
, 

scal e factor .l:lb. · 

COSG: Approximation to value of cos GAMMAL, scale f ac tor Bl. 

COS TH: See Coordinate Transformations. 

CPE: Value of eccentricity, scale factor B2 ( stored in push-down list). 

CPX: Value of intermediate quantity used in 11 GLIMITER 11
, scale factor 

Bl, V-units (see NV). 

CPY: Value of l ateral miss limit, scale factor B2, units of radians. 

D: Value of total acceleration, scale factor BO, G-units ( 25 g ' s ). 

DELVLVC: See Burn Control (and ALT). 

DELVREF: See General Program Control . 

DHOOK: Quantity used in computation of GAMMAL, scale factor BO. 

DIFF: Difference between predicted and actual expected range, scale 
factor BO, units revolutions. Note that polarity of program 
definition is the reverse of that in official equation documentation. 

DIFFOLD: Previous value of DIFF, scale factor BO, units revolutions. 

DLEWD: Computed desired change in LEWD, scale factor BO. 
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DNRNGERR: Difference between predicted angle of travel and actual angle 
to target (i.e. PREDANG - THETAH) computed in 11 PREDICTJ 11

, scale 
factor BO, units revolutions, provided that bit lO(GONEPAST) of 
FLAGWRD6 = O. If bit is set 1, DNRNGERR is set to K (and 
not subsequently loaded) in P67. maxrng 

DO: Value of 11 controlled constant D11 , scale factor BO, G-uniL0 
( 25 g IS)• 

DREFRV: Value of K f table for present NV, same scaling as Karef' are 

DTEAROT: See Coordinate Transformations. 

DVL: Value of (VSl - VL), scale factor Bl, V-units (see NV). 

ENTRYVN: Single precision cell loaded with verb-noun pattern (in 
proper format) for use in "ENDEXIT" for entry display. 

FlV: Value of Kdrda table for present NV, same scaling as Kdrda · 

F2V: Value of Kdrdd table for present NV, same scaling as Kdrdd. 

FJV: Value of Kdrd table for present NV, same scaling as Kdrd" 

FACTl: Value of quantity computed in 11 HUNTESTl 11 , scale factor Bl, 
V-units (see NV). 

FACT2: Value of quantity computed in 11 HUNTESTl 11 , scale factor BO. 

FACTOR: Quantity used in 11 UPCONTRL 11 (initialized to 1 in 11STARTENT 11 ), 

scale factor BO. 

GAMA: Single precision angle computed in 11 CM/POSE 11 , scale factor BO, 
units revolutions, used to compute (by forming first difference 
with previous value) GAMDOT. 

GAMDOT: Rate of change of GAMA per 0.1 second, scale factor B-1, units 
revolutions. Set to zero if magnitude is less than Kgmmn· 

GAMMAL: Value of 11 flight path angle at VL", scale factor BO, units 
radians. 

GAMMALl: Value of 11 simple forni of GAMMAL", scale factor BO, units 
radians. Stored in push-down list location 22D. 

GOTOADDR: Single precision cell used to contain the starting address 
of the computations performed after 11SCA1EPOP 11 is performed, and 
used to control the phases of the entry computations. Prior to 
start of entry computations, used as storage for return address 
information. 

GRAD: Single precis·ion 11 gradient 11 of present velocity with respect to 
a table value, scale factor BO, used to permit linear interpolation 
in 11PREDICTJ". 
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HEADSUP: See Entry Preparation. 

JJ: Single precision indexing parameter used in 11 PREDICT3 11 , scale factor 
Bl.4. It is incremented by 13 to select the next set of tabular 
information within an index loop (the incrementing is shown because 
the quantity is on the downlink). 

Kld : Constant, program notation 11 l/GMAX 11 , scale factor B-2, units 
gmx:of g-1. Value is 0.5, corresponding to ( 1/8) x 22, where first 

term is reciprocal of 11 GMAX11 and second is scale factor. 

Kldk44: Constant,. program notation "l(K44 ", scale factor B-1, unit s 
of (l/V-units). Stored value is 0.00260929464, corresponding 

to (1/19749550 ) x 25766.1973 x 21, where first term is reciprocal 
of 11K44" ( in units of fps), second is V-unit conversion, and third 
is scale factor. 

Kldk 1: Constant, program notation 11 1/KAl", scal e factor B6, units of 
a G-units (25 g's ) regiprocal. Value is 0.30048077, corresponding 
to ( 1/1.3 ) x 25 x 2- , where first term is reciprocal of "KAl" 
(in units of g 's) , second is G-unit conversion, and third is the 
scale factor. 

Kldkb: Constant, program notation "l/KBl", scale factor BO, value 
0.400. Value corresponds to (1/2 .5 ) , or the reciprocal of 

the value of "KBl" . 

K2 h : Constant, program notation 11 2ClHS 11 ; scale factor B2, value 
c s0 .0215983264 . Value corre sponds to 2 x (1 .25) x 28500 x 805 

x (25766.1973)-2 x 2-2, where first term is equation factor of 
2, second is value of Cl, third is value of HS, fourth converts 
answer from fps2 to G-units ( of 25 g ' s @ 32.2 fps2 = 805 fps2), 
fifth converts velocity to fps from V-units, and sixth is scale 
factor. 

K2hs: Constant, program notation 11 2HS 11 , sca le factor B2, value 
0.0172786611. Value corresponds to 2 x 28500 x 805 x 
( 25766.1973 )-2 x 2-2, where terms (except for the omission of 
the 1.25 factor for Cl) have analogous significance to those 
for K2chs' -

K2hsgmxq: Constant, program notation 11 2HSGMXSQ 11 , scale factor B4, 
value J.05717E-5. Value corresponds to the square of: 

(2 x 28500 x 8 x 32.2 x (25766.1973 )- 2 x 2-2), where first 
term is equation factor of 2, second is value of HS_,,_ third is 
value of GMAX ( in g's ) , fourth converts GMAX to fps~, fifth 
converts V-units to fps, and sixth is square root of scale factor. 

K
25 

: Constant, program notation "25NM", scale factor BO, units 
nm revolutions. Value is 0.0011574074, corresponding to 

25 x (1/21600), where first term is "basic" value and second 
converts from nmi to revolutions (it is the reciprocal of 
3437. 7468 x 21T , or 60 x 360 for 60 nmi/degree). 

K500 : Constant, program notation "500SEC 11 ~8scale factor B28, units 
sec centi-seconds. Value is 50000 x 2- , corresponding to 500 

seconds. 
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( K : Single precision set of constants, scale factor BO, G-units 
aref(of 25 g's). To convert to fps2, multiply table entries by 

32 .2 x 25 = 805. Table starts at 11 VREFER +65 11
• See below. 

K tb' : Constant, program notation 11 LATBIAS 11
, scale factor B2, value 

a ias 0 . 00003, units radians. Corresponds to 0.00012 radians, or 
(multiplying by 3437.7468) 0.412529616 nmi. 

Kt : Constant, program notation 11 LATSLOPE 11
, scale factor B-1, value 

a spe 0 . 083333, Value corresponds to (1/12) x 2-1 , or (1/24). 

Kc 12: Constant, program notation 11 Cl2 11 , sca le factor B-5, value 
0.00684572901. Value corresponds to 28500 x (1/21 202 900) x 
(l/2'fT) x 25, where first term is HS, second is reciprocal of 
RE in feet ·(standard 11 entry radius11), third converts from radians 
to revolutions, and fourth is scale factor. 

Kc 18: Constant, program notation 11 Cl8 11 , scale factor Bl, V-units (see 
NV). Value is 0.0097026346, corresponding to 500 x (1/25766.1973) 
x 2-l, where first term is 11 basic 11 value (in fps), second converts 
to V-units, and· third is scale factor. 

Kc20 : Constant, progr~m notation 11 C2011
, scale ~actor BO, G-units (of 

25 g's). Value is 0 .26086957, corresponding to 210 x (1/805), 
where first term is 11basic 11 value (in fps2 ), and second is 
conversion to G-units. 

K 
21

: Constant, program notation 11 C2111 , scale factor BO, G-units 
c (of 25 g's). Value is 0.17391304, corres~onding to 140 x (1/805), 

where first term is 11basic 11 value (in fps ) , and second is 
conversion to G-units. 

Kchk: Constant, program notation 11 CHOOK 11
, scale factor B4, value 

2-6, corresponding to 0.25 x 2-4, where first term is 11basic 11 

value and second is scale factor. 

K h : Constant, program notation 11 CH1", scale factor Bz;:4, value 
c one 0.32 x 2 . Value corresponds to 1.0 x (1/25) x 2 , where 

first term is the 11basic 11 value, second converts to G-units, and 
third is scale factor. 

K · Constant program notation 11 C001", scale factor B6, value 
cone· ' ( ( / ) 6 -0.000625. Value corresponds to - 1) x 1 25 x 2- , where 

first term is 11 basic 11 value, second converts to G-units, and 
third is scale factor. 

Kcsl
5
p2 : Constant, program notation 11 COS15 11

, scale factor BO, value 
0.965. Value corresponds to cosine 15.2 degrees. 

KdlewdO: Constant, program notation 11 DLEWD011
, scale factor BO, value 

- 0 .05. 
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Kdrd: Single precision set of constants, scale factor B-3, units 
revolutions. Multiply table entries by 21600 x 2-3 = 2700 to 
convert to nmi. Table starts at "VREFER +78". See below. 

Kd d : Single precision set of constants, scale factor B-3, units 
r arevolutions/ G-unit. Multip;\.y table entries by 2700/ 805 to 

convert to units of nrni/fps2. Table starts at 11VREFER +13 11 . 
See below. 

Kdrdd: Single precision set of constants, scale factor B-1, unit s 
revolutions/V-unit. Multiply table entries by 10800/25766.1973 

to convert to units of nrni/fps (10800 = ! 21600 ) . Table starts 
at 11 VREFER +26 11 . See below. 

K ewdl: Constant, program notation 11 I.EWDl 11 , scale factor BO, value 0 .15. 

K : Single precision constant, program notation 11 FIVE11 , scale factor 
gnnnn B-1, units revolutions per 0.1 second. Value is 5 x 2-1.4, 

corresponding to a rate of about 0.5493 degrees/second. 

Kgmxd2 : Constant, program notation 11GMAX/2 11 , scale factor BO, G-units. 
Value is 0.16, corresponding to~ x 8 x (1/25), where first 

term gives equation factor of,, second is GMAX. (in g's), and third 
converts to G-units (of 25 g 1s). 

Khav= Constant, program notation 11 HALVE 11 , scale factor Bl, unit s 
V-units. Value is 0.5, corresponding to 25766. 1973 fps (one 
V-unit), i.e. 11 VSAT11. 

Kkld: Constant, program notation 11 KlD 11 , scale f actor B8, value 
0.0314453125. Value corresponds to 0.01 x 805 x 2-8, where 
first term is 11 basic 11 value ( corresponding to 11c161i ) , second 
converts to fps2, and third is scale factor. 

11ad: Constant, program notation 11K2D11 , scale factor B7, value 
-0.402596836. Value corresponds to (-1 ) x 0.002 x 
25766.1973 x 2-7, where first term is equation factor, second 
is 11basic 11 value ( 11 c17 11 ), third converts from V-units to fps, 
and fourth is scale factor. 

Kka2: Constant, program notation 11 KA2 11 , scale factor BO, G-units. 
Value is 0.008, corresponding to 0.2 x (1/25 ), where the 
first term is 11 basic 11 value (in g's ) and second converts 
to G-units of 25 g 1s . 

Kka3 : Constant, program notation 11KA3 11 , scale factor B-2, G-units. 
Va lue is 0.44720497, corresponding to 90 x (1/805 ) x 22, where 
first term is 11 basic 11 value ( in fps2), second converts to 
G-units, and third is scale factor. 

Kka4: Constant, program notation 11 KA4 11 , scale factor BO, G-units. 
Value is 0.049689441, corresponding to 40 x (1/805 ) , where 
first term is 11 basic 11 value (in fps2), and second converts 
to G-units. 
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K : . Constant, program notation 11 KACOS 11 , scale factor B5, value 
kacs0.004973592, corresponding to ( l / 2'Tt ) x 2-5. 

Kk 1 . : Constant, program notation "KALIM" , scale factor BO, G-units. 
a im Value is 0. 06, corresponding to 1.5 x (1/ 25 ) , where the first term 

is 11basic" value (in g 1 s ) and secom converts to G-units of 25 g's. 

Kk : Constant, program notation 11 KASCAIB 11 , scale factor B-13, value 
asc0.97617358. Value corresponds to 0.0585 x ( 1/ 0.3048 ) x ( 1/ 805 ) x 

~ x 2 3, where first term is accelerometer scale factor (meters/ 
second per count ) , second converts to feet, third converts to 
G-units, fourth compensates for the two-second accelerometer 
sampling cycle, and fifth is scale factor. 

Kkc3: Constant, program notation 11 KC3 11 , scale factor B-2, value 
-0.0247622232. Value corresponds to ( -1 ) x (1/ 21 202 900 ) x 
( l / 2jf) x (25766. 1973 )2 x (1/ 805 ) x 22, where first term is 
11equation 11 value, second is reciprocal of RE in feet ( 11 entry 
r adius 11 ) , third converts to revolutions, fourth converts 
V-units to fps, fifth converts to G-units, and sixth is 
scale factor. 

Kktl: Constant, program notation 11 KTl1', scale factor B29, value 15. 7788327 
x 2-14. Value corresponds to ( 21 202 900 ) x ( 1/ 25766.1973 ) 
x 100 x 2'1T x 2-29, where first term is RE ( "entry radius"), 
second converts V-units, third converts to centi-seconds, 
fourth converts THETAH to radians, and fifth is scale factor. 

Kkteta: Constant, pr~fiam notation 11 KTETA 11
, scale factor B28, value 

38.3495203 x 2 . Value corresponds to 103 x 100 x 21f x 2-28, 
where fir st term is "basic 11 value, second converts to centi-seconds, 
third converts THETAH to radians, and fourth i s scale factor. 

Kkv : Constant, program notation 11 KVSCAIB 11 , scale factor B-6, va lue 
sc0 .8l;491944. Value corresponds to ( 1/ 25766.1973 ) x 100 x ( 1/ 0.3048 ) 

x 2 , where first term is one V-unit ( in fps ) conversion, second 
converts from centi-seconds to seconds, third converts from 
meters to feet, and fourth is scale factor . 

Kkwe: Constant, program notation 11 KWE 11 , scale factor BO, value 
0.120056652 x 2-l. Value corresponds to 1546.70168 x 
( 1/ 25766.1973 ) , where first term is value in fps ( corresponds to 
radius of 21 210 605 feet for a period of 86164.10 seconds ) and 
second converts to V-units. 

K : Constant, program notation 11MAXRNG11
, scale factor BO, units 

maxrngrevolutions. Octal value is 166318 067558, corresponding to 
about 0.46247666 revolutions. Value selected so that noun display 
of DNRNGERR for this information will be +9999.9 nmi (DSKY noun 
conversion factor is 2lT x 6,373,338 meters= 21622.4965 nmi/ rev) . 

K : Constant, program notation "-l/KB211
, scale factor B-3, value 

mldkb2 -0.0077621078 x 24. Value corresponds to (-1) x (1/0 .0025 ) x 
(1/ 25766.1973 ) x 23, where first term is equation factor, second 
is reciprocal of basic constant ("KB2" ), third converts V-units, 
and fourth is scale factor. 
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Kmhsca: Constant, program notation "-HSCAIED" , scale factor Bl, value 
-0155305018. Value corresponds to (-1) x 28500 x (1/ 25766.1973 ) 

x 2- , where first term is equation factor, second is value of HS, 
third converts V-units, and fourth is scale . factor. 

Kmksc: Constant, program notation "-KSCALE", scale factor Bl, value 
-0.2312424837. Value corresponds to (-2) x 805 x (1/ 25766.1973 ) 

x 2- , where first term is "equation" value, second converts G
units to fps2, third converts V-units to fps, and fourth is 
scale factor. 

Kmkvsc: Constant, program notation 11 -KVSCALE 11 , scale factor B-6, value 
-0.811+91944, or - Kkvsc· 

~d: Constant, program notation 11 lBITDP 11 , scale factor BO, G-uni ts. 
Value is 2-28, corresponding to about lo-7 g. 

Knq: Constan~~ progr am notation 11 NEAR1/ 4", scale factor B2, value 
Ci - 2-J..t+ ) . Value corresponds to (1 - 2-12) , or about 0.99976, 
· llo i.e. cos 4 . 

Kpt0 5g: Constant, program notation 11 .05G", scale factor BO, G-units. 
Value is 0.002, corresponding to 0.05 x (1/ 25 ) , where first 

term is "basic " value (in g's), and second converts to G-unit s 
(Of 25 g IS ) • 

K tb4: Constant, program notation 11 PTl/ l6 11 , scale factor B4, value 
p 0 .1 x 2-4, corresponding to a "basic" value of 0 .1. 

Kptone: Constant, program notation 11 POINTl 11 , scale factor BO, value 0 .1. 

Constant, program notation 11 Q3 11 , scale factor B-1, value 
0.167003132. Value corresponds to 0.07 x 25766.1973 x ( 1/ 21600 ) 
x 21, where first term is "basic" value (in unit s of nmi/ fps ), 
second converts V-unit s, third converts to revolutions, and 
fourth i s scale factor. 

Constant, program notation 11 Q5 11 , scale factor BO, value 
0.326388889. Value corresponds to 7050 x (1/ 21600 ) , where 
first term is "basic " value ( in units of nmi/ rad, corresponding 
to 0. 3 x 23500 ) and second converts from nmi to revolutions. 

Kq6: Constant, program notation 11 Q6 11 , scale factor BO, units radians. 
Va lue is 0.0349, or about 2°. 

K 
7

f: Constant, program notation 11 Q7F", scale factor BO, G-units. Value 
q is 0.0074534161, corresponding to 6 x (1/ 805 ) , where first term 

is "basic " value ( in fps2) , and second converts to G-units. 

Kq7fkdm: ?onstant, pr?gram notation "Q7FKDMIN" , scale factor BO, G
units: Value 1~ 0.008?745342, corresponding to 6.5 x (1/ 805 ) , 

where first term is "basic" value ( in fps2 ) , and second converts 
to G-units. 
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K 
7
mi : Constant, program notation "Q7MlN", scale factor BO, G-units. 

q n Constant is (1 - 2- 28) , corresporrling to about 25 g's (to disable 
the check in "UPCONTRL" to recompute FACTOR), or 805 fps2. 

Kq19 : Constant, program notation "Ql9" , scale factor BO, value 0.5. 

K 21 : Constant, program notation "Q21" , scale factor BO, units 
q revolutions. Value is 0.162037037, corresponding to 3500 x 

(1/ 21600), where first term is 11basic11 value (nmi), and second 
converts to revolutions. 

K 22 : Constant, program notation "Q22", scale factor BO, units 
q revolutions. Value is -0 .092222222, corresponding to -1992 x 

(1/ 21600) , where first term is "basic" value (nmi ) , and second 
converts to revolutions . 

Krdt : Single precision set of constants, scale factor B- 2, V-units . 
rMultiply table entries by (~ x 25766.1973 ) to convert to fps. 
Table starts at "VREFER +39". See below. 

K t 
0

: Single precision set of constant s , scal e factor B-3, units of 
r g r evolutions . Multiply t able entri es by 2700 ( i .e . 2-3 x 21600) 

t o convert t o nmi. Table start s at 11 VREFE R +52 11
• See below. 

K : Singl e preci s i on const ant, progr am not at ion 11 SPVQUIT11 , scale 
spvqfac t or Bl, V-units. Oct a l value is 004768, cor respondi ng to 

about 1000 .2 fps. 

Kt cdu: Single pre ci s ion const ant, program not at ion 11 TCDU 11 , scal e f act or 
B- 1, value 0 . 1. Va lue corresponds t o ! x 0.1 x 21, where f i r st 
term reduce s angle r a t e from unit s of computing cyc l es ( 2 seconds ) 
t o second s , second i s "basic" value (to determine angle incr ement 
per 0 . 1 second ) , and thi rd is scale f a ctor . 

~fin: Const ant , program notation 11 VFINAL11 , s ca l e fa ctor Bl, V-unit s. 
Va lue is 0. 51618016, corresponding to 26600 x (1/ 25766.1973 ) 
x 2-l, where first term i s "basic " va lue ( in fps ) , second convert s 
to V-unit s , and- third is scale f actor. 

~f 1: Constant, program notation 11 VFINALl 11 , sca l e f act or Bl, V-uni t s . 
n----Va lue i s 0.523 942273 , corre sponding to 27000 x (1/ 25766.1973 ) 

x 2-l, where fir st term is "basic " value ( in fps ) , second convert s 
to V-unit s , and third i s sca le factor. 

K . : Constant, program notation "VMIN" , scale factor Bl, V-units . 
vrrunvalue is 0.25, corresponding to a velocity of ~ (25766.1973) fps, 

or about 12883 .1 fps. 

K : Constant, program notation "VLMIN11
, scale factor Bl, V-units . 

vmn Valul is 0.34929485, corresponding to 18000 x (1/ 25766 .1973 ) 
x 2- , where first term is "basic" value (in fps ) , second converts 
to V-units, and third is scale factor. 
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Kvquit: Constant, program notation 11VQUIT 11 , sca le factor Bl, V-units. 
Value is 0.019405269, corresponding to 1000 x (1/ 25766.1973 ) 

x 2-l, where first term is 11 basic 11 value ( in fps ) , second converts 
to V-units, and third is scale factor. 

Kvrcont: Constant, program notation 11 VRCONT 11 , sca le factor Bl, V-units. 
Value is 0.0135836886, corresponding to 700 x ( l / 25766.1973 ) 

x 2-l, where first term is 11 basic 11 value (in fps ) , second converts 
to V-units, and third is scale factor. 

Kvrfr: Singl e precision set of constants, scale factor Bl, V-units. 
Multiply table entries by ( 2 x 25766.1973 ) to convert to fps. 
Table starts at 11 VREFER11 • See below. 

K2ROLL: Quantity, scale factor BO (only the sign is used, with quantity 
initialized to a non-zero magnitude in 11 STARTENT 11 ), used to determine 
sign of ROLLC (used for lateral control ) . 

KAT: Quantity, scale factor BO, G-units, computed in 11 INITROLL 11 the first 
cyc le that D is not less than Kpt05g, and used as the "drag to 
lift up if down 11 • 

KLAT: Value of lateral switch gain computed in 11 STARTENT 11
, scale 

factor BO. 

LAD: Value of 11 maximum L/D (minimum actual vehicle L/ D) 11 initialized 
in 11 STARTENT 11 from Cadpad' scale factor BO. 

LAT: See Coordinate Transformations. 

LATANG: Value of "lateral range", scale factor B2, units radians. Program 
notation also "XRNGERR", 

LATSPL: See Display Computations. 

LdD: Value of 11de sired lift-to-drag ratio (vertical plane ) 11 , scale factor 
BO. Program notation 11 L/ D11 • 

LdDl: Value of LdD used to compute ROLLC ( set to LdD at start of 11 LIMITL/D 11
, 

and perhaps subsequently changed ) , scale factor BO. 

LdDCALC: Value of L/D computed in "TARGETNG" (for telemetry purposes 
only), scale factor BO. Uses same cell as TTE (see Display 
Computations). Program notation "L/DCALC". 

LdDCMINR: Value of LAD cos 15.2° computed in "STARTENT", scale factor BO. 
Program notation "L/DCMINR" . 

LEQ: Value of (VSQUARE - 1 ) , scale factor B2, units of gravity (divide 
by 25 to convert to G-units ) . 

LEWD: Value of "UPCONTRL" reference L/D , scale factor BO. Updated in 
"RANGER" and initialized in "INITROLL". 
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( LNGSPL: See Display Computations. 

LOD: Value of 11 Final Phase L/D 11 loaded in 11 STARTENT 11
, scale factor BO, 

from C d d. o pa 

LONG: See Coordinate Transformations . 

mVREb: Complement of relative velocity, program notation 11 -VREL11
, scale 

factor Bl, V-units. Computed in 11 CM/POSE11
• 

NV: Magnitude of VEb (velocity normalized by satellite velocity of 
25766.1973 fps), scale factor Bl, V-units. Program notation 11 V11

• 

One V-unit, i.e. 25766.1973 fps, corresponds to {f"-'/RE: where 
RE= 21202 900 (300 000 1 above 2.09029E7 feet). 

OLDUY:!1_: Previous value of UYA saved in 11 CM/POSE 11 , scale factor Bl. 

POSEXIT: Single precision exit address from 11 CM/POSE 11
• Set to 11 P62.3 11 

at start of 11 P6211 ; set to 11 STARTENT 11 in 11 P6J 11
; and set to 11 SCALEPOP 11 

(the normal beginning of the entry computations) in 11 STARTENT11 • 

PREDANG: Single precision value of 11 predicted range 11 computed in 
11 PREDICT3", scale factor B-3, units revolutions (one revolution 
is 21600 nmi). Terms are double precision if possible. 

Q2: Value of final-phase ranging information used in 11RANGER 11 to compute 
ASPl, scale factor BO, units revolutions. It is initialized in 
11 STARTENT11 based on the specified value for LAD. 

Q7: Value of minimum drag for 11 UPCONTRL 11 , scale factor BO, G-uni ts. 
Initialized in 11 STARTENT 11 • 

Rt, Eti: See Coordinate Transformations. 

RDOT: Value of altitude rate, scale factor Bl, V-units. 

RDOTREF: Value of reference RDOT computed in 11 UPCONTRL 11 , scale factor 
Bl, V-units. 

RDRFV: Value of Krdtr table for present NV, same scaling as Krdtr· 

ROLLC: Value of roll command output of equations, scale factor BO, 
units revolutions. 

I 
ROLLd.180: Single precision angle, program notation 11 ROLL/l80 11 , giving 

the first Euler angle of the CM attitude (about UBK_ in 11 roll 11 ), 

scale factor B-1, units revolutions. 

ROLI.d.PIP: See General Program Control. 

ROLLHOLD: See Digital Autopilot Entry Routines. 

RTGON67: Value of THETAH (with negative sign if not yet past target) 
loaded in 11 TARGETNG 11 for use with nouns 64 and 67, scale factor 
BO, units revolutions. Program notation also 11 RTGON64" . 
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RTOGOV: Value of Krtgo table for present NV, same scaling as Krtgo· 

SINTH: See Coordinate Transformations. 

THETA: See Coordinate Transformations. 

THETAH: Value of 11desired range '' ( angle between present position vector 
and appropriately rotated target vector ) , scale factor BO, units 
revolutions. 

TIMEdRTO: Value of computer time for which Rt. is valid, scal e factor 
B28, units centi-seconds. Loaded in 11STlRTENl 11 , with program 
notation 11 TIME/ RT0 11 • 

UBK_, UBX, UB~: Unit vectors, scale factor Bl, computed in 11 CM/ POSE 11
• 

They define the "body axis triad 11 in reference coordinates: if 
all three gimbal angles are zero, UBK = unitK_ (REFSMMAfj etc; 
otherwise, the sequence is about y,z,x axes ( inner, middle, and 
outer respectively ) to go from platform to body axes. 

UNI: Unit vector, scale factor Bl, giving the "normal to the trajectory 
plane 11 • 

UNITY: Unit VE1 vector, scale factor Bl. 

UXA_, UY.A, UZA_: Unit vectors, scale factor Bl, computed in 11 CM/ POSE 11 • 

They define the 11 tra jectory triad" in reference coordinates. 
UXA i s in the direction of mVRE1; UY.A is in the direction of 
y_ ~*' £. ( left constant if magnitude of mVRE1 is less than Kspvq) , 
and DZ.A completes the right- handed coordinate system ( in direction 
of UY.A ~*' y_ ) . Note that UXA corresponds to 11 - UVA" and DZ.A 
corresponds to 11 UNA_ 11 • 

Vl: Value of initial velocity for 11 UPCONTRL 11 , scale factor Bl, 
V-units. 

VBARS: Value of v12, scale factor B2 ( since VL in units of VSAT, no 
explicit division by VSAT is necessary to obtain VBARS ) . 

VEL: Value of velocity used in entry computations ( inertial or relative ) , 
scale factor Bl, V-units. 

VL: Value of exit velocity for 11 UPCONTRL 11 , scale factor Bl, V-units. 

VMAGI: Magnitude of Y computed at the end of 11 CM/ POSE 11 , scal e factor 
B?, units meters/ centi-second, computed for display purposes. 

VREF: Value of reference velocity for 11 UPCONTRL 11 , scale factor Bl, 
V-unit s. 

VSl: Value of the lesser of Vl or Kh (V-unit factor ), scale factor Bl, av 
V-units. 

VSQUARE: Square of NV, scale factor B2( cf. discussion on VBARS ) . 
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Entry Pr eparation 

EXTVBACT = 200008 

HEADSUP = -1 

Perform "S61.l" 

TS = 0661 vn 

(lock out other extended verbs) 

Perform "VNFLASHR" : (if terminate, proceed to "GOTOPOOH") 
if proceed, skip next line 
otherwise, proceed to previous line 

End of job 

If HEAD SUP ) 0: 

ROLLC = ~tl4 
If HEADSUP = +o or if HEADSUP < 0: (ROLLC not loaded for -0 HEADSUP) 

ROLLC = K ( fHEADSUPJ -1) , l i mited ~ +o rvsc (i .e. 0 i f HEADSUP 
= - 1) 

EXTVBACT = 200008 

Proceed to "NEWRNVN" 

NEWRNVN 

MM = T pptm 

Perform "STARTENl" 

Set bit 3(05GSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 0 

R = R -one 

URONE = unitR - - one 

v = v -one 

UN_I = unit (V ~~ UROO"E) - one -

If (MM - T t ) < 0: PP m 
Proceed to "NEWRNVN'' 

Perform "S61.2" 
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Perform 11 CLEARMRK 11 (resets EXTVBACT to 0) 

TS = 0660vn 

Proceed to 11VNFLASH 11 : (if terminate, proceed to 11GOTOPOOH11
) 

if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to previous line 

TS = 1663vn 

Proceed to 11GOFLASH11
: if terminate, proceed to 11GOTOPOOH11 

if proceed, skip next 2 lines 
otherwise, proceed 

EXTVBACT = 200008 

Proceed to 11NEWRNVN 11 

TS = 62 and perform 11 NEWMODEX" 

DNLSTCOD = 1 

Proceed to "P62" 

Perform 11 s6i.111 

POSEXIT = "P62 .3" 

Inhibit interrupts (until released, routine is "CM/DAPIC") 

TS = 8192 + 8192 + TD1El - (least significant half of T t ), 
pp m 

modulo 16384 
(equivalent to T T ' ) 

now pptm 
If (TS - 5) .) 0 : 

TS = TS - 10 and repeat check(proceed to previous line) 

TS = ITS - 5) , limited~ 1 centi-second 

CMdGYMDT = TS 

Call 11READGYMB 11 in TS centi-seconds (5 cs out of phase with 
11READACCS 11 ) 

Set bits lJ(ENTRYDSP), 12(CijDAPARM), ll(GAMDIFSW), 3(05GSW), and 
l(GYMDIF) of FLAGWRD6 = 0 

Set bits 4(1ATSW) and 2(CMDSTBY) of FLAGWRD6 = 1 
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( 
BETAdl80 = 0 

SWdNDX = 1 

Release interrupts 

AVIDEXIT = ''CM/POSE'' (Tag here 11 P62.2 11
) 

TS = 000418 

Perform 11 GOPERF1R 11 : if terminate, proceed to 11GOTOPOOH11 

if proceed, skip next line 
otherwise, proceed to previous line 

End of job 

Proceed to 11 CM/DAPON 11 

P62.l 

TS = 0661 
vn 

(returns to 11 P62 .111 ) 

Proceed to 11 GOFLASH 11 : if terminate, proceed to previous line 
if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to previous line 

If HEADSUP > 0: 

ROLLCsp = ~tl4 (note that, contrary to 11P6l 11
, low half . 

not set) 
If HEADSUP = +O or if HEADSUP < 0: (ROLLC not loaded if HEADSUP - 0) 

ROLLC = K ( \HEADSUP/ - 1), limited~ +o (i .e. 0 if 
sp rvsc HEADSUP = -1) 

ALFACOM = Calfapad 

BETACOM = 0 

P63FLAG = 1 

ENTRYVN = 0622 
vn 

Set bit 13(ENTRYDSP) of FLAGWRD6 = 1 

If bit 1 of CMDAPMOD = 1, End of job (CMDAPMOD = - 0 or +l) 

Proceed to 11 P63 11 (CMDAPMOD = +o; the -1 value should not exist 
at this point) 
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(address set in "P62" into POSEXIT; entered from "KEP2") 

~c = UY,& cos ROLLC + UZ,& sin ROLLC 

&c = (Le 7~ UXA) sin C lf d + UXA cos C 
u u a apa alfapad 

%c = ~c 7~ ~c 

ex saj = LREFSMMA T] 
Perform 11 CALCGA 11 

Proceed to "ENDEXIT" 

WAKEP62 Called by 11EXDAP 11 

Establish "P63" (priority 138) 

End of task 

P63 Established by "WAKEP62" or entered from "P62.l" 

TS = 63 and perform "NEWMODEX" 

POSEXIT = 11STARTENT 11 

ENTRYVN = 0664vn 

P63FLAG = - 1 

Perform 11 CLEANDSP 11 

End of job 

60GENRET = Return address 

Perform 11 R02BOTH11 

If bit l(AVEGFLAG) of FLAGWRDl = 1: 

Proceed to 11 S61.1A11 

Perform 11MIDTOAV211 

(true for entrance from 
11P6211 if V37 not used to 
start P62) 

Call 11 S61.lC 11 in TS+l centi-seconds (TS set when ex.it from 
sp 11MIDTOAV2 11 ) 

End of job 
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S61.1C 

Establish 11 S61.1A11 (priority 13g) 

AVEnEXIT = 11 SERVEXIT11 

Proceed to 11 PRER.EAD 11 

S61.1A 

T2 = unit( [REFSMMATJ Ci. ~!- R)) 
If TSY~ 0: 

If TS - K 30 . h O, or if unit vector overflowed: y cs llil , 

Proceed to address specified by 6cx:rENRET 

If TS < 0: 
y 

If - TS - K 30 . ~ O, or if unit vector overflowed: y cs llil , -

Perform 11ALARM11 (pattern J.4.27g) (DID 11 reversed 11 ) 

Skip next line 

Perform 11ALARM11 (pattern J.4,26g) 

TS = 0509vn 

Perform 11 GODSPR 11 

· Delay 10 seconds (by putting job to sleep via 11 DELAYJOB 11 ) 

Proceed to address specified by 6cx:rENRET 
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Quantities in Computations 
' . . ' 

See also list of major variables and list of routines 

6CDENRET: Single precision cell used to retain return address information 
from "S61.l". 

ALFACOM: See Digital Autopilot Entry Routines. 

AV:EGEXIT: See General Program Control . 

BETACOM: See Digital Autopilot Entry Routines . 

BETAdl80: See Entry Computations. 

C lf d : Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation 
a apa "ALFAPAD", scale factor B- 1, units revolutions, giving the 

nominal trim angle (expected to be a negative number). 

CMDAPMOD: See Digital Autopilot Entry Routines . 

CMd.GYMDT : See Digital Autopilot Entry Routines . 

DNLSTCOD : See Telemetry . 

ENTRYVN : See Entry Computations. 

EXTVBACT: See Verb Definitions. 

HEADSUP : Single precision quantity used to indicate desired initial 
attitude of vehicle: it is positive non- zero if a ROLLC of 180 
degrees (lift down) is desired, which is a "heads upli attitude. 
Should be set to - 1 (or 0) if a ROLLC of 0 degrees (heads down/ 
lift up) is desired. · Scale factor is Bl4, and it is iriitialized 
at start of 11P6l11 to - 1 (before the N61 display which can be used 
to change it there). 

Kbtl4: Single precision constant, program notation "BIT14", scale 
factor BO, units revolutions. Value is 0 . 5, corresponding to 
180 degrees . Used in "P61" as double precision information, 
with least significant half zero, for initializing ROLLC; in 
"P62 .111

, however, is single precision, with least significant 
half of ROLLC left alone. 

K 30 . : Constant, program notation 11 C(30)LIM11
, scale factor Bl, value 

cs im 0.566985. Used in program in such a way (a check on performing 
overflow) that effective value is 0.86603, or cosine 30 degrees: 
the value in memory is 1.0 - ! cos 30° . 
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( K : Dummy constant used to indicate rescaling of HEADSUP information rvsc . from a scale factor of BJ.4 to a scale factor of BO revolutions, 
"value" 2-14 (see HEADSUP). If HEADSUP were loaded in N61 with a 
value of -04097, for example, then ROLLC would be set to +90°. 

MM: Storage for state vector time in "NEWRNVN", to ensure a consistent 
state vector for "S61.2", scale factor B2S, units centi-seconds. 
It is the time tag for R and V , and hence is used in "S61.2" 
to compute TTE2 (see Di~~~y ComPB.£itions). 

P63FLAG: See Digital Autopilot Entry Routines. 

POSEXIT: See Entry Computations. 

R : See Display Computations. -one 

ROLLC: See Entry Computations . 

SWdNDX: See Digital Autopilot Entry Routines. 

UNJ.: See Entry Computations (computed in "NEWRNVN" for "S61.2") . 

URON~: See Display Computations. 

lJX!, UY!, UZ&: See Entry Computations. 

V See Display Computations. 
-one 
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General Program Control 

PREREAD Entered from 11 TIGAVNJ.11
, 

1:TIGON 11
, and 11 S61.lC 11 

Establish 11 LASTBIAS 11 (priority 218) 

Perform 11 PREREADl' 1 

Establish 11 NORMLIZE 11 (priority 328) 

Call 11READACCS 11 in 2 seconds 

End of task 

PREREADl Entered from "PREREAD" and 11 Pll11 

Perform "PIPASR" 

Set bit l(AVEnFLAG) of FLAGWRDl = l 

Set bit 15(DRIFTFLG) of FLAGWRD2 = 0 

Set bit 6(V37FLAG) of FLAGWRD7 = 1 

DVTOTAL = 0 

Return 

(means Average-G not to be 
stopped) 

(means Average-G running) 

NORMLIZE Established by 11 PREREAD 11 and entered from "Pll" 

Inhibit interrupts 

R=R - -nl 

y_ = ~l 

T = T pptm pptml 

Release interrupts 

T§ = R 

Perform "CALCGRAV" 

GD! = GDTJ: 

GOBJ°:! = GOBLJ: 

End of job 
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READACCS 

Perform 11 PIPASR11 

If bit 3 (SBFLAG) of FLAGWRD2 = 1 : 

PIPAP_I = PIPAP_I + DELV - sp (each component modulo 214 counts, 
or about 958.464 m/ sec ) 

PIPCTR = 2 

If bit 2(CMDSTBY ) of FLAGWRD6 = 1: 

AOGdPIP = Affi 

AIGd.PIP = AIG (
11 least significant halves 11 of AOGd.PIP 
and AOG respectively, since a double 
precision order is used ) 

AMGdPIP = AMG 

ROLLdPIP = ROLLdl80 

ALFAdPIP = ALFAdl80 (
11 least significant halves 11 of 
ROLL information) 

BETAdPIP = BETAdl80 

If bit 12(CMDAPARM) of FLAGWRD6 = 1 : 

Call 11QUIKREAD 11 in 0. 5 second 

XOLDBUF = XPIPBUF - -

XPIPBUF = DELV - - sp (loads uncompensated PIPA data as 
read) 

CMdGYMDT = 5 

Call 11 SETJTAG11 in 1.2 seconds 

If bit l(AVEGFLAG ) of FLAGWRDl = 0: 

AVEGEXIT = 11AVGEND 11 

If bit l (AVEGFLAG) of FLAGWRDl = 1: 

Call 11READACCS 11 in 2 seconds 

Establish 11 SERVICER11 ( priority 208) 

(Average-G to be stopped ) 
(set 0 by 11 ISITP0011

) 

Set bit 9(Test connector Outbit ) of channel 11 = 1 

End of task 
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QUIKREAD (Called by 11 READACCS 11 if entry DAP is on) 

XOLDBUE = XPIPBlJE. 

XPIPBUE = PIP& 

If PIPCTR .> 0: 

PIPCTR = PIPCTR - 1 

Delay 0.5 seconds 

Proceed to 11 QUIKREAD 11 

End of task 

AVGEND 

ldPIPADT = (least significant half of T t ) ppm 

Set bit 15(DRIFTFLG) of FLAGWRD2 = 1 

Perform 11 AVETOMID 11 

Perform 11 PIPFREE 11 

MRKBUFl = - 256 (i.e . negative non- zero, 'keeping 11RENDl 11 from using) 

Set bit 9(Test connector Outbit) of channel 11 = 0 

Set bit 2(CMDSTBY) of FLAGWRD6 = 0 

Set bit 6(V37FLAG) of FLAGWRD7 = 0 

If bit 9(UTFLAG) of FLAGWRD8 = 1: 

(Average-G not running) 

Set restart group 1 to phase 11 (i.e. 1.11, causing 11PIKUP20 11 

to be established ,with priority 108 via restart logic) 

Set restart group 2 to phase 0 (i.e. no effect, since inactive) 

If bit 7(RNDVZFLG) of FLAGWRDO = 1: (and UTFLAG = 0) 

Set restart group 1 to phase 11 (i.e. 1.11, see above) 

Set restart group 2 to phase 13 (i.e. 2 .13, causing 11REDOR22 11 

to be established with priority 108 via restart logic) 

Proceed to 11 CANV37 11 

SERVEXIT 

End of job (after resetting restart group 5 for accelerometer reading) 
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SERVICER 

If one or more components of DEL1sp has magnitude above Km:xdlv: 

Perform 11 ALARM" (pattern 02058) 

Proceed to 11 AVERAGF.G-11 

Perform 11 l/PIPA 11 

If bit 3(05GSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 0: 

TTE = TTE2 + T pptml 

DVTOTAL = DVTOTAL + Kppl \ DELY \ 

Proceed to ''AVERAGED'' 

AVERAGEG 

Perform 11 CALCRVG11 

Inhibit interrupts 

R = R - -nl 

y = ~1 

T = T pptm pptml 

GD! = GDT1 

GOB1 = GOBL1 

Release interrupts 

(could be incremented twice if 
get a restart) 

Proceed to address specified by AVF.G-EXIT 

CALCRVG 

DELVREF = K l DELV rREFSMMAT1 
- pp - \,; :.J 

Bni = R + K2s22 (Y + ~ DELVREE + ~ GD!) 

T§ = Bn1 

Perform 11 CALCGRAV 11 

1ni = Y + DELVREE + ~ GD! + ! GDT1 

Return 
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CALCGRAV 

UNITR = unitT§ 

siwx = UNITR · c 't 
'fl - -uni w 

K 
GOBL1 = K20j re sq 

/T§f2 
(0.05 - ~ SIN¢2) UNITR + 

K 
K re sq 

2j }T§J2 
SIN¢ C 't -uni w 

GDT1 = (Kmmudt /IT§.1 2
) (GOBL1 + UNITR) 

Return (GDT1 denominator formed triple 
precision, then normalized and used 
double precision for division, after 
which answer shifted right before 
multiplication by the vector 
quantities) . 

T4RUPT Entered based upon program interrupt #4, controlled by TIME4 

If DSRUPTSW < 0: 

If bit 14 of DSRUPTSW = 1: 

If NOUT = 0, proceed to ''NODSPY'' 

Perform "DSPOUTSB": if return to calling address +l, 
proceed to "NODSPY" 

otherwise, proceed 

Set bit 14 of DSRUPTSW = 0 

Set TIME4 to cause program interrupt #4 in 20 ms 

DSRUPTSW = DSRUPTSW + Klb6 

Resume 

OUTO = 0 

Set bit 14 of DSRUPTSW = 1 
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(If DSRUPTSW ~ 0): 

Set TIME4 to cause program interrupt #4 in 20 ms 

DSRUPTSW = DSRUPTSW + Klb6 

Resume 

TS = DSRUPTSW 

If TS) 0: 

DSRUPTSW = DSRUPTSW - 1, limited>/ +o 

If \Ts! = 0: 

DSRUPTSW = 3 

TS1 = DSRUPI'SW (program tag for TS1 is RUPTREGl ) 

If DSPTAB+-11 is flagged for output (i.e. is negative): 

Set TS = DSPI'AB+-11 and DSPI'AB+-11 = \DSPTAB+-11) - 1 

(Tag "CDRVE" ) 

TS = (bits 11- 1 of TS) 

DSPTAB+-11 = TS 

(note if get a restart before DSPTAB+ll 
reloaded, "GOPR00- 11 could put IMU into 
coarse align) 

OUTO = TS+ K t 
r ull 

Proceed to "HANG20 11 

If bit 15 (DSKYFLAG) of FLAGWRD5 = 0: (Tag here 11DSPOUT 11 ) 

Proceed to 11NODSPOUT " 

If NOUT = 0 : 

Proceed to"NODSPOUT" 

Perform 11 DSPOUTSB 11 : if return to calling address +l, proceed 
to "NODSPOUT" 

otherwise, proceed 

Proceed to "HANG20 11 

NODS PY 

OUTO = 0 

i = 0 

i = i + 1 

DSRUPTSW = DSRUPTSW + Klbb 
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If DSRUPTSW < 0 : 

Proceed to 3rd line of "NODSPY" 

Set TIME4 to cause program interrupt #4 in (20 i) ms 

Resume 

DSPOUTSB 

.NOUT = NOUT - 1 

(program tag for TS2 is DSRUPTEM) 

If DSPTABDSPCNT flagged for output (is negative): 

Remove output flag from DSPTABDSPCNT (form absolute value) 

OUTO = (bits 15- 11 of K t ) + (bits 11- 1 of DSPTABDSPCNT) 
r ~SPCNT 

Return to calling address +2 (DSKY display sent) 
If DSPCNT ) 0: 

DSPCNT = DSPCNT - 1 

Proceed to third line of "DSPOUTSB'' 

If TS2 = - 0: 

TS
2 

= +O 

DSPCNT = 10 

Proceed to third line of "DSPOUTSB" 

NOUT = 0 

Return to calling address +l (No DSKY display sent) 

HANG20 

DSRUPTSW = DSRUPTSW - 224008 (subtracts 5 scaled B6, and also 
for.ces bit 14 to be 0) 

Set TIME4 to cause program interrupt #4 in 20 ms 

Proceed to "PROCEEDE" 
NODS POUT 

OUTO = 0 

Set TIME4 to cause program interrupt #4 in 120 ms 

Proceed to "PROCEEDE" 
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PROCEEDE 

TS = channel 32 (bit 14 is PRO key complement) 

If bit 14 of TS f bit 14(PROCDBIT) of IMODES33: 

Set bit 14(PROCDBIT) of IMODES33 = bit 14 of TS 

If bit 14(PROCDBIT) of IMODES33 = 0: (i .e. 1 to 0 binary 
transition) 

Establish 11 PROCK.EY 11 (priority 308) 

If TS1 = O, proceed to 11 0PTTEST 11 (TS1, program notation RUPTR.EX}l, 

If TS1 = 1, proceed to 11 0PTMON 11 has DSRUPTSW from 11 T4RUPT 11 

If TS1 = 2, proceed to 11 0PTTEST 11 before any modification by 

If TS1 = 3, proceed to 11IMUM0N11 11HANG2011) 

(Entered via V36E) 

Inhibit i nterrupts 

Perform 11 STARTSUB 11 

DSPTAB+ll = bits 6(Gimbal lock) and 4(No Attitude) of DSPTAB+ll, 
and flag fo r output at next oppor tunity 

ERCOUNT = 0 

FAILREG+i = 0 (i = 0 - 2) 

REDOCTR = 0 

Channel 77 = 0 (i.e . reset restart monitor flip- flops) 

DSRUPI'SW = - K10b5 
Proceed to 11 DOFSTART 11 

DOFSTART 

ERESTORE = 0 

SMODE = 0 

UPSVFLAG = 0 . 

Channel 5 = 0 

Channel 6 = 0 
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Channel 11 = 0 

Channel 12 = 0 

Channel 13 = 0 

Channel 14 = 0 

wrOPTION = 0 

DNLSTCOD = 0 

NVWORD+-2 = 0 

DSPFID+-2 = 0 

TRKMKCNT = 0 

VHFCNT = 0 

EX.TVBACT = 0 

If bits 6 and 4 of DSPTAB+-11 = 112 : (coarse align w/gimbal lock) 

Set bits 6(Enable IMU CDU Error Counters) and 4(Coarse Align) 
of channel 12 = 1 

Make all restart groups inactive (by setting PHASEi =+O and -PHASEi = 

-0 for i = 1 - 6) 

MODRED- = -0 (see "DSPMMJB") 

RESTREG = 300008 (i.e . priority 308) 

IMODES30 = 374118 (bits 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 4, and 1 set 1) 

OPTIND = .;.l 

OPTMODES = 001308 

IMODES33 = 160008 

T5LOC = 11T5IDLOC 11 

FLAGWRDO = 0 

(bits 7, 5, and 4 to 1) 

(bits 13, 12, and 11 to 1) 
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FLAGWRDl = bit 12(NODOP01) of FLAGWR.Dl 

FLAGWRD2 = 0 

FLAGWRD3 = bit 13(REFSMFW) of FLAGWRD3 

FLAGWRD4 = 0 

FLAGWRD5 = 0 

(other bits set 0) 

(other bits set 0) 

FLAGWRD6 = 000048 

FLAGWRD7 = 0 

(bit 3(05GSW) is set 1) 

FLAGWRD8 = 0 

FLAGWRD9 = 0 

FWWRDlO = bit ll(HDSUPFW) of FWWRDlO (other bits set 0) 

FWWRDll = 0 

Proceed to second line of "DUMMYJOB" 

GOPROJ. (Entered based on program interrupt #11, for a hardware 
restart (interrupts inhibited before entrance )) 

REDOCTR = REDOCTR + 1 

TS = BBANK + SUPERBNK (or'ed into bits 7-5) (BBANK is that when 
restart generated) 

RSBBQ = (TS, QREG) 

Perform "VAC5STOR" 

TS = Channel 33 

Reset flip-flop bits of channel 33 (bits 15-11, done by write-type order) 

If bit 15(0scillator stop complement) of TS = 1: 

If bit 14(Computer warning complement) of channel 33 = 0: 

Perform "STARTSUB" 

Proceed to "DOFSTART'' (conclude in restart loop due e.g. 
to memory parity failure) 

Perform "LIGHTSET" (which may exit to "DOFSTART") 
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If bits 15-11 of ERESTORE :f 0: (Note ERESTORE cell is not 
excluded from normal memory test 

Perform "STARTSUB" sequence in "ERASLOOP") 

Proceed to 11 DOFSTART 11 

If ERESTORE :f 0: 

If ERESTORE f SKEEP7: 

Perform "STARTSUB" 

Proceed to "DOFSTART" 

EBANK = (bits 11- 9 of SKEEP4) 

ESKEEP? = SKEEP5dp 

ERESTORE = 0 

Perform "STARTSUB" 

TS = bits 15-14(DAPBIT1, DAPBIT2) of FLAGWRD6 

Set T5LOC according to the following table: 

TS T5LOC 

002 "T5IDL0C" 
012 "REDORCS" 
102 "REOOTVC'' 
112 "REDOSAT" 

Set bit 14(INTINUSE) of Fl.GWRDlO = 0 

TS = (bits 5-4 of OPTMODES) 

(Tag here "ELRSKIP") 

OPTMODES = TS+ 00100g (bit 7, OCDUFBIT, set 1) 

TS = bit 6(NOIMUDAP) of IMODES33 

IMODES33 = TS + 16000g (bits 13- 11 to 1) 

DSPTAB+-11 = bits 9(Program alarm), 6(Gimbal lock), and 4(No Attitude) 
of DSPTAB+-11, and flag for output at next opportunity 

If bit 4(No Attitude) of DSPTAB+-11 = 1: 

Perform "SETCOARS" 

Call "CA+ECE" in 0.06 seconds 
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TS = (bits 9, 5, 4, J, and 1 of IMODESJO) (Tag here 11NOCOARSE") 

IMODESJO = TS + 37000g (sets bits 14-10 to 1) 

If bit 7(ENGONFI.G) of FLAGWRD5 = 1: 

Set bit lJ(SPS Engine On) of channel 11 = 1 

Proceed to "GOPRCGJ" 

ENEMA (Entered from "BAILOUT", 11 POODOO", and "TRACKTRM") 

Inhibit interrupts 

Perform "LIGHTSET 11 (which may exit to "DOFSTART") 

Perform "STARTSB2" 

Set bit 14(INTINUSE) of FI.GWRDlO = 0 

If bits 15-14(DAPBIT1, DAPBIT2) of FIAGWRD6 = 102: (TVC DAP) 

Call "TVCEX.EC" in 0 .5 seconds 

Proceed to "GOPRCGJ" 

GOPRCG2 (Entered from "REV37" and "ROO") 

Inhibit interrupts 

Perform "STARTSB2" 

Set bit 14(INTINUSE) of FI.GWRDlO = 0 

Proceed to "GOPRCG4" 

GOPRCG3 

If bits 15-14(DAPBIT1, DAPBIT2) of FLAGWRD6 = 012: (RCS DAP) 

If bit 5(TRACKFI.G) of FIAGWRDl = 0: 

Perform 11 STOPRATE" 

Proceed to "GOPROG4 11 

GOPRCG4 

If PHASEi -:{ (-1 ) . ( ""'.PHASEi): (i = 1 - 6) 

Perform "ALARM" (pattern 1107g) 

Proceed to "DOFSTART" 
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Establish "DSPMMJB" (p,riority 308) 

Establish appropriate jobs and calJ. appropriate tasks based on 
information in the active restart groups 

If all PHASEi = 0: (i = 1 - 6, no active restart groups ) 

If bit 15 of MODRED = 0: (i.e. cell not - 0 ) 

Proceed to "GOTOPOOH" (Note "VNFLASH" will put the job in 
core set 0, i. e . 11DSPMMJB 11 

, to sleep, 
leaving program number display blank) 

Proceed to second line of "DUMMYJOB" 

LIGHT SET (Entered from 11GOPROG11 and "ENEMA ") 

If bit ?(Mark reject ) of channel 16 = 1: 

If bits 5-1 of channel 16 = 228: (Error reset) 

Perform "STARTSUB'' 

Proceed to "DOFSTART" 

· If channel 15 ~ 228: (Error reset from main panel DSKY ) 

Perform "STARTSUB" 

Proceed to "DOFSTART " 

Return 

START SUB 

DNTMGOTO = ''DNPHASEl" 

Set TIME5 to cause program interrupt #2 in 40 ms 

Set TIME4 to cause program interrupt #4 in 30 ms 

Proceed to "STARTSB2 '' 

STARTSB2 

Set bits 7-3 (Operator Error, Flash, Key Release, Temperature 
Caution, and Uplink Activity) of channel 11 = 0 (other bits 
left alone ) 

Set TIME3 to cause program interrupt #3 in 10 ms 
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Set bits 11-10 (Enable Standby, Test DSKY lights) of channel 13 = 0 
(other bits left alone) 

Set bits 14(R21MARK), 12(P21FLAG), and 5(REVFLAG) of FLAGWRD2 = 0 

Set bit lO(SKIPVHF) of FLAGWRD2 = 1 

Set bit 4(MARKF1G) of FLAGWRDl = O 

Set bit 4(CYC61F1G) of FLAGWRDO = 0 

Set waitlist times to 81.93 seconds 

(flag to 11 VHFREAD'' that got 
restart) 

Set waitlist task starting addresses to 11SVCT3 11 

PRIORITY . = -0 (i = 0 - 6) 
l. 

DSRUPTSW = -0 

NEWJOB = -0 

Make all VAC areas avai lable (by setting VAC1USE = 11VACIUSE 11 

for 1 = 1 - 5) 

DSPTAB+i = 211 and flag fo r output at next opportunity ( i = 0 - 10) 
(blanks DSKY di splays) 

DELAYLOC+i = 0 (i = 0 - 3) 

INLINK = 0 

DSPCNT = 0 

CADRSTOR = 0 

REQRET = 0 

CLPASS = 0 

DSPLOCK = 0 

MONSAVE = 0 

MONSAVEl = 0 

VERBREG = 0 

NOUNREG = 0 

DSPLIST = 0 
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IMUCADR = 0 

I.GYRO = 0 

FLAGWRD4 = 0 

MARKINDX = 0 

EXTVBACT = 0 

NOUT = 11 

SELFRET = 11 SELFCHK 11 

DSPCOUNT = - 19 

Return 

GOTOPOOH 

Set bit ?(AUTOS~) of FLGWRDlO = 0 

Set restart group 4 to cause a start at next line (tag here 11MNKGOP0011 ) 

Perform 11 INITSUB 11 

Set bit l(XDSPFIAG)of FLAGWRD4 = 0 

Perform 11AUTOCHK'' 

TS = 3799 vn 
(noun not permanently displayed, but must be non- zero) 

Proceed to "VNFLASH11 : (if terminate, proceed to 11GOTOPOOH11 ) 

if proceed, proceed to previous line 
otherwise, proceed to previous line 

(An input of XXE will cause 11 v37 11 entrance from "MMCHANG") 

Y31. (Entered ·from 11MMCHANG11 or 11 VERB96 11 with TS = new program number) 

MMNUMBER = TS 

Set bit 7(AUTOSEQ) of FLGWRDlO = 0 

Set bit J(TPIMNFLG) of Fl.GWRDlO = 0 

Set bit 15(PCMANFLG) of FLGWRDlO = 0 

Set bit 9(VHFRFLAG) of FLAGWRD9 = 0 

MRKBUFl = -1 
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If ( 80 - MMNUMBER) C. 0: -
Set bit ?(Operator error) of channel 11 = 1 

Perform "RELDSP 11 

Proceed to "PINBRNCH" 

If bit 13(REFSMFLG) of FLAGWRD3 = 0: 

Proceed to "AUT037" 

If (MMNUMBER - 30) ~ 0: 

Proceed to "AUT037" 

If (MMNUMBER - 38) ~ 0: 

Proceed to "REND30S' 1 

Proceed to "AUT037" 

(Note that should not do this with 
Average-G running and RNDV'lFLG = O 
since do P20 startup) ' 

AUT037 (Ente red from "AUTOSET", "REND30S", and "V37") 

RESTREG = 300008 (i.e. priority 308) 

If bit 6(IMUNITBT) of IMODES30 = 1: 

Perform "ALARM" (pattern 15208) 

Perform "RELDSP 11 

Proceed to "PINBRNCH" 

If bit7(ENGONFLG) of FLAGWRD5 = 0: 

If bits i5:...14(DAPBITl, DAPBIT2) of FLAGWRD6 =f 102: 

Proceed to "ISITPOO" (not TVC DAP) 

Perform "SPSOFF.11 

Perform "MASSPROP" 

(exits with interrupts inhibited) 

Set TIME5 to cause program interrupt #2 in 3.1 seconds 

T5PHASE = 16074 (i.e ~ positive non-zero) 

Set bit 3 of RCSFLAGS = 1 

T5LOC = "RCSATT" 

Set bits 15-14 (DAPBITl, DAPBIT2) of FLAGWRD6 = 012 
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Perform "TVCZAP" 

MMNUMBER = 0 

Release interrupts 

Delay 0 .05 seconds (by putting job to sleep via "DELAYJOB") 

Channel 5 = 0 

Channel 6 = 0 

Proceed to "ISITPOO'' 

INITSUB (Entered from 11GOTOPOOH 11 and "ROO") 

Inhibit interrupts 

Set bits 13(P55.1FLG), 12(P50.1FLG), ll(ATMFLAG), 10(P50FLAG), 
and l(P29FLAG) of FLAGWRDO = 0 

Set bit 6(IDLEFAIL) of FLAGWRDl = 0 

Set bits 12(P21FLAG), ll(STEERSW), 9(IMPULSW), and J(SBFLAG) of 
FLAGWRD2 = 0 

Set bits 14(GLOKFAIL) and 9(POOFLAG) of FLAGWRD3 = 0 

Set bits lO(NEWTFLAG) and 7(ENGONFLG) of FLAGWRD5 = 0 

Set bit 13(STRULLSW) of FLAGWRD6 = 0 

Set bits 13(IGNFLAG), 12(ASTNFLAG), and ll(TIMRFLAG) of FLAGWRD7 = 0 

Set bit 15(SWTOVER) of FLAGWRD9 = 0 

Proceed to "INITSUBA" 

INITSUBA (Entered from "INITSUB", "ROO", and "TRACKTRM") 

Inhibit interrupts 

If bit 5 (TRACKFLG) of FLAGWRDl = 0: 

Perform "STOPRATE" 
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(If bit 5(TRACKFI.G) of FLAGWRDl = 0): 

If bit 12(MAXDBFI.G) of FLAGWRD9 = 1: 

Perform "SETMAXDB" 

If bit 12(MAXDBFLG) of FLAGWRD9 = 0: 

Perform "SETMINDB 11 

Rele_ase interrupts 

OPTIND = -1 

Return (to caller of "INITSUB" or 11 INITSUBA 11 ) 

ISITPOO 

If MMNUMBER t 0: 

If bit l(NODOV37) of FLAGWRD2 = 1: 

Perform 11ALARM11 (pattern 15208) . 

Perform 11RELDSP11 . 

Proceed to 11 PINBRNCH.11 . 

TSl = Knov37m (Tag here 11CHECKTAB11) . 

If (bits 7-1 of K l'TTIL ) f MMNUMBER: 
- P------rs 

1 
If ,(bits 7-1 of K l"ml _ ) ) MMNUMBER: 

. P------rs . 
1 

Set bit- ?(Operator ' error) of channel 11 = l 

Perform 11RELDSP 11 -

Proceed to 11 PINBRNCH11 

If TS
1 

= 0 : 

Set bit ?(Operator e~ror) of channel 11 = .l 

Perform 11RELDSP 11 

Proceed to 11 PINBRNCH11 

TS1 = TS1 - 1 

Proceed to 7th line of 11 ISITP0011 (check next table entry) 

MINDEX = TS1 
Set bit 15(V50Nl8FL) of FLAGWRD3 = 1 
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If bit 6(V37FLAG) of FLAGWRD7 = 1: (Average-G running) 

Set bit l(AVEnFLAG) of FLAGWRDl = 0 

End of job (goes to "CANV37 11 from 11AVGEND 11 ) 

Proceed to 11 CANV37 11 

CANV37 

CADRFLSH+2 = 11R0011 + 3 

Set restart group 4 to :phase 1 (4.1, causing 11 INITDSP11 to enter 
11R00 11 if a restart) 

Proceed to 11R00 11 

Perform 11 INTSTALL11 

Set bits 10 (Caution Reset) and 9(Test connector Outbit) of 
channel 11 = 0 

Set bits 14(S4B Cutoff), 13(S4B Injection Sequence start), 
ll(Disengage optics DAG), lO(Zero optics), S(TVC enable), 
3(Enable star tracker, not used), and 2(Enable Optics CDU 
Error Counters) of channel 12 = 0 

Set bits 9(not assigned) and S(not assigned) of channel 13 = 0 

Perform 11 INITSUB11 

Perform "CLEARMRK. 11 

STARIND = 0 

Set bit 14(STIKFLAG) of FLAGWRDl = 0 (V50NlSFL = 1 from 11 ISITP00 11 

unless POO selected) 

Set bit 3(Uplink Activity) of channel 11 = 0 

Set bit 14(R21MARK) of FLAGWRD2 = 0 

Set bit 9(EXTRANGE) of FlGWRDlO = 0 

If MMNUMBER = 0: 

Perform 11RELDSP 11 (tag here 11POOH11
) 

PHSPRDT2 = 05000g (i.e. priority 05g) 

Set bit l(NODOV37) of FLAGWRD2 = 0 

Set restart group 2 to phase 5 (i.e. 2.5, causing 11STATINTl 11 to 
be established with priority 05g by restart logic) 
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(If MMNUMBER = 0): 

Set bits 8(IMUSE) and 7(RNDV'ZFI.G) of FLAGWRDO = 0 

Set bit 9(UTFLAG) of FLAGWRD8 = 0 
DNLSTCOD = 0 

If MMNUMBER ) 0: 

If bit 7(RNDV'ZFI.G) of FLAGWRDO = 0: 

If bit 9(UTFLAG) of FLAGWRD8 = 0: 

Set bit 8(IMUSE) of FLAGWRDO = 0 

DNLSTCOD = (bits 15:-13 of K rml___ ) , 
P---f.ill\JDEX 

(Tag here 11NOUVEAU11
) 

cycled left 3 places 
(i.e . to bits 

' 3-1) 

DSPFI..Qt-2 ~ 766578 , (includes setting bit 4 and 6, either one of which 
causes 11 NORMRET 11 to bypass establishing 11 PLAYJUM1 11

) 

Set bits lO(LMTR,G), 7(UPDATFI.G), and 5(TRACKFI.G) of FLAGWRDl .= 0 

.Set bit . 2 (R67FLAG) of FLAGWRD8 =:' 0 

Set bits 11( CYCLFLAG), b (SNAPFLAG), 5 (P48FLAG), 4( P25FLAG), 
3 (TDFLAG), 2(R27UP2), and l(R27UP1) •of Fl.GWRDll = 0 , 

Make restart groups 3, 5, and 6 inactive 

If MMNUMBER = 0: 

Make restart groups 1,3,4,5, and 6 inactive (leaving only group 
. 2 set, to .2.5, for 11STATINTl11

) 

Perform 11 INITSUBA 11 (TRACKFIG now zero, so 11 STOPRATE11 etc.) 

MODREG = MMNUMBER 

Proceed to 11GOPROG2 11 (restart group 2 will cause 11STATINT1" 
to be established) · " 

If MMNUMBER = 20: (Tag here "RENDVOO") 

If MODREG = 20: 

Make re
1

start group 1 inactive (Tag here 11KILL2011
) 

Perform 11 INITSUBA 11 

Make restart group 2 inactive 
j 

Proceed to 11REV37" 
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(If MMNUMBER = 20) : 

If bit 9(UTFLAG) of FLAGWRD8 = 0: 

If bit 7(RNDVZFI.G) of FLAGWRDO = 1: 

Set bits 7(UPDATFI.G) and 5(TRACKFI.G) of FLAGWRDl = 1 
(Tag here "STATQUO") 

Make restart group 4 inactive (leaves 1 and 2 set by 
e.g. "AVGEND'') 

MODREG = MMNUMBER 

Proceed to "GOPROG2" ("RELDSP" effect done in 
"STARTSB2" cell resets) 

If bit 9(UTFLAG) of FLAGWRD8 = 1: 

Set restart group 2 to phase 5 (i.e. 2.5, to cause 
"STATINTl" to be established with priority 058 by 
restart logic) (Tag here "STATQUOl") 

Set bit 5(TRACKFI.G) of FLAGWRDl = 1 

Make restart group 4 inactive 

MODREG = MMNUMBER 

Proceed to "GOPROG2" 

If bit 9(UTFLAG) of FLAGWRD8 = 1: (Tag here "POOFIZZ") 

Make restart group 2 inactive 

Proceed to "REVJ7" 

If bit 7(RNDVZFI.G) of FLAGWRDO = 1: 

Proceed to "REVJ7" 

Make restart group 1 inactive 

Perform "INITSUBA" 

Make restart group 2 inactive 

Proceed to "REVJ7" 

REV37 

CADRFLSH+-2 = "VJ7XEQ" . + 3 (Group 4.1 set from "CANV37") 

Proceed to "GOPROG2" (restart logic will cause "VJ~" to be 
entered via "INITDSP") 
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V37XEQ 

Inhibit interrupts 

PHSPRDT4 = 130008 

MMTEMP = K 
pr~DEX 

BASETEMP = Kf d 
ca 1mNDEX 

(i.e. priority 138) · 

TS2 = (bits 15- 11 of BASETEMP) . +(bits 10- 8 of MMTEMP, shifted 
right 7 places) 

· TS
3 

= (bits 10- 1 of BASETEMP) + 20008 

Establish a VAC area job, with starting address given in 2CADR 
format by (TS

3
, TS2), and with priority of 138 

TS = (bits 7-1 of MMI'EMP) and perform "NEWMODEX" 

Perform "RELDSP" 

End of job 

Set bi t l(NOOOV37) of FI.AGWRD2 = 1 

Inhibit interrupts 

TIME2SA V =· T now 

Perform "SCALPREP": if return to calling addre'ss +l, proceed 
to sero nd line of. 11 P06 11 

otherwise, proceed 

SCALSAVE = TSdp 

Set bits 5(TRACKF1G) of FLAGWRDl, 15(DRIFTF1G) of FLAGWRD2, and 
13(REFSMFLG) of FLAGWRD3 = 0 

Set bit 8(IMUSE) of FLAGWRDO = 0 

Set bit 7(RNDVZF1G) of FLAGWRDO = 0 

Set bit 9(UTFLAG) of FLAGWRD8 = 0 

Set bit ll(Enable Standby) of channel 13 = 1 

Set restart group 4 to cause it to establish "POSTAND" with 
priority 208 after a restart (erasable memory restart) 
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TS = 000628 

Proceed to "GOPERFl" if terminate, proceed to previOus line 
if proceed, proceed to previous line 
otherwise, proceed to previous line 

POSTAND Entered after a restart (e .g. power-up) due to 11P06 11 settings 
for restart group 4 

Set bit ll(Enable Standby) of channel 13 = 0 

Inhibit interrupts 

T = 0 now 

Perform "SCALPREP'': if return to calling address +l, proceed to 
second line of "POSTAND" 

otherwise, proceed 

TS = TS - SCALSAVE, rescaled to B28 centi-seconds, with sign agreement 
forced 

If TS~ -0: 

TS = TS + 223 centi- seconds (correct for channel 3 overflow) 

TS= TS+ TIME2SAV, with sign agreement forced 

T = T + TS now now 

Set bit l(NODOV37) of FLAGWRD2 = 0 

Proceed to "GOTOPOOH" (where restart group 4 is set) 

SCALPREP 

TSdp = (Channel 3, Channel 4) Channel 4 read twice, then a 3rd 
time if 2 readings disagree. The 
channel 3 reading not done until 
channel 4 f +MAX. 

Release interrupts 

TSdp = TSdp + Krndbt 

If bits 5-1 of Ts+l = O, return to calling address +l (Channel 4 
was read in first interval after 
T was incremented) now 

Set bits 5-1 of Ts+l = 0 

Return to calling address +2 

DELAY JOB 

i = 3 
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If DELAYLOc+i f 0 : 

If i = 0: 

Proceed to 11 BAILOUT 11 (pattern 31104
8

) 

i = i - 1 

Proceed to second line of "DELAYJOB" 

Call "WAKER" in (delay time) centi- seconds, with EBANK = i 

DELAYLOC+i = Return address (to routine calling "DELAYJOB") 

Put present job to sleep (starting address id = DELAYLOC+i) 

WAKER 

i = EBANK (mechanized by using BBANK with FBANK of "WAKER" = 00) 

Set DELAYLOC+i = 0 and TS = DELAYLOC+i 

Awaken job with starting address id = TS 

End of task 

Inhibi t interrupts 

ALMCADR = "Calling address + l" (S- register portion) 

Proceed to "ALARM2" 

· ALARM2 

LREG = Alarm pattern (quantity in calling address +l) 

ALMCADR+l = BBANK + SUPERBNK (or'ed into bits 7-5) 

If FAILREG+O = 0: 

FAILRED+O = LREG 

Skip next 2 lines 

If FAILREG+l = 0: 

FAILREG+-1 = LRID 

FAILREG+2 = LRID 

Set bit 9(Program alarm) of DSPTAB+ll = 1, and flag for output 
at next opportunity 
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r Release interrupts 

Return (to routine calling "ALARM" or "ALARM2") 

PRIOLARM (Entered from "COM52'' for alarm 04048) 

Inhibit interrupts 

LR.EX} = TS (alarm pattern) 

ALMCADR = "Calling address +1" (S-register portion) 

ALMCADR+l = BBANK of caller+ SUPERBNK (or' ed into bits 7-5 ) 

Perform "ALARM211 (starting at 3rd line) 

TS = 0509vn 

Proceed to "PRIODSPR" (will return to routine calling "PRIOLARM") 

VARALARM 

Inhibit interrupts 

LR.EX} = TS 

ALMCADR = "Calling address +111 (S-register portion) 

Perform "ALARM2" (starting at 2nd line) 

Return (address in ALMCADR) 

BAILOUT 

Inhibit interrupts 

ALMCADR = "Calling address +l" (S-register portion) 

Perform "VAC5STOR" 

LREG = Alarm pattern (quantity in calling address +l) 

Perform "ALARM2" (starting at second line) 

Inhibit interrupts 

If in interrupt mode, return to job status (set appropriate address 
into cell 00178 and then do a Resume) 

Proceed to "ENEMA" 
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POODOO 

SVCT3 

Inhibit interrupts 

ALMCADR = "Calling address +1 11 (S-register portion) 

Perform "VAC5STOR 11 

IRED = Alarm pattern (quantity in calling address +l) 

Perform 11 ALARM2 11 (starting at second line) 

If bit 6(V37FLAG) of FLAGWRD7 = 0: (i .e. Average-G not running) 

(error if bit 15 = 1) If (bits 13-1 of EXTVBACT) = 0: 

Set bit 5(STATEFLG) of FLAGWRD3 = 0 

Set bit 7(AUTOSEQ) of FLGWRDlO = 0 

Set bit 13(INTGRAB) of FlGWRDlO = 0 

Set bit 9(UTFLAG) of FLAGWRD8 = 0 

Set bit 7(RNDVZFLG) of FLAGWRDO = 0 

Set bit 5(TRACKFLG) of FLAGWRDl· = 0 

Set bit l(NODOV37) of FLAGWRD2 = 0 

Make all restart groups inactive (by setting PHASEi = +O 
and -PHASEi = - 0 for i = 1-6) 

Inhibit interrupts 

If in interrupt mode, return to job status (set appropriate address 
into cell 00178 and then do a Resume) 

Proceed to "ENEMA" 

(This, task is used as part of the waitlist control, and is 
entered every 81.93 seconds for that purpose) 

If bit 15(DRIFTFIG) of FLAGWRD2 = 0: 

End of task 

If IMUCADR = +O: 

Establish 11 NBDONLY11 (priority 358) . 

End of task 
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Delay 5 seconds 

Proceed to 11 SVCT3 11 

DUMMY JOB This routine is entered from the executive system if 
no active jobs are found. 

NEWJOB = -0 

Release interrupts 

Set bit 2(Computer Activity) of channel 11 = 0 

Proceed to second line of 11 CHECKNJ 11 

CHECKNJ 

SELFRET = Return address 

If NEWJOB = - 0: 

Return (to address specified by SELFRET, BOOON of ''SELFCHK 11 ) 

Set bit 2(Computer Activity) of channel 11 = 1 

Perform functions necessary to start new job's computations 
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Quantities in Computations 

See also list of major variables and list of routines 

ldPIPADT: See IMU Computations. 

AIG: See Digital Autopilot Entry Routines. 

AIGdPIP: Value of AIG sampled in 11READACCS 11 , i.e. the 
sampled about 0 .05 seconds before accelerometers 
factor B-1, units revolutions, single precision. 
is 11AIG/PIP 11

• 

value of CDU 
read, scale Y 
Program notation 

ALFAdl80: See Entry Computations (quantity is updated in 11ATTRATES 11 ) . 

ALFAdPIP: Value of ALFAdl80 sampled in 11READACCS 11 , scale factor B-1, 
units revolutions, single precision. It is computed based upon 
the same angle sample as for AIGdPIP. Program notation "ALFA/PIP". 

ALMCADR, ALMCADR+l: Pair of erasable memory cells used to store the 
information on the calling address to the "ALARM" type routines 
(including "BAILOUT" and 11 POOD0011 ) . Information is in 2CADR 
format (see 3420.5-27), with ALMCADR giving S-register information 
and ALMCADR+l giving BBCON (i.e. BBANK and SUPERBNK) information. 
Cells can be displayed by N08 to permit identification of the 
specific area of the program responsible for the generation of the 
fault condition. · 

AMG: See Digital Autopilot Entry Routines. 

AMGdPIP: Value of AMG sampled in 11 READACCS 11 , i.e. the value of CDUz 
sampled about 0.05 seconds before accelerometers read, scale 
factor B-1, units revolutions, single precision. 

AOG: See Digital Autopilot Entry Routines. 

AOGdPIP: Value of AOG sampled in 11 READAC CS 11 , i.e. the value of CDUx 
sampled about 0.05 seconds before accelerometers read, scale 
factor B-1, units revolutions, single precision. 

AVEGEXIT : Cell containing in 2CADR format the starting address of the 
computations to be performed after "AVERAGED-" is done (program 
notation also AVGEXIT). It is set to 11AVGEND11 by 11 READACCS 11

; to 
11 CALCN83" by 11 TIGON 11 ; to "CALCN85" by "P40RCS" and "P40SXTY"; 
to "CM/POSE" by 11 P62 11 ; to 11 SERVEJCIT 11 by 11P6?.l 11

, "POST41", 
11 S61.1C", and "TIGNOW"; to 11 S40 .811 by "P40SXTY"; and to 11 VHHDOT 11 

by "Pll". 

BASETEMP: Cell used in 11v3~11 to store temporarily the appropriate value 
of K for use in generating starting address information for the 
job f881$W initiated by V37 processing. 
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BBANK: A computer hardware cell (address 00068) containing in bits 15-11 
the fixed memory bank (FBANK) currently being used and in bits 3-1 
the erasable memory bank number . Bits 7-5 of the constants in 
the proper format for BBANK loading can contain SUPERBNK information, 
and constants in this format are referred to as 11 BBCON" format 
(see 3420.5-27). The fact that the program retains BBANK information 
is used in "DELAYJOB" to retain the indexing data for the 
DELAYLOC cell employed (since in that routine the erasable memory 
bank is not significant and the fixed memory bank number is 00). 

BETAdl80: See Entry Computations (quantity is updated in "ATTRATES") . 

BETAdPIP: Value of BETAdl80 sampled in 11 READACCS", scale factor B-1, 
units revolutions, single precision. Cf. ALFAdPIP. 

C 't : Erasable memory vector constant, scale factor BO, program 
-uni w · th 1 · · th f notation 11 UNITW 11 • It gives e po ar axis in e re erence 

coordinate system. The x component (also called 11 - AY0 11 in old 
program) gives the 11 true to mean pole rotation about the -Y axis; " 
the y component (also called 11 AX0 11 in old program) gives the 
"true to mean pole rotation about the +X axis. 11 Also "LMATRIX + 1211

• 

CADRF1SH+2: See Display Interface Routines. 

CADRSTOR: See Data Input/Output . 

CLPASS: See Data Input/Output . 

CMdGYMDT: See Digital Autopilot Entry Routines. 

DELAYLOC+i (i = 0 - 3): Set of four single precision cells used to 
contain the starting address identifications for jobs put to sleep 
using "DELAYJOB" , in FCADR format. If an attempt is made to put 
more than 4 jobs to sleep using the routine, a software restart 
(pattern 311048) is produced. 

DELVREE: Value of accelerometer output (scaled and compensated) converted 
to reference c·oordinates, scale factor B7, units meters/ centi
second. 

DNLSTCOD: See Telemetry. 

DNTMGOTO: See Telemetry. 

DSPCNT: Single precision counter used to cycle through the DSPTABi 
(i = 10-0) to be changed in 11 DSPOUTSB 11 , scale factor Bl4. The 
DSPTAB · word loaded at one entrance to 11 DSPOUTSB 11 is the first one 
checkea at the next entrance, but that word will not be checked 
again until all the other words have been examined and, if necessary, 
loaded into OUTO. 

DSPCOUNT: See Data Input/Output. 
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DSPFLG+2 : See Display Interface Routines. 

DSPLIST, DSPLOCK: See Data Input/Output. 

DSRUPTSW: Single precision cell that is used for control .of the computations 
that are performed when "T4RUPT 11 is entered . If it is not negative 
non- zero when "T4RUPT" is entered, it contains a number between 3 and 
0, scale factor Bl4, used to control the branching at the end of 
"PROCEEDE" so as to complete a cycle (3 through 0 and back to 3 
again) in 0 .48 seconds. If the cell is negative non- zero, bits 2-1 
contain the same "T4RUPT" branching control ( "PROCEEDE" is entered and 
these bits employed every 0.12 seconds), while bits 12- 9 contain, 
scale factor B6, the complement of the number of 20-millisecond intervals 
still be to loaded into TIME4 to achieve synchronism with the basic 
T4RUPT period of 0 .12 seconds. Bit 14 is used to achieve an alternate 
selection of cleari ng OUTO or loading new information into OUTO. 
If OUTO was loaded with a non- zero value when the basic 0.12-second 
T4RUPT cycle was performed , then DSRUPTSW is set (in "HANG20") 
to DSRUPTSW - 224008, where the first 112 11 causes bit 14 to be 
set 0 (note that computation same as adding 553778), and the "24" 
is 5 with scale factor B6, signifying that five more 20-ms loadings 
of TIME4, plus the current one, are needed to satisfy the 0.12 
second synchronism . If "HANG20" is entered, TD1E4 is set to generate 
another interrupt in 0 .02 second . When it is received, bit 14 of 
DSRUPTSW will be O, so OUTO will be cleared, bit 14 set to 1, and 
TD1E4 r eset to 20 ms. In addition, DSRUPTSW is incremented by 
Klbb (making the upper bits equivalent to -4B6, since bit 14 = 1, 
for a negative DSRUPTSW, represents a magnitude of 0). The 
next time the inte r rupt is generated, bit 14 will be one in 
"T4RUPT", so a new OUTO can be generated if required (if not, the 
number of remaining 20-ms intervals is determined and TD1E4 and 
DSRUPTSW loaded immediately). In order to load all 11 (DSPTAB+O -
DSPTAB+lO) DSKY display registers, a total time of 11 x 0.04 = 
0.44 seconds is required (measured from the first loading of the 
first register to the end of the 20 ms wait after reset of OUTO 
for the last register). As part of a verb 36 fresh start, 
DSRUPTSW = - KlOhS' to force clearing of DSPTAB-driven relays 
(bit 14 = 1 due to this setting, of course) before starting the 
normal T4RUPT 0.12- second cycle. 

DVTOTAL: Sum of magnitudes of scaled and compensated DELY each two
second entrance to "SERVICER", scale factor B7, units meters/ 
centi- second . Quantity is initialized to 0 in "PREREADl", and 
can be displayed in R3 of N40 (XXXX.X fps) or N80 (XXXXX. fps). 
It is the "line integral" of accumulated velocity, not the 
magnitude of the velocity vector increment: the magnitude is 
taken each two- second Average-G cycle of DELY and this scalar 
is added to DVTOTAL . 

EBANK: See Data Input/Output. 

ERCOUNT: See Testing Routines. 

ERESTORE: See Testing Routines. 

EXTVBACT: See Verb Definitions. 
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FAILREJJ+i (i = 0 - 2): Set of three single precision cells used to 
retain alarm pattern code information. They are all reset to 
zero by a verb 36 fresh start (or V25N9E EE E), and they can be 
displayed by the use of noun 09. Use of the error reset DSKY key 
causes FAIIREJJ+O and FAILREG+l to be reset zero (FAILREJJ.+2 is 
left alone). FAILREG+O contains the first alarm pattern received 
after the reset; FAILREJJ.+l contains the second; and FAILRED+2 
always has the most recent (and hence would be the same as FAILRED+O 
if one alarm has occurred, or FAILREG+l if only two alarms have 
occurred). If FAILRFD+O = O, then no alarms have occurred since 
the last error reset, and the alarm to occur most recently is in 
FAILREG+2. 

GDT: Value of gravity times computing interval, scale factor BS, units 
meters/centi-second. Program notation is 11 GDT/2 11 , in recognition 
of the fact that it is 11 ~ GDI'' for a standard velocity scaling of 
B7 meters/centi-second. When 11 CALCRVG 11 is first entered, the 
quantity in GDI is the value computed the previous computation 
cycle. 

GDTl: Value of gravity times computing interval computed in 11 CALCGRAV 11 , 

same scaling and units as GDI (program notation 11 GDT1/2 11 ). 

GOB,1: Value of 11 normalized 11 oblateness component of gravity, scale factor 
Bl, dimensionless (program notation 11GOBL/2 11

). It must be multiplied 
by -p. /r2 to convert to units of acceleration. The quantity is used 
in 11 s40.9 11 to correct the output of the Lambert routine. 

GOBLJ:: Value of GOB,1 computed in 11 CALCGRAV11
, same scaling as GOBL 

(program notation 11 GOBL1/211
) . 

IMODESJO, IMODES33: See IMU Computations. 

IMUCADR: See IMU Computations. 

INLINK: See Data Input/Output. 

K : Single precision constant, program notat~on 11 BIT9 11 ,. scale factor 
lb6 B6, value 004008, corresponding to 1 x 2- , used to increment 

DSRUPTSW for 20~ms OUTO update rate ( cf. DSRUPTSW). 

K
2

J.: Constant, program notation 112J 11 , scale factor B-1, value 
3.2469201E-3 x 21. Value corres~onds to 2 x l.62346005E~3 x 
21, where first term is an equation fact?r of 2, ~eco~d is the 
nominal value of the computer-employed first gravitational 
harmonic coefficient (note that the 11 standard" value, such 
as that employed in Kj 2 of Orbital Integration, is l.62342E-3), 
and third is scale factor. Octal value corresponds to a 
harmonic coefficient value of about l.6234554E-J. 
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K2s22 : Con~tant, program not~tion 11 2SEC~22 )" , scale factor B22, units 
centi-seconds. Value is 200 x 2- 2, corresponding to a value 

of 2 seconds. 

K1ob5 : Single precision constant, program notation 11 PRI01211, scale 
factor B6, value 12000 , corresponding to 20 x 2-6. It is 
used to initialize DSR~PTSW to ensure clearing of all DSPTAB 
registers for a V36 fresh start (see DSRUPTSW) : it forces 10 
sets of OUTO settings (DSPTAB+O and then remaining DSPTAB ' s ) 
and subsequent OUTO = 0 settings before starting the normal 
T4RUPT 0.12-second cycle, hence the notation. 

K20j: Constant, program notation 11 20J 11 , scale factor B-1, value 
3.2469201E-2 x 21. Value corresponds to 20 x l.62346005E-3 x 
21, where first term is an equation factor of 20 (to give a 
net effect of 111 - 5 srn¢2 11 for the factor it multiplies ) ' 
second is the nominal value of the computer-employed first 
gravitational harmonic coefficient ( cf. K2 . ) , and third is 
scale factor. Octal value corresponds to ~ harmonic coefficient 
value of about l.62346009E-3. 

Kf d : Table of fixed-memory starting addresses used in 11v37JCE.Q11 to 
ca mi set BASETEMP, arranged in FCADR format (bits 15-11 give the 

fixed-memory bank and bits 10-1, when added to 20008, give 
S-register contents). Program notation for first cell in 
table (i = 0) is "FCADRMMJ.. 11

• 

Kmmudt: Constant, pr~gram notation 11 -MUDT(E ) 11 , scale factor B44, 
units meters / centi- second. Value is -7.9720645El2 x 2-44, 

corresponding to -1 x 3,98603225El0 x 200 x 2-44, where first 
term is an equation factor to give proper sign of result, second 
is value of p- ( for time in centi-seconds ) for the earth, third 
is computing interval of two seconds expressed in centi-seconds, 
and fourth is scale factor. 

K : Single precision constant, program notation 11 -MAXDELV 11 , scale 
rmcdlvfactor Bl4, units accelerometer counts. Stored value is -6398 x 

214; used in program in such a way that an effective value of 
6399 is employed, giving an alarm (at the start of 11SERVICER 11

) 

if an accelerometer output of 6400 pulses for 2 seconds (i.e. 
3200 pps ) is received. 
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: Single precision constant, program notation "NOV37MM" , scale 
nov m factor Bl4, giving the number of table entries minus 1 in 

K rml (and associate1d V37 tables ) for new pr ograms that can be 
p . 
start~d by the V37 logi c (including the minimum key rendezvous driver 
programs, but excluding POO) . Value is 00043 8 , corresponding to 
decimal 35 (meaniri.g 36 programs ) . 

K 1 : Constant, program notation "KPIPl" , scale factor B- 7, units 
PP meters/ centi- second per accelerometer cQunt. Value is 0.07488, 

corresponding to 5,85 x lo- 2 x 10- 2 x 2 f, where first term is 
nominal accelerometer scale factor in units of centimeters/second 
per count, second converts to mete r s, third converts to centi
seconds, and fourth is scale factor. 

K rml : Table of program information used in association with V37 program 
P i changes. Table is arranged i n order of decreasing program numbers 

(a higher i is a lower number ) , with first cell having program 
notation "PREMM111

• Bits 7-1 of the cell give the program number 
(since program numbers are in decimal, seven bits are necessary to 
represent numbers above 63) ; bits 10- 8 are the erasable memory 
bank number (required when the job is established); and bits 15-13 are 
the job 1 s required DNLSTCOD setting for telemetry . See information below. 

K q: Const ant, progr am notation 11RESQ 11, scal e f act or B59 , unit s 
r es met ers2. Nominal value is 40 .6809913El 2 x 2-59, wher e the 

deci ma l portion cor respond s t o the square of 6 378 165.2 met er s. 
Oct a l value i s 000018 050008, however , which correspond s t o 
the square of about 6 378 238 .8 meters. 

K dbt: Single precision constant, program notation 11BIT5 11
, scale 

rn factor (as used ) B23, units centi- seconds . Value is 
00020g, corresponding to (as used, i .e. added to the least 
significant half of channel 4 time information) 0.5 centi
seconds. Used to account for the fact that channel 4 bits 5-1 
11 r ead 208 for the first interval after a TIMEl increment' 1 , 

thus causing bit 6 of channel 4 to be incremented 5 ms out of 
phase with TIMEl increments . 

K (i = 0 - 11): Table of single precision constants, program notation 
rtui "RELTAB 11 , containing in bits 15-12 the required values to be loaded 

into bits 15- 12 of OUTO for DSPTAB . • Value in these bits is (i + 1). 
Bit 11 is zero. The least signifi~ant 5 bits of these same constants 
are used for KrtbI (see Data Input/ Output ) . 

I.GYRO: See IMU Computations. 

LREG: Computer 11 11 1 register (address 00018) , used to retain alarm pattern 
information in alarm- generation package . 

MARKINDX: See Optics Computations . 
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MINDEX: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, used to select the 
appropriate table entries for a V37-selected program change 
( loaded based on equality of MMNUMBER and bits 7-1 of K 
with the value of i). prmli 

MMNUMBER: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, used to retain the 
desired new program number for a V37 program change (it is the 
number entered in "MMCHANG" or is 0 if "V37' ' entered from "VERB96") . 
If the TVC DAP or SPS engine-on are indicated, it is set O. 

MMTEMP: Single precision cell loaded in "V37XEQ" with the value of the 
appropr~ate ~nrmJ _ fo~ use in generat~ng appropriate information in 
connection witn-"'Ehe JOb to be established by V37 processing. 

MONSAVE, MONSAVEl: See Data Input/ Output. 

MRKBUFl : See Optics Computations. 

NEWJOB: Cell set positive non- zero to indicate that a job of higher 
priority than the one presently being performed (the "DUMMYJOB" 
loop has minimum priority) has been established and is awaiting 
execution. Cell 00678 is used for the word, and must be addressed 
periodically in order to avoid generating a hardware restart (see 
hardware documentation for details ) . 

NOUNREG: See Data Input/ Output. 

NOUT : Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, used to provide a count of 
the number of DSPTAB display outputs (DSPI'ABtO - DSPTAB+lO ) that 
are remaining to be changed: if it is non-zero but none are to be 
changed, it is set 0. 

NVWORD+2: See Display Interface Routines. 

OPTIND: See Optics Computations. 

OPTMODES: See Optics Computations. 

OUTO: Computer output channel 10, used to transmit relay driving 
information to the display system. Bits 15-12 specify the group 
of relays to be driven, while bits 11-1 specify their new state . 

PHASEi, - PHASEi ( i = 1 - 6 ) : Set of cells used to contain program octal 
"phase " information, used to control program restarts (each "i" 
is called a "group" ) . To check the validity of erasable memory 
information (and the phase information itself ) , a check is made 
that the information in PHASEi, when complemented, is the same 
as the information in - PHASEi (for all i ) . A setting of +O for 
PHASEi means that the group restart controlled by that cell is 
"inactive" (see Section VIIC of 3420. 5-27 for details of restart 
logic computations not covered in this writeup) . In the interests 
of avoiding excessive detail (since the "normal" mode of operation 
of the computer system does not require restarts ) , most of the 
settings for restart groups are not shown in the writeups, 
although settings in some cases form an integral part of the 
program control logi c , and hence are shown in such cases . 
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As a general guide to allocation of restart groups, the following 
areas where each group is used are supplied as a partial list: 

#1: P20 (setting to 1.11 causes 11 PIKUP20 11 to be entered ) . A setting 
to 1 .7 is done in 11 CHKLINUS 11 for R61- specified R60 maneuver . A 
setting to 1.5 is used to protect 11 s40 .9 11 (set by 11 SETUP.9 11

) , 

which of course only occurs with Average-G on, when P20 doesn 1t 
run. If 11R00 11 concludes that P20 should not run, it resets 
group 1 to inactive, t hus over- riding the 11AVGEND 11 setting. 

#2: Orbital integration ( including the periodic state vector up:iate 
started by "STATINTl" for a 2.5 setting). A setting of 2 . 7 
causes 11R22 11 to be established, and 2 .13 causes 11 REDOR22 11 to be 
established (the latter setting is done by 11 AVGEND 11

, and written 
over by 11R00 11 if necessary) . Group 2 is also used for protection 
within the R22 computations, which are done at sufficiently high 
priority that they would not be expected to be interrupted by 
mission programs except while R22 is performing 11 WAITONE 11

• A 
restart priority lower than that at which job runs is assigned to 
permit the mission programs to set e .g. TRACKFI.G. Restart group 
2 also used to protect the R27 computations . 

#3: 11 s40 .13 11 ; 11 Pll"; 11 ENGINOFF 11
• 

#4: All V37- selectable programs except POO (and also other mission 
program sequences running outside of Average-G cycle, such as 
11 P65.l1') ; 11 GCOMPVER 11 ; 11AZMTHCGl 11 • Also V37 processing itself . 

#5: 11READACCS 11 (and subsequent 11 SERVICER11 computations); Prelaunch 
alignment. 

#6: i 1CLOKTASK 11 ; Entry autopilot; P27; 11 S40 .6 11 (via 11 PRE40 .6 11
) . 

PHSPRDT2: Single precision erasable memory cell used to contain 
priority or time information for erasable memory restarts using 
group 2 ( see Section VIIC of 3420 . 5- 27 ) . It is set to indicate 
priority 058 for POO selection in 11 R00 11 in order to achieve 
proper priority information for group 2 use in the periodic POO 
orbital integration . 

PHSPRDT4: Single precision erasable memory cell used to contain 
priority or time information for erasable memory restarts using 
group 4 ( see Section VIIC of 3420.5- 27). It is set to the 
priority of the mission program that is established by "V37XEQ11

, 

for subsequent use by erasabie memory r estarts . 

PIPA: See IMU Computations. 

PIPAP1: See Steering Computations. 

PIPCTR: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, used to control the 
performance of 11 QUIKREAD 11 • It is set to 2 in 11READACCS 11 to allow 
11QUIKREAD11 to be performed 1.0 and 1. 5 seconds after 11READACCS 11 

( 11READACCS 11 itself causes 11QUIKREAD11 to be done 0. 5 seconds after 
11READACCS 11

) . 
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PRIORITY. (i = 0 - 6) : Set of cells containing in bits 14-10 the 
pri5rity information on computer jobs associated with the 
job register set (see Section VIIB of 3420.5- 27 ) . If the cell 
contains - 0, this indicates that the corresponding job register 
set is available. 

QREG: Computer hardware address 00028, loaded with return address 
information after a "TC 11 machine language transfer instruction. 
See 3420.5- 27 for details (program notation "Q") : the S- register 
portion is loaded into QREXJ.. 

Temporary storage for updated value of E. in 11 CALCRVG11
, used 

for restart protection purposes and to ensure a homogeneous state 
vector on the downlink (same units and scaling as E.) . It is 
used in "NORMLIZE" to initialize E. for Average-G: in such cases, 
~l loaded either by "Pll" or "MIDTOAV2". 

RCSFLAGS: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

REDOCTR: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, used to count the 
number of hardware restarts (entrances to 11 GOPROG") that have 
been performed . It is initialized to 0 as part of a verb 36 
fresh start. 

RE.QR.ET: See Data Input/ Output. 

RESTREXJ.: See Display Interface Routines . 

ROLLdl80 : See Entry Computations: quantity updated in "ATTRATES". 

ROLLdPIP : Value of ROLLdl80 sampled in "READACCS" , scale factor B- 1, 
units revolutions, single precision . See ALFAdPIP . 

RSBBQ: Value of address where hardware restart (causing entrance to 
"GOPROG") was generated . Most significant half contains BBCON 
(see BBANK above) information and least significant half 
has Q- register information . 

SCALSAVE: Value of (Channel 3, Channel 4 ) saved in 11 P06 11
, scale 

factor B23, units centi- seconds . Used to. restore the proper 
value of the computer clock (modulo 223 centi- seconds or about 
23.3 hours) after a period of low- power operation. 

SELFRET: Cell containing return address information to routine calling 
"CHECKNJ 11 (a location in the computer self- check memory bank, hence 
the name ) . Must be preset as part of the initial conditions routine 
so that the "DUMMYJOB11 routine will function properly. 

SIN¢: Value of sine of latitude computed in 11 CALCGRAV11
, scale factor Bl. 
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SKEEPi: See Testing Routines. 

SMODE: See Testing Routines. 

STARIND: See Inflight Alignment. 

SUPERBNK: Value of computer channel 07, containing in bits 7-5 the 
specification of the "super bank" setting: value of 0-3 causes 
FBANK settings of 308-37R to read out correspondingly numbered 
fixed memory banks; a setting of 4 causes FBANK settings of 308-
33~ to read out fixed memory banks 40-43 (used e.g. for most 
DSKY processing). Also referred to as FEXT. 

Tpptml: See IMU Computations. 

T5LOC : See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

T5PHASE: See Digital Autopilot RCS Routines. 

TIME2SAV: Value of T retained in 11 P06 11
, scale factor B28, units 

now 
centi-seconds (the corresponding value of channels 3 and 4 is 
in SCALSAVE), used to permit restoration of the proper value of 
the computer clock (T ) after a period of low-power operation. 

now 

TIME3, TIME4, TIME5: Computer hardware erasable memory counter clock 
cells, whose overflow cause program interrupts #3, #4, and #2 
respectively (all are scale factor BJJ+ in units of centi-seconds, 
and are set to (16384 - t), with tin centi-seconds, to cause 
overflow in "t" centi-seconds). See 3420.5-27. 

TRKMKCNT: See Measurement Incorporation. 

TTE, TTE2: See Display Computations. 

UPSVFLAG: See Uplink Processing. 

Temporary storage for updated value of y_ in "CALCRVG", used for 
restart protection purposes and to ensure a homogeneous state 
vector on the downlink (same units and scaling as y_). It is 
used in 11 NORMLIZE 11 to initialize y_ for Average-G: in such cases, 
V is loaded either by "Pll11 or 11MIDTOAV2 11 

-nl . 

VACIUSE (1 = 1-5): Control cell indicating, if zero, that the associated 
VAC area is assigned; otherwise, it contains its own address 
(hence VAC3USE +l would be the address of the first available 
cell in the 43-cell VAC area ) . Quantities indicated as in 
11 push-down list 11 , or by their 11 relative address 11 identification, 
are stored in a VAC area. See 3420.5-27 for more details. 

VER.BR.En : See Data Input/Output. 
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VHFCNT: See Measurement Incorporation. 

wrOPTION: See Optics Computations. 

XOLDBlJE: Value of previous XPIPBUf, containing accelerometer samples 
with scale factor Bl4, units pulses. Cells are all single precision, 
with program notations XOLDBUF, YOLDBUF, and ZOLDBUF respectively. 
Use same cells as ADOT1+1, ADOT2 , and ADOT2+1 (for telemetry 
purposes): see Digital AutopilotSP RCS Routines. 

XPIPBUf: Set of three consecutive erasable memory cells, scale factor 
Bl4, units pulses (accelerometer counts, uncompensated). Cells 
are all single precision, with program notations XPIPBUF, YPIPBUF, 
and ZPIPBUF respectively. Use same cells as ADOTo , ADOT0+1, and 
ADOT1 (for telemetry purposes): see Digital Auto~~lot RC5 

sp 
Routines. If Entry DAP is running(bit 12 of FLAGWRD6 = 1), loaded 
in 11 READACCS 11 with raw accelerometer sample, and updated 0.5 , LO, 
and 1.5 seconds later with present accelerometer count (in 
"QUIKREAD"), with previous value of XPIPBUf being stored in 
XOLDBUf. 
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Verb 37 Maior Mode Tables 

Mode Address EBANK DNLSTCOD Mode Address EBANK DNLSTCOD 

(' 00 0 48 11 P48CSM11 6 3 

01 "GTSCPSS" 5 0 50 "P50" 7 0 

06 11 P06 11 4 0 51 "P51" 5 0 

20 "PROG20 " 6 2 52 "PROG52" 5 0 

21 "PROG21" 4 2 53 "P51 " 1~ 5 0 

25 "P25CSM" 6 2 54 " PROG52"1~ 5 0 

29 "P29" 7 2 55 "P55 " 7 0 

30 "P30" 7 2 61 "P61" 6 3 

31 "P31" 4 2 62 "P62" 6 1 

32 "P32" 4 2 77 "P77 " 7 2 

33 "P33 " 4 2 81 "P81" 6 2 

34 "P34" 4 2 82 "P82" 6 2 

35 "P35 " 4 2 83 "P83" 6 2 

( 36 "P36" 4 2 84 "P84" 6 2 

37 "P37" 7 2 85 "P85 " 6 2 

38 "P38" 4 2 86 "P86 11 6 2 

40 "P40CSM11 6 3 87 "P87" 6 2 

41 "P41CSM" 6 3 88 "P8811 6 2 

47 "P47CSM" 6 3 

~~ 
Table entries for P53 and P54 indicate starting address of "P53 " and 
"P54" respectively, but these tags are defined to be equal to "P51" and 

· 11 PROG52" , as shown. 

P81-P88 are control drivers for minimum key rendezvous cycling: they are 
not intended for manual selection. 
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IMU Computations 

R02BOTH Entered from 11 P4os/ F11 (P40/ P41), 11 P47CSM11 (P47 /P48), 11 P50 11
, 

11p55 11
, 

11 PR0020 11
, 

11 PROG52 11 (P52/ P54), 11S61.l 11 (P61/ P62), an::l. 

If bit 13(REFSMFI.G) of FLAGWRD3 = 0: 
11 V89CALL1' 

If bit 9(IMUOPBIT) of IMODES30 = 0: (IMU turned on) 

TS = 02208 

If bit 9(IMUOPBIT) of Il10DES30 = 1: 

TS = 02108 

Perform 11VARALARM1 1 

Proceed to 11GOTOPOOH1
' 

Set bit 8(IMUSE) of FLAGWRDO = 1 

Return 

PIPASR 

T = T pptml now 

Set least si gnifi cant halves of DELY = 0 (flag for telemetry that 
DELY not compensated) 

Set DELY =PIP! and PIP!= - 0 PIP! reset so that no counts are lost. 

Return 

l / PIPA 

Only most significant halves of DELY 
loaded. Special precautions taken to 
make routine restartable: if get a 
restart, ldPIPADT set to K2 . seep 

If GCOMPSW < 0, Return 

Inhibit interrupts 

Perform the following for i = z, y, x: 

DELV. = DELV. 
l l sp 

+ C . f DELV. pipasc . i 
i sp 

- C . b. ldPIPADT pipa iasi 

Release interrupts 

GCOMP = GCOMP - c DELV + c DELV - c ldPIPADT x x ad,x x sr,x y nbd,x 

GCOMP = GCOMP - c DELV + c DELV - c ldPIPADT 
y y ad,y y sr,y z nbd,y 

GCOMP = GCOMP - Cad,z DELVz - Csr,z DELVY + Cnbd z ldPIPADT z z 
' 
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If magnitude of any GCOMP. (i = x,y, z) ~ K k: 
1 cpc 

Establish "l/CHECK 11 (priority 218) 

Return 

NBDONLY Established by "SVCT3 11 

If GCOMPSW < 0, End of · job 

Inhibit interrupts 

If bit 15 (DRIFTF1G) of FLAGWRD2 = 0, End of job 

Set TS = ldPIPADT and ldPIPADT = TIMEl 

Release interrupts 

TS = ldPIPADT - TS (i.e . new value minus old value ) 

Proceed to 11 NBD2 11 

LASTBIAS Established by 11 PREREAD 11 

Perform 11 PIPUSE 11 

If GCOMPSW ~ O, End of job 

TS = (leas t signifi cant half of Tpptml) - ldPIPADT 

ldPIPADT = K2 seep 

Proceed to 11NBD2 11 

If TS = 0, End of job 

If TS < 0: 

TS = TS + 16384 centi- seconds (correct for TI:MEl overflow) 

GCOMP = GCOMP - C TS (TS scaling he~e Bl9 ) x x nbd,x 

GCOMP = GCOMP - C bd TS y y n ,y 

GCOMP = GCOMP + C bd TS z z n ,z 

If magnitude of any GCOMP . (i = x,y,z) ~ K k: 
1 cpc . 

Proceed to 111/ GYR0 '1 

End of job 
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l/CHECK 

If IMUCADR -=f 0: 

End of job 

Proceed to "l/GYRO" 

l/GYRO 

Shift GCOM;E right 7 places (bits corresponding to 2- 8 pulses and below 
are lost), making scaling B21 pulses 

TS = 11GCOMP 11 

Perform "IMUPULSE" 

Perform 11 IMUSTALV 1
: if error return, proceed 

otherwise, proceed 

Shift least significant half of GCOM;E left 7 places, making scaling 
of double precision number (for most significant halves 0) Bl4 
pulses . Bits 14- 8 of least significant half lost (expected to 
be 0 for normal operation) 

End of job 

IMUMON Entered from "PROCEEDE" every 0.48 seconds 

TS1 = (bits 15-11 and 9 of channel 30) 

If TS1 = (bits 15-11 and 9 of IMODES30): 

Proceed to "TNONTEST" 

TS = 0 (in RUPTREG2 cell) 

Set those bits of TS = 1 that are different in IMODES30 and TS1 (in the range of bits 15-11 and 9) 

Set (bits 15-11 and 9 of IMODES30) = TS1 

If bit 15 of TS = 1 : (IMU temperature) 

TS = bits 14- 1 of TS (Tag here "TLIM' 1
) 

If bit 15(TLIMBIT) of IMODES30 = 1 : 

Set bit 4(Temperature Caution) of channel 11 = 1 

If bit 15(TLIMBIT) of IMODES30 = 0: 

If bit l(LMPTSTBT) of IMODES33 = 0: 

Set bit 4(Temperature Caution) of channel 11 = 0 
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If bit 14 of TS = 1: (IMU turn- on request) 

If bit 2(DLAYFAIL) of IMODES30 = 0: (Tag here 11 ITURNON 11
) 

If bit 14(TONISSBT) of IMODES30 = 0: 

Set bit 7(ITNON1BT) of IMODESJO = 1 

If bit 14(TONISSBT) of IMODES30 = 1: 

If bit 15(ISS Turn- on Delay Complete) of channel 
12 = 0: 

Set bit 2(DLAYFAIL) of IMODES30 = 1 

Perform "ALARM" (pattern 0207 8) 

If bit 13 of TS = 1: (IMU fail) 

Perform 11 SETISSW11 

If bit 12 of TS = 1: (IMU CDU fail) 

Perform "SETISSW11 

If bit 11 of TS = 1 : ( IMU cage c onunand ) 

If bit ll(CAGEBIT) of IMODES30 = 1: (Tag here 11 IMUCAGE 11
) 

Set bit 4 (No Attitude) of DSPTAB+-11 = O, and flag for 
output at next opportunity 

Set bit 5(Zero IMU CDU) of channel 12 = 1 

CD!J. = 0 

Call "UNZ2" in 0.32 seconds 

Proceed to "C33TEST" 

Set bits 15- 10 (IMU and CDU drive enable and gyro drive enable) 
of channel 14 = 0 

Set bits 8(TVC Enable), 6-4 (Enable IMU CDU Error Counters, Zero 
IMU CDU, and Coarse Align IMU), and 2(Enable Optics Error 
Counters) of channel 12 = 0 

Set bit 7(ENGONFLG) of FLAGWRD5 = 0 

Set bit 13(SPS Engine On) of channel 11 = 0 

Perform 11 CAGESUB 11 (starting at 3rd line) 
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(If bit 11 of TS= 1): 

Set bits 5(TRACKF1.G) of FLAGWR.Dl, 15(DRIFTF1.G) of FI.AGWRD2, and 
13(REFSMF1.G) of FLAGWRD3 = O 

CDUXCMJ2 = - 0 

GYROCMD = - 0 

Set bits 9-6 (Gyro drive selection) of channel 14 = 0 

If bit 9 of TS = 1: (IMU operate) 

If bit 9(IMUOPBIT) of IMODES30 = 1: (Tag here 11 IMUOP 11 ) 

Set bit 6(NOIMUDAP) of IMODES33 = 1 

Set bits 5(TRACKFLG) of FLAGWRDl, 15(DRIFTFLG) of FLAGWRD2, 
and 13(REFSMFLG) of FLAGWRD3 = 0 

Set bit 9(UTFLAG) of FLAGWRDS = 0 

If bit S(IMUSE) of FLAGWRDO = 1: 

Perform "ALARM" (pattern 0214g) 

Set bits S(IMUSE) and 7(RNDVZFI.G) of FLAGWRDO = 0 

If bit 9(IMUOPBIT) of IMODES30 = 0: 

If bit 2(DLAYFAIL) of IMODESJO = 0: 

Set bit 7(ITNON1BT) of IMODESJO = 1 

Proceed to "TNONTEST" 

TNONTEST 

If bit 7(ITNON1BT) of IMODESJO = 0: 

Proceed to "CJJTEST" 

If bit S(ITNON2BT) of IMODESJO = 0: 

Set bit S(ITNON2BT) of IMODESJO = 1 

Proceed to "C33TEST" 

Set bits S-7(ITNON2BT, ITNONlBT) of IMODES30 = 0 (Tag here "PROCTNON11 ) 
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If bit 14(TONISSBT) of IMODES30 = 1: 

If bit 4(Coarse Align) of channel 12 = 1: (Tc;ig here "OPONLY") 

Proceed to "C33TEST" 

If bit 8(IMUSE) of FLAGWRDO = 1: 

Proceed to 11 C33TEST" 

Set bits 6-3 (IMUNITBT, NOACCALM, IMUFINHT, ICDUINHT) and bit 
l(ACCFINHT) of IMODES30 = 1 

Set bit 6(NOIMUDAP) of IMODES33 = 1 

Set bit 4(No Attitude) of DSPTABtll = O, and flag for output 
at next opportunity 

Set bit 5(Zero IMU CDU) of channel 12 = 1 

CD!! = 0 

Call "UNZ2" in 0 .32 seconds 

Proceed to "C33TEST" 

If bit 9(IMUOPBIT) of IMODES30 = 1 : 

Perform "ALARM" (pattern 02138) 

Perform "CAGESUB" 

Call "ENDTNON 11 in 90 seconds 

Proceed to "C33TEST" 

C33TEST 

TS1 = (bits 13-11 of channel 33) 

Reset channel 33 flip- flops (bits 15-11, done by a Write - type order) 

If TS1 = (bits 13-11 of IMODES33): 

Proceed to 11GLOCKMON 11 

TS = 0 

Set those bits of TS = 1 that are different in IMODES33 and TS1 (in the range of bits 13-11) 

Set (bits 13-11 of IMODES33) = TS1 
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If bit 13 of TS = 1: (Accelerometer fail) 

Set bit lO(PIPAFLBT) of IMODES30 = bit 13(PIP2FLBT) of IMODES33 
(Tag here 11 PIPFAIL'') 

Perform 11 SETISSW11 

If bit l(ACCFINHT) of IMODES30 = 1: 

If bits 10-7 (PIPAFLBT, IMUOPBIT, ITNON2BT, ITNONlBT) and 
bit 5(NOACCALM) of IMODES30 all = 0: 

Perform 11ALARM11 (pattern 0212g) 

If bit 12 of TS = 1: (Downlink too fast) 

If bit 12(DNLKFAIL) of IMODES33 = 0: 

Perform 11ALARM11 (pattern 1105g) 

If bit 11 of TS = 1: (Uplink too fast) 

If bit ll(UPLKFAIL) of IMODES33 = 0: 

Perform 11ALARM11 (pattern 1106g) 

Proceed to 11 GLOCKMON 11 

(Tag here 11 DNTMFAST 11 ) 

(Tag here 11UPTMFAST 11 ) 

GLOCKMON Entered every 0,4g second after computations of 11 IMUMJN" 

TS = \CDU zl + Km70degs 

If TS~ 0: 

If bit 6(Gimbal Lock) of DSPTAB+ll = O, Resume 

If bit l(LMPTSTBT) of IMODES33 = 0: 

Set bit 6(Gimbal Lock) of DSPTAB+ll = O, and flag for 
output at next opportunity 

Resume 

If (TS+ Km15degs)) 0: 

If bit 4(Coarse Align) of channel 12 = 0: 

If bits 14-13 of DAPDATRl = 112: (Saturn DAP) 

If bit l(AVED-FLAG) of FLAGWRDl = 1: 

Skip next 2 lines 

Perform 11 SETCOARS 11 

Call ncA+ECE 11 in 0.06 seconds 

If bit 6(Gimbal Lock) of DSPTABtll = 1, Resume 
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If bit 6(IMUNITBT) of IMODES30 = 1, Resume 

Set bit 6(Gimbal Lock) of DSPTAB+ll = 1, and flag for output at 
next opportunity 

Resume 

SETI SSW 

TS
3 

= (bits 4(IMUFINHT), 3(ICDUINHT) and l(ACCFINHT) of IMODES30) 

Shift TS
3 

left 9 places (loading bits 13, 12, and 10) 

TS 
4 

= TS
3 

9 IMODES30 (bi ts 13, 12, and 10 of IMODES30 are IMUFLBIT, 
ICDUFLBT, and PIPAFLBT) 

Ts
5 

= bits 13, 12, and 10 of (- Ts
4

) 

If TS
5 

f 0: (means that 13/4, 12/3, and 10/1 bit pairs not have 
at least one of the two bits of the pair a binary 1) 

TS = TS
5 

- 1 ( corrnnunication cell with "VARAIARM", not affecting 
the TS of e.g. 11 IMUMON 11 ) 

Perform "VARALARM" 

Set bit l(ISS Warning) of channel 11 = 1 

Return 

If bit l(LMPTSTBT) of IMODES33 = 0: 

Set bit l(ISS Warning) of channel 11 = 0 

Return 

CAGESUB 

Set bit 15(ISS Turn- on Delay Complete) and bit 6(Eimble IMU CDU 
Error Counters) of channel 12 = 0 

Set bit 5(Zero IMU CDU) and bit 4(Coarse Align) of channel 12 = 1 

Set bit 4(No Attitude) of DSPTAB+-11 = 1, and flag for output at 
next opportunity (Tag here "CAGESUBl") 

Set bits 6-3 (IMUNITBT, NOACCALM, IMUFINHT, ICDUINHT) and bit 
l(ACCFINHT) of IMODES30 = 1 

Set bit 6(NOIMUDAP) of IMODES33 = 1 

Return 
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ENDTNON 

If bit 2(DLAYFAIL) of IMODES30 = 1: 

Set bit 2(DLAYFAIL) of IMODES30 = 0 

If bit 14.(TONISSBT) of IMODES30 = 0: 

Delay 90 seconds 

Proceed to "ENDTNON" 

If bit 8(IMUSE) of FLAGWRDO = 1: 

Proceed to "IMUBAD" 

End of task 

Set bit 15(ISS Turn-on Delay Complete) of channel 12 = 1 

Set bit 4(No Attitude) of DSPTAB+-11 = O, and flag for output at 
next opportunity 

Proceed to 11l.JNZ2 11 

CD!:! = 0 

Set bit 5(Zero IMIJ CDU) and bit 4(Coarse Align) of channel 12 = 0 

Delay 7,9 seconds 

Set bits 6(IMUNITBT), 4(IMUFINHT),and 3(ICDUINHT) of IMODESJO = 0 

Set bit 6(NOIMUDAP) of IMODES33 = 0 

Perform "SETISSW" 

Set bit 15(ISS Turn- on Delay Complete) of channel 12 = 0 

Call "PFAILOK" in 4 seconds 

End of task 

PFAILOK Called by "UNZ2" 

If bit 6(IMUNITBT) of IMODESJO = 1, End of task 

Set bit lO(PIPAFLBT) of IMODESJO = 1 

Set bit 1J(PIP2FLBT) of IMODES33 = 1 

Set bit 5(NOACCALM) of IMODESJO = 0 
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Perform 11 SETISSW1 1 

End of task 

IFAILOK Called by 11 IMUFINE 11 

If bit 6(IMUNITBT) of IMODESJO = 1, End of task 

If bit 4(Coarse Align) of channel 12 = 1, End of task 

Set bit lJ(IMUFLBIT) of IMODESJO = 1 

Set bit 4(IMUFINIIT) of IMODESJO = 0 

Perform 11 SETissw11 

End of task 

IMUZERO Entered from 11GEOIMUTT 11
, 

11GTSCPSS11 , and 11 VBZER0 11 

Inhibit interrupts 

If bit 6(Gimbal Lock) and bit 4(No Attitude) of DSPI'AB+ll = 112: 

Per form 11 ALARM11 (pattern 02068) 

IMUCADR = - 0 

Release interrupts 

Return 

If bit 6(IMUNITBT) of IMODESJO = 1: 

IMUCADR = -0 

Release interrurt s 

Return 

Set bits 6- 5 (NOIMUDAP, IMUZROBT) of IMODESJJ = 1 

Set bits 4-3 (IMUFINIIT, ICDUINIIT) of IMODESJO = 1 

Set bit 6(Enable IMU CDU Error Counters) and bit 4(Coarse Align) 
of channel 12 = 0 

Set bit 4(No Attitude) of DSPI'ABtll = O, and flag for output at 
next opportunity 

Set bit 5(Zero IMU CDU) of channel 12 = 1 
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CD1I_ = 0 

Call 11 IMUZER02" in 0.32 seconds 

If bit 9(IMUOPBIT) of IMODES30 = 1: 

Perform 11ALARM11 (pattern 02108) 

Release interrupts 

Return 

IMUZER02 

If bit 6(IMUNITBT) of IMODES30 = 1: 

Proceed to "IMUBAD" 

CDU = 0 

Set bit 5(Zero IMU CDU) of channel 12 = 0 

Delay 7,9 seconds 

If bit 6(IMUNITBT) of IMODES30 = 1 : 

Proceed to "IMUBAD" 

Set bits 4-3 (IMUFINHT , ICDUINHT) of IMODES30 = 0 

Set bits 6- 5 (NOIMUDAP, IMUZROBT) of IMODES33 = 0 

Perform "SETISSW11 

Proceed to 11 ENDIMU 11 

IMUCOARS 

Inhibit interrupts 

If bit 6(IMUNITBT) of IMODES30 = 1: 

IMUCADR = -0 

Release interrupts 

Return 

Perform 11 SETCOARS11 

Call 11 COARS 11 in 0 .06 seconds 

Release interrupts 

Return 
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OOARS 

If bit 6(IMUNITBT) of IMODESJO = 1: 

Proceed to "IMUBAD 11 

Set bit 6(Enable IMU CDU Error Counters) of channel 12 = 1 

COMMANQ = THETAQ - CD~ ones complement difference formed, and 
rounded shift used to rescale to Bl rev. 

Delay 0.02 seconds 

Proceed to "COARS2 11 

COARS2 

If bit 6(IMUNITBT) of IMODES30 = 1: 

Proceed to "IMUBAD" 

TS = 0 
1 (in ITEMPl cell) 

Perform the following for i = Z,Y,X : 

If /coMMANDif = 0: 

CDUiCMD = -0 

If f coMMANDij f 0: 

TS
1 

= TS1 + 1 

TS = I COMMANDi I + 

If TS ) 0: 

K mcornmax 

COMMANDi = TS sgn COMMANDi 

CDUiCMD = - K sgn COMMANDi merman 

If TS~ 0: 

CDUiCMD = COMMANDi 

COMMANDi = 0 

If TS1 ) 0: (i .e. non-zero commands to be sent) 

Set bits 15-13(Gate outputs from CDUXC~) of channel 14 = 1 

Delay 0.6 seconis 

Proceed to "COARS2" 
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Delay 1.5 secorx:l.s 

If any( lcDU. - THETAD . ' + K t) > 0: 
i i co rs (i = x,y,z) 

Perform "ALARM" (pattern 02118) 

Proceed to 11 IMUBAD11 

Proceed to ''ENDIMU'' 

CA+ECE 

Set bit 6(Enable IMU CDU Error Counters) of channel 12 = 1 

End of task 

SETCOARS 

If bit 4(Coarse Align) of channel 12 = 1, Return 

Set bit 6(Enable IMU CDU Error Counters) of channel 12 = 0 

Set bit lO(Gyro Output Drive) of channel 14 = 0 

GYROCMD = - 0 

Set bit 4(Coarse Align) of channel 12 = 1 

Set bit 4(No Attitude) cf DSPTABtll = 1, arx:l. flag for output at 
next opportunity 

Set bit 6(NOIMUDAP) of IMODES33 = 1 

Set bit 4(IMUFINIIT) of IMODES30 = 1 

Set bits 5(TRACKF1G) of FLAGWRDl, 15(DRIFTFLG) of FLAGWRD2, and 
13(REFSMF1G) of FLAGWRD3 = 0 

Return 

IMUFINE Tag also "IMUFIN2011 

Inhibit interrupts 

If bit 6(IMUNITBT) of IMODES30 = 1: 

IMUCADR = - 0 

Release interrupts 

Return 
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Set bits 5(Zero IMU CDU) and 4 (Coarse Align) of channel 12 = 0 

Set bit 6(NOIMUDAP ) of IM:lDES33 = 0 

Set bit 4 (No Attitude) of DSPTAB+ll = 0, and flag for output at 
next opportunity 

Call 11 IFAILOK 11 in 5.12 seconds 

Call 11 IMUFINED 11 in 2 seconds 

Release interrupts 

Return 

IMUFINED 

If bit 6(IMUNITBT ) of IMODES30 = 1: 

Proceed to 11 IMUBAD11 

Proceed to 11 ENDIMU'1 

PIPUSE Entered from 11 ESTIMS 11 and 11 LASTBIAS 11 

PIPA = -0 

If bit 6(IMUNITBT) of IMODESJO = 1, Return 

Inhibit interrupts 

Set bit l(ACCFINI-IT ) of IMODESJO = 0 

Perform 11 SETISSW'1 

Release interrupts 

Return 

PIP FREE Entered from 11AVGEND 11 

Inhibit interrupts 

Set bit l (ACCFINI-IT ) of IMODESJO = 1 

If bit lO(PIPAFLBT ) of IMODESJO = 1: 

Release interrupts 

Return 

Perform 11ALARM11 (pattern 02128) 

Inhibit interrupts 
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Perform "SETISSW" 

Release interrupts 

Return 

IMUPULSE 

If bit 6(IMUNITBT) of JNODES30 = 1: 

IMUCADR = - 0 

Return 

If I.GYRO = 0: 

Set bit 6(Enable Gyro Power Supply) of channel 14 = 1 

Call "STRTGYRO" in 0 .04 seconds 

If I.GYRO ) 0: 

Put present job to sleep (starting address id = "GWAKE") 

When awakened, put to sleep again if I.GYRO ) 0 

Call "STRTGYRO'' in 0 .01 seconds 

I.GYRO = TS (TS set on entrance to 11 IMUPIJLSE 11 with address of 
first gyro connnand) 

Force sign agreement of ~I.GYRO (i .e. each double precision axis) 
dp 

Return 

STRTGYRO 

Set bits 10-7 (Gyro select bits) of channel 14 = 0 

If bit 6(IMUNITBT) of IMODES30 = 1: 

Proceed to "DONTPULS" 

Proceed to "STRTGYR2" 

STRTGYR2 

If bits 14-13 of I.GYRO= 002: (initial condition value) 

TS
3 

= 2 

Ts
4 

= Bit 8 (Gyro Y-axis selection) 

Proceed to "GSELECT" 
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If bits 14-13 of lGYRO = 012 : 

TS = 2 
3 

TS
4 

= Bits 8- 7 (Gyro Z-axis selection) 

Proceed to "GSELECT" 

If bits 14-13 of lGYRO = 102 : 

TS = 0 
3 

TS
4 

= Bit 7 (Gyro X- axis selection) 

lGYRO = lGYRO - 4 (sets for address of X component) 

Proceed to ''GSELECT" 

lGYRO = 0 (bits 14- 13 of lGYRO = 112) 

Awaken job (if any) put to sleep with starting address id = "GWAKE" 

Proceed to "IMUFINED" 

GSELECT 

lGYRO = lGYRO + TS
3 

+ 100008 (octal number is bit 13, to cause y,z,x 
output sequence) 

ADRlGYR = (bits 11- 1 of lGYRO) 

TS = EADRlGYR 
dp 

If Cl TSI + K ) < 0 : mgyrmn ..... 

Proceed to "STRTGYR2" 

TS = TS + K f sgn TS gyr re (modulo 1 revolution or 221 pulses) 

If TS < 0: 

(Negative gyro torquing) 

Set those bits of channel 14 = 1 that are 1 in TS
4 

(selects proper 
a.xis and sign) 

EADRlGYR+l = (bits 7- l of 'EADRlGYR+lf) sgn EADRlGYR 
dp 

TS = K fTsf gyrsc 

TS1 = integral part of (TS/8192) 
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TS2 = TS - 8192 TS1 

If TS1 ) 1 : 

(in range 0 - 8191) 

EADRLGYR+O = TSl - 2 

GYROCMD = 8192 + TS2 

(Tag here "LONGGYRO") 

Call "8192AUG" in (11,tlO GYROCMD - 3) centi- seconds 

Set bit lO(Gyro Output Drive) of channel 14 = 1 

End of task 

If TS
1 

= 1 : 

TS2 = TS2 + 8192 

EADRLGYR+O = O 

GYROCMD = TS2 

If bit 4(IMU Coarse Align) of channel 12 = 0: 

If bi t 6(IMUNITBT) of IMODES30 = 0: 

Call "TWOPULSE" i n (11,tlO GYROCMD + 3) centi- seconds 

Set bi t lO(Gyro Output Drive) of channel 14 = 1 

End of task 

Proceed to "DONTPULS" 

8192AUG 

If bit 4(IMU Coarse Ali gn) of channel 12 = 1: 

Proceed to "DONTPULS" 

If bit 6(IMUNITBT) of IMODES30 = 1: 

Proceed to "DONTPULS 11 

If E ADRLGYR+O ) O: 

EADRLGYR+O = EADRLGYR+O - l 

GYROCMD = GYROCMD + 8192 

Call "8192AUG 11 in (11,tlO GYROCMD - 3) centi- seconds 

Set bit lO(Gyro Output Drive) of channel 14 = 1 

End of task 
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GYROCMD = GYROCMD + Sl92 

If bit 4(IMU Coarse Align) of channel 12 = 0: 

If bit 6(IMUNITBT) of IMODESJO = 0: 

(redundant with check 
already done) 

Call "TWOPULSE11 in (~tlO GYROCMD + 3) centi-seconds 

Set bit lO(Gyro Output Drive) of channel 14 = 1 

End of task 

Proceed to 11 DONTPULS 11 

TWO PULSE (Purpose is to have 11 last 11 torquing always negative) 

Set bit 9(Negative Gyro Torquing) of channel 14 = 0 

GYROCMD = 2 (sent in less than 1 ms) 

Set bit lO(Gyro Output Drive) of ch~nnel 14 = 1 

Call 11 STRTGYRO'' in 0. 01 second (logic for this requires over 1 ms) 

Set bit 9(Negative Gyro Torquing) of channel 14 = 1 

GYROCMD = 2 

Set bit lO(Gyro Output Drive) of channel 14 = 1 

End of task 

DONTPULS 

I.GYRO = 0 

Awaken job (if any) put to sleep with starting address id = 
11

GWAKE" 

Proceed to 11 IMUBAD 11 

ENDIMU 

If bit l(ISS Warning) of channel 11 = 1: 

Proceed to 11 IMUBAD 11 

If IMUCADR = +O: 

IMUCADR = -1 

End of task 

Awaken job put to sleep in 11 IMUSTALL 11 and cause it to start at 
(IMUCADR +l), indicating a success 
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IMUCADR = +O 

End of task 

I MU BAD 

If IMUCADR = +O: 

IMUCADR = - 0 

End of task 

Awaken job put to sleep in 11 IMUSTALL' 1 and cause it to start at 
(IMUCADR), indicating an error 

IMUCADR = +O 

End of task 

IMUS TALL 

If IMUCADR > o, proceed to 11 POOD00 11 (pattern 212108) 

If IMUCADR = +O, set IMUCADR = (Calling address +l , in FCADR 
format ), and put present job to sleep 

If IMUCADR = - 0 : 

IWCADR = +O 

Return (to calling address +l, indicating an error) 

If IMUCADR = -1: 

IMUCADR = +0 

Return (to calling address +2, indicating a success) 

If IMUCADR < -1, proceed to "POOD00 11 (pattern 212108) 
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Quantities in Computations 

See also list of major variables and list of routines 

ldPIPADT: Cell containing time information used with IMU compensation 
routines. During free-flight portions, contains value of Tll.fEl 
when previous gyro drift compensation was made, scale factor BJ.4, 
units centi-seconds (with optional tag 11 0LDBTl11

) . During those 
portions of flight when 11 1/ PIPA" is entered, contains value of 
computing interval, scale factor B8, units centi-seconds. Both 
quantities are single precision. Cell is set to 2 seconds in 
"Pll" and in 11 LASTBIAS 11

, and to ! second in "GTSCPSS" . 

ADRLGYR: Dummy quantity used to indicate that gyro compensation 
information taken from least significant 11 bits of LGYRO. Bits 
11-9 are loaded into EBANK (see Data Input/ Output ) and bits 8-1 
are added to J.4008 to give address within the erasable memory bank. 

c d: -a Set of three single precision erasable memory constants, program 
notation "ADIAX 11

, "ADIAY 11
, and "ADIAZ" , to correct for "IRIG 

acceleration sensitive drift along the input axis '1
, scale factor 

B-~i units gyro pulses/accelerometer count. One gyro pulse is 
2- revolution and one accelerometer count is a velocity increment 
of 5.85 centimeters/ second. The units of th~ constant can also be , 
expressed as "meru/g", where one meru is 10-J x earth rate. In 
these units, the scaling of the constant f7 about 19.0304345 least 
increments per (meru/g): this figure is 2 x 0.024339048 x 
( 5.85 x lo-2)/9,80665, where first term is the reciprocal of the 
least increment for units of gyro pulses/ accelerometer count; the 
second term is the number of gyro pulses/meru (0.1 K , see 
Prelaunch Alignment ) ; the third is the accelerometer0~~ factor 
in units of meters/ second; and the fourth is gravity (meters / sec2). 
If earth rate is simplified to 15 degrees/hour, the number of 
least incrementsper (meru/ g) is reduced to about 18.9785. 

C bd: Set of three single precision erasable memory constants, program 
-n notation "NBDX 11

, 11 NBDY" , and "NBDZ" , to correct for "IRIG bias 
drift '1

, scale factor B-5, units gyro pulses/ centi-second. The 
units of the constant can also be expressed as 11meru'1

, in which 
case the scaling is about 127.606708 least increments per meru: 
this figure is 219 x 0.01 x 0.024339048 (see Q d: the 0.01 factor 
is for centi-seconds ) . For earth rate simplifred to 15 degrees/ hour, 
the number of least increments per meru is reduced to about 127. 2583. 

C . b' : Set of three single precision erasable memory constants, -pipa ias 
program notation for first "PIPABIAS" (or "PBIASX", "PBIASY", 

and "PBIASZ") , to correct for "accelerometer bias 1', scale factor 
B-6, units accelerometer counts/ centi-second. The units of the 
constant can also be expressed as "cm/ sec2", in which case the 
scaling is about 1792.4376 least increrrents per cm/ sec2: this figure 
is 220 x 0.01 x (1/ 5.85 ) , where first term is reciprocal of normal 
least increment, second compensates for centi-seconds, 
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and third is reciprocal of accelerometer scale factor. In-flight 
evaluation could be performed by determining the number of accelerometer 
counts accumulated ~ a period of 320 seconds, multiplying by two 
to give counts in~ x 10) seconds, and then dividing bJ 1000 to 
~ive scaled counts/ centi-second. N21 can be used to read PIPA 
cells and NOl with decimal input can be used to load the appropriate 
cells (1452, 1454, and 1456 in ECAIJR form for x, y, z respectively). 

C . f: Set of three single precision erasable memory constants, program 
-pipasc notation "PIPASCFX11 , "PIPASCFY 11 , and "PIPASCFZ" , scale factor 

B-9, units accelerometer counts/ accelerometer count, used to 
correct for "accelerometer scale factor error." The. units of the 
constant can also be expressed as "parts per million (PPM)", in 
which case the s~~ling ig 8.388608 least increments per PPM: 
this figure is 2 x 10- , where first term is reciprocal of 
normal least increment and second is PPM conversion. 

Qsr Set of three single precision erasable memory constants, program 
notation "ADSRAX", "ADSRAY" , and "ADSRAZ" , to correct for "IRIG 
acceleration sensitive drift along the spin reference axis " , 
scale factor B-3, units gyro pulses/ accelerometer count. See 
discussion with Qad (which has same scaling) . 

CDU:X:CM;Q (CDU:X:CMD, CDUYCMD, CDUZCMD-) : Single precision value of computer 
special erasable memory cells 00508 - 00528 • Output pulses are 
generated based on the contents of these cells if bits 15-13 of 
channel 14 (respectively) are set 1, and the respective JMU CDU 
error counter is loaded from the pulse train information if bit 6 
of channel 12 is 1. Pulses may be used to coarse align the JMU 
if bit 4 of channel 12 is set (in this case, JMU stable member 
movement causes the error counter information to be decremented ) , 
with 213 pulses giving one revolution. Pulses are generated at 
a rate of 3200 pps. See also Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

COMMANQ: Single precision value of required coarse-align command, scale 
factor Bl, units revolutions. Could also be considered ( see above 
discussion of CDUiCMD ) to have a scale factor Bl4, units coarse
align pulses. 

DAPDATRl: See Digital Autopilot Interface Routines. 

GCOMf: Value of required gyro compensation command, computed with a scale 
factor Bl4 but used in 11 IMUPULSE 11 with a scale factor B21 ( or, 

· alternatively, with a scale factor BO revolutions rather than B21 
gyro pulses, since there are 221 gyro pulses/ revolution ) . 

GCOMPSW: Single precision control cell used to bypass the performance 
of 11 l / PIPA 11 and 11 NBDONLY 11 if is negative. Set 0 in 11 GTSCPSS 11 • 

GYROCMD: Single precision value of computer special erasable memory cell 
00478, used to control generation of gyro torquing pulses at a 
3200 pps rate if bit 10 of channel 14 = 1. Gyro power supply for 
the pulses is enabled by bit 6 of channel 14, bits 8-7 indicate 
the axis, and bit 9 is 1 if a negative command is to be produced. 
One pulse is 2-21 revolution. 
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IMODES30: Single precision flag word used for control of "T4RUPI' 11 routines 
associated with channel 30 inputs. Individual bits have the rreanings 
given below. A restart ("GOPRffi") sets bits 14-10 to 1 and sets bits 
15, 8-6, and 2 to 0. 

Bit Symbol 

15 TLIMBIT 

14 TONISSBT 

13 IMUFLBIT 

12 ICDUFLBT 

11 CAGEBIT 

10 PIPAFLBT 

9 IMUOPBIT 

8 ITNON2BT 

7 ITNONlBT 

6 IMUNITBT 

5 NOACCALM 

4 IMUFINHT 

Meaning 

Last sampled value of channel 30 bit 15 (0 if stable 
member within designed temperature limits ) . 

Last sampled value of channel 30 bit 14 (0 if 
ISS has been turned on or connnanded to be turned on ) . 

Last sampled value of channel 30 bit 13 (0 if 
an IMU fail indication has been produced by the 
IMU hardware ) • 

Last sampled value of channel 30 bit 12 (0 if 
an IMU CDU fail indication has been generated by 
the IMU CDU hardware ) . 

Last sampled value of channel 30 bit 11 (0 if 
an IMU cage command generated by the crew). 

Same as bit 13 of IMODES33 (0 if an accelerometer 
fail indication produced by the hardware, channel 
33 bit 13). 

Last sampled value of channel 30 bit 9 (0 if 
IMU turned on and operating with no malfunctions). 

Bit 7 of IMODES30 sensed as 1 (i.e. turn-on 
request received ) . Used to achieve a .wait of 
0.48 seconds (during which bit is 1) before acting 
on turn-on information. 

IMU turn-on request received (a change in value 
to a logic 1, i.e. binary 0, of bit 14 or bit 9 
of IMODES30 ) . 

Bit set 1 to indicate that IMU use should not 
be attempted: set 1 during the turn-on sequence, 
if bit 11 of IMODES30 indicates a cage connnand., or 
ISS zeroing in "T4RUPI'" loop. 

Bit set 1 to inhibit generation of program alarm 
2128 in "C33TEST 11 (for accelerometer fail signal ) . 

Bit set 1 to inhibit generation of ISS Warning 
signal based on IMU fail signal (bit 13 of IMODES30). 
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Bit Symbol 

3 ICDUINHT 

2 DLAYFAIL 

1 ACCFINHT 

Meaning 

Bit set 1 to inhibit generation of ISS ~arning 
signal based on receipt of IMU CDU fail signal 
(bit 12 of IMODES30). 

Bit set 1 to indicate failure of the turn- on 
delay sequence (IMU turn- on signals not present 
for the required time interval). 

Bit set 1 to inhibit generation of ISS Warning 
signal based on receipt of accelerometer fail 
signal (bit 10 of IMODES30). 

IMODES33: Single precision flag word used for control of 11 T4RUPT 11 

routines associated with channel 33 inputs (and other functions). 
Individual bits have the following meanings. 

Bit Symbol 

14 PROCDBIT 

13 PIP2FLBT 

12 DNLKFAIL 

11 UPLKFAIL 

6 NOIMUDAP 

5 IMUZROBT 

1 LMPTSTBT 

Meaning 

Last sampled value of channel 32 bit 14 (0 
if a Proceed pushbutton command given). This 
bit is used in 11 PROCEEDE 11 • 

Last sampled value of channel 33 bit 13 (0 
if an accelerometer fail indication has been 
produced by the hardware). 

Last sampled value of channel 33 bit 12 (0 
if telemetry end pulse rejected, downlink too 
fast). 

Last sampled value of channel 33 bit 11 (0 
if uplink pulse rejected, uplink too fast). 

Bit set 1 to indicate that IMU use for vehicle 
attitude information should not be attempted 
(sensed by RCS/docked DAP and Entry DAP). 

Bit set 1 in 11 IMUZER0 11 and reset 0 about 8.22 
seconds later in 11 IMUZER02 11 • Indicates that 
IMU zeroing outside of T4RUPT package is 
taking place . 

Bit set 1 if a lamp test (verb 35) is in 
progress, to inhibit turn-off of appropriate 
indicators. 

IMUCADR: Cell containing control information used in association with 
11 IMUSTALL11

: it contains return address information from the routine 
or information on the success (if = -1) or failure (if = -0 ) of 
an IMU function. 
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K2 : Single precision constant, program notation 11 PRI031", octal seep value 310008 , scale factor B8, units centi-seconds. Value 
corresponds to 2 seconds. 

KbtlO: Single precision constant, program notation 11 BITl0 11 , scal e 
.fact.or BO, uni ts centi-seconds/ gyro torquing puloo. Value is 

2-5 ( i.e. 1/32 ) , s ince output pulse r ate is 3200 pps, or 32 
pulses/ centi-second. 

Kcorst: Single precision constant, program notation 11 COARSTOL 11 , scale 
factor B-1, unit s r evolutions. Octal value is 77 5118, which 

corre spond s (after a one-bit modification used in the program 
for convenience in forming the absolute value ) to about -2.0105°. 

K : Single precision constant, program notation 11 NEGONE11
, scale 

cpckfactor Bl4, units gyro pulses, used to check if compensation of 
gyros is required. Octal value is 77776~,_but used in the.program 
in such a way (a mask on decremented jGCOMP.I) that effective 
value corresponds to 3 pulses: the most si~ifi.cant half of GCOMPi 
must be 3 or more pu.lses for the 11 l/GYR0 11 computations to be 
initiated, although lack of sign agreement could make the actual 
value only slightly more than 2 pulses. 

Kgyrfrc: Constant, program notation 11 GYROFRAC 11 , scale fa ctor B21, unit s 
gyro pulses. Stor ed value i s 28 x 2-28, corresponding to about 

0.219 pulses (nominal value 0.215 ) . 

Kgyrs c: Dummy constant indicating a rescaling of ori ginal contents of 
EADRLGYR from B21 to B28 pulses. 11 Va lue 11 is 1.0, scale factor B7. 

Kml5degs: Singl e precision const ant, program notation "-15DEGS 11, scale 
f actor B-1, unit s r evolutions. Octal value i s 752528, 

corresponding to about -14.996°. 

K 70d : Single precision constant, program notation 11 -70DEGS 11 , scale 
m egsfactor B-1, unit s revolutions. Octal va lue i s 634348, 

corre sponding to about -70.005° (after a one-bit modification used 
in the program for convenience in forming the absolute value ). 

~cmxm : Single precision const ant, program notation 11 -COMMAX- 11 , scale 
f actor Bl4, unit s CDU output pulses. Value i s - 192 x 2-14. 

K : Single precision constant, program notation 11 -COMMAX 11 scale 
mcommax . ' 14 factor Bl4, unit s CDU output pulses. Value is -191 x 2- , 

but used in program ( for convenience in forming the absolute value) 
in such a way that effective value i s -192. Limits change in CDU 
angle to 192 least increments per axis (or 8.4375°) each 0 .6 seconds. 
The maximum pulses required (to go 180 degrees) would be 4096, which 
would require 11 21.333]1 1

, i.e. 22 intervals of 0 .6 seconds each. With 
the additional 1.5 seconds for the K check, time required for 
coarse align would be less than about00~06 + 0.02 + 22 (0.6) + 1.5, 
or 14. 78 seconds. · 
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K : Single precision constant, program notation 11 -GYROMIN 11 , scale 
mgyrmnfactor B?, units gyro pulses. Octal value is 776018, which 

corresponds (after a one - bit adjustment used in program for 
convenience in forming the absolute value) to ( -127/128), i.e. 
one least increment less than 1.00 gyro pulse. 

LGYRO: Cell containing (if non- zero) address information for gyro 
torquing commands. If cell is zero, gyros are "available" (i.e. 
not being driven). 

PIP!: Value of special erasable memory cells (0037R - 00418) containing 
accumulated output counts from the accelerometers, scale factor 
Bl4, units counts. One count is 5.85 centimeters/ second. 

T t 1: Value of computer clock when accelerometers sampled, program 
PP m notation 11 PIPI'IMEl11 , scale factor B28, units centi-seconds. 

Subsequently loaded into Tpptm' hence can also be used as storage 
for the time tag associatea with Bnl and Ynl ( see General Program 
Control) for use by 11 PREREAD 11 • 
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Inflight Alignment 

P51 (Tag also "P53") 

If bit 9(IMUOPBIT) of IMODES30 = 1 : 

Perform "ALARM" (pattern 0210g) 

Proceed to 11GOTOPOOH11 

Proceed to "P51A" 

Set bit g(IMUSE) of FLAGWRDO = 1 

TS = 00015g 

(IMU not on) 

Proceed to "GOFER.Fl": if terminate, proceed to 11GOTOPOOH11 

if proceed, proceed to "P51B11 

otherwise, proceed 

THETAJ2. = 0 

TS = 0622 vn 

Perform "GODSPRET" 

TS = 4100 vn 

Perform 11GODSPRET 11 

If IMUCADR f 0 : 

Delay 1 second (by putting job to sleep via "DELAYJOB") 

Proceed to second previous line (recheck IMUCADR) 

Perform 11 IMUCOARS 11 

Perform "IMUSTALL": if error return, perform 11 217ALARM11 ; proceed 
otherwise, proceed 

Perform "IMUFINE" 

Perform 11 IMUSTALL11 : if error return, perform 11 217ALARM"; proceed 
otherwise , proceed 

Proceed to second line of "P51A" 
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STARIND = 0 

ldPIPADT = TIMEl 

GCOMJ: = 0 

Set bit 15 (DRIFTFLG) of FLAGWRD2 = 1 

If MODREG = 53: 

Perform 11R56 11 

If MODREG f 53: 

Perform 11R53 11 

Perform 11 SXTSM11 

If STARIND = 0: 

STARSA V1 = T2 

TS = T . ht sig 

(Tag here 11 P51c 11 , from below) 

Perform 11 PLANET 11 

PLANVEQ. = T2 

STARIND = 1 

Proceed to 5th line of 11 P51B 11 

STARSAV~ = T2 

TS = T . ht sig 

Perform 11 PLANET 11 

STARBQ = T2 

STARAQ = PLANVEQ 

STARAQ = STARSAVl 

STARBQ = STARSAV~ 

Perform 11R54 11 

(Tag here 11 P51F11
) 
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If bit 3(FREEFLAG) of FLAGWRDO = 0: 

Proceed to second line of "P51A" 

Perform "AXISGEN" 

Set bit 13 (REFSMFLG) of FLAGWRD3 = 0 

[REFSMMATj = [xdcJ 

Set bit 13(REFSMFLG) of FLAGWRD3 = 1 

Proceed to "GOTOPOOH" 

PROG52 (Tag also "P54") 

(e .g. a V32E response in "R54") 

Set bits ?(UPDATFLG) and 5(TRACKFLG) of FLAGWRDl = 0 

Perform "R02BOTH" 

If bit ?(AUTOSEQ) of FLGWRDlO = 1: 

Proce~d to "P52AUTO" (page MINK-7) 

If bit 9(UTFLAG) of FLAGWRD8 = 1: 

If OPTNTYPE -f 0: (means "option 2 of P20", i.e. R67 rotation) 

Set bit 5(TRACKFLG) of FLAGWRDl = 1 (should not have R67 active 
in P54 because of delay it can 
introduce in "R56") 

If bit 4(PFRATFLG) of FLAGWRD2 = 0: 

OPI'ION2 = 3 

If bit 4(PFRATFLG) of FI.AGWRD2 = 1: 

OPI'ION2 = 1 

Proceed to "P52B" 

TS = 1 

Proceed to "GOPERF4" : if terminate, proceed to "GOTOPOOH" 
if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to previous line 

TS = (bits 2-1 of OPTION2) 
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If TS= 3: ( @EFSMMAT] orientation) 

Proceed to "P52C" 

If TS = 1: ("preferred 11 orientation) 

Proceed to "P52D 11 

If TS = 0 or 2, proceed ("nominal" orientation) 

DSPTEMldp 

TS = 0634 vn 

(- 0, 0) 

Proceed to "VNFLASH 11
: (if terminate, proceed to "GOTOPOOH11

) 

if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to previous line 

If DSPTEMl = 0 : sp 

DSPTEMld = T p now 

Tdecl = DSPTEMldp 

Perform "CSMPREC 11 

~m:i = - unitliatt 

1sm:i = unit(Yatt ~~ Ratt) 

~m:i = unit (1sm:i ~~ ~snrl) 

Proceed to "P52D 11 

Perform "S52 .2 11 

TS = 0622 
vn 

(Tag here 11s52.3 11
) 

Proceed to 11GOFLASH 11
: if terminate, proceed to "GOTOPOOH 11 

if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to "P52D 11 

If bit ?(AUTOSEQ) of FLGWRDlO = 1: 

Proceed to "PERF20 11 (page MINK-7) 

TS = 00013
8 

Proceed to "GOFER.Fl": if terminate, proceed to "GOTOPOOH 11 

if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to "GYCRS 11 

Proceed to "CAL53A 11 (exits to "P52C") 
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TS = 00015g 

Proceed to 11 GOPERFl 11
: if terminate, proceed to 11GOTOPOOH11 

if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to "R5111 

T = T + K sight now tsgtl 

Perform "S50" 

Perform 11 CDUTRIG" (This is start of the former 11 PICAPAR 11 

routine: the tag has been deleted) 

Perform 11 CALCSMSC 11 

Set bit lO(VFLAG) of FLAGWRD3 = 1 

BESTI = 0 

BESTJ = 0 

(means no star found) 

SAK = unit ( (KsinJJ ~c + KcosJJ ~c) [REFSMMA'ij) 

Xl = 228 

Proceed to 11PIC1" 

If Xl ~ 6, proceed to 11 PICEND 11 

Xl = Xl - 6 

TS = K - -catXl 
Perform 11 occu1T 11 

If bit 7(CULTFLAG) of FLAGWRD3 1, proceed to 11 PICl 11 

X2 = Xl 

Proceed to 11 PIC3 11 

If X2 ~ 6, proceed to "PICl" 

X2 = X2 - 6 

TS = K - -cat X2 

Perform 11 0CCULT 11 
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If bit 7(CULTFLAG) of FLAGWRD3 = 1, proceed to 11 PIC3" 

TS = K • K - K 
-catXl -catX2 css66 

If TS < O, proceed to "PIC3" (separation more than 76°) 

If TS + K css6640 ~ 0, proceed to "PICJ 11 (separation 30° or less) 

If K SAK - K < O proceed to 11 PICl11 
-catXl css33 ' 

- K < O proceed to 11 PIC3 11 

css33 ' 

If bit lO(VFLAG) of FLAGWRD3 = 1: (means no star yet found) 

Set bit lO(VFLAG) of FL~GWRD3 = 0 

BESTI = Xl 

BESTJ = X2 

Proceed to 11 PIC3 11 

TS = K • K 
l - catBESTI -catBESTJ 

Set bit lO(VFLAG) of FLAGWRD3 = 1 

TS = K • K 
2 -catXl -catx2 

Set bit lO(VFLAG) of FLAGWRD3 = 0 

If TS2 - TS
1 
~ O, proceed to 11 PIC3" 

BESTI = Xl 

BESTJ = X2 

Proceed to 11PIC3" 

OCCULT 

If CSUN - (T§ • VS1JN) < 0: 

Set bit 7(CULTFLAG) of FLAGWRD3 = 1 

Return 

If CEARTH - (T§ · VEARTJ::!) (' 0: 

Set bit 7(CULTFLAG) of FLAGWRD3 = 1 

Return 
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( 
Set bit 7(CULTFLAG) of FLAGWRD3 = 0 

Return 

PICEND Entered from "PICl" at the end of the star table scan 

If bit lO(VFLAG) of FLAGWRD3 = 1: 

Perform ''ALARM" (pattern 04058) 

TS = 0509vn 

(means no stars found) 

Proceed to "GOFLASH": if terminate, proceed to "GOTOPOOH" 
if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to "P52C" 

Proceed to "R51" 

(Tag also "LOCSAM") 

TS = T . ht sig 

Perform "LSPOS" 

VSlJN = T.§.1 (unit sun position, Bl) 

T = T decl sight 

Perform "CSMCONIC" 

VEARTH = - unitR tt - -a 

CEARTH = cos (siri-l (K /lR J ) rsube -at 

VEI.dQ = Kldc Yatt + VSUN ,~ K - -eclipol 
CSUN = K 

cs sun 
Return 

S52.2 

. Perform "CDUTRIG" 

Perform "CALCSMSC" 

~c = unit( ~c [REFSMMAT]) 

~c = unit( ~c ~EFSMMAT)) 

~c = unit( ~c (!tEFSMMAf}) 

[xsm] = [xsrrrl] 
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Perform 11 CALCGA 11 

Return 

PLANET 

T =TS sight 

Perform 11 S50 11 

TS = 6 (bits 6-1 of STARCODE) 

If STARIND = 0: 

BESTI =TS 

If STARIND = 1: 

BESTJ = TS 

If TS = 0: 

TS = 0688 vn 

(means planet) 

Proceed to 11 VNFLASH 11
: (if terminate, proceed to 11 GOTOPOOH 11 ) 

if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to previous line 

T.§. = unit ( unit(Kldsqrt3 STARSAV].) + VEld.Q.) 

Return 

If (TS - 228) < 0: (original code in range 01-458, meaning 
a star in star table) 

TS = unit (K t + VEld_C) - -ca TS 
Return 

If TS = 228: (original code 468, meaning sun) 

TS = unit(VSUN + VEldC) - - -

Return 

If TS = 234: (original code 478, meaning earth) 

TS = unit(VEARTH + VEldC) - - -

Return 

(If TS> 234, improper results) 
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SXTSM 

Set bit ll(ATMFLAG) of FLAGWRDO = 1 

T . ht = MRKBUFld sig p 

Xl = - "MRKBUFl II 

If STARIND = 0: (Tag here "SXTSMl", entered from "GEI'UM") 

MARKDOWN+i = Ei-Xl (i = 0 - 6) 

If STARIND = 1: 

MARK2DWN+i = Ei-Xl (i = 0 - 6) 

CDUSPO'.!'._ = ~-Xl 

If bit ll(ATMFLAG) of FLAGWRDO = 0: (e.g . "GETUM" entrance) 

Perform "SXTNB" 

Perform "TRG-l*NBSM' 1 (leaves line-of-sight in T~) 

Return 

Set bit ll(ATMFL~G) of FLAGWRDO = 0 

If bits 14-7 of STARCODE = 0: 

Perform "SXTNB11 

Perform 11 TRG-l~NBSM11 

Return 

If bits 14-8 of STARCODE = 0 : (e .g. 001xx8) 

TQ. = NBOAt, (Tag here 11ATMSS1') 

Perform 11 TRG-l~NBSM' 1 

Return 

. NBO~ = unit (NBO!J 1~ NBOA6) 

Perform 11 0ASTAR 11 

T~ = unit (TQ. ~BO~ ) 

Perform 11TRG-l~NBSM' 1 

Return 

(STARCODE equal .to e.g. 002:xx
8

) 
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CAL53A (This is routine R50, entered from "P52D'' ) 

Perform "S52 .2" 

T§. = CDQ 

If any ( jTSi - THETADil) ~ Kdegl and < Kdeg.3 59 : (i = x,y,z; check 
actually done using 

If DruCADR f 0: double precision) 

Delay 1 secorrl (by putting job to sleep via 11 DELAYJOB 11
) 

Proceed to second previous line (recheck IMUCADR) 

Perform 11 IMUCOARS 11 

Perform "IMUSTALL": if error return, perform 11 217ALARM"; proceed 
otherwise, proceed 

Perform 11 IMUFINE 11 

Perform 11 DruSTALL11
: if error return, perform "217ALARM"; proceed 

otherwise, proceed 

CDUSPOT = (THETAD , THETAD , THETAD ) 
- y z x 

T§. = unit.K 

Perform 11 TRG~~NBSM11 

STARA!2 = T§. 

T§. = unitl 

Perform 11TRG~*NBSM11 starting at second line 

STARB!2 = T§. 

Perform 11 CDUTRIG11 

Perform 11 CALCSMSC 11 

STARAC = L 
- uC 

STARBC = L 
- uC 

Perform 11AXISGEN 11 

Perform 11 CALCGTA 11 

Set bit 13(REFSMFLG) of FLAGWRD3 = 0 

Set bit 15(DRIFTFI.G) of FLAGWRD2 = 0 
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TS = 11 CGC 11 

Perform 11 IMUPULSE 11 

Perform 11 IMUSTALL 11
: if error return, perform 11 217ALARM"; proceed 

otherwise, proceed 

ldPIPADT = TIMEl 

GCOM;E = 0 

Set bit 15(DRIFTFLG) of FLAGWRD2 = 1 

[REFSMMAT] = [xsmd] 

Set bit 13(REFSMFLG) of FLAGWRD3 = 1 

Proceed to 11 P52c 11 

Entered from 11 PIGEND 11 And 11 P52c 11 

STARIND = 1 

If STARIND = 0: 

STARCODE = BESTI I 6 

If STARIND = 1: 

STARCODE = BESTJ I 6 

Proceed to 11 R51DSP 11 

R51DSP 

TS = 0170vn 

Perform 11VNFLASHR 11
: (if terminate, proceed to 11GOTOPOOH11 ) 

if proceed, skip next 2 lines 
otherwise, proceed to previous line 

TS = 1102 and perform 11BLANKET 11 

End of job 

(R3BLNK, R2BLNK) 

If STARCODE ( -0 or if (bits 6-1 of STARCODE) ) 47 8: 

Set bit ?(Operator Error) of channel 11 = 1 

Proceed to 11R51DSP 11 

If bit 7 of STARCODE = 1: 

If STARCODE f 001468 : (i.e. sun not specified) 

Set bit ?(Operator Error) of channel 11 = 1 

Proceed to 11 R51DSP'' 
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TS = T now 

Perform "PLANET 11 

If STARIND ) 0: 

STARSAV1 = T§. 

If STARIND = 0: 

STARSAV~ = T§. 

If (MODRffi modulo 4) f 0: (i .e. P54 rather than P52) 

Perform "R56" (processing of mark ENTR could be delayed if 
R67 is active) 

If (MODREG modulo 4) = 0: 

If bits 14-7 of STARCODE = 0: 

Perform "R52" 

If bits 14-7 of STARCODE -f 0: 

Perform "R53" 

Perfor m "SXTSM" 

STARSA V~ = T§. 

TS = T . ht s i g 

Perform "FLA.NET" 

If STARIND > 0: 

(Tag here "R51B") 

PLANVEC = unit( [REFSMMAT] T§. ) 

STARSA\11 = STARSAVg 

STARIND = 0 

Proceed to 2nd line of "R51" 

STARAQ = uni t ( [REFSMMAT] T§. ) 

STARAQ = STARSAVg 

STARBQ = STARSAV1 

STARBQ = PIANVEQ 
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Perform 11R54 11 

If bit 3(FREEFLAG) of FLAGWRDO = 0: 

Proceed to 11R51K" 

Perform 11AX.ISGEN 11 

Proceed to "R55 11 (exits to 11R51K 11
) 

TS = 000148 
(Tag here also 11 R51KA 11

) 

Proceed to 11 GOPERF1 11 : if terminate, proceed to 11GOTOPOOH11 

if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to 11GOTOPOOH11 

Proceed to 11 P52c 11 

E21t (Tag also 11 CHKSDATA 11
; entered from 11 P51B 11 and "R51DSP11 ) 

Set bit 3(FREEFLAG) of FLAGWRDO = 1 

TS
1 

= cos-l (STARAQ · STARBQ) 

Set bit 3(FREEFLAG) of FLAGWRDO = 0 

TS2 = cos- l (STARAQ · STARBQ) 

DSPTEMl = JTs2 - Ts1l , with sign agreement forced, scaled B-1 rev. 

DSPTEMl+l = TS1 (single precision, B-1 rev.) 

Set bit 3(FREEFLAG) of FLAGWRDO = 1 

TS = 0 

Perform 11 CLEANDSP 11 

TS = 0605 vn 

Proceed to 11GOFLASH11
: if terminate, proceed to 11 GOTOPOOH" 

if proceed, skip next line 
otherwise, proceed 

Set bit 3(FREEFLAG) of FLAGWRDO = 0 (e.g. a V32E response) 

Return 
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R22. Entered from 11 R51DSP" 

Perform "C.A.LCGTA11 

TS = 0693 vn 

Proceed to 11GOFLASH11
: if terminate, proceed to 11GOTOPOOH 11 

if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to 11R55RET 11 

TS = 11 0GC 11 

Perform 11 IMUPULSE 11 

Perform 11 IMUSTALL" : if error return, perform 11 217ALARM11 ; proceed 
otherwise, proceed 

Proceed to 11R55RET 11 

R55RET 

Set bit 4(PFRATFLG) of FLAGWRD2 = 0 

Proceed to "R51K" 

Entered from 11 PERF20 11 and "P52D1' 

%c = unit( [REFSMMATj Ksmd) 

Xdc = unit( [REFSMMAT] 1smct) 

~c = unit( [REFSMMAT] ~smd) 
Perform "CALCGTA" 

Set bit 15(DRIFTFLG) of FLAGWRD2 = 0 

Set bit 13(REFSMFLG) of FLAGWRD3 = 0 

TS = 1620 vn 

Perform "GODSPR1
' 

TS = "OGC" 

Perform "IMUPULSE11 

Perform "IMUSTALL1': if error return, perform 11 217ALARM11
; proceed 

otherwise, proceed 

[REFSMMAT] = [xsmd] 

Set bit 4(PFRATFLG) of FLAGWRD2 = 0 
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Set bit 13(REFSMFLG) of FLAGWRD3 = 1 

ldPIPADT = TIMEl 

GCOME = O 

Set bit 15(DRIFTFLG) of FLAGWRD2 '-- 1 

If bit 7(AUTOSEQ) of FLGWRDlO = 1: 

Set bit l(PCFLAG) of FLGWRDlO = 0 (means did pulse torquing) 

Proceed to second line of "GOTOPOOH" 

Proceed to "R51K" 

217ALARM 

Inhibit interrupts 

ALMCADR = "Calling address +l" (S- register portion) 

Perform "ALARM2" (pattern 02178) 

Return (address in ALMCADR) 

OPTION2 = 1 

TS = 000128 

Proceed to "GOPERF4": if terminate, proceed to "GOTOPOOH" 
if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to 2nd line of ''P50" 

TS = (bits 2-1 of OPTION2) 

If TS = 0: 

Set bit ?(Operator error) of channel 11 = 1 

Proceed to 2nd line of "P50" 

If TS = 1: 

Set bit 12(P50.1FLG) of FLAGWRDO = 1 (Tag here "P50.l") 

If TS = 3: 
(bit set 0 in "INITSUB") 

NBOAo = unit (NBOA.
3 

~~ NBOA.6 ) (Tag here "P50.3") 

[xs~ = [NBO~ 
Proceed to "OAVECS" 
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Perform "R02BOTH" (Tag here "P50.2", for options 1 and 2) 

STARIND = 0 

STARCODE = 468 (sun) 

Perform 11R53 11 

CDUSPO! = MRKBUFl+~ 

T . ht = MRKBUFld sig p 

TS = T . ht sig 

Perform "PLANET" 

T§ = unit([REFS:MMAT) TS) 

Perform "CDUTRIG" starting at 2nd line 

Perform 11 ~~SMNB~~" 

STARBQ = T§ 

T§ = unit( [REFSMMAU VSUN) 

Perform 11 ~~SMNB~~" 

STARAQ = T§ 

If bit 12(P50.1FIG) of FLAGWRDO = 1: 

STARBQ = unitX. (Tag here "P50.1A") 

STARBQ = NBOA_J 

If bit 12(P50 .1FIG) of FLAGWRDO = 0: 

Perform "OASTAR" 

STARBQ = T§ 

STARAQ = unit~ (Tag here "P50GEN") 

Perform "AXISGEN" 

Proceed to "OAVECS" 

OAVECS 

Set bit 10(P50FLAG) of FLAGWRDO = 1 

L = unitx 
uC -
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L = unitY 
uC -

~ = unitZ 
uC -

Perform 11 CALCGA 11 

N23TEM;E = THETAQ 

THETADx = 400008 - THETADx 

TS = 0623 vn 

(40000g is 180°, ones complement difference 
formed) 

Proceed to 11GOFLASH11
: if terminate, proceed to 11GOTOPOOH11 

if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to previous line 

THEI'AD = 400008 - THETAD x x (Tag here 11 DOVECS 11 ) 

If (THETAg - N23TEM;E) has at least one component non- zero: 

CDUSPOT = (THETAD , THETAD , THETAD ) 
- y z x 

Perform 11 CDUTRIG11 starting at 2nd line 

Perform 11 CALCSMSC 11 

1sm = unit( [xdJ unitX) 

~sm = unit ( [xdJ unit~) 

(Tag here 11 P500UT 11
) 

Proceed to 11GOTOPOOH11 

OASTAR (MRKBUF1+3 and MRKBUF1+5 both B-1 rev when enter) 

TS1 = MRKBUF1+5, converted to ones complement double precision(elev.) 

TS2 = MRKBUF1+3, converted to ones complement double precision(az. ) 

TS = unit( cos TS1 sin TS2 , - cos TS1 cos TS2, - sin TS1 ) 

Return 

OPTION2 = 1 

TS =000138 

Proceed to 11 GOPERF4 11
: if terminate, proceed to 11 GOTOPOOH 11 

if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to 2nd line of 11 P55 11 
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TS = (bits 2-1 of OPTION2) 

If TS = 0 or 3: 

Set bit ?(Operator error) of channel 11 = 1 

Proceed to 2nd line of "P55" 

If TS = 1: 

Perform "R02BOTH" (Tag here "P55 .l") 

Set bit 13(P55.1FLG) of FLAGWRDO = 1 

Proceed to "TRKSTAR'' 

STARIND = 0 

STARCODE = 468 

Perform "R53" 

TS = MRKBUFldp 

Perform "PLANET" 

STARBQ = T§. 

STARAQ = VSlJ!l 

(option 2, tag "P55.2") 

(sun) 

NBOAo = unit(NB0!'3 ~~ NBO~) 

Xl = - "MRKBUFl" 

Perform "SXTNB" 

STARB.Q. = unit( [pBoAJ T§.) 

STARA.Q. = unit~ 

Perform "AXISGEN" 

Proceed to "TRKSTAR" 

TRKSTAR 

TS = 0170vn 

(bit set 0 in "INITSUB") 

Proceed to 11GOFLASH11 : if terminate, proceed to 11 GOTOPOOH11 

if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to previous line 
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If STARCODE '-0 or if STARCODE) 47 g: 

Set bit ?(Operator error) of channel 11 = 1 

Proceed to 11TRKSTAR11 

TS = T now 

Perform 11 PLANET 11 

If bit 13(P55.1FIG) of FLAGWRDO = 0: 

STARSAVl = unit( [xdJ T§) 

If bit 13(P55.1FLG) of FLAGWRDO = 1: 

STARSA V1 = unit( [REFsMMAr:U T§) 

NBOAo = unit(NBOA_
3 

~~ NBOA.t,) 

T§ = STARSAV1 

Perform 11 CDUTRIG11 

Perform 11 ~~SMNB~~" 

STARSAV1 = unit( frmo4) T§) 

STARSAVg = unit(STARSAVlx' STARSAVly' 0) 

COSTH = - unit1 • STARSAVg 

SINTH = STARSAVg · uni~ 

Perform 11ARCTRIG11 

TRKAZ = THEI'A 

COSTH = STARSA Vg_ · STARSA V1. 

SINTH = - unit~ • STARSAVJ:. 

Perform "ARCTRIG" 

TRKEL = THEI'A 

If ITRKAZspl + KmS?deg ~ 0: 

If jTRKEL8 PJ + Km40deg~ 0: 

Skip next line 

Perform "ALARM" (pattern 0107g) 
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TS = 0614 vn (Tag here "Nl4DISP") 

Proceed to "GOFLASH": if terminate, proceed to "GOTOPOOH" 
if proceed, proceed 

TS = Kd21600 fTRKAZspf 

TRKAZOCT = OOABC8 

TRKAZOCT+l = OODE08 

If TRKAZ <. 0: sp 

otherwise, proceed to "TRKSTAR11 

(truncated integer minutes, form ABCDE8) 

(Nl9 cells also used for intermediate 
computation results before display) 

TRKAZOCT = TRKAZOCT + 010008 

TS = 0419vn 

Proceed to "GOFLASH": if terminate, proceed to "GOTOPOOH" 
if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to "TRKSTAR" 

Proceed to "GOTOPOOH" 
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Quantities in Computations 

See also list of major variables and list of routines 

ldPIPADT: See IMU Computations. 

ALMCADR: See General Program Control. 

BESTI: Single precision value of index parameter for star #1 of the "best" 
star pair (as determined by "P52C" computations), scale factor Bl4. It 
will be zero if no star pairs found that are satisfactory, and otherwise 
will be equal to six times the ''star number" (see K ) when loaded 
in "P52C" computations. See BESTJ. For option 2 or8P50, is loaded in 
"R53C" after N71 response (since STARIND = O); options 1 and 2 also load 
it in "PLANET". For option 2 of P55, loading parallels that done for 
P50; both options also load it (via "PLANET") after response to the N70 
display of "TRKSTAR". 

BESTJ: Single precision value of index parameter for star #2 of the "best" 
star pair (as determined by "P52C" computations), scale factor Bl4. It 
will be zero if no star pairs found that are satisfactory, and otherwise 
will be equal to six times the "star number" (see K t) when loaded 
in "P52C" computations. Unless it is zero, it willc~e less than BESTI 
as loaded in "P52C" computations. In P52/P54, it is loaded with 
(STARCODE x 6), see "PLANET", for the first body that is used, while 
BESTI has the second; in P51/P53, however , it contains (STARCODE x 6) 
for the second body, while BESTI has the first. In both cases, however, 
BESTJ will contain the body .code associated with the sighting data 
for which the address selected in 11 SXTSM11 is MARK2DWN . The address of 
BESTJ is one greater than the address of BESTI . 

CDUSPO!: See Coordinate Transformations . 

CEARTH: Value of the cosine of the minimum angle between the star and 
VEARTH. allowed in "P52C" logic (i.e . in "OCCULT"), scale factor 
B2, computed in "S50". It is stored in push-down list location 16D. 

COSTH: See Coordinate Transformations. 

CSUN : Value of the cosine of the minimum angle between the star and 
VSUN allowed in "OCCULT", scale factor B2, set to K in "S50". 
It is a "variable 11 for indexing convenience in "OCCfitTw; and is 
stored in push-down list location 14D. 

GCO~: See IMU Computations. 

IMODESJO, IMUCADR : See IMU Computations. 

K : Constant, program notation "l/C", scale
7
factor B-6, value 

ldc 4.2696E- 5 x 2- l. Value corresponds to 2 /(9.835712E8 x lo- 2 x 
0 .3048), where first term (numerator) combines the B- 6 scale factor 
and the 2-l for constant, second is velocity of light (fps), third 
converts to centi-seconds, and 4th converts to meters, giving the 
4.2696E- 5. 
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K1d t
3

: Constant, program notation 11 1/SQR.3 11
, scale factor BO, value 

sqr 0 .57735021 . Value corresponds approximately to (1/1.732051), 
or the reciprocal of ..ff . Used in "PLANET 11 to ensure that the 
formation of the unit vector does not overflow. 

K
5
d : Constant, program notation 11 5DIDREES 11

, scale factor BO, units 
egs revolutions. Value is 0.013888889, corresponding to 5 degrees. 

K t: Table of positions of 37 stars, program notation 11 CATLOG11
, stored 

ca as the X, Y, and Z components of a unit vector, scale factor Bl. 
The index for the table equals six times the star serial number 
(since each component is double precision, six cells per star 
are used). See table below. Because of the nature of the 
interpretive index order (subtractive), the tag 11 CATL0011 actually 
is one cell after the least significant half of the z component of 
star #1, and #1 is the star with highest memory address. 

K 
33

: Constant, program notation 11 cos33 11 , scale factor BO, value 
cos 0 .8431756920 . Value corresponds to cosine of 32° 31' 23.19 11

, 

the same angle as that used with (NBlNB~ (see Coordinate 
Transformations). 

K : Constant, program notation 11 CSS33' 1
, scale factor B2, value 

css330.197002688. True value is 0.788010752, corresponding to 
cosine 38° (one half the angle reflected in Kcss66 , hence the 
notation). 

K 66 : Constant, program notation 11 CSS66 11
, scale factor B2, value 

css 0.060480472. True value is 0 .241921888, corresponding to 
cos 76° (angle gate was formerly 66°, hence the notation). 

K 6640 : Constant, program notation 11 CSS664011 , scale factor B2, 
css value -0.15602587. True value is -0.62~10348, correBponding 

to 0.241921888 - 0 .8660253686 or (cosine 76 - cosine 30 ). 
Angle gates were formerly 66 and 40°, hence the notation. 

K : Constant, program notation 11 CSSUN 11 , scale factor B2, value 
cssun 0.24148 . True value is 0.96592, corresponding to cosine 15°. 

Kd2l600: Single precision constant, program notation 11 D2160011 , scale factor 
Bl?, units of arc minutes Pr? revolution. Value is 21600 x 2-17, 

corresponding to 360 x 60 x 2- , where first term is number of degrees 
in a revolution and second is number of minutes in a degree, while 
third is scale factor. 

Kdegl: Constar:t, program notatior: 11 D:EGREE1 11
, scale factor BO, units 

revolutions. Octal value is 000568 377228, corresponding to 
about 1.033°. 

Kdeg359 : Constai;it, program notatioi;i 11D:EG359 11
, scale factor BO, units 

revolutions. Octal value is 377228 000048 , corresponding to 
about 358.9893°. The single precision versions of this constant 
and Kdegl sUin to one revolution. 
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K 
1

. 
1

: Vector constant, program notation 11 ECLIPOL11
, scale factor BO, 

-ec ipo value (0, -0.395319722E-4, 0.911652662E-4). Values correspond 
approximately to 0.993674E-4 (0, -0.3978364, 0.9174564 ) . The first 
term is the radian equivalent of about 20.496 arc seconds (the 
constant of aberration ) , while the terms in parentheses are - sin 
and cos of the obliquity. 

Km40d : Single precision constant, program notation "- 40DEG" , scale factor 
eg BO, units revolutions. Nominal decimal value is - 0 .111111, corresponding 
to -40/360, or - 40°. Octal value is 743438 , corresponding (after a 
one-bit change for absolute value convenience ) to about -40.012°. 

K 8?d : Single precision constant, program notation 11 -87DEG11
, scale factor 

m eg BO, units revolutions. Nominal decimal value is -0.241666, corres
ponding to -87/ 360, or - 87°. Octal value is 702108, corresponding 
(after a one-bit change for absolute value convenience ) to about 
-87.012°. 

K : Constant, program notation 11RSUBE 11
, scale factor B29, units 

rsube meters. Value is 6378166 x 2-29, the Fischer equatorial radius. 

K . : Constant, program notation 11 SIN33", scale factor BO, value 
sin330.5376381241. Value is the sine of the angle discussed for K 

33
. cos 

K tl: Constant, program notation "TSIGHT18, scale factor B28, units 
tsg centi- seconds. Value is 24000 x 2-2 , corresponding to 240 

seconds. 

MARK2DWN+i (i = 0-6): Set of optics mark information (double precision time, 
CDU , optics shaft, CDU , optics trunnion, and CDU respectively) 
loaded in 11 SXTSM" for d~link purposes from align?fient mark (P51-P54) 
identified by BESTJ. Shaft and trunnion have Nl4 information if used. 

MARKDOWN+i (i = 0-6 ) : See Measurement Incorporation. Note that loading is 
done from MRKBUFl set of cells (see Optics Computations for special 
11trunnion" scaling after Nl4 display) . 

MRKBUFl: See Optics Computations. 

N23TEM,E: Single precision vector storage for THETAQ in "OAVECS" , same scaling, 
used to determine if a manual change was made at the N23 display. 

NBO~: First row of [NBo4} matrix, scale factor Bl, derived as cross- product 
of second and third rows (which are not time shared) of the matrix. 

NBOA.
3

: Second row of [NBOl\) matrix, program notation 11NBOA +6 11 , scale factor 
Bl, initialized as part of padload and subsequently updated if necessary. 

It gives the +Y-axis direction of the ATM Sensor Coordinate System in 
navigation-base coordinates. 

NBO%: Third row of (NBO~ matrix, program notation "NBOA + 12 11
, scale factor 

Bl, initialized as part of padload and subsequently updated if necessary. 
It gives the +Z-axis direction of the ATM Sensor Coordinate System 
in navigation-base coordinates. 
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OGC: See Coordinate Transformations. 

OPTION2 : See Display Interface Routines. 

OPTNTYPE: See Orbital and Rendezvous Navigation. 

PLANVEQ.: Temporary storage for the output of the "PLANET" routine for the 
first body that is marked, scale factor Bl. In P51/P53 it is in 
reference coordinates, while in P52/P54 it is converted to IMU 
coordinates before being stored. 

SAK: Unit vector, scale factor Bl, giving the direction of the optics 
shaft axis: stars are considered visible (for selection purposes) 
if they lie within 3go of this axis. The quantity is expressed in 
the reference coordinate system. 

SINTH: See Coordinate Transformations. 

STARAQ., STARAQ, STARBQ., STARBQ: See Coordinate Transformations. 

STARCODE: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4 (but considered to be 
octal), displayed in Rl of N70 and N71 and used to contain the serial 
number of the celestial body being sighted (bits 6-1): 00 for "planet"; 
Ol-45g for star in K ; 46g for sun; and 47g for earth. BESTI and 
BESTJ have six timesc~~is number (for double precision vector indexing 
reasons). Bits 9- 7 are 0 for CSM optics, 1 for ATM sun sensor, and 
2 for ATM star tracker (i.e. digit C in the ABCDE format). 

STARIND: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, used in P51-P54 to cause 
two celestial bodies to be processed. If it is 1, BESTJ is used; if 
it is zero, BESTI is used. Initialized to 0 in ''ROO", "P51B" (for 
P51/P53), "P50", and "P55" (and incremented to 1 for second body in 
P51/P53). Initialized to 1 in "R51" (P52/P54) for first body and 
decremented to 0 for second body. 

STARSAV1: Temporary storage for sighting information (unit vector in IMU 
coordinates), scale factor Bl. Loaded in "P51B" (P51/P53) with sighting 
vector to first body; in "R51DSP", loaded briefly with reference
coordinate information (from "PLANET") for first body, and then 
loaded with sighting vector to first body. The reference-coordinate 
information is used in R52 for optics pointing purposes. Also loaded 
in 11 TRKSTAR 11 (P55) with unit LOS vector of body in ATM sensor 
coordinates. 

STARSAV~: Temporary storage for sighting information (unit vector in IMU 
coordinates1 scale factor Bl. See STARSAV1 for P51-P54 uses (the 
vector STARSAV~ is for the second body rather than the first, of 
course). Also loaded in "TRKSTAR" (P55) with unit vector formed by 
zeroing z component of STARSAV1 (and forming unit vector of result). 
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STARSAVl: Cells used by N88 for retention of "planet" information. N88 
treats decimal input as double precision fraction, and since a unit 
vector is formed before quantity used (with components previously 
multiplied by K1d rt

3
), the DSKY input can be with arbitrary (but 

consistent) scariR~. 

Tsight: Value of sighting time, scale factor B28, units centi-seconds. 

THETA: See Coordinate Transformations . 

TR.KAZ: Quantity computed double precision, but used single precision (no 
rounding), scale factor BO, units revolutions, displayed in Rl of Nl4. 
It gives the star tracker "azimuth" angle (outer gimbal angle or psi

3
). 

TRKAZOCT: Single precision cell loaded in ''TRKSTAR" (part of P55) with 
OSABC information, where S is sign of TRKAZ (0 if positive, 1 if 
negative), and ABC is the first three octal digits ofjTRKAZI in units 
of arc minutes. It is displayed in Rl of Nl9. 

TRKAZOCT+l: Single precision cell loaded in "TRKSTAR" with OODEO information, 
where DE is the last 2 octal digits ofJTRKAZJin units of arc minutes. 
It is displayed in R2 of Nl9. 

TRKEL: Quantity computed double precision, but used single precision (no 
rounding), scale factor BO, units revolutions, displayed in R2 of 
Nl4. It gives the star tracker "elevation" angle (inner gimbal angle 
or psi1 ). 

VEARTH.: Quantity computed in "S50" as the earth position (scale factor Bl, 
a unit vector, when exit from routine) at time T . ht' sig 

VELd.Q. : Vector, scale factor Bl, giving "aberration correction vector" (see 
~ li 

01
). It is computed in "S50" and used in "PLANET"; it is also 

c~ffif;u~ea and used in "UTAREAl". 

VSlJN.: Quantity computed in "S50" as the sun position (scale factor Bl, a 
unit vector, when exit from routine) at time T . ht' sig 

!sm::i' 1sm::i' ~Iµ:i: Unit vectors, scale factor Bl, giving desired stable 
member orientation . Loaded by "P52B" or "S40.2,J(B)", or can be 
loaded by P27 (!sm::i address is 03068 , the same as "UPBUFF" +2). 
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Values of K t (Star Table) -ca 

Display Index X Component Y Component z Component Identification 

01 6 0.8759127335 0.0221767921 0.4819596176 o< Andromedae 
02 12 0.9344221007 0 .1693349531 -0 .3133384932 P Ceti 
03 18 0.4792524242 0 .1143361938 0. 8701978789 '! Cassiopeiae 
04 24 0.4911095585 0 .2182968779 -0.8433017695 '" Eridani 
05 30 0.0150728422 0.0077535749 0,9998563354 ~ Ursae Minoris 
06 36 0. 5461199432 0.5290559424 -0.6495019764 e Eridani 
07 42 0. 7065135180 0. 7044331667 0 .0679158478 0( Ceti 
10 48 0.4142717678 0 .4969671969 0.7624975459 o< Persei 
11 54 0 .3552697275 0 .8910553149 0.2824957457 o< Tauri 
12 60 0 .2051938364 0.9681249050 -0.1436302809 P Orionis 
13 66 0 .1416151994 0.6807526554 0.7186939246 o( Aurigae 
14 72 -0.0603437771 0.6034300291 -0.7951294413 fl( Carinae 
15 78 - 0.1784151505 0 .9412937204 -0.2865905892 o< Canis Majoris 
16 84 -0.4076119204 0. 9083859733 0 .0932064683 ti( Canis Minoris 
17 90 -0 .3601048130 0.5763392844 -0.7335922251 YVelorum 
20 96 -0 .4622023601 0.4795583503 0.7459173994 " Ursae Majoris 
21 102 -0. 7717862824 0 .6187078821 -0.1467872297 0( Hydrae 
22 108 -0 .8583271674 0.4674686420 0.2115361489 C( Leonis 
23 114 -0.9649190792 0.0569171730 0 .2563037376 fJ Leonis 
24 120 -0.9533561730 -0.0550800729 -0.2967797042 Y Corvi 
25 126 -0 ,4542931560 -0 .0473466895 -0. 8895931763 "(' Crucis 
26 132 -0.9189360613 -0.3461098015 -0.1s91150984 ~ Virginis 
27 138 -0.5810208598 -0.2883158706 0 .7611101885 1 Ursae Majoris 
30 144 -0.6928505073 -0.4151341670 -0.5895946046 9 Centauri 
31 150 -0.7878732623 -0.5182718149 0 .3326410200 o< Boot is 
32 156 -0.5350048409 -0.7136778495 0.4521435028 « Coronae Borealis 
33 162 -0.3561948806 -0.8224933890 -0.4434296246 ~ Scorpii 
34 168 -0.1179551093 -0.3394503938 -0.9331988117 ~Trianguli Australis 
35 174 -0.1163388632 -0.9689823983 0 .2180329804 0( Ophiuchi 
36 180 0.1195024086 -0 .7708087413 0 .6257579872 o< Lyrae 
37 186 0.2021911120 -0.8729034786 -0.4440250795 o-Sagittarii 
40 192 0.4500934054 -0 .8799661957 0.1519059600 «Aquilae 
41 198 0.5479677261 -0.7957767725 -0.2578191213 P Capricorni 
42 204 0.3165704246 -0.4450237255 -0.8376974691 « Pavonis 
43 210 O.h530708165 -0.5412631657 0. 7083509163 o< Cygni 
44 216 0.8118187290 -0.5593567634 0.1675421212 E Pegasi 
45 222 0.8322543673 -0.2429657768 -0.4983174684 ~ Piscis Austrini 

The "Display" column gives the star number that is displayed by the 
program (as an octal quantity). The "Index" column gives the value of 
BESTI (or BESTJ) for the corresponding star, and is equal to six: times 
the star serial number (i.e. six: times the decimal equivalent of the 
first column). 

A display of 00 indicates an N88 input; displays of 46 and 47 are for 
sun and earth respectively. 
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Mathematical Functions 

Routine entered with argument in MPACdp' scale factor BO, units 
revolutions. Leaves MPACdp with sine of argument, scal e factor Bl. 

X = MPACdp 

Perform 11 SICOM 11 

MPACdp = TS 

Return 

SIC OM 

If IXI~ ~' X = ~ sgn X - X 

If IX/~ t X = ~ sgn X - X 

x = X, rescaled to scale factor B- 1 r evolutions , i.e. Bl in(lr/ 2)units. 

TS = Ksnl x + K x3 + K x5 + K 
7 

x7 + K x9 sn3 sn5 sn sn9 

Return 
1T /2 units 

( 2/ lf"' ) i Constant Scaling Stored Value True Value x 

Ksnl B2 0 ,39269 90796 0.99999 9995 

Ksn3 BO -0.64596 37111 -0.16666 6567 

Ksn5 B-2 0 .31875 8717 0 .00833 3025 

Ksn7 B-4 -0.07478 0249 -0.00019 8074 

Ksn9 B-6 0.00969 4988 0.00000 2603 

According to the program comments, the constants are derived 
from a Hastings series. 

Cosine 

Routine entered with argument in MPACdp' scale factor BO, units 
revolutions. Leaves MPACd with cosint:i of argument, scale . 
factor Bl. p 
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Perform 11 SICOM 11 

MPACdp 

Return 

TS 

Single Precision Sine ( sin ) 
s 

Routine entered with argument in computer hardware accumulator, ACC, 
single precision, scale factor B-1, unit s revolutions. Leave s 
s ine in hardware accumulator, scale factor BO. 

X = ACC 

Perform 11 SPSICOM 11 

ACC = TS 

Return 

SPSICOM 

If fXI ~ i, X = ~ sgn X - X 

If /XI~ i: 

TS = MAX sgn X 

Return 

x = X, re scaled to scale factor B-2 revolutions, i.e. BO in(1f / 2)units. 

TS - K x + K x3 - clsp c3sp + K 
5 

x5, limited in magnitude < 1 
c sp 

Return 

Constant Nominal Value Stored Value True Value x c2m 2i 
Kclsp 0.7853134 0.78533935 0.999925 

Kc3 sp -0.3216147 -0 .32159423 -0.165951 

K c5sp 0.0363551 0.03637695 0.007608 

All constants have scale factor Bl, for 1f /2 units. 

Single Precision Cosine ( cossp 2 

Routine entered with argument in computer hardware accumulator, ACC, 
single precision, scale factor B-1, units revolutions. Leaves 
cosine in hardware accumulator, scale factor BO. 
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X = ACC + i 

If IXI~ !: 
X = - (X - ~ sgn X) 

Perform 11 SPSICOM11 

ACC =TS 

Return 

Arc Sine 

Routine entered with argument in MPACtP' scale factor Bl. Leaves 
MPACd with arc sine of argument, scale factor BO, units revolutions, 
in ra.E.ge ± i (i .e. ± 90°). 

X = MPACtp 

Perform 11 ARCCOM11 

MPACdp = i - TS 

Return 

ARC COM 

If \XI= O, TS= i; Return 

TS = X 
1 

x = IXI 

If X ~ (1 + 2-12), or 1.000244, or if least significant half of 
Xis negative and X) (1 + 2-13), or 1.000122: 

Perform 11ALARM11 (pattern 130lg) 

If X ~ 1, set TS = 0 (for TS1 positive) or TS = ~ (for TS1 
negative); Return 

1 
TS = (1 - X)2 ( scale factor Bl when enter square root routine) 

+ K x4 + K x5 + as4 as5 
6 7) Kas6 X + Kas? X 
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If TS1 negative, TS ! - TS 

Return 

Constant True Value '2.Tr x True Value 

KasO 0.35355 3385 1. 57079 6302 

Kasl -0. 04830 17006 -0.21459 8801 

Kas2 0.02002 73085 0.08897 8987 

K 
as3 -0 .01129 31863 -0 .05017 4305 

K as4 0.00695 311612 0.03089 1881 

K a s 5 -0 .00384 617957 -0.01708 8126 

K as6 0.00150 1297736 0.00667 0090 

Kas7 -0.00028 4160334 -0 .00126 2491 

All constant s are stored with scal e factor B-I in program 
( e.g. Ka;;iS has scale factor B-5 ) ; the V2 factor is required 
because \1 - X) i s scaled at Bl when take it s square root. 
The numbers in the last column agree close ly with publi shed 
Hastings series va lues. 

Arc Cosine 

Routine entered with argument in MPACtp' scale factor Bl . Leave s 
MPACd with arc cosine of argument, sc~le factor BO, unit s revolutions, 
in raRge 0 - ! (i.e. 0° - 180°). 

X = MPACtp 

Perform 11ARC COM 11 

TS 

Return 

Square Root 

Routine entered with argument in MPACt , and with scale factor (in 
general) an even number. Leaves MPACt~ with square root of ar.£._ument, 
having scale factor one-half the scal e factor of argument ( a V2 factor 
must be accounted for elsewhere if the scal e factor was odd when enter 
the routine). 

X = MPACtp' considered to have scale factor BO 
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If X = O, MPACtp = O; Return 

If X < -2-1.4, proceed to "POODOO" (pattern 21302
8

) 

If X < O, MPACdp = O; Return 

TS = X, normalized to lie between ~ and < 1. This is accomplished 
by shifting X left in increments of 2 shifts, and storing 
the required number of shifts in TS1 (an even number~ 0) 

If TS ~ ~' TS2 = 0.5884 TSsp 

If TS < ~' TS2 = 0.8324 TSsp 

TS2 = (! TSsp) / TS2 + ! TS2 
TS = ~ TS2 + ~ TS I TS2 

If TS ~ 1, TS = ( 1 - 2-28 ) 

+ 0.4192 

+ 0.2974 

(TS2 

MPACtp = TS, shifted right by (~ TS 1) places 

Return 

Natural Logarithm (loge) 

single precision) 

This routine is entered from "RANGER'' , with the argument in MPACd , 
scale factor BO. It leaves the natural logarithm of the reciprocRl 
of the argument (or the complement of the logarithm of the argument) 
in MPACdp' scale factor B5. 

TS = MPACdp' normalized to lie between ~ and .C:: 1. This is 
accomplished by shifting MPACdD left and storing the 
required number of shifts in Ts1 ( a number ),, 0). 

X = 1 - TS (The 11 1" actually is 1 - 2-28) 

Return (with value of - loge of original MPACdp ) 

All constants are stored with scale factor B5. The value of 
Kcogl corresponds to loge 2. 
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Constant Stored Value True Value 

Kcogl 0. 02166084 94 0 .69314718056 

Kogl 0 .031335467 1.00273494 

Kog2 0 .0130145859 0.4164667488 

K og3 0 .0215738898 0.6903644736 
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Measurement Incorporation 

INCORPl 

~ = [W0 ] BVECTO~ + [W3] BVECTOB:l 

~l [Wl] BVECTO~ + [W 4 ] BVECTOB:l 

TRIPA = 1 ~1 2 
+ 1 ~1 1 2 +VARIANCE 

TS = VTRIPA VARIANCE computed quasi- floating point 
(TRIPA rounded to double precision 
before multiplication use) 

GAMMA = l / (TS + TRIPA) computed quasi- floating point 

computed quasi- floating point DELQDA = DELTAQ / TRIPA 

Set TS1 to the largest l ~i l (i = 0' 1) (tag here "NEWZCOMP") 

TS 2 (number of leading zeros in TS ) -
1 2 (value used for 

quent s caling) 
Shift each Z. left by TS 2 places (i = 0 , 1) 

-1 

OMEG~ = z -=o [WO] + ~l [Wl] 

OMEG!l = z -=o [W3] + ~l [W4] 

DELT~ = DELQDA OMEG!o 

DELTi\!l DELQDA OMEG!l 

Return 

INCORP2 

EGRESS = Return address 

Perform "INTSTALL" 

OMEGA!:!o = GAMMA OMEG~ 

OMEG.At!_l = GAMMA OMEG.!l 

computed quasi- floating point 

computed quasi- floating point 

subse-

Set bit 13 (INTGRAB) of FLGWRDlO 1 (means restart phase change) 
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[W0] = [W0] - (~) OMEGi\!io NOTE: Notation means computation 
carried out as: 

[W1 ] [W1 ] - (~1 ) OMEGi\!io 

[W3] [W3] - (~) OMEGA!'.!_l 

[W4] [W4] - (~1 ) OMEGA!'.!_1 

If bit 8(CSMUPDAT) of FLAGWRDl = 1: (Tag here "FAZC") 

Perform "MOVEPCSM" 

If bit 8(CSMUPDAT) of FLAGWRDl 0: 

Perform "MOVEPLEM" 

Reset overflow indicator 

TS = TDELTAV + (DELT~ shifted left 7 places) 

If overflow has taken place since indicator reset: 

RCV = RC.Y_ + DELT~ 

vcv = vcy + DELTA_!l 

Perform "RECTIFY" 

Proceed to "FAZAB3" 

TDELTAV = TS 

T§_ = TNU.Y_ + (DELTA_!1 shifted left 4 places) 

If overflow has taken place: 

vcy = vcy + DELTi\!1 

Perform "RECTIFY" 

Proceed to "FAZAB3" 

TNUV = TS 

Proceed to "FAZAB3" 

FAZAB3 

If bit 8(CSMUPDAT) of FLAGWRDl 1: 

Perform "MOVEACSM" 
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(If bit 8(CSMUPDAT) of FLAGWRDl = 1): 

If bit l(AVEMIDSW) of FLAGWRD9 = 0: 

R = RCV + TDELTAV 

V = VCV + TNUV 

T = T pptm et 

If bit 8(CSMUPDAT) of FLAGWRDl = 0: 

Perform "MOVEALEM" 

R = RCV + TDELTAV -other 

~ther = VCV + TNUV 

QPRET = EGRESS 

Proceed to "INTWAKE" (returns to address in QPRET) 

V67CALL Established by "V67" for a verb 67 . 

Reset overflow indicator 

Perform "INTSTALL" 

WWOPT 0 

WWPOS 

WWVEL 

li.!io 1
2 

+ 1.!i-3 1
2 

+ 1 ~ 1 2 + l.!i.9 1
2 

+ l.!i.12 1
2 

+ l.!i.151
2 

li.!i.27 I 2 + l.!i.30 12 + l.!i.33 I 2 + l.!i.36 I 2 + l.!i.39 I 2 + l.!i.42 I 2 . 

(i .e., w3"' i = 9- 14) 
- 1. 

If overflow has taken place since indicator reset: 

WWPOS = +MAX 

WWVEL = +MAX 

If WWPOS - Kft 999 .'.:_ 0: 

WWPOS = Kf t999 

Perform "INTWAKE" 

TS = 0699 vn 

(219 - 2- 9 meters) 

(N99 R2 display 328.1 fps) 

(constant gives display of 99997 feet) 

(returns to next line) 
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Proceed to "GOXDSPF": if terminate, proceed to "ENDEXT" 
if proceed, proceed 
otherwise, proceed to previous line 

If WWOPT = 0: (no change in W-matrix initialization 

Proceed to "ENDEXT" 

WRENDPOS 

WRENDVEL 

WWPOS sp 

WWVEL sp 

Proceed to "ENDEXT" 

GETUM Entered from "REND?" 

cells desired) 

(must set RENDWFLG 0 by e.g. V93E) 

Perform "SXTSM" starting at fourth line (STARIND 0 from "ROO") 

TS = TS [REFSMMAT] 

Return 

BVECTORS Entered from 11REND7 11 

BVECTOB:o = unit(USTA!_ * unitRCLR_) 

USTA! = BVECTOB:o 

DELTAQ = K2pi JRCLR_ J (cos-l (BVECTOB:o • lJ!:!) - 1/ 4) 

BVECTO!l = 0 

(1 / 4 = 90°) 

Return 

R22 (Established by "NDUTINPT" for P20 option 0/ 4, and entered due to 
restart group 2.7) 

Change priority of present job to 268 

MRKBUFl = -3 

VHFI'Il1E = T now 

Proceed to 11REND1 11 

(restart group 2.7 has 108 for establishing "R22") 

Change restart group 2 to cause a start at next line (subsequent 
restart logic not shown unless significant for normal logic) 

Perform 11WAITONE 11 
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If MRKBUFl L 0: (Tag here "RENDlA") 

Proceed to 11REND3" 

Inhibit interrupts 

MARKTIME+i = MRKBUFl+i (i = 0 - 6) 

MRKBUFl = -3 

Set bit 7(R22CAFI.G) of FLAGWRD9 1 (for 11MKREJECT 11 use) 

Release interrupts 

Set bit 8(VHFSOURC) of FLAGWRD9 0 

Proceed to "REND41
' 

Change restart group 2 to cause a start at next line 

Perform "WAITONE 11 

If bit 9(VHFRFLAG) of FLAGWRD9 = 0 : 

Proceed to 3rd line of 11 RENDl 11 

If (T - K - VHFTIME) < 0 : now 60secdp 

Proceed to 3rd line of 11RENDl 11 

Perform 11RANGERD 11
: if return to calling address +l, pr oceed to 

11 R22BAD" 
if return to calling address +2, proceed to 
11R22GOOD 11 

RANGERD This is R08, entered from 11REND3 11
, 

11R27G0 11
, and 11 CYCVHF 11 • 

RREADRET = r eturn address (calling address +l) 

Inhibit interrupts 

Set bits 4- 1 (Radar selection) of channel 13 0 

Pr oceed to 11 RADSTART 11 

RAD START 

TS = channel 4 

TS1 = (bits 5- 1 of TS) 
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RADDEL = bits 5-1 of (000408 - TS1) 

If RADDEL ~ 000028 : 

Proceed to "RADSTART" 

(bit 6 of channel 4, in phase with 100 
pps signal used for radar control, 
about to be incremented) 

Set bits 1 and 4 (VHF select and Radar initiate) of channel 13 1 

RADTIME = -TS 

Release interrupts 

MARKTIME = T now 

Set bit lO(SKIPVHF) of FLAGWRD2 = 0 (set 1 in "STARTSB2") 

Put present job to sleep (start ing address id = RREADRET) 

VHFREAD (Entered based on program interrupt #9, Radar Rupt) 

If bit lO(SKIPVHF) of FLAGWRD2 = 1: (set in "STARTSB2 11
) 

Resume 

RM = RNRAD 

If bit 2(VHF Data Good complement) of channel 33 0: 

TS = 11RANGERDl11 

If bit 2 (VHF Data Good complement) of channel 33 1: 

VHFRANGE = 2 sp 

TS = 11 LIGIITON 11 

Awaken job with starting address id = RREADRET (put to sleep in 
nRADSTART 11 ) 

Set starting address of awakened job = TS 

Resume 

LIGIITON (Entered via 11VHFREAD 11 logic for unsuccessful radar read) 

If VHFRANGE f 0: sp 

Set bit S(Tracker) of DSPTAB+ll 
next opportunity 

1, and flag for output at 

Proceed to address specified by RREADREI' (error return) 
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RANGERDl (Entered via 11 VHFREAD 11 logic for successful radar read) 

Inhibit interrupts 

Set bit 8(Tracker) of DSPTABtll = O, and flag for output at next 
opportunity 

Set bit 7(0CDUFBIT) of OPTMODES = 1 

Release interrupts 

If RM = +O: 

Proceed to address specified by RREADRET (error return) 

If bit 15 of RM = 0: 

TS = K (RM 0) convrnge ' 

If bit 15 of RM = 1: (including case of 777778) 

TS = (bits 14- 1 of RM) 

TS = K (TS, 0) + 214 K convrnge convrnge 

Proceed to 11RANGERD7 11 

RANGERD7 

VHFRANGE = TS 

If bit 9(Ex:TRANGE) of Fl.GWRDlO = 1: (set in 11 CRS61.l"; reset in "ROO") 

If (R63RANGE - TS - Kvhfmodlo ) ~ 0: 

TS = VHFRANGE + K328nm 

Proceed to "RANGERD7" 

(constant is 327.68 nmi) 

Proceed to address specified by (RREADRET +l) (good return) 

R.22BAD (Entered from "REND3 11 for error return, and from "R22GOOD11
) 

VHFTIME = MARKTIME 

Proceed to "RENDl" 

R22GOOD (Entered from "REND3" for good return) 

If bit 7(UPDATFLG) of FLAGWRDl = 0: 

Proceed to "R22BAD11 
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REND4 

If bit 12(PDSPFLAG) of FLAGWRD4 = 1: (R61 doing R60) 

Proceed to "R22BAD" 

Set bit 8(VHFSOURC) of FLAGWRD9 1 

VHFTIME = MARKTIME 

Proceed to "REND4" 

(Entered from "R22GOOD" for VHF measurement, and from "RENDl" 
for an optics measurement) 

Perform "SETINTG" 

If bit 8(CSMUPDAT) of FLAGWRDl = 1: 

Set bit J(CSMINTSW) of Fh~GWRD3 = 0 

Perform ,11 INTfilRV11 

Perform 11 SETINTG 11 

If bit l(RENDWFLG) of FLAGWRD5 = 1: 

Set bit l(WMATINT) of FLAGWRD3 1 

If bit 8(CSMUPDAT) of FLAGWRDl = 0: 

Set bit 3(CSMINTSW) of FLAGWRD3 = 0 

Perform 11 INTEGRV11 (when exit, OWS and CSM vectors both integrated 
11 permanently11 to MARKTIME) 

CSMPO§. = RC][cm + (DELTA][cm shifted right 7 places) 

Set bit ll(FSTINCRP) of FLAGWRD5 = 1 

LEMPO§. = RC][lm + (DELTA][lm shifted right 7 places) 

If bit 7(AUTOSEQ) of FLGWRDlO = 1: 

Proceed to 11AUTOW11 (exits to '1REND5C 11 if initialize, or 11REND7 11 

if don't) 
If bit l(RENDWFLG) of FLAGWRD5 = 1: 

Set bit l(RENDWFLG) of FLAGWRD5 = 1 (redundant, Tag 11REND6 11
) 

Proceed to 11REND7 11 

Proceed to 11 REND5c 11 
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REND5C 

VHFCNT = 0 

TRKMKCNT = 0 (as 11 least significant half 11 of VHFCNT) 

w. = 0 
l. 

w. = 0 
l. 

(i = 0 - 17) 

(i = 27 - 44) 

(i.e. and 

(i.e. and 

W. =·WRENDPOS 
l. 

(i = O, 4, 8, diagonal elements of [w0J) 
W. = WRENDVEL 

l. 
(i ~ 36, 40, 44, diagonal elements of [w

4
J) 

Set bit 8(P35FLAG) of Fl.GWRDlO = 0 

AGEOFW = MARKTIME 

Set bit 4(PTV93Fl.G) of FLGWRDlO = 0 

COUNTJMK = 1 

Set bit l(RENDWFI.G) of FLAGWRD5 = 1 

Proceed to ''REND7 11 

REND? 

RCLf = LEMPO§ - CSMPO§ 

If bit 8(VHFSOURC) of FLAGWRD9 = 0: (i.e. have optics data) 

uc1 = unitRCLE 

If bit ll(FSTINCRP) of FLAGWRD5 = 1: 

Xl = - 11MARKTIME 11 

Perform 11GETUM11 

UM = T§ 

T§ = uc1 ~*"UN 

If all components of T§ < 2- l9 rad: 

Proceed to 11RENDISP3 11 

USTAR = unitT§ 

(so unit vector 
overflow) 

Perform 11 BVECTORS 11 (Tag here 11REND9 11 ) 
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(If bit 8(VHFSOURC) of FLAGWRD9 = O) : 

If bit 8(CSMUPDAT) of FL~GWRDl = 0: 

BVECTORo = - BVECTORo 

If bit 14(R21MARK) of FLAGWRD2 = 1: (i.e . prime optics) 

TS1 = K + K. sxtvar imuvar 

If bit 14(R21MARK) of FLAGWRD2 = 0: (i.e. R23 optics) 

TS1 = C + K. (Tag here 11REND15'') alt var imuvar 

If bit 8 (VHFSOURC) of FLAGWRD9 = 1 : (i.e., have VHF ranging data) 

BVECTO~ unitRCLP 

BVECTOB:1 0 

(Tag here "REND14") 

TS = VHFRANGE, rescaled to B29 

Set bit ll(FSTINCRP) of FLAGWRDS 1 

DELTAQ = TS - jRCLR_ j 

If bit 8(CSMUPDAT) of FLAGWRDl 1: 

BVECTOB:o = - BVECTO~ 

TSl = crvar 

TS= jRCLR_j 2 TS1 Computed quasi- floating point 

VARIANCE = TS + C. tp intvar 
(B40) 

If bit 8(VHFSOURC) of FLAGWRD9 = 1: 

(Tag here 
"RENDlO") 

If (VARIANCE + C . ) < 0: rvarmin (C . negative) rvarmin 

VARIANCE - jc I - rvarmin 

Perform "INCORPl" 

If bit ll(FSTINCRP) of FLAGWRDS 1: 

N49DISP+2 = jDELTA!1 1 

N49DISP = jDELTA!oj 

N49DISP+4 = 2 
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(If bit ll(FSTINCRP) of FLAGWRD5 = 1): 

If bit 8(VHFSOURC) of FLAGWRD9 = 0: (processing optics) 

If bit 12(REJCTF1.G) of FlGWRDlO = 1: (set in 11MKREJECT 11 ) 

Proceed to 11RENDISP3 11 

N49DISP+4 = 1 

If (C - N49DISP) < O: rm ax 

Proceed to 11RENDISP 11 

If (C - N49DISPt2) < o: vmax 

Proceed to 1'RENDISP" 

Proceed to 11REND12 11 

REND12 

("N49DISP 11 same as 11 BVECTOR 11
) 

~ 

Perform 11 INCORP211 (incorporates update, same time tag as from 

If bit ll(FSTINCRP) of FLAGWRD5 = 1: 

OLDMKTME = MARKTIME 

Set bit 5(MANEUF1.G) of FlGWRDlO = 0 

TS = COUNTJMK 

If TS f 0: 

If (TS - 3) ~ 0: 

COUNTJMK ~ 0 

If (TS - 3) < 0: 

COUNTJMK = COUNTJMK + 1 

If bit S(VHFSOURC) of FLAGWRD9 = 1: 

VHFCNT = VHFCNT + 1 

Proceed to "RENDISP3" 

If bit ll(FSTINCRP) of FLAGWRD5 = 0: 

TRKMKCNT = TRKMKCNT + 1 

Proceed to "RENDISPJ 1
' 
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If bit g(CSMUPDAT) of FLAGWRDl = 1: 

CSMPO~ = RCYcm + (DELTAYcm shifted right 7 places) 

If bit g(CSMUPDAT) of FLAGWRDl = 0: 

LEMPO~ = Rcy1m + (DELTAy1m shifted right 7 places) 

Set bit ll(FSTINCRP) of FLAGWRD5 = 0 

Proceed to 11REND7 11 

REND ISP 

TEMPORl = +O 

Establish 11RENDISP2'' (priority 27 g) 

Allow performance of higher priority jobs (e.g. 11 RENDISP2 11
) 

If TEMPORl = 0: (i.e. display not answered yet) 

Proceed to second previous line (note this loop locks out lower 
priority jobs, including R52) 

If TEMPORl ( 0: (i.e. a PRO display response) 

Proceed to 11REND1211 

Proceed to 11 RENDISPJ 11 

RENDISP2 (Established by "RENDISP") 

TS = 0649 
vn 

Proceed to 11 PRIODSP11 : if termim.te, proceed to 11 TRACKTRM11 

if proceed, TS = - 1 and proceed 
otherwise, TS =QR])} and proceed 

TEMPORl = TS 

End of job 

RENDISP3 (Entered at end of each mark-processing pass) 

Set bit 7(R22CAFI.G) of FLAGWRD9 = 0 

Set bit 12(REJCTFI.G) of FI.GWRDlO = 0 

If bit g(VHFSOURC) of FLAGWRD9 = 1: 

Proceed to 11REND1 11 

Proceed to 11REND3'' 
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WAIT ONE 

POINTEK = Return address 

Delay 4 seconds (by putting job to sleep via 11 DELAYJOB 11
) 

If bit ?(RNDVZFW) of FLAGWRDO = O, End of job 

If bit 13(REFSMFW) of FLAGWRD3 = O, End of job 

If bit 5(TRACKFW) of FLAGWRDl = O, End of job 

If R61CNTR < 0: (R61 maneuver in process) 

Proceed to second line of "WAITONE'' 

If bit 12(R27FLAG) of FIGWRDll = 1: 

Perform 11R27G0 11 

If bit 6(SNAPFLAG) of FWWRDll = 1: 

Proceed to second line of 11WAITONE 11 

If bit ?(UPDATFW) of FLAGWRDl = 1: 

Proceed to address specified by POINTEX. 

Proceed to 11REOOR22 11 

REDOR22 (Entered from "WAITONE" and due to restart group 2.13) 

Set restart group 2 to phase 13 (2.13, causing "REDOR22" to be 
established with priority 108 if a restart) 

Change priority of present job to 268 

Proceed to second line of "WAITONE" 

SETINTG 

Perform "INTSTALL" 

Set bit 5(STATEFLG) of FLAGWRD3 1 

Tdecl = MARKTIME 

Set bits 4(CONICINT) and l(WMATINT) of FLAGWRD3 0 

Set bit 3(CSMINTSW) of FLAGWRD3 = 1 

Return 
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Entered from 11R27JOB 11 (P25), 11R27JOBA 11 (P48), and 11WAITONE 11 (R22) 

R27END = Return address 

Perform 11RANGERD 11
: if return to calling address +l, proceed to address 

specified by R27END 

THU = MARKTIME 

RANGl = VHFRANGE 

NPASS = - 4 

if return to calling address +2, proceed 

(PD OD) 

(PD 2D) 

If bit l(R27UP1) of FlGWRDll = 1: 

If bit 4(P25F1AG) of FlGWRDll = 1: 

Perform 11 VHFMOD 11 

If bit l(R27UP1) of FLGWRDll = 0: 

RBUF = VHFRANGE 

Proceed to 11 CYCVHF 11 

CYCVHF 

NPASS = NPASS + 1 

Perform 11RANGER.D 11
: if return to calling address +l, proceed to address 

specified by R27END 

TIM2 = MARKTIME 

RANG2 = VHFRANGE 

if return to calling address +2, proceed 

(PD 4D) 

(PD 6D) 

If (RANG2 - RANGl) f 0 : 

If bit 4(P25FL~G) of FLGWRDll = 1: 

Perform 11 VHFMOD 11 

TS = RANG2 - RANGl 

Proceed to 11 TAKE2 11 

TIMl = TIM2 
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TS = NPASS 

If TS t 0: 

Proceed to "CYCVHF" 

Proceed to "TAKE2" 

TAKE2 

If TS ~ 0 : 

RANGl = RANG2 

TIMl = ~ (TIM2 + TIMl) (overflow if exceed 227 cs) 

RANGl = RANGl, shifted left 7 places (B20, meters) 

If bit 2(R27UP2) of Fl.GWRDll = 1: (Tag here 11 SAMPI.E 11
) 

Proceed to "WUNZMOR" 

If bit l(R27UP1) of FLGWRDll = 0: 

OPVEC = RANGl 

OPVEG+-2 = TIMl 

Set bit l(R27UP1) of FLGWRDll = 1 

Proceed to address specified by R27END 

SVTEM = ! RANGl + ~ OPVEC 

TEMI'YM = ! (TIMl + OPVEC+2) 

(Tag here "HOWMUCHR") 

(now T ) 
m 

(now R ) 
m 

TS= (TIMl - OPVEC+2) , shifted left 14 places (time difference) 

SVTEM+-2 = (RANGl - OPVEC)/TS 

SVTEMt-4 = O 

(B6 m/cs) 

WMATi = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7) 

WMAT = K 0 upperlef 

WMAT4 = (Kmiddle) /TS 

WMAT = K. 8 -oottomri 

VSAVTEM = DELVIMU 
x 

(TS has time difference) 
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Set bit 7(FIXFLAG) of FIGWRDll = 0 

Set bit 2 (R27UP2) of FIGWRDll = 1 

Proceed to "STOR77 " 

VHFMOD 

TS = RBUF - VHFRANGE (in lOD) 

If ( ITSI - ~ Kvhfmodlo) (. O: 

RBUF = VHFRANGE 

Return 

Ci;, due to fact that TS is B27, 
but constant is B29) 

RBUF = K328nm sgn TS (constant is 327. 68 nmi) 

If NPASS f -4: (i.e. not from "R27G0") 

RANGl = RANGl - RBUF 

If bit 2 (R27UP2) of FIGWRDll = 0: 

OPVEC = OPVEC - RBUF 

If bit 2 (R27UP2) of FlGWRDll = 1: 

SVEC = SVEC - RBUF 

RBUF = VHFRANGE 

Return 

WUNZMOR 

Inhibit interrupts 

WMAT. = VHF.W. (i = 0 - 6) 
]. ]. 

Release interrupts (allow e.g. telemetry) 

Inhibit interrupts 

WMAT. = VHF .W. 
]. ]. 

(i = 7 - 8) 

SVTEM = SVEC 

S VTEM+-2 = SVEC+ 2 

SVTEM+4 = SVEG+4 

TEMTYM = TYMR 
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VSA VTEM = VSA V 

Release interrupts 

If bit 5(P48FLAG) of FLGWR.Dll = 1: 

SVTEMt-2 = SVTEMt-2 - (DELVIMU - VSAVTEM) x 

VSAVTEM = DELVIMU x (Note value could be different from above) 

VHF .OMEn = RANGl (measured value, B20 meters) (Tag ''TMCORP") 

VHF.Bt2 = (TIMl - TEMTYM), shifted left 13 places (Bl5 cs) 

VHF.B+4 = ~ (VHF.Bt2)2 (B30 cs2) 

PD2DTM = TEMTYM (save in 2D) 

VHF.B+O = 1 (Bl) 

PD4DIQ = VHF .OMEn - (VHF .BtO, VHF .Bt2, VHF .Bt4) · (SVTEM, SVTEMt2, 
SVTEMt4) 

VHF.~= (VHF .BtO, VHF .Bt2, VHF .Bt4) [WMAT] 

TS = K + 2 vargap /VHF ·~f 2 (B22, in 6D) 

TS
3 

= 1 / TS2 (computed quasi-floating point) 

VHF. OMEQ: = [ WMAT] VHF.~ 

VHF .OMIDl = TS
3 

VHF .OMEQ: (components VHF.OMED+O, +2, +4) 

(SVTEM, SVTEMl-2, SVTEM+-4) = (SVTEM, SVTEMt-2, SVTEMt-4) + PD4DIQ VHF .OMEQ:. 

TS = 1/( fi( I TS I 
~v ··vargap 2 +~ (in TEMI'YM cell, Bl) 

WMA!6 = WMA~ - VHF.~ (VHF .OMEGt-4 TS) 

WMA!
3 

= WMA!
3 

- VHF.~ (VHF .OMEGt-2 TS) 

WMA!o = WMA!o - VHF.~ (VHF.OMEG+O TS) 

If bit 7 (FIXFLAG) of FLGWRDll = 0: (Tag here "SWITCHGO") 

Proceed to 1WOTNOW1 1 (not optimizing) 

TEMTYM = FIXTIME 

TS = TIMl - FIXTIME 

If TS <O: 

Proceed to "SNAPPY" (FIXTIME in future) 
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If (TS - K
95 

) < 0: secs 

If bit 5(P48FLAG) of Fl.GWRDll = O: 

Set bit 3 (TDFLAG) of Fl.GWRDll = 1 

Set bit 6(SNAPFLAG) of Fl.GWRDll = 0 

Set bit 9(N77FLAG) of Fl.GWRDll = 0 

Proceed to ''THISJAZZ" 

(Tag here "P480PDUN") 

OPVEC = SVTEM (Tag here "OPDONE"; load Rl and R2 of N77) 

OPVEC+2 = SVTEMt-2 

TEMTYM = TIMl 

VHF .Bt2 = (TIMl - FIXTIME), shifted left 13 places (Bl5 cs) 

VHF.Bt4 = ~ (VHF .Bt2)2 (BJO cs2 ) 

FIXTEMP = FIXTIME + K
4 

. 
rru.ns 

Set restart group 2 to phase 17 (2.17, causing "ENDFIX" to be es t ab-
lished with priority 268 if a restart) 

FIXTIME = FIXTEMP 

Set bit 9(N77FLAG) of Fl.GWRDll = 1 

Set bit 7(FIXFLAG) of Fl.GWRDll = 0 

Proceed to "XTRAP" 

SNAPPY 

If TIMl - (FIXTIME - K20sex) ~O: 

Set bit 6(SNAPFLAG) of FLGWRDll = 1 

PHETA = KdpmOl 

Proceed to "THISJAZZ" 

WOTNOW 

TS = TIMl - FIXTIME 

If TS~ 0: 

TEMTYM = T IM1 

Proceed to "XTRAP" 
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If (TS . + K
95 

) < 0: secs 

TEMTYM = TIMl 

Proceed to "XTRAP" 

TEMTYM = FIXTIME (time to start new optimization) 

VHF .Bt2 = (FIXTIME - PD2DTM), shifted left 13 places (Bl5 cs) 

VHF.Bt4 = ! (VHF.B+2)2 (B30 cs2) 

Set restart group 2 to phase 11 (2.11, causing "STARTFIX" to be estab
lished with priority 268 if a restart) 

Set bit 9(N77FLAG) of FI.GWRDll = 1 

Set bit 7(FIXFLAG) of FI.GWRDll = 1 

Proceed to ''XTRAP" 

XTRAP 

PMATRIX-0 = VHF.~ 

PMATRIX
3 

= 0 

PMATRIX
4 

= 1 

PMATRIX
5 

= VHF.Bt2 

(same cells; shown for documentation convenience) 

(Bl6 cs) 

PMATR~ = unit~ (i .e. 0,0,1) 

(SvrEM, SVTEMt2 , svrEMt-4) = [PMATRIX] (SVTEM, svrEMt-2, SVTEMt-4) 

WMA!.o = PMATRIX-0 [WMA~ 

WMA'.!'._
3 

= PMATRJX.
3 

[WMAT] 

T_S = - (WMAT ~~ WMAT ) - 3 .:::.0 

If all components of T§ < 2-ll m2/cs : 

T§ = 214 T§ 

Proceed to second previous line 

PDCVQ. = T§ 

PDDVL = PDCVQ. · WMA!b 

PDSVL = f PDCVQ.j2 

(in OD) 

(in 6D) 

(in 8D) 

2 
PDFVL = (C· t 'd t VHF.B+2) r ri o 
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TS = (PDFVL/PDDVL 2 ) PDSVL (note scaling of PDCVQ cancels) 

If overflow has taken place (e.g. jTSj~218 ): 

TS1 = +MAX (29 - 2- 19) 

If overflow has not taken place: 

TS1 = VTS + 1 - 1 (B9) 

WMATt, = WMATt, + ( (PDDVL TS1)/PDSVL) PDCVQ 

Proceed to "THISJAZZ" 

THISJAZZ 

If bit 4(P25FLAG) of FLGWRDll = 1 : 

Proceed to "STOR77 11 

If bit J(TDFLAG) of FLGWRDll = 1: 

Proceed to "STOR77" 

If bit 6 (SNAPFLAG) of FLGWRDll = 1 : 

Proceed to "STOR77" 

If bit 5(P48FLAG) of FLGWRDll = 0: 

If bit 14(INTINUSE) of FLGWRDlO = 0: 

CDUSNAE = CDQ 

CDUSNAPT = CDUT 

CDUSNAPS = CDUS 

Perform "PHICOMP 11 

Proceed to "STOR77" 

TS = R - 1 - (Tag here "STHETA 11 ) 

TS = V - 2 -

T§. = unit! 

Perform "ANGLER" 

If bit 7(FIXFLAG) of FLGWRDll = 1: 

If (Tnow - FIXTIME) ~ 0: 

Set bit J(TDFLAG) of FLGWRDll = 1 

Proceed to "STOR77" 
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STOR77 

If bit 9(N77FLAG) of FIGWRDll = 0: 

OPVEC = SVTEM (load Rl and R2 of N??) 

OPVEC+2 = SVTEMt2 

Inhibit interrupts (Tag here "GARDOPT") (Restart group 2 set 
to cause start at next line: other 

VHF .W. = WMAT. (i = 0 - 6) settings not shown) 
l. l. 

Release interrupts (allow e.g. telemetry) 

Inhibit interrupts 

VHF .W. = WMAT. 
l. l. 

SVEC = SVTEM 

SVEo+2 = SVTEMt2 

SVEC+4 = SVTEMt4 

TYMR = TEMrYM 

VSAV = VSA VTEM 

Release interrupts 

(i = 7 - 8) 

Proceed to address specified by R27END 

STARTFIX Entered due to restart group 2.11 (set in "WOTNOW") 

Set bit ?(FIXFLAG) of FIGWRDll = 0 

Proceed to address specified by R27END 

END FIX Entered due to restart group 2.17 (set in "WUNZMOR") 

Set bit ?(FIXFLAG) of FIGWRDll = 1 

If (FIXTIME - FIXTEMP) = 0: 

FIXTIME = FIXTEMP - K 4mins 

Proceed to address specified by R27END 
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Cl3STALL 

If bit 4(Radar initiate) of channel 13 = 0: 

Return (no VHF read in progress) 

TS
3 

channel 4 

TS3 + RADTIME + 2
14 , modulo 2

14 

TS4 = K90mscalr + RADDEL - TS3 

If TS4 .::._ O: 

Return 

If TS4 + Kmdtscalr > O: 

Return 

Proceed to third line of "Cl3STALL" 
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Quantities in Computations 

See also list of major variables and list of routines 

AGEOFW: Time of last W-matrix. initialization for rendezvous 
incorporation, scale factor B28, units centi- seconds. 
MARKTIME in "REND5C", and can be displayed by N31. It 
in 11AUTOW11 logic . 

measurement 
Set equal to 
is used 

BVECTOB:o, BVECTOE,1 : Vectors used as communication cells with 11 INCORP1 11 

to provide geometry information associ ated with DELTAQ, i.e. relating 
the deviation in the measurerrent (a scalar) to the vector deviation 
in the state vector. The vectors normally are associated with position 
and velocity respectively, but for R22 BVECTOE,1 is always set 0 . The 
scale factor of BVECTOB:o is Bl. 

C lt : Single precision erasable memory cons~ant, program notation 
a var 11ALTVAR 11 , scale factor B-16, units rad , used in 11R.END7 11 (part of 

R22) if optics backup (R23) data is used, to specify information on 
the a priori accuracy of the backup optics data. 

C. t : Single precision erasable me~ry constant, program notation 11 INTVAR 11 , 
in var scale factor Bl5, units meters , added to the variance computed 

in 11REND7 11 (part of R22) for 11 integration var iance 11 , i.e . 11 square of 
expected integration position extrapolation error 11 • 

C : Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation 11RMAX", 
rmax scale factor Bl9, units meters, giving the maximum value of position 

state vector change (as expressed in N49DISP) that is incorporated 
automatically by R22. Values larger than this constant cause a display 
for crew approval. If it is desired to generate a display for all 
measurement information, this can be accomplished by setting the 
constant to 777768 (one bit negative). 

C t 'd t: Erasable memory (double precision) constant, program notation 
r ri 0 11RTRIOOT 11 , scale factor B- 31, units meters/centi-second3, giving 

an a priori value of rate -of change of acceleration used to degrade 
the W-matrix. employed in R27. It is employed in 11XTRAP 11 to compute 
PDFVL. 

C : Erasable memory (double precision) constant, program notation 
rvar 11RVAR 11 , scale factor B- 16, giving the 11 percentage err~r 11 (squared) 

in the VHF ranging measurement: for VHF marks, (IRCLEI C + 
C. t )is the value of VARIANCE (subject to C . con§l~~int). 
in var . / rvarmin Actua1-1-ywould involve 11 percent 11 100, of course. 

c . : Triple precision erasable memory constant~ program notation 
rvarmn 11RVARMIN11, scale factor B40, units meters , giving the negative 

of the minimum value of VARIANCE for the VHF range measurements in 
R22 (negative is for coding convenience). If the most significant 
one-third if the constant is zero, then least significant two-thirds 
can be considered as a double precision number, scale factor B26. 
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C : Single precision erasable memory constant, program notation 
vmax 11 VMAX " , scale factor B7, units meters/centi-second, giving the 

maximum value of velocity state vector change (as expressed in 
N49DISP+2) that is incorporated automatically by R22. Values 
larger than this constant cause a display for crew approval. 

CDUS: See Optics Computations. 

CDUSNA~: See Orbital and Rendezvous Navigation. 

CDUSNAPS, CDUSNAPT: See Orbital and Rendezvous Navigation. 

CDUT: See Optics Computations. 

COUNTJMK: See Minimum Key Rendezvous. 

CSMPO~: Value of CSM position vector, scale factor B29, units meters. 

DELQDA: Value of DELTAQ/TRIPA, variable scale factor, stored in push
down list location OD. If numerator and denominator are already 
normalized, scale factor is B-10. 

DELTAQ: Value of deviation in measurement quantity, scale factor B.29, 
units meters. 

DELTAV , DELTAV1 : See Orbital Integration. Component overflows if 
-cm 22 m 
exceeds 2 meters. 

DELTAX-{), DELTAK.1 : State vector deviation estimates, scale factor (DELTAX-{)) 

B29 in units of meters; for DELTAK.
1

, scale factor B7 in units of 
meters/ centi-second. They are updates to position and velocity 
estimates of vehicle respectively. 

DELVIM!I: See Display Computations. 

:EGRESS: Single precision cell used for storage of return address 
information from "INCORP2" routine. 

FIXTEMP: Temporary storage cell for FIXTIME, used for restart protection 
purposes. 

FIXTIME: See Orbital and Rendezvous Navigation. 

GAMMA: Quantity computed in "INCORPl", variable scale factor (scale 
factor information partially contained in cell NORMJAM ) . If 
NORMGAM = O, scale factor of GAMMA equivalent to B-40. NORMGAM 
subsequently modified to reflect rescaling of ~ (for use in 
"INCORP2"). 

K . : Constant, program notation "PI/ 4.0 11
, scale factor B3, value 

2Pi 0.785398164, Value corresponds to 2 x 3.141592656 x 2-3, or 
approximately 21T x 2-3, where first term converts between 
angle measurements in units of revolutions and radians and second 
term is scale factor. 
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K20 : Constant , program notation "20SEX",. scale factor B28, units 
sex centi~seconds. Value is 2000 x 2-2~, corresponding to 20 

seconds. 

K
32

8nm: Constant, program notation "328NM", scale factor B27, units meters. 
Value is 606863.36 x 2-27 (nominal) , corresponding to 327.68 x 

1852 x 2-~7, where first term is value in nautical miles, second 
converts to meters, and third is scale factor. The nautical mile 
value is 215 K (since the 15-bit interface with radar 
provides data ~gg~ggthat value). 

K4mi : Constant, program notation "Li.MINS", scale factor B28, units centi
ns seconds. Value is 24000 x 2-28, corresponding to 4 minutes. 

K60 d : Constant, program notation 11 60SECDP", scale factor B28, units 
sec P centi-seconds. Value is 6000 x 2- 28, corresponding to 60 seconds: 

if T - VHFTIME is at least this amount, then an attempt can be 
maden~~ obtain a new VHF mark in 11REND3 11 • 

K
9

0m 1 : Single precision constant, program notation "90MSCALR", ~cale 
sea r factor B9, units centi-seconds. Value is 4408, or 9 x 2- , 
corresponding to 9 centi-seconds (time delay, when added to RADDEL, 
between initiation of radar read and completion of the shift pulses). 

K
95 

: Constant, program notation "95SECS" ,. scale factor B28, units 
secs centi-seconds. Value is 9500 x 2-2~, corresponding to 95 seconds. 

Kb tt . : Constant, program notation "BOTTOMRI", scale factor B-17, units 
0 omri meters/centi-second2, used in "TAKE2'' to initialize WMAT

8
• 

V!lue is 0 .102E- 5 x 217, corresponding to 0.102E-l x lo-4 x 
2 7, where first term is value in meters/second2 (about 1/30 fps2), 
second converts from seconds to centi-seconds, and third is scale 
factor. 

K : Constant, program notation "CONVRNGE"~ scale factor Bl3, units 
convrnge of (meters/bit). Value is 18.52 x 2-lJ, corresponding to a 

VHF ranging ~ystem bit weight of 18.52 meters (or 0 .0100 nmi). A 
value of (214 K ) corresponds to the weight of bit 15, 
normally the "sl~"H";ner RM. 

KdpmOl: See Burn Control. 

Kft
999

: Constant, program notation "FT99999", scale factor Bl9, units 
meters. Value is 30479 x 2-19, corresponding to 99996.72 x 0 .3048 

x 2-19, where first term is value in feet (display would be expected 
to show 99997 feet), second converts to meters, and third is 
scale factor. 

K. : Constant, program notation "IMUVAR", scale factor B-16, units 
imuvar radians2. Value is 0 .04E-6 x 216 , corresponding to 0 .04 mr2 • 
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Kmdt 1 : Single precision constant, program notation 11 -DTSCALR" , scale 
sea r factor B9, units centi-seconds. Value is 777548 , corresponding 
to -238 , or -0.59375 centi-seconds (a measure of when the shift 
pulses are sent to the radar ) . 

K 'ddl : Constant, program notation "MIDDLE" , scale factor Bl2, units 
mi e meters, used in 11 TAKE2" in the initialization of WMAT . Value 

is 12. 93 x 2-12, corresponding approximately to {2 x 3b x 0 .3048 
x 2-12, where first term is an equation factor, second is VHF ranger 
variance (in feet), third converts to meters, and fourth is scale 
factor. 

K xt : Constant, program notation "SXTVAR 11
, scale factor B-16, units 

s var radians2 . Value is 0.04E-6 x 216, corresponding to 0.04 mr2 • 

K 1 f: Constant, program notation 11UPPER1.EF 11
, scale factor Bl2, units 

upper e meters, used in "TAKE2 11 to initialize WMAT • Value is 
6,47 x 2-12, corresponding approximately to c19 f2 ) x 30 x 0.3048 
x 2-12, where first term is an equation factor, second is VHF ranger 
variance (in feet), third converts to meters, and fourth is scale 
factor. 

K : Constant, program notation "VARGAP" , scale factor B22, units 
vargap meters2 . Vallf is 8~.6127 x 2-22, corresponding approximately 

to (30 x 0.3048 ) x 2-2 , where first term is VHF ranger variance 
converted to meters (i.e. 30') and second is scale factor. 

K hf odl : Constant, program notation 11 VHFMODL0 11
, scale factor B29, units 

v m 0 meters. Value is 555600 x 2-29, corresponding to 300 x 1852 x 
2-29, where first term is value in nautical miles, second converts 
to meters, and third is scale factor. 

LEMPO§: Value of OWS position vector, scale factor B29, units meters. 

MARKDOWN+i ( i = 0-6 ) : Set of optics mark information (double precision 
time, CDU , optics shaft, CDU , optics trunnion, and CDU 
respecti~ly) intended for do~ink transmission in prog~ams making 
use of optics data. Address is selected in 11 SXTSM11 if STARIND = O. 
For P51 - P54, this means the BESTI body being marked; in R22, since 
STARIND = 0 in 11R00 11

, these cells are also loaded (due to performance 
of part of 11 SXTSM11 via 11 GETUM11 ) . MARKDOWN+? is the same cell as RM. 

MARKTIME: Cells used to contain time of mark information for R22, and as 
a communication cell with 11SETINTG11 (for which only the first 2 cells 
are employed, scale factor B28, units centi-seconis ) . Used in R22 
as the first 2 cells of a 7-cell buffer to contain optics mark data 
being processed, as loaded from MRKBUFl cells in "RENDl" . 

MRKBUFl: See Optics Computations. 
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N49DISP: Magnitude of position state vector change for display in Rl of 
N49, scale factor B29, units meters . The magnitude is calculated as 
the square root of the sum of the squares of individual components 
of DELTAXo, where the squares are carried triple precision. Hence 
if a given component is of insufficient magnitude to be retained 
triple precision when squared, that component will contribute 0 to the 
sum: since for triple precision scaled BO the least increment is 2- 42 , 
thi! means that for a cgmponent to have an input it must be at least 
2-2 , i.e. a value of 2 (256) meters since scaling B29. Hence if 
all three components of DELTAX-0 are less than 256 meters (0.14 nmi), 
N49DISP will display zero (despite the fact that least increment of 
Rl of N49 is 0.01 nmi). 

N49DISP+2: Magnitude of velocity state vector change for display in R2 
of N49, scale factor B7, units meters/centi-second. Magnitude is 
calculated in a manner analogous to N49DISP, using DELTA,!1 instead 
of DELTAX-0. The least increment effect, however, is considerably 
less, amounting to only about 0.02 fps (display least increment 
is 0.1 fps). 

N49DISP+4: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, used to display in 
RJ of N49 information on the source of the update generating the 
display. It is set to 1 in "REND?" for optics data and 2 for VHF 
ranging data . 

NPASS : Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, used to limit to 4 the 
number of tries in "CYCVHF" to obtain a change in the input range 
from that read in "R27GO" . 

OLDMKTME: Time of previous mark, scale factor B28, units centi-seconds, 
loaded in "RENDl211 and used in "AUTOW" logic. 

OMEGA.a, OMEGA1 : Weighting vectors for measurement incorporation of the 
DELTAQ measurement (to give a "statistically optimum linear 
estimate of the deviation from the estimated state vector"). 
For no ~ rescaling, scale factors are B39 and B20 respectively . 

OMEGAM, OMEGAM,: Values of OMEGA. multiplied by GAMMA, used in 
~CORP2" for updating W matiix information . Scale factor depends 
on scaling of GAMMA: if NORMGAM = 0 (see GAMMA), then scaling 
is B-1 and B-20 respectively. Program notations "OMEGAMl" and 
"OMEGAM2" respectively. 

OPI'MODES: See Optics Computations. 

OPVEC : Value of range information displayed in Rl of N77, scale factor 
B20, units meters . It is used in "TAKE2" to retain the first 
range point when R27 is initialized, for subsequent initialization 
purposes. It is loaded in "WUNZMOR" with SVTEM after completion of 
the optimization interval (when bit 9, N77FLAG, of FLGWRDll is also 
set 1), and it is also loaded in "STOR77" with SvrEM if N77FLAG = 0. 
It should be noted that the N77FLAG lockout on loading at end is not 
effective since "WUNZMOR" also increments FIXTIME, causing "TIMETASK" 
(entered each second) to detect a change and enter "N72STUFF 11 , where 
bit reset 0 (barring special timing circumstances). 
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OPVEC+2 : Value of range rate information displayed in R2 of N77, scale 
factor B6, units meters/ centi- second . Loading history parallels 
that of OPVEC , except that initi ally used in 11 TAKE2" to store computer 
clock for first sample (B28 centi- seconds ) , yielding of course a non
meaningful 11range rate 11 display . 

PD2DTM: Value of TEMTYM sampled in 11WUNZMOR 11
, scale factor B28, units 

centi- seconds, used in 11WOTNOW11 to compute VHF .Bt2 when start new 
optimization interval . It is stored in push-down list location 2D. 

PD4DIQ: Value of measurement deviation (analogous to DELTAQ for R22 ) 
computed in "WUNZMOR 11

, scale factor Bl2, units meters, stored in 
push-down list location 4D · 

PDCVQ.: Value of 11 C vector 11 computed in 11XTRAP 11
, scaling (unless rescaled ) 

Bll: computations are such that the scaling of the quantity cancels 
as far as the final results are concerned . It is stored in push-down 
list location OD . 

PDDVL: Value of 11D11 computed in 11XTRAP 11
, scaling dependent on PDCVQ., 

stored in push-down list location 6D . For no rescaling, would be 
scaled B- 6 . 

PDFVL : Value of 11 F11 computed in 11XTRAP 11
, scale factor B-32, stored in 

push-down l i st location lOD . 

PDSVL: Value of 11 s11 (square of magnitude of PDCVQ.) computed in 11XTRAP" , 
scaling B22 (unless rescaled), stored in push-down list location 8D. 

PHETA: See Orbital and Rendezvous Navigation. 

[PMATR~ : Matrix computed in 11XTRA.P 11
, program notation 11P- MA.TRIX 11

• 

First row is assigned same cells as VHF.~ (loading of them shown 
in 11XTRAP 1' for documentation convenience), scaling Bl, Bl5, and BJO 
respectively. First element of 2nd row is zero, second is scaled Bl, 
and third scaled Bl6 . In third row, first 2 elements are zero, and 
third is scaled Bl . 

POINTEX: Single precision cell used to retain return address information 
from "WAITONE1

' • 

QPRET: See Orbital Integration . 

QR:EG : Computer Q register (cell 00028), loaded with S- register information 
for computer TC orders, and also used in some cases for temporary 
storage of other information . As used in 11R:ENDISP2 11

, apparently 
expected to contain a positive non- zero number (as would be true for 
a TC order use) . The actual sampling of QREG takes place in 
the program service routine "BANKJUMP 11

, which is entered at the 
end of 11F.,NDRET2" to return to the 11PRIODSP 11 caller. 

R th : See Orbital Integration . - o er 
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R27END: Single precision cell used to retain return address information 
from "R27GO" . 

R61CNTR: See Orbital and Rendezvous Navigation. 

R63RANGE: Value of range estimate computed from vehicle state vectors 
loaded in "CRS61.1 11

, scale factor B29, units meters. After loading, 
bit 9(EXTRANGE ) of FI.GWRDlO is set 1 to indicate that cell has valid 
data. It is used in "RANGERD?" to correct incoming range point to 
reflect interface-cell overflow (see K328nm) if incoming and R63RANGE 
value differ by Kvhfmodlo or more. 

RADDEL: Single precision time until the 100 pps pulse initiating radar 
read sequence (loaded in 11RADSTART 11

), scale factor B9, units of 
centi-seconds. 

RADTIME: Single precision storage for the complement of the contents of 
channel 4, scale factor B9, units centi- seconds, as sampled when bit 
4 of channel 13 was set to initiate radar reading. 

RANGl: Value of VHFRANGE sampled in "R27GO", scale factor B27, units meters. 
Subsequently replaced in "TAKE2" with the larger of the two range 
samples, and then rescaled to B20 meters for use subsequently. It 
is stored in push-down list location 2D. 

RANG2: Value of VHFRANGE sampled in "CYCVHF", scale factor B27, units 
meters. It is stored in push-down list location 6D. 

RBUF: Value of previous range sample saved in "VHFMOD" , scale factor B27, 
units meters (loaded in "R27GO' ' for first pass). Also used for 
temporary storage purposes in "VHFMOD" . 

RCLE: Value of ( IEMPO~ - CSMPO~) for R22, scale factor B29, units meters. 

RCY, RCYcm' RCYlm: See Orbital Integration. 

RM: Single precision value of measured range sampled from RNRAD cell, 
scale factor Bl4, units counts (one VHF count is 0 . 01 nmi). The cell 
is the same as MAH.KDOWN+? (for telemetry purposes). 

RNRAD: Single precision special erasable memory cell 00468 , into which 
VHF range data is shifted under hardware control if oits 4-1 of 
channel 13 are set to 10012 . When shifting is complete, program 
interrupt #9 is generated, causing entrance to "VHFREAD" . 

RREADRET: Single precision cell used to retain return address information 
from 11R.ANGERD 11

• An "error '' return transfers to the address in the 
cell, while a successful return transfers to calling address +2 (i.e. 
RREADRET contents incremented by 1) . 
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SVEC: Value of "permanent " R27 filter range output, scale factor B20, 
units meters. It is loaded into SVTEM in 1WUNZMOR", and loaded 
from SVTEM in "STOR77" . It is displayed by Rl of N76. 

SVEC+2: Value of 11 perm3.nent" R27 filter range rate output, scale factor 
B6, units meters/ centi-second. It is loaded into SVTEM+-2 in 
"WUNZMOR" , and loaded from SVTEM+-2 in "STOR77" . It is displayed 
by R2 of N76. 

SVEC+4: Value of "permanent " R27 filter range acceleration output, 
scale factor B-9, units meters/centi-second2. It is loaded into 
SVTEM+4 in 11WUNZMOR", and loaded from SVTfilB-4 in "STOR77" . 

SVTEM: Value of R27 working storage for filter range output, scale factor 
B20, units meters. See SVEC. 

SVTEMt2: Value of R27 working storage for filter range rate output, scale 
factor B6, units meters/centi-second. See SVEC+2. 

SVTEM+-4: Value of R27 working storage for filter range a~celeration 
output, scale factor B-9, units meters/centi-second . See SVEC+4. 

Tet' TDELTAY: See Orbital Integration. 

TEMPORl: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, used in the "RENDISP"/ 
"RENDISP2" interface to determine when an answer to the 0649 ( 
display is received (when value becorres non-zero) and to con~ude 
th.3.t this answer was PRO if the cell negative and that it was a recycle 
if the cell is positive (see QREJ). This method is employed to avoid 
display conflicts (with e.g. R60 P20 display ) , and will cause the 
computer activity light to remain on until the display is answered. 

TEMTYM: Value of R27 working storage for time of optimization (loaded 
with TYMR in "WUNZMOR" and into TYMR in "STOR77"), scale factor 
B28, units centi-seconds. Loaded with TIMl in "WOTNOW" or "WUNZMOR" 
if optimization to FIXTIME not being done; otherwise loaded with 
FIXTIME. After being saved in PD2DTM, used in "WUNZMOR" for 
temporary storage purposes also. 

TIMl: Time tag for RANGl, loaded initially in "R27GO" and subsequently 
written over with TIM2 for no range change in "CYCVHF" . In "TAKE2" 
is set to the time tag used subsequently for the measurement. Scale 
factor is B28, units centi-seconds, and quantity stored in push
down list location OD. 

TIM2: Time tag for RANG2, loaded in "CYCVHF", scale factor B28, units 
centi-seconds. It is stored in push-<lown list location 4D· 

TNUY: See Orbital Integration. 
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TRIPA: Triple precision value of sum of VARIANCE and /~./ 2 computed 
in "INCORPl", scale factor B40. It is used as the1 denominator 
value for computing the necessary weighting functions (a rounded 
version is used to multiply VARIANCE). 

TRKMKCNT: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, giving a count of the 
number of optics marks (either primary optics or via R23) that have 
been completely incorporated into the state vector in R22 (it is 
incremented in "REND12"). It is set 0 in ''DOFSTART" and "REND5C" 
(when initialize W matrix for R22 use). Cell is the "least significant 
half" of VHFCNT, and can be displayed as the 2 least significant 
digits in R3 of N45 . 

TYMR: Value of "permanent" R27 value of TEMI'YM, scale factor B28, units 
centi-seconds. See TEMTYM. 

UC1,:Value of unitRCL.E computed in "REND?", scale factor Bl (a unit vector, 
of course). 

UM: Value of unit measurement vector derived in "GETUM", scale factor Bl: 
it gives the direction of the optics-measured information in 
reference coordinates. 

USTAE_: Unit "fictitious star direction", scale factor Bl, updated in 
"BVECTORS" (initialized in "REND?"). Two such quantities are 
used, "chosen to be perpendicular to each other and to the current 
estimated line-of-sight vector." 

V th : See Orbital Integration. -o er 

VARIANCE: Triple precision variance associated with the navigation 
measur2ment reflected in DELTAQ, scale factor B40, units of 
meters • The value for use in "INCORPl" is computed by the calling 
program based on a priori measurement errors. 

VCY, VCYcm: See Orbital Integration. 

VHF.li (components VHF.BtO, VHF.Bt2, VHF.Bt4): Propagation vector for R27, 
components s2aled Bl, Bl5, and BJO respectively. Loaded with 1, 
At, and ! .tlt respectively, where At is the time interval required 
for extrapolation (e.g. TIMl - TEMTYM in "WUNZMOR"), centi-seconds. 

VHF .O:MEQ:.: Weighting vector used in R27 computations ( "WUNZMOR"). VHF .OMEG 
(first component) initially used for reten~on of raw measurement, B20 
meters. When initially computed from ~11, components B23, B9, B-6 
respectively. When used to update SvrEM., co~onents scaled BJ, B-11, 
B-26 respectively, as they are when updating l!JMA!J / for no rescaling. 

[VHF. ii]: Value of "permanent" R27 weighting matr~ loaded into [WMA.!} in 
"WUNZMOR" and from [WMA.T] in "STOR77". See LXJMATI . 
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VHF.~: R27 measurement incorporation vector, scale factor Bll, meters. 

VHFCNT: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, giving a count of the 
number of VHF range marks that have been incorporated into the state 
vector in R22 (it is incremented in 11REND12 11

). It is reset to 0 
at the points listed for TRKMKCNT (which is the "least significant 
half" of VHFCNT), and it can be displayed as the 2 most significant 
digits in R3 of N45. 

VHFRANGE: Value of incoming VHF range measurement (a scaled version of the 
15-bit integer in RM), scale factor B27, computed in 11RANGERD1 11 and 
corrected for overflow of the data interface (see K

32
8nrn) in 11Rl\.NGERD7 11 • 

VHFTIME: Value of computer clock when last VHF range sample for R22 made, 
scale factor B2B, units centi-seconds. It is initialized to present 
computer clock in 11 R22 11 , and if at least K60 d have elapsed 
since it was last loaded (see 11REND3 11 logicJ,stBeR another sample 
attempt for R22 is initiated. It is set to MARKTIME in 11R22BAD 11 

(sample not successful) or 11 R22GOOD 11 (sample successful): MARKTIME 
is set to T in 11RADSTART 11 (just after setting channel 13 bits to 
initiate saMB!e, but after releasing interrupts that were inhibited 
during channel 13 setting). 

VSAV: Value of "permanent" R27 value of VSAvrEM, scale factor B7, units 
meters/centi-second, loaded into VSAvrEM in 11WUNZMOR 11 and from 
VSA VfEM in 11 STOR77". 

VSAVTEM: Value of DELVIMU sampled in 11TAKE2 11 or 11WUNZMOR11 , used to update 
SVfEM+2 during R27 p~rformance with P4B, scaled B7 meters/centi-second. 

LW.J , W., W.: Notations used to describe portions of the 11W11 (error 
1. 1. --:J.. 

- transition) matrix used in R22 and stored in the computer memory. The 
matrix as defined for R22 is made up of four separate 3x3 (each double 
precision) matrices, a total of 36 elements. In former programs, 
the matrix was 9x9: to minimize the impact of changes, the last three 
rows and last 3 columns have been deleted, but the memory cell assignments 
have not otherwise been modified. This means that the first two matrix 
portions C[w0]and[W,l) occupy cells w0 through W (indices are Bl3), 
and the remaining t~ matrix portions C[wJ and[Wli~ occupy cells 
w27 through w4~. Note that computations t'arried'*but by vector operations 
on 3 elements at a time are designated by the usual vector notation 
with the subscript being that of the first element involved: N

3
, for 

example, is the 11 vector 11 made up of (w
3 

, w
4 

, w
5
). 

Initialization of the W matrix involves initializing the diagonal 
elements of (w~lwith the appropriate position uncertainty information 
and the diagon~ eleirents of rw:lwith the appr<;P.riate velocity 
uncertainty information. The s~le factor of . Lw0land fw,l elements 
are all Bl9 in units of meters; for [w3j and [waj , 

1
the }cfiing is 

BO in units of meters/centi-second. 
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[WMATJ: Weighting matrix used in R27 computations. Elements of first(WMAT0_2) 
row are scaled Bl2; of second row are scaled B-2; and of third 
row are scaled B-17 (units meters, meters/centi-second, and meters/~ 
centi- second2 respectively). Matrix initialized in "TAKE2" . See LVHF • .;v. 

WRENDPOS: Single precision value of W-matrix initialization for R22 position 
computations, scale factor Bl9, units meters. Can be updated by 
"V67CALL", and would be expected to form part of the prelaunch load. 
It is also loaded (if final pass and in minimum key rendezvous mode) 
in "VN1645" with K 12 (see Burn Computations), and is used in 
"REND5C". posve 

WRENDVEL: Single precision value of W-matrix initialization for R22 velocity 
computations, scale factor BO, units meters/centi-second. Can be 
updated by "V67CALL", and would be expected to form part of the 
prelaunch load. It is also loaded (if final pass and in mimimum 
key rendezvous mode) in "VN1645" with K . 

13 
(see Burn Computations), 

and is used in "REND5C" . posve 

WWOPT: Single precision cell, scale factor Bl4, used in "V67CALL" to 
specify whether W-matrix initialization elements are to be changed. 
The value when displayed initially in R3 of N99 is 0: a non-zero value 
after PRO to 0699 causes WRENDPOS and WRENDVEL to be changed. vn 

WWPOS: Qu~ntity displayed in Rl of N99, scale factor Bl9, units meters. 
It provides the present W-matrix RSS position error. If the loading 
option is selected, is used as source for WRENDPOS inforIM.tion. 

WWVEL: Quantity displayed in R2 of N99, scale factor BO, units meters/ 
centi-second. It provides the present W-matrix RSS velocity error. 
If the loading option is selected, is used as source for WRENDVEL 
information. 

~' ~1 : Measurement vector information, scale factor B20,units meters, 
computed at the start of "INCORPl". Subsequently rescaled. 
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